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Abstract 
 
Identifying the meanings particular landscapes have for people is important to critical and 
ethical research, theory, professional practice and education landscape architecture. 
However, the published academic literature in the discipline is significantly underdeveloped 
in this regard. For example, landscape architectural case study methods published to date do 
not provide clear guidelines for understanding and identifying landscape meanings. 
Scholarly debate in the field is relatively new, and focussed on notions of ‘significance’, 
limiting understanding mainly to the ‘special’. This thesis contributes a substantial new 
theoretical understanding of what ‘landscape meanings’ are, and what cognitively constitutes 
the specific meanings of particular landscapes to individuals. Further, it proposes how a 
landscape architect may identify these meanings. 
 
Within a grounded theory case study methodology, this thesis is the result of iterative 
thematic analysis of existing theory and grounded empirical data. This process has allowed 
clear theoretical insights to be articulated, and synthesis of these insights to be formulated. 
The existing theory is primarily drawn from the literatures of landscape architecture and 
cultural geography. The grounded data is that of a representative case study of the meanings 
expressed by Seattle residents, including the landscape architect Richard Haag, about the 
Haag’s design and the landscape that became Gas Works Park during the seminal period 
1962-1978. What has emerged from this analysis is the theoretical insight that a person’s 
expressions of their ‘cognitive landscape images’ relevant to a particular landscape, coupled 
with their expressions of their ‘interactions’ with that landscape, constitute the specific 
‘meaning-narrative’ they attach to it. 
 
This overarching finding is formulated into four original research contributions. First, a set 
of new conceptual definitions of landscape meanings as ‘entities’ and as parts of a process is 
proposed, and second, a corresponding cyclical model explains how landscapes come to have 
specific meanings for individual people. Third, a set of data collection procedures suggest 
how a landscape architect may identify people’s ‘meaning narratives’. The fourth 
contribution is an original addition to the body of literature on the design and development of 
Gas Work Park, offering an entirely new perspective on this iconic landscape. These 
research findings have significant potential for application in landscape architecture: a way 
to understand what the landscapes we study, plan, design, manage and educate about really 
mean to the people who inhabit them. 
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A Note to the Reader 
 
 
 
 
 
This thesis includes a case study of a Gas Works Park, a landscape in the USA. Within the 
text, quotations and the titles of works retain the original American spelling and American-
English usage, without the addition of [sic]. All footnotes and references according to the 
Oxford Style Manual. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
 
... the very idea that meaning covers over the world, layer upon layer, carries 
the implication that the way to uncover the most basic level of human beings' 
practical involvement with their environments is by stripping these layers 
away ... We can surely learn from the Western Apache, who insist that the 
stories they tell, far from putting meanings upon the landscape, are intended 
to allow listeners to place themselves in relation to specific features of the 
landscape, in such a way that their meanings may be revealed or disclosed. 
Stories help to open up the world, not to cloak it [emphasis added].1 
 
This quote from Landscape Phenomenologist Tim Ingold’s ‘The Temporality of Landscape’ 
powerfully illustrates the complexity of the interrelationships between landscape, meanings 
and human identity. It particularly highlights the significance of landscape meanings, 
comprehended and expressed through our sensory experiences and the stories we tell. This 
thesis explores these interrelationships in depth: asking how particular landscapes come to 
have specific meanings for the people who interact with them, and how, as Ingold writes, 
these meanings ‘may be revealed or disclosed’, specifically to landscape architects. 
 
This research is focussed through the lens of landscape architecture, as, according to Treib 
and to Dixon Hunt, the understanding of landscape meanings is underdeveloped in the 
discipline.2 Arguing that such an understanding needs to be developed from within the 
discipline, a grounded theory case study methodology is used, with the case drawn from 
within landscape architecture. As Francis, author of the Landscape Architecture 
Foundation’s (LAF) published method for undertaking case studies identifies, there is a need 
in the discipline to ‘develop better comparative methodologies for case study analysis. More 
case studies are needed on topics such as ... landscape meaning’.3 
 
                                                     
1 Tim Ingold, 'The Temporality of the Landscape', World Archaeology, 25/2 (1993), 152-174 at 171. 
2 Marc Treib, Meaning in Landscape Architecture and Gardens (London: Routledge, 2011). Marc Treib, Spatial Recall: 
Memory in Architecture and Landscape (New York: Routledge, 2009). Marc Treib, 'Must Landscapes Mean?: Approaches to 
Significance in Recent Landscape Architecture', Landscape Journal, 14/1 (1995), 46-62. John Dixon Hunt, 'Stourhead 
Revisited and the Pursuit of Meaning in Gardens', Studies in the History of Gardens and Designed Landscapes, 26/4 (2006), 
328-341. John Dixon Hunt, Greater Perfections: The Practice of Garden Theory (Philadelphia: UPenn Press, 2000). John 
Dixon Hunt, Gardens and the Picturesque: Studies in the History of Landscape Architecture (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1997). 
3 Mark Francis, 'A Case Study Method for Landscape Architecture', Landscape Architecture Foundation 1999 
<http://www.lafoundation.org/research/case-study-method/> accessed 5 February 2013 43. Mark Francis, 'A Case Study 
Method for Landscape Architecture', Landscape Journal, 20/1-01 (2001), 15-29 at 21-27. 
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The landscape architect Richard Haag’s ground-breaking 1971 design for the 
deindustrialised landscape of Gas Works Park (GWP) in Seattle USA4 provoked a great deal 
of public controversy, with its challenge to ‘normative’ types of landscape meanings.5 As 
Francis states, GWP is ‘a well-documented case study project’ in landscape architecture.6  
However, as will be discussed, what is lacking in the published literature is analysis of what 
the GWP landscape meant to individual Seattle residents as it was deindustrialised and 
redesigned as a park. The specific case studied in this research is therefore: the meanings 
individual Seattle residents including Richard Haag expressed during the period 1962-1978, 
about the landscape that became GWP. 
 
This research makes four main contributions to theory and research, professional practice 
and education in landscape architecture. Three are presented in Chapter 7. The first is a 
newly synthesised set of definitions of landscape meanings as both discrete ‘entities’ and as 
parts of a process (Table 3). The second is a cyclical process model of how particular 
landscapes come to have specific meanings for people (Figure 47). This model offers a 
framework for the third contribution: a set of suggested procedures to guide a landscape 
architect toward identifying these meanings (Table 4). The fourth contribution is the report 
of the case study (Chapters 4-6): a significant addition to the growing body of literature on 
the design and development of GWP, offering an entirely new perspective on this iconic 
landscape architectural project. 
 
It is important when discussing the specific meanings a particular landscape has to individual 
‘people’ to define which people are indicated. In this research ‘people’ simply refers to any 
people who have any relationship with that particular landscape. As will be discussed in 
Chapter 3, a significant determinant in the formation of landscape meanings is the filtering of 
our perceptions of a landscape through our individual mental frameworks. These frameworks 
are influenced by many factors, including our education and profession. As such, while 
                                                     
4 Many authors acknowledge Haag’s design for GWP as groundbreaking within landscape architecture: Elizabeth Meyer, 
'Seized by Sublime Sentiments: Between Terra Firma and Terra Cognita', in William S Saunders (ed.), Richard Haag: Bloedel 
Reserve and Gas Works Park (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1998), 5-28. Thaisa Way, 'Richard Haag: New Eyes 
for Old', Site Lines, vii/ii (2012), 6-8. Richard Heyman, 'Postindustrial Park or Bourgeois Playground? Preservation and Urban 
Restructuring at Seattle's Gas Works Park', in Michael Bennett and David W. Teague (eds.), The Nature of Cities: Ecocriticism 
and Urban Environments (Tucson: University of Arizona Press), 111-134. Thaisa Way, 'Landscapes of Industrial Excess: A 
Thick Sections Approach to Gas Works Park', Journal of Landscape Architecture, 8/1 (2013), 28-39. Marc Treib, 
'Remembering Ruins, Ruins Remembering', in Marc Treib (ed.), Spatial Recall: Memory in Architecture and Landscape (New 
York: Routledge, 2009), 194-217. Luca Maria Francesco Fabris, Richard Haag Associates: Nature as a Lover (Santarcangelo di 
Romagna: Maggioli Editore, 2010). Graham Foundation, 'Exhibition: Richard Haag: Urban Ecological Design as Pedagogy, 
Activism, and Design'2012 <http://www.grahamfoundation.org/grantees/3762-richard-haag-urban-ecological-design-as-
pedagogy-activism-and-design> accessed 2 February 2014. 
5 Evidence of the controversial nature of the design for GWP within the Seattle public domain from 1962-1978 is discussed in 
Chapters 4-6. These include newspaper accounts such as: Alice Staples, 'Planning From the Ground Up', Seattle Times, 1 
August 1971, Real Estate p. unknown. Mike Conant, 'New Hassle Brews on Lake Union Park', Seattle Post-Intelligencer, 10 
August 1971, City Hall p. unknown. 
6 Francis, 'Case Study Method' at 27. 
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landscape architects are the primary audience for this research, and arguably specialists in 
relation to landscape, they are nonetheless considered part of ‘people’. Their perceptions of a 
landscape are simply filtered through mental frameworks which include landscape 
architectural education, professional context and experience. 
 
As will be explained later in this chapter, the grounded theory case study methodology uses a 
hermeneutic research process of thematic analysis of theory, primarily in landscape 
architecture and cultural geography. Primary data (including site observations, in-depth 
interviews with three key research informants, and the original GWP Master Plan) and 
secondary data (including reports, correspondence and newspaper articles) are analysed to 
identify the opinions (as clues to meaning) expressed about the GWP landscape by 
individual Seattle residents during one of its most intensive periods of change, 1962-1978. 
Concepts and themes emerging from the literature and data analyses are iteratively re-
analysed until no further new insights emerge. 
 
What emerges is the insight that people’s ‘cognitive landscape images’ coupled with 
their interactions within a particular landscape are constitutive of the specific meanings 
a particular landscape has for them. This relationship is at the centre of all four main 
research findings, particularly shaping the proposed approach for landscape architects 
to identify these meanings – using suggested new procedures to collect what this 
research calls a person’s landscape ‘meaning-narrative’. 
 
This chapter introduces these research findings by providing definitions of two key concepts, 
contextualising and describing the research problem, outlining the research aim and 
objectives, research design and methodology, and summarising the structure of the thesis. 
 
Defining Key Concepts 
This section defines two key concepts are included at this early juncture to aid the reader’s 
understanding of the research context and problem: ‘landscape’, and ‘landscape meanings’.  
A full set of new definitions developed in this research are defined in Chapters 2 and 3, and 
further developed into a ‘narrative’ of definitions in Chapter 7 (Table 3).  
 
This research proposes that ‘landscape’ is: 
A dynamic nexus of ecological, social and cultural systems and processes (including the 
generation of meanings), as well as organisms and inert forms. As a dynamic entity, it is 
perpetually being re/created by these systems, processes and organisms. It may be 
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identified as a specific area of land, and can also be comprised of textual and graphic 
representations.7 
 
A variety of definitions of ‘landscape meanings’ is found across a range of landscape-related 
disciplines (Table 1), illustrating that identifying what constitutes these meanings, let alone 
understanding how they become attached to particular landscapes, is no simple task. As well 
as extensive Western philosophical inquiry – well outside the scope of this research – into 
what ‘meaning’ is in relation to ‘landscape’ or ‘environment’, including by Heidegger, 
Lefebvre, Foucault, Castells, Williams, Barthes, Bourdieu, Debord and Soja,8 there is a 
sizeable body of literature in landscape architecture and related disciplines. However, few 
articulate exactly what ‘landscape meanig’ refers to. Some exceptions are quoted in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. A Sample of Definitions of ‘Landscape Meanings’ from Landscape Architecture and 
Related Disciplines 
Discipline ‘Landscape Meanings’ are: 
Landscape 
Architecture 
‘Significance ... a message ... a sensuous impression’.9 
‘Representations of ideas’.10 
Cultural 
Landscape 
Conservation 
the ‘messages being signified, the purposes intended and the significance or values 
attached to places’.11 
the ‘[i]ntangible dimensions [of places] such as symbolic qualities and 
memories’.12 
Cultural 
Geography 
the ‘relative significance we give to material existence in shaping and containing ... 
or to consciousness and culture in shaping and transforming the natural world’.13 
                                                     
7 Developed from analysis of: Kenneth R. Olwig, 'Recovering the Substantive Nature of Landscape', Annals of the Association 
of American Geographers, 86/4 (1996), 630-653. Kenneth R. Olwig, 'Performing on the Landscape versus Doing Landscape: 
Perambulatory Practice, Sight and the Sense of Belonging', in Tim Ingold and Jo Lee Vergunst (eds.), Ways of Walking: 
Ethnography and Practice on Foot (Anthropological Studies of Creativity and Perception; Aldershot: Ashgate, 2008), 81-91. 
Christopher Tilley, Explorations in Landscape Phenomenology 1: The Materiality of Stone (Oxford: Berg, 2004). Don Mitchell, 
'Dead Labor and the Political Economy of Landscape - California Living, California Dying', in Kay Anderson et al. (eds.), 
Handbook of Cultural Geography (London: SAGE, 2003), 233-248. Tim Edensor, Tourists at the Taj: Performance and 
Meaning at a Symbolic Site (London: Routledge, 1998). Ingold, 'Temporality'. John Wylie, Landscape (Kindle edn., Key Ideas 
in Geography; Taylor & Francis e-Library, 2007) 71. Denis E. Cosgrove and Peter Jackson, 'New Directions in Cultural 
Geography', Area, 19/2 (1987), 95-101. D Matless, 'An Occasion for Geography: Landscape, Representation, and Foucault's 
Corpus', Environment and Planning D: Society and Space, 10 (1992), 41-56. 
8 Martin Heidegger, Poetry, Language, Thought, trans. Albert Hofstadter (New York: Harper & Row, 1971). Henri Lefebvre, 
The Production of Space, trans. Donald Nicholson-Smith (Oxford: Blackwell, 1991; 1974). Henri Lefebvre, Writings on Cities, 
trans. Eleonore Kofman and Elizabeth Lebas (Cambridge: Blackwell, 1996). Michel Foucault, 'Of Other Spaces, Heterotopias', 
Architexturez Imprints 1984 (originally 1967) <http://foucault.info/documents/heterotopia/foucault.heterotopia.en.html> 
accessed 17 Dec 2013. Mauel Castells, The Urban Question: A Marxist Approach (London: Edward Arnold, 1977). Mauel 
Castells, 'Materials for an Exploratory Theory of the Network Society', British Journal of Sociology, 51/1 (2000), 1-24. 
Raymond Williams, Problems in Materialism and Culture (London: Verso, 1980). Roland Barthes, Image Music Text (London: 
Fontana Press, 1977). Raymond Williams, Culture (London: Fontana Press, 1981). Pierre Bourdieu, The Logic of Practice, 
trans. Richard Nice (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1990). Guy Debord, The Society of the Spectacle (2nd edn., New York: Zone 
Books, 1994). Edward W. Soja, Postmodern Geographies: The Reassertion of Space in Critical Social Theory (London: Verso, 
1989). 
9 Treib, 'Must Landscapes Mean?' at 47. 
10 Jane Gillette, 'Untitled commentary', in Marc Treib (ed.), Meaning in Landscape Architecture & Gardens (London: 
Routledge, 2011), 166-173 at 168. 
11 Jean Constance Robertson Sim, 'Designed Landscapes in Queensland, 1859-1939: Experimentation - adaptation - innovation', 
Ph.D. thesis (Queensland University of Technology, 1999) 99. 
12 Australia ICOMOS, 'The Burra Charter: The Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural Significance', Australia 
ICOMOS Incorporated 2013 <http://australia.icomos.org/publications/charters/> accessed 30 November 2013 2-3, 7-8. 
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Discipline ‘Landscape Meanings’ are: 
Landscape 
History 
‘sensual pleasures from colours and forms [and] experiences that are susceptible to 
a discourse also available in other zones of human culture ... “content” ... 
‘significances, cultural topics’.14 
the shared ‘myths, memories, and obsessions’.15 
Environmental 
Psychology 
‘Emotional/affective’ ... attachments to a place that provide ‘the basis for the 
individual’s and group’s understandings of and relation to the environment’.16 
 
This range of definitions does highlight the highly subjective, ephemeral and temporal nature 
of landscape meanings. In Chapter 2 a wider range of related concepts from these disciplines 
are discussed and synthesised and extended into a clearer conceptualisation of ‘landscape 
meanings’. What this research finds lacking is an understanding of the potential for meaning 
in even the most banal of everyday landscapes, apart from discussion of this subject in the 
work of some North American humanistic cultural geographers, as noted by O’Hare17 (see 
Chapter 2). The historian Stanford, for example, refers to landscapes somewhat 
simplistically as either ‘meaningful’ or ‘meaningless’.18  
 
In Chapter 2 this research, however, argues that ‘meaninglessness’ is itself a form of 
meaning, leading to the proposed definition of ‘landscape meanings’ as: 
The positive or negative purposes, messages, content, significance, distinctiveness or 
lack thereof which people can gather from and attach to a specific landscape. These 
meanings can be individual or shared, can evolve within, or be imposed upon a 
particular landscape.19 [new addition contributed by this research in italics]. 
 
As discussed in Chapter 2, the closest to this sensibility is found in the work of the landscape 
architect Olin, and to a lesser extent in that of landscape architecture historian Dixon Hunt.20 
The cultural geographer Cosgrove’s understanding of landscape meaning as the ‘relative 
                                                                                                                                                      
13 Denis E. Cosgrove, 'Worlds of Meaning: Cultural Geography and the Imagination', in Kenneth E. Foote et al. (eds.), Re-
reading Cultural Geography (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1994), 387-395 at 388. 
14 Dixon Hunt, Gardens  291-292. 
15 Simon Schama, Landscape and Memory (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1995) 14-15. 
16 Setha M. Low, 'Symbolic Ties That Bind: Place Attachment in the Plaza', in Irwin Altman and Setha M. Low (eds.), Place 
Attachment (New York: Plenum Press, 1992), 165-185 at 166. 
17 Daniel O'Hare, 'Tourism and Small Coastal Settlements: A Cultural Landscape Approach for Urban Design', Ph.D. 
dissertation (Oxford Brookes University, 1997). 
18 Michael Stanford, A Companion to the Study of History (Oxford: Blackwell, 1994) 280-281. 
19 Developed from analysis of: “meaning” in 'Oxford English Dictionary Online', 3rd Edition, Oxford University Press [Online 
database], Last updated September 2013, 2013 <http://www.oed.com.ezp01.library.qut.edu.au/> 2013. Sim, 'Designed 
Landscapes'.Dixon Hunt, Gardens . Treib, 'Must Landscapes Mean?'. Laurie Olin, 'What Did I Mean Then or Now?', in Marc 
Treib (ed.), Meaning in Landscape Architecture & Gardens (London: Routledge, 2011), 72-81. Australia ICOMOS, 'Burra 
Charter'. Sue Clifford and Angela King, England in Particular: A Celebration of the Commonplace, the Local, the Vernacular 
and the Distinctive (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 2006). Low, 'Symbolic Ties'. Denis E. Cosgrove, Social Formation and 
Symbolic Landscape (2nd edn., Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1998). Edensor, Tourists . Edward C. Relph, Place 
and Placelessness (London: Pion, 1976). John Brinckerhoff Jackson, Discovering the Vernacular Landscape (London and New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1984).  
20 Olin, 'What Did I Mean; Laurie Olin, 'Form, Meaning and Expression in Landscape Architecture', Landscape Journal, 7/2 
(1988), 149-168. Dixon Hunt, Gardens . 
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significance’ [emphasis added] people grant it, best embraces the idea that a ‘lack’ is still a 
meaning.21 Through the research process, this thesis synthesises and extends existing 
conceptions of what landscape meanings are, and defines them as both discrete ‘entities’, 
and as parts of a process. Chapter 2 takes the multi-disciplinary lens indicated in Table 1, but 
it is the literature of cultural geography that most directly informs the ‘landscape’ lens of this 
research, and hence becomes the focus of Chapter 3. 
 
Contextualising the Research Problem 
As will be further discussed, this research is based on the symbolic-interactionist assumption 
described by Schwandt, that people ‘act toward the objects and people in their environment 
based on the meanings these objects and people have for them’.22 Thus for landscape 
architects, understanding the meanings particular landscapes have for people is important to 
critical and ethical research, theory, professional practice and education. Yet the published 
academic literature in the discipline is relatively underdeveloped on the specific subject of 
understanding the meanings particular landscapes have for people.23 These limits to the 
understanding of landscape meanings in the landscape architectural literature are discussed 
later in this section of this chapter. 
 
The selected case study is of the meanings individual Seattle residents including Richard 
Haag, expressed during the period 1962-1978 about the landscape that became GWP. This 
section briefly introduces GWP, illustrating its relevance as a case study to investigate the 
conceptualisation and identification of landscape meanings. It highlights the importance of 
Haag’s legacy, as the 1971 design for GWP was a watershed in landscape architecture, 
setting in train decades of ground-breaking new knowledge and theory in response to the 
advance of deindustrialisation in Western landscapes.24 
Limits to the Understanding of ‘Landscape Meanings’ in Landscape Architecture 
As defining and identifying landscape meanings is challenging enough for those educated in 
the domain of ‘landscape’, the idea of simply asking people what a particular landscape 
means to them is unlikely to elicit a consistently useful complexity or subtlety of response. 
Through a critical analysis and synthesis of existing theory and case study data, this research 
                                                     
21 Cosgrove, 'Worlds of Meaning' at 388. 
22 Thomas A Schwandt, 'Symbolic Interactionism', in Thomas A Schwandt (ed.), The SAGE Dictionary of Qualitative Inquiry 
(3rd edn., Thousand Oaks: SAGE, 2007), 284-285 at 284. 
23 Treib, Meraning . Olin, 'Form'. Catherin Bull, 'A Purposeful Aesthetic? Valuing Landscape Style and Meaning in the 
Ecological Age', Landscape Australia, 18 (1996), 24-30. 
24 Richard Haag Associates Inc., A Report Substantiating the Master Plan for Myrtle Edwards Park (Seattle: Richard Haag 
Associates Inc., 1971). 
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contributes a new theoretical approach to understanding landscape meanings and how 
particular landscapes come to have specific meanings for people, and how these meanings 
might be identified by landscape architects. 
 
Interestingly, despite the aforementioned range of literature devoted to the concept of 
landscape meanings, to date discussion of what they actually are, and particularly the 
processes by which they come to be and how to identify them, remain relatively limited in 
landscape architecture. The Oxford Dictionary of Architecture and Landscape Architecture,25 
for example, does not actually define ‘meaning’, and Treib argues that landscape architecture 
did not overtly engage with ideas of meaning drawn from within its own theory and practice 
until the 1990s. This is not to say there had been no discussion of meaning whatsoever, but 
he argues the discipline was previously more focused on its roles in relation to ecological 
systems, conservation, and the aesthetic effects of its work on human wellbeing.26 However, 
meaning is arguably a crucial ingredient in the latter, as strongly expressed throughout the 
literature of cultural geography, notably in the work of J.B. Jackson, Domosh, Tilley, Olwig, 
and W.J.T. Mitchell.27 
 
The conception of landscape meanings expressed in much of the published academic 
literature of landscape architecture is largely limited by a focus on the ‘special’ or the 
‘significant’, with much less discussion of what Stanford calls the ‘meaningless’. The 
exceptions are the aforementioned Dixon Hunt, and Olin, who refers to landscapes which are 
‘banal, background places that are at most utilitarian or instrumental ... not called to do or 
mean anything more than this.’28 Critically, whilst meanings become attached to landscapes 
simply as a result of people living and functioning in those landscapes, dominant social 
ideologies – or the broader socio-political context – can also impose meanings upon 
landscapes.29 Edensor describes ‘power’ inscribing particular histories – or meanings – on 
places in two ways: establishing what should be remembered and how through the creation 
of specific ‘rituals of remembrance’; and by choosing to memorialise selected people and 
events (or versions thereof) 'through their inscription onto the landscape in the form of 
monuments.’ He refers to such places as ‘memoryscapes’ which ‘materialise memory’ by 
                                                     
25 Oxford University Press, 'Oxford Dictionary of Architecture and Landscape Architecture', 2nd2014 2006 
<http://www.oxfordreference.com.ezp01.library.qut.edu.au> accessed April 12 2014. 
26 Marc Treib, 'Meaning and Meanings: An Introduction', in Marc Treib (ed.), Meaning in Landscape Architecture & Gardens 
(London: Routledge, 2011) at ix-xi. 
27 Jackson, Vernacular Landscape  147-148. Mona Domosh, Invented Cities: The Creation of Landscape in Nineteenth-Century 
New York and Boston (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1996) 156. Tilley, Materiality  25. Olwig, 'Performing' at 85. W. J. 
T. Mitchell (ed.), Landscape and Power (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994) 1-2. *Note: cultural geographers J.B. 
Jackson and P. Jackson are referred to with their intials for the purpose of differentiation. 
28 Stanford, Companion  280-281. Olin, 'What Did I Mean?' at 77-78. 
29 Peter J. Hugill and Kenneth E. Foote, 'Re-reading Cultural Geography', in Kenneth E. Foote et al. (eds.), Re-reading Cultural 
Geography (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1994), 9-23 at 22. James S. Duncan and Nancy G. Duncan, '(Re)reading the 
Landscape', Environment and Planning D: Society and Space, 6 (1988), 117-126 at 117. 
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creating iconographic ‘stages for organising a relationship with the past.'30 Landscape 
architectural theorists such as Bull, Sim, Lyle and Weller describe landscape thus as a 
‘medium’ communicating ideas and ‘meanings’, and through which we come to understand 
aspects of the world.31 
 
In this thesis, landscape meaning is first explored as a discrete ‘entity’, then as part of a 
process of attachment to a landscape – specifically through attribution and/or association. It 
is proposed that people’s pre-existing values, perceptions of and interactions with 
landscapes, expressions of these, and their memories all play an interconnected role in 
landscapes having meanings. People perceive a landscape, filtering their perceptions through 
their evolved sets of values, emotions and memories, and simultaneously interact within that 
landscape, i.e. experience it, maybe actively using or creating it. 
 
For example, a child playing in a park, a commuter walking down the Champs-Elysées, or 
someone looking away from something they have seen, are all interacting with a landscape.  
Each person brings with them their own unique experiences and expectations of each 
landscape, which of course is not a static, predictable entity. Their interactions express that 
person’s perceptions of the landscape, filtered or tempered by their values regarding 
‘landscape’, and these interactions in turn reinforce or alter pre-existing values. This results 
in the attachment of new meanings to that landscape, or to comprehending or confirming 
existing meanings. These interweavings – or hierarchies – of dominant and shared meanings 
create a challenge for conservationists, cultural geographers and landscape architects, among 
others, as to which meanings should be given precedence when considering interpretation of, 
or change to a landscape, and/or how to assimilate the multiplicity of different meanings that 
Sim describes as ‘layered’ in landscapes.32 ‘Meanings thus comprise ethics, values, history, 
affect, all of them taken singly or as a group.’33 
 
Case study research is becoming an increasingly popular way for landscape architects to 
evaluate design interventions and explore related issues, with an excellent guide to the 
method by landscape architect Francis, published by the LAF.34 However, the guide is 
                                                     
30 Edensor, Tourists  138. 
31 Bull, 'Purposeful Aesthetic?' at 26-27. Sim, 'Designed Landscapes' 90, 99. John Tillman Lyle, 'Can Floating Seeds Make 
Deep Forms?', Landscape Journal, 10/1 (1991), 37-47. Richard Weller, 'An Art of Instrumentality: Thinking Through 
Landscape Urbanism', in Charles Waldheim (ed.), The Landscape Urbanism Reader (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 
2006), 69-85.  
32 Sim, 'Designed Landscapes' 90. 
33 Treib, 'Must Landscapes Mean?' at 48. 
34 Elen M. Deming and Simon Swaffield, Landscape Architecture Research: Inquiry, Strategy, Design (Hoboken: John Wiley 
& Sons, 2011). Mick Abbott, Designing Wilderness as a Phenomenological Landscape: Design-directed Research within the 
Context of New Zealand's Conservation Estate. PhD Thesis (New Zealand: Lincoln University, 2008). Francis, 'Case Study 
Method'. Francis, 'Case Study Method'. 
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somewhat underdeveloped for interpreting landscape meanings, with its list of case study 
elements including little about the meanings a designed landscape has for local people. This 
is, however, unsurprising given the limited nature of landscape architectural theory regarding 
meanings, and the fact that they are largely invisible, ephemeral, individual, and subject to 
temporal change. 
 
In developing the landscape architectural case study method, Francis devised a list of 
‘critical dimensions’ which should be documented, including ‘meaning’,  and states that how 
to ‘collect and present this type of data is discussed.’35 However, there are only two further 
references to this in the material and in the final version of the method. The first is included 
in the list: ‘Perception and meaning – How place is perceived and valued?’36 This statement 
is notable for the use of the term ‘place’ rather than ‘landscape’, a differentiation discussed 
in Chapter 2. Of greater relevance to this research, it suggests two things regarding landscape 
and meaning: a vital link between our perception of landscape and meaning, and an equating 
of ‘meaning’ with ‘value’. As discussed in Chapter 2, the latter are found to be related, but 
not synonymous concepts. 
 
The second reference to how to collect and present data on meaning occurs in the proposed 
format for case study reporting. Under the suggested heading ‘Significance and Uniqueness 
of Project’, examples indicate this refers to the significance and uniqueness of a landscape 
architectural design. Francis recommends the use of archival research, interviews and 
longitudinal studies of landscapes as methods for more in-depth case study analysis in 
general, all of which are applied in this research. Significantly, he identifies ‘Meaning’ as an 
‘Issue Typology’ around which a landscape architecture case study could be organised, and 
such is the framing of the case study used in this research.37 The two exemplar case studies 
illustrating Francis’ method do not address the meanings of the landscapes studied outside 
the – albeit important – category of ‘significance and uniqueness’. 
 
A case study published by Francis titled ‘Meaning and Design of Farmer’s Markets as Public 
Space: An Issue-Based Case Study’ focusses on the generalised meanings of a particular 
landscape typology to user groups. While sources of data are described, methods of analysis 
are not described with regards to meaning. It seems meanings are to be inferred from the 
identification of landscape functions, as illustrated in the only finding explicitly referring to 
meaning: that ‘what makes markets meaningful and memorable is their unique role as social 
                                                     
35 Francis, 'Case Study Method' 9. 
36 Ibid. 
37 Ibid. Francis, 'Case Study Method' at 21. 
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space.’38 While this excellent case study offers a valuable guide for landscape architects 
regarding a particular landscape typology, this research seeks a finer grained identification of 
the meanings of a particular landscape, at the level of the individual person rather than the 
group. While Francis’ approach to method is to gradually move inward from the general to 
the typological and the collective, this research focusses on the particular landscape and the 
specific individual. Indeed, Francis identifies that there is a ‘need to develop better 
comparative methodologies for case study analysis. More case studies are needed on topics 
such as ... landscape meaning’.39 This research is positioned in this space, and as such makes 
a significant contribution to landscape architectural case study methodology. 
Deindustrialised Landscapes and Meanings: the Significance of Gas Works Park 
Deindustrialised-then-redesigned public park landscapes offer a valuable context within 
which to investigate the complexities of landscape meanings, as such significant changes 
throw into sharp relief the meanings a public landscape itself has for local people. 
 
In recent decades, the Western world has faced an increasing legacy of abandoned former 
industrial landscapes, particularly within or adjacent to towns and cities. The shift from the 
industrialised late 1960s to present day globalised free-market societies has brought with it 
the shift of much labour and production from developed to emerging economies.40 What 
Oswalt describes as the resultant ‘shrinking cities’, are faced with emptying central areas and 
the expansion of population-absorbing satellite suburban areas.41 A further source of 
deindustrialising urban landscapes is the gradual but massive global shift to renewable 
energy sources, as detailed by Droege.42 
 
De Solà-Morales Rubió describes abandoned landscapes as ‘terrains vagues’, a concept 
permeating landscape architecture in relation to deindustrialised landscapes.43 A substantial 
body of landscape architectural knowledge and theory in response to these conditions has 
been developing in the decades since Richard Haag’s seminal 1971 Master Plan for GWP, 
after Seattle’s coal-fired gas works was decommissioned in favour of cleaner natural gas 
production and the site became a public park.44 The two primary pillars of this body of 
knowledge and theory are ecological design and landscape urbanism, and the most 
                                                     
38 Mark Francis and Lucas Griffith, 'The Meaning and Design of Farmers' Markets as Public Space: An Issue-Based Case 
Study', Landscape Journal, 30/2 (2011), 261-279 at 276. 
39 Francis, 'Case Study Method' 43. Francis, 'Case Study Method' at 21-27. 
40 Patrik Schumacher and Christian Rogner, 'After Ford', in Georgia Daskalakis, Charles Waldheim and Jason Young (eds.), 
Stalking Detroit (Barcelona: ACTAR, 2001), 48-56 at 52-54. 
41 Philipp Oswalt, Shrinking Cities 1: International Research (Ostfildern: Hatje Cantz Verlag, 2005). Philipp Oswalt, Shrinking 
Cities 2: Interventions (Ostfildern: Hatje Cantz Verlag, 2006) 13. 
42 Peter Droege, Urban Energy Transition: From Fossil Fuels to Renewable Power (Kindle edn., Oxford: Elsevier, 2011). 
43 Ignasi De Solà-Morales Rubió, 'Terrain Vague', in Cynthia E. Davidson (ed.), Anyplace (New York: Anyone Corporation, 
1995), 118-123 at 120-123. 
44 Richard Haag Associates Inc., Master Plan . 'Gas Plant on Lake Offered for Park', Seattle Times, 19 June 1962, p. unknown. 
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significant ‘moves’ are discussed briefly here after an introduction to GWP illustrating the 
importance of Haag’s legacy, and the relevance of GWP as a case study to research the 
conceptualisation and identification of landscape meanings. 
 
Haag is a highly respected ‘elder’ of landscape architecture, described as a design ‘activist’, 
particularly for his ground-breaking advocacy for the bioremediation and interactive reuse of 
industrial remains. His most well-known project is GWP, the landscape at the centre of the 
case study in this thesis, widely acknowledged as the seminal work of contemporary 
landscape architecture in a deindustrialised landscape (see for example, Meyer, Heyman, 
Way, Treib, Fabris and the Graham Foundation45), specifically in a landscape 
decommissioned due to a shift to a cleaner urban energy source.46 GWP is a 20.5 acre public 
park projecting out into Seattle’s inner-urban Lake Union from its northern shore, as shown 
in Figures 2 and 3. 
 
Figure 2. Gas Works Park Viewed from the Seattle Space Needle, 200947 
 
                                                     
45 Meyer, 'Seized'. Way, 'Richard Haag'. Heyman, 'Postindustrial Park'. Way, 'Landscapes'. Treib, 'Remembering'. Fabris, RHA . 
Graham Foundation, 'Exhibition'. 
46 'Gas Plant'. 
47 Shannon Satherley, Field Photographs from Gas Works Park (Seattle, USA: 2009). 
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Figure 3. Aerial View of Gas Works Park, 200948 
The story of GWP, from the city of Seattle’s 1962 decision to make this landscape into a 
park, to the final year of design implementation in 1978, illustrates the importance of 
informed, passionate political and social advocacy for the realisation of a challenging, 
innovative design.49 GWP is recognised as: 
• the first deindustrialised landscape redesigned as a public place, maintaining toxic 
material on site, using bioremediation to cleanse it; 
• the first significant contemporary design which intentionally kept and incorporated 
large ex-industrial infrastructure visibly as part of a new kind of public place; 
• the first identified landscape architectural project inviting users to occupy the 
landscape during design implementation, both to show them its transformation, and 
to create a landscape which would evolve with use from the beginning; 
• a U.S. ‘National Historic Landmark’ (status granted in 2013) for its ground-breaking 
use of bioremediation, industrial heritage conservation, and for setting ‘a new 
precedent in landscape design, both nationally and internationally.’50 
 
Figure 4 lists key events in the GWP narrative contextualising the case study, including the 
case study’s two ‘embedded units of analysis’: ‘Design Intent 1962-1971’ and ‘Design 
                                                     
48 Photograph courtesy of Richard Haag, 2009. 
49 Graham Foundation, 'Exhibition'. American Society of Landscape Architects, 'ASLA Medals and Firm Award Recipients 
Selected'2003 <http://www.asla.org/nonmembers/publicrelations/pressreleases/press03/press051203.htm> accessed 2 February 
2014. Thaisa Way and Shannon Satherley, Interview with Thaisa Way (Seattle: Unpublished, 13 November 2009). 
50 Meyer, 'Seized'. Fabris, RHA . Richard Haag and Shannon Satherley, Interview with Richard Haag (Seattle: Unpublished, 5 
July 2010). Heyman, 'Postindustrial Park'. Way and Satherley, Interview . Way, 'Richard Haag'. Way, 'Landscapes'. Treib, 
'Remembering'. 
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Implementation 1972-1978’.  Yin recommends such division of a case study into these 
‘subunits’ in order to best manage data collection and analysis.51 The method of selecting 
these embedded units is discussed later in this chapter. 
 
Figure 4. Gas Works Park Contextual Narrative and Embedded Units of Analysis 
 
Chapter 4 provides a detailed narrative of the evolution of GWP between 1962-1978. 
However, an overview is provided here to identify how it forms an ideal case study to 
investigate landscape meanings. The Seattle gas works closed in 1956, remaining vacant and 
fenced until 1962 when the City of Seattle commenced acquisition of the site from the 
Washington Natural Gas Company, planning to transform it into a new kind of waterfront 
park.52 At this time, the landscape comprised 70% degraded hard-stand and structures 
including six 9.15m (30ft) rusting generator towers, tonnes of debris, a 15.25m (50ft) high 
contaminated spoil mound, and substantial amounts of oil and tar oozing from the ground 
(Figure 5).53 Like many Seattleites, Haag found the site hideous until he went inside the 
                                                     
51 Robert K Yin, Case Study Research: Design and Methods (4 edn., Applied Social Research Methods Series; Thousand Oaks: 
Sage, 2009) 50-52. 
52 'Gas Plant'. Trudy Weckworth, 'City to Buy Gas Plant; Park Planned on Site', Outlook (Seattle), 21 June 1962, p. 1. 'Seattle 
Gets 'Wonderful' Park Site', Newspaper unidentified, September 1964, City Hall Report p. unknown. Richard Haag Associates 
Inc., Master Plan  29. 
53 Richard Haag Associates Inc., Master Plan  15. 
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fence circa. 1965 and discovered its ‘great beauty and mystery’, and a vision began to form 
in his mind for a radically new kind of public park.54 
 
 
Figure 5. The Seattle Gas Works just as Demolition and Grading Commenced, 197255 
 
In 1970 Haag’s design practice, Richard Haag Associates (RHA), won the City of Seattle’s 
competition to design what was to be called ‘Myrtle Edwards Park’, with the radical 
proposal to retain at least some of the site’s industrial structures, redesigned for new kinds of 
active uses.56 This challenged many people’s ideas about public parks and the place of 
industrial remains, and in response Haag invited the City Council and the public to do what 
he had done: physically interact with the landscape in order to discover its ‘genius’.57 Not 
only did he undertake the standard public meetings about the Master Plan, but he also 
instigated an on-site design office to which the public were invited, and successfully lobbied 
                                                     
54 Haag and Satherley, Interview . 
55 Photograph by Cole Porter in 'Letter Shows Myrtle Edwards Liked Park Use of Gas Tanks', University Herald (Seattle), 15 
March 1972, p. unknown. 
56 'Board May Sponsor Contest for Lake Union Park Design', Outlook (Seattle), 23 January 1969, p. unknown. Val Varney, 
'Designer Chosen for Lake Union Park', Seattle Times, 26 April 1970, p. unknown. 
57 From the classical Roman term ‘genius loci’, discussed in the architectural literature primarily by Norberg-Schulz. Christian 
Norgerg-Schulz, Genius Loci: Towards a Phenomenology of Architecture (New York: Rizzoli, 1980). 
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to have the park opened for public use during design implementation from 1973-1978, after 
construction commenced in 197258 (Figure 6). 
 
 
Figure 6. GWP Open for Public Interaction during Park Construction, 197359 
 
These initiatives helped many local people come around to the idea of this radically new 
kind of park, and new approach to industrial heritage. Haag’s vision was also that the park 
should evolve through people’s interaction with the landscape, rather than being dictated by 
the Master Plan.60 Unfortunately, political priorities have meant that in this respect Haag’s 
vision has never been fully realised: while in the old gas works boiler room and pump house 
‘Playbarn’ (Figure 7) children play on repurposed industrial equipment, the massive 
generator towers (Figure 8) remain inaccessible behind fences rather than becoming Haag’s 
proposed climbing equipment, lookout platforms, camera obscura, café, and art gallery.61 
Meyer eloquently describes the result: ‘The awesome, monumental structures of Gas Works 
Park, once the source of technological sublime rapture, now seem less consequential, more a 
part of a cast of characters than sole performers within the park.’62 
                                                     
58 Haag and Satherley, Interview . 
59 Karen Engstrom, 'Lake Union Park: 'A Back-to-nature Site'', Seattle Times, 16 December 1973, Pictorial . 
60 Karen West, 'Park Hearing Testimony is Low Key, Supportive', Outlook (Seattle), 8 March 1972, p. 1, 4. Richard Haag 
Associates Inc., Master Plan  35. 
61 'Letter Shows'. Alf Collins, 'Little Can Grow in Most of Gas-plant Park Site', Seattle Times, 18 July 1971, p. G 1. Richard 
Haag Associates Inc., Master Plan  27. 
62 Meyer, 'Seized' at 19. 
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Figure 7. The GWP Playbarn, 200963 
 
Figure 8. The GWP Generator Towers Remain Inaccessible Behind Fences, 200964 
 
In embracing the ‘genius’ of the site, Haag was also taking a radical step in embracing what 
he described as an ‘ecologic disaster’ to envisage a new kind of hybrid ecology. The City 
could not afford to remove or cap much of the site’s contaminated spoil. So Haag initiated 
the first public landscape project to use bioremediation to gradually cleanse toxic material in 
situ.65 Unable to support much vegetation, the underlying soil was as much an industrial 
remain as the more visually obvious built structures.66 Similarly, Haag’s conservation 
approach to the gas works structures was neither to hide the landscape’s industrial past, nor 
                                                     
63 Satherley, GWP Photos . 
64 Ibid.. 
65 Haag and Satherley, Interview . Meyer, 'Seized'. Fabris, RHA . 
66 Richard Haag Associates Inc., Master Plan  15-19. 
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to make it into a kind of outdoor museum. He intended a landscape that would both celebrate 
industrial technology’s ingenuity and formal grandeur, but also provide a warning about its 
legacy of environmental degradation.67 As Chapters 4-6 of this thesis reveal, the GWP 
Master Plan provoked a great deal of public controversy between 1962-1978 concerning the 
ways people understood particular landscape typologies, the meanings they attached to them, 
and how those attachments were challenged.68 
 
Given the status of Haag’s legacy in landscape architecture, there have been surprisingly few 
sustained academic studies of his work published, and particularly of GWP.69 However, the 
gradually growing body of literature predominantly addresses Haag’s revolutionary approach 
to the transformation of post-industrial soils and structures with little in depth investigation 
of how the process of design and implementation highlighted, challenged and sometimes 
changed the meanings local people attached to the landscape. Meyer and Way are however 
notable for broadly addressing this. Meyer’s discussion of Haag’s design method highlights 
the ‘interplay’ of human, technological and natural systems and processes to generate 
landscapes such as GWP which people find ‘unsettling’. This thesis proposes that part of 
what was unsettling about GWP in 1962–1978 was that it challenged people’s existing ‘park 
landscape’ meanings. As such, Meyer situates GWP and Haag’s legacy within a wider 
philosophical discussion of meaning and the sublime in landscape.70 Beginning from the 
standpoint of Kantian aesthetics in which the sublime is only located within the human 
subject, she asks whether landscape architecture can in fact ‘do more than generate form 
from natural processes ... Can it move a subject to a more complex understanding of the 
interdependence between humans and the land?’71 Arguably, this research asks a similar 
question to Meyer, but at a more quotidian level. 
 
Treib also brings this theme back to earth in his discussion of GWP in the context of ruins 
and memory, arguing that while the park’s generator towers were ‘[once] meaningful 
because of their use, in their new role as park attraction they run the risk of being read as 
neutral structures denuded of significance.’ However, he also argues that if the fences were 
removed for tower access, ‘they might lose some of their readings as historical indices.’72 
Their presence to him suggests an indeterminate sense of meaning. Heyman stresses the 
                                                     
67 Ibid. Collins, 'Little Can Grow'. Michael Sweeney, 'Down at the Old Gas Plant. Beautiful New Park to Bloom in Spring', 
Seattle Post-Intelligencer, 14 October 1973, p. 83. 
68 Staples, 'Planning'. 
69 A long overdue monograph on Haag’s complete ouvre has just been published, post the examination of this thesis: Thaisa 
Way, The Landscape Architecture of Richard Haag: From Modern Space to Urban Ecological Design (Seattle: University of 
Washington Press, 2015). 
70 Meyer, 'Seized' at 10-11. 
71 Ibid. 
72 Treib, 'Remembering' at 204. 
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importance of locating GWP as a crucial moment in the wider global economic narrative of 
‘the spatial and conceptual reshaping of the urban landscape ... helping to produce a 
“postindustrial” discourse.’73 However, like Treib, he describes it as ‘entombing’ the 
industrial in the past, and as something ‘foreign’.74 Olin, on the other hand, finds the park ‘an 
archaeological playground of genuine meaning and poetry’ which ‘speaks to us about our 
past in ways that only the broken aqueducts and fallen columns of ruined temples can.’75  
 
Way primarily reads GWP through the lens of its landforms, a strong driver in Haag’s design 
approach, and also a theme throughout Meyer’s critical writing on GWP.76 However, Way 
also identifies that landform can be conceived as a ‘skin’ at the top of a ‘rich history of 
morphologies, natural and human’, which might be read as a ‘thick section’. Recognising the 
challenge of identifying and teasing apart this ‘rich history’, she argues that ‘this thick 
section is not easy to draw’, requiring a ‘dynamic’ approach cycling back and forth between 
drawing and writing.’77 Way is arguably identifying the need to take a dynamic, process-
oriented approach to these subtleties and complexities of landscape, as this research does in 
relation to understanding landscape meanings. 
 
All the critical literature identifies the importance of Haag’s legacy within landscape 
architectural thought and practice; indeed Fabris’ monograph is focussed on this, but with 
little to add regarding GWP.78 Heyman and Way identify the important role Haag’s work on 
GWP played in influencing collaborative design in landscape architecture, but provide little 
detail regarding what he did and how it was influential. What they do discuss is how 
confronting GWP was for Seattleites, used to Olmsted-designed parks providing quiet 
‘retreat’ from city bustle. In his detailed account of the development of GWP, Heyman sets 
its engagement with both the industrial past and with the noise and grime of the city within 
the context of major urban change to ‘the very meaning of the notion “urban”’ between 1968 
and 1971.79 This challenge to a type of landscape meaning is analysed in depth in Chapters 
4-6. 
 
The most significant aspect of Haag’s contribution to landscape architecture that Meyer 
identifies is his design method, which, as she outlines, is common practice today, but was 
radical in the 1970s. Particularly with GWP, this is based in: 
                                                     
73 Heyman, 'Postindustrial Park' at 112. 
74 Ibid. 
75 Olin, 'Form' at 166. 
76 Way, 'Landscapes'. Haag and Satherley, Interview . Meyer, 'Seized'. 
77 Way, 'Landscapes' at 30. 
78 Fabris, RHA . 
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... inquiries into the found conditions and processes on a site. Haag’s works 
confounded early critics, who wrote before the infiltration of earth art and 
phenomenal art criticism into the field of landscape architecture, because they 
were neither the result of an explicit, rational process nor the epiphenomena of 
an a priori formal logic or typological method.80 
Meyer’s meditation on GWP situates it as simultaneously integral to and anomalous within 
its ecological and built-character context, as ‘that which is visible is challenged by the 
invisible ... [it] reflects histories of both human actions modifying natural rhythms and 
natural events modifying human rhythms.’ She highlights the immense challenge the 
industrial condition of the gas works landscape presented, both technically and to people’s 
ideas of public landscape safety. The importance, she stresses, is that GWP engages with the 
site’s past and continuing narrative, but without being either an aestheticisation of industrial 
heritage, or a didactic heritage lesson.81 This was the precedent GWP set for landscape 
architects working in the newly deindustrialising Western landscapes. 
 
Ecological Design in Deindustrialised Landscapes 
Weller argues that landscape architecture is the discipline best placed to respond to the 
challenging conditions of urban deindustrialisation, as it understands the nature and the 
culture of the city as ‘a singular dynamic ecology without edge’.82 McHarg is credited with 
proposing ecology as a basis for landscape design in 1969, and Lyle explains all landscape 
design as ecological design, which understands nature as cultural and culture as natural.83 
 
It was not until the 1980s that other landscape architects followed Haag’s lead and began 
breaking away from the traditional ‘erasure’ and capping of deindustrialised landscapes. 
New design projects began to embrace ecological complexity, and: 
Instead of returning the site to some image of an idealized nature thought to 
exist before human dumping, harvesting, destroying, and polluting, Haag, 
Hargreaves, and Bargmann worked with the site contingencies, highlighting 
and reinforcing them. In doing so, they called into question the assumption 
that industrial destruction must be hidden beneath a veneer of pastoralism.84 
This new approach to the post-industrial landscape formed the agenda for the 1998 
Manufactured Sites Conference, at which ‘the main issue to be presented [was] not whether 
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landscapes of this type should be reclaimed, restored or redeveloped, but rather, the precise 
nature of how this [was] to be carried out’.85 
 
The Office for Metropolitan Architecture’s 1982 second-placed (thus unbuilt) design for 
Parc de la Villette in Paris is cited by Meyer as the next significant deindustrialised 
landscape design project, and the main precursor to landscape urbanism, particularly the 
work of Corner, as discussed later in this Chapter.86 What was important about this design 
was not the proposed park’s material elements, but that they were arranged in relation to one 
another and to the site, designing the landscape as a system, not just an arrangement of 
forms.87  The design of Park Duisburg-Nord in the Ruhr valley in Germany by landscape 
architects Latz + Partner was the next significant constructed deindustrialised landscape park 
design after GWP. In 1989, Latz + Partner won the Internationale Bauausstellung Fürst-
Pückler-Land (IBA) competition to redesign the decommissioned A. G. Thyssen steelworks 
near Duisburg. This site became Park Duisburg Nord, the important achievement of which 
Kirkwood describes as being to: 
... reconnect our contemporary culture to its working past. … [Latz + Partner] 
reinterprets the historical structures for contemporary uses that engage the 
community beyond simply reading the past. Park Duisburg-Nord offers a new 
model, an “industriopark” celebrating community and culture.88 
Latz + Partner rejected the notion that abandoned industrial sites are ‘damaged’ and must be 
made anew or returned to nature. Rather, they should evolve into entirely new types of 
landscapes which will help reknit communities physically, socially and culturally. Much as 
Haag did, they embraced what was on the site and let it suggest appropriate interventions, 
aiming to enable ‘nature’ to find its own way back into the deindustrialised landscape in new 
ways.89 
 
Armstrong warns of the ‘commodification and thus trivialization’ of such redesigned 
deindustrialised landscapes, stating that while ‘these designs are significant contributions to 
urban public space, aesthetically resolved and functionally satisfying, their industrial past 
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exists only as frozen set-pieces.’ However, as she notes, the work of the IBA could not be 
further from this description.90 The IBA charter sought design for ecological, social and 
economic balance in Germany’s deindustrialising Northern Ruhr coal and steel heartlands. 
From 2000-2010 the not-for-profit organisation commissioned and co-ordinated 30 
landscape architecture projects in post-mining, processing, manufacturing and energy-
generating landscapes in the region, creating new public landscapes with new, ‘emergent’ 
ecologies and clear links to the industrial past.91 Armstrong describes an IBA project at a 
former coal mining complex at Lausitz: ‘Watching the inexorable submergence of the dune-
like remnants of the mining process and the plants that colonise these spoil heaps will be 
engrossing.’92 
 
From Ecological Design to a Landscape Urbanist Approach 
The next significant move in this narrative was the landscape urbanist work of Corner, 
culminating in the acclaimed design of the High Line on a decommissioned elevated 
industrial railway in New York City,93 and Fresh Kills Park: Lifescape, discussed here.94 The 
term ‘landscape urbanism’ was coined by the architect Waldheim via a conference and 
exhibition of the same name in 1997 to identify an ‘emergent’ response to the new 
conditions of deindustrialisation in Western cities. It describes ‘a disciplinary realignment ... 
in which landscape replaces architecture as the basic building block of contemporary 
urbanism.’95 Derived from landscape architecture, landscape planning, and complexity 
theory, it refuses to ‘draw rigid distinctions between natural and social phenomena’, i.e. 
urbanising ecological design.96 
 
Doherty describes Corner’s landscape practice as epitomising this approach.97 Landscape 
urbanists respond to landscape’s complexity by designing landscape processes rather than 
just material forms. Corner replaces ‘scenic compositions’ with ‘frameworks’ to allow ‘a 
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diversity of relationships to create, emerge, network, interconnect, and differentiate.’98 His 
design practice, Field Operations, led a multidisciplinary team to develop a Master Plan for 
the world's largest landfill site on Staten Island, New York titled Fresh Kills Park: 
Lifescape.99 Rather than erasing the industrial past, or re-creating some long-lost 
environment or alternatively another Central Park, Lifescape proposes ‘a growth emergence 
from past and present conditions toward a new and unique future.’100 The implementation of 
Lifescape commenced in 2005, and its trails, creeks, wetlands, September 11 monument, 
wildlife reserves and cultural amenities will take thirty years to complete. As pioneered by 
Haag in GWP, the landscape is being inhabited by the public as it evolves.101 
 
Despite these developments within landscape architecture, even as late as 2006 Armstrong 
was arguing that in fast growing cities abandoned industrial landscapes were often rapidly 
transformed with off-the-shelf developments, and she challenged designers to consider more 
complex and subtle ways of responding to these landscapes.102 Corner questions whether 
these landscapes all need to be designed and programmed, or in the vein of some of the 
IBA’s massive, slow projects, whether they should even be ‘assigned any identity at all?’103 
 
The social, economic and cultural history of deindustrialisation in the USA has been much 
researched by urban geographers and historians, and recently the focus has shifted from the 
economics and social pragmatics to the ‘complexity and multiple meanings’ of the process. 
Understandably the majority of this work focuses on the emotional and social effects of 
deindustrialisation on the individuals and communities most immediately affected (see for 
example, the work of Bluestone and Harrison, High, Cowie and Heathcott, High and Lewis, 
and Stanton).104  This thesis takes a different perspective, focussing not on the process and 
meanings of the deindustrialisation, but on the meanings of the landscape itself for local 
people. 
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The Research Problem: Aim, Objectives and Questions 
Based on the aforementioned symbolic-interactionist assumption that people ‘act toward the 
objects and people in their environment based on the meanings these objects and people have 
for them’,105 understanding the meanings landscapes have for people is evidently important 
to critical and ethical research and practice in landscape architecture. To address the 
identified gap in the discipline’s published academic literature, the primary aim driving this 
research is to develop what Peshkin refers to as a ‘clearer theoretical understanding’ of what 
constitutes ‘landscape meanings’ to inform landscape architectural theory and research, 
professional practice and education.106 
 
This primary research aim is articulated in two specific research objectives:107 
• to explain how particular landscapes come to have specific meanings for people; and 
• to explain how landscape architects might identify the specific meanings particular 
landscapes have for others. 
 
These objectives are articulated in two deceptively simple research questions: 
1. How do landscapes come to have specific meanings for individual people? 
2. How could landscape architects identify the meanings a landscape has for other 
individuals? 
 
The addressing of these research questions has generated four main contributions to research 
and practice in landscape architecture. These are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 8. 
Their overall significance lies in having emerged largely from within the discipline itself (as 
well as the case study being of significance within the discipline, the researcher is a 
Registered Landscape Architect practising in academia), and for focussing on the meanings 
of the landscape itself for local people. 
The Research Design: A Grounded Theory Case Study Methodology 
To achieve the research aim and objectives, a grounded theory case study methodology is 
adopted, as defined by Berg: a hermeneutic process of inquiry prioritising situated 
knowledge. That is, the researcher gains an in-depth understanding of particular phenomena 
in a real-world setting.108 Further, the application of the methodology primarily utilises 
Ezzy’s symbolic-interactionist approach to hermeneutic grounded theory development, 
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supported by methods from Liamputtong and Ezzy,109 and the specific planning and conduct 
of the case study is guided by Yin.110 This section of this chapter describes the philosophical 
approach underpinning this research, the grounded theory case study methodology, and the 
methods used including literature and data collection and thematic analysis, and the mode of 
reporting.111 
 
Philosophical Approach to the Research 
In qualitative research the researcher’s ‘world view’, or philosophical approach to the 
research, should be identified and stated in order to establish ‘methodological congruence’, 
as Birks and Mills describe, to ensure the alignment of research philosophy, aims and 
methodological approach.112 Lincoln and Guba propose the researcher answer three 
questions in order to discover this congruence: what are their specific ontological, 
epistemological and methodological ‘affinities’ with the qualitative paradigm of inquiry? 
The following answers to these questions frame the design of this research, including the 
defining of the research questions.113 
 
A broadly relationalist ontological position is taken, wherein reality is understood as a 
network of relationships between ideas, systems, processes and forms, none of which can be 
understood or interpreted without acknowledgement of their relational contexts.114 The 
concept of ‘landscape’ expressed at the beginning of this chapter is understood in exactly the 
same way, as a dynamic nexus of ecological, social and cultural systems and processes 
(including the generation of meanings), as well as organisms and inert forms. Further, the 
symbolic-interactionist understanding that individuals and societies are constituted and 
connected through meanings,115 is adopted in the investigation of the substance and 
processes of meaning development within the network of relationships that is landscape. In 
this research, ‘landscape’ and ‘meanings’ are understood as complex ‘entities’, and 
theorising their relationship is the focus and aim of inquiry. Strauss and Corbin describe the 
relationalist nature of theory itself as the integration of concepts into ‘statements of 
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relationship.’116 The symbolic-interactionist assumption that people behave toward others 
and landscapes based on what these entities mean to them is a clearly relationalist 
conception;117 one of central importance to landscape architects. 
 
Epistemologically, a moderately relativist position is taken: that the researcher filters 
received knowledge through a lens influenced by their own education, experience, social and 
cultural context.118 To minimise the potential subjectivism of epistemic and ethical 
relativism, it is important to acknowledge the influence of this lens, and of the researchers’ 
personal values.119 This researcher is educated, researches and teaches in landscape 
architecture, and takes the moderately relativist, symbolic-interactionist position described 
by Ezzy, that knowledge is always ‘situated’ in time and place.120 The aim and objectives of 
this research suggest a symbolic-interactionist epistemological framing, understanding 
‘actors’ behaviour as shaped by the interactive construction of meaning.’121 From this 
philosophical position beliefs, social organisation and meanings are understood as 
constructed by individuals and groups, influenced by education, experience, social and 
cultural contexts.122 These epistemological positions inform the proposal of what Ezzy calls 
the ‘sensitising theoretical orientation’ of the research, which initially shapes what he calls 
‘sophisticated’ grounded theory, and includes the identification of issues to be researched 
and the defining of research questions and selection of methods.123 
 
The research methodology and selected methods must be appropriate to the substantive 
nature of the inquiry. In this research – exploring the composition of, and relationship 
between particular landscapes and ‘meanings’ – the best approach is to build grounded 
theory, wherein fresh theoretical ideas emerge through a hermeneutic process of thematic 
analysis of existing theory and situated data.  The symbolic-interactionist approach indicates 
the case study as an ideal means of gathering and analysing such data.124 Even from a 
traditional position, Strauss and Corbin propose that in grounded theory building, existing 
theories can be drawn on not to inhibit findings, but that the researcher should aim to ‘open 
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these up and to find new meanings in them.’125 The purpose is to build theoretical 
generalisations, as Ezzy describes, not to ‘attempt to arrive at absolute laws that apply to all 
people everywhere’.126 
 
The Hermeneutic Process of Qualitative Inquiry 
Theory is not arrived at solely through logical derivations from abstract 
principles, nor are theories developed solely through objective observation of 
an empirical world. Rather, theories are developed through an ongoing 
dialogue between preexisting understandings and the data, derived from 
participation in the world.127 
As this quote from Ezzy, and the accompanying Figure 9 illustrate, his hermeneutic approach 
focuses on interpretation and meaning through the ‘iterative use of patterns, metaphors, 
stories, and models to amplify understanding.’ A circular dialogue between data and 
experience is used to ask ‘what it means to those who create it, and attempt to integrate that 
with its meaning to us.’ Theory is constantly examined, re/examined and ‘grounded’ by 
relationship with data.128 
 
Figure 9: Ezzy’s Hermeneutic Circle of Grounded Theory Development129 
 
Berg presents a less elegantly clear diagram to describe a similar ‘spiralling’ qualitative 
theory-building process, as shown in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10. Berg’s ‘Spiralling’ Process of Qualitative Theory-building130 
 
This is nonetheless Ezzy’s hermeneutic circle, iteratively repeated through all stages of 
inquiry: a non-linear process in which each stage is reviewed and revised in light of the 
results of all the preceding stages.131 From the perspective of design research, Zeisel puts it 
more instrumentally: emergent concepts define what data to collect, then these concepts are 
‘clarifie[d]’ by analysis of the data. Analysis is repeated until the point when ‘clearly stated 
concepts summarize increased insight and define areas where further research can increase 
precision.’132 Birks and Mills describe the grounded theorist as beginning with ‘low level’ 
concepts which the research develops to a ‘higher level’.133 According to Ezzy, there is no 
‘end’ point at which a definitive statement of theory is achieved in a hermeneutic inquiry, 
just a moment when the researcher stops to report on the interpretive stage reached.134 
 
The design of this research combines Ezzy, Berg, Liamputtong and Ezzy, and Zeisel’s 
congruent approaches to developing grounded theory into a 4-stage hermeneutic process of 
inquiry. It adopts a single, embedded, representative, explanatory case study, as described by 
Yin, as the most appropriate methods of empirical data collection and analysis to address the 
research questions within this hermeneutic process of inquiry.135 This design is ideally suited 
to both the relativist nature of the subject of landscape meanings, and to the researcher’s 
overarching symbolic-interactionist ontological, epistemological and methodological 
approach in which situated knowledge is constructed through iterative interactions with 
related meanings. 
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Figure 11. The 4-Stage Hermeneutic Process of Research136 
 
Stage 1: 
In the first stage of the research initial theoretical propositions are stated in order to 
shape case study data collection, coding and initial analysis. They also shape the 
selection of literature and its analysis in order to revise the theoretical propositions and 
to develop the initial conceptual definitions of landscape meanings. 
 
Stage 2: 
These conceptual definitions shape the second stage of the research, beginning the 
thematic case study data analysis, identifying emergent concepts and patterns, and 
grouping them into key themes and sub-themes. The conceptual definitions and this data 
analysis then shape an in-depth thematic analysis of the literature, identifying emergent 
concepts and patterns to propose a process model of how particular landscapes come to 
have specific meanings for people. This cycle was repeated until a limit to insights was 
reached. 
 
Stage 3: 
The process model shapes the third stage of thematic analysis of the case study data and 
the literature. Continued analysis and revision of key themes and sub-themes developed 
a set of ‘suggested procedures’ for landscape architects toward identifying the specific 
meanings particular landscapes have for people. 
 
Stage 4: 
In the fourth and final stage, the suggested procedures shape the further revision of all 
findings from stages 2 and 3, until a limit to insights is reached. The thesis is then 
structured to communicate the logical development of the theory to the reader. 
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Each stage will be described in greater detail, following an outline of the type, purpose, 
scope and focus of the case study. 
 
The Case Study: Landscape Meanings Expressed about Gas Works Park 1962-
1978 
Berg outlines the value of a case study in the building of grounded theory, stating that it can 
avail the researcher of a ‘deep understanding of phenomenon ... theory can be uncovered and 
informed as a consequence of the data collection and interpretations’.137 As previously 
stated, the case studied in this research is: the meanings individual Seattle residents 
including Richard Haag expressed during the period 1962-1978, about the landscape 
that became GWP.138 
 
This is what Yin calls an ‘explanatory’ case study, i.e. one investigating the links between 
phenomena, making it an appropriately relationalist approach to addressing the ‘explanatory’ 
research objectives. It is also what he refers to as a ‘representative’ case study, i.e. it 
provides an exemplar of a public landscape undergoing significant designed changes, and 
thus one likely to have had specific meanings for local people which they are likely to have 
publicly expressed.139 
 
This is also an ideal case for addressing the research questions from within the discipline of 
landscape architecture. As the research questions are concerned with the concept of 
landscape meanings, rather than with identifying the specific meanings of a particular 
landscape, the selection of a case study from the recent past rather than the present has 
advantages. The investigation of the specific meanings of GWP 1962-1978 to people, 
including Haag, during a well-documented period of dramatic landscape change (Chapters 4-
6) is an ideal vehicle for investigating this concept, not a research aim in itself. 
 
The case has much to recommend it: GWP’s contemporary maturity today as a transformed 
deindustrialised landscape, the dramatic nature of the changes that occurred in it during such 
a condensed time period in the 1960s and 70s, the time since elapsed which enables the 
design’s importance within landscape architecture to be now fully realised, and the extensive 
and rich record of strongly felt individual public expressions of landscape meanings. 
Preliminary online research identified a substantial amount of data available in Seattle 
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libraries and archives, the majority previously unused in any published research on GWP. In 
addition, Haag has made much primary material available to the researcher. A rich intensity 
of documented public expressions of meaning about this landscape have been gathered – 
across the full spectrum from positive to negative. Further, these expressions include many 
comments about what a park landscape ‘should’ or ‘should not’ be, indicating people 
attributing specific meanings (purposes, content, lack thereof) to landscape typologies as 
well as specific landscapes. This rich dataset has made this a unique opportunity to 
investigate landscape meanings for a range of residents in a particular society during a 
specified time period. Indeed, the researcher’s symbolic-interactionist approach considers 
actors’ ‘meaning-attributions’ are best studied as ‘emergent within social settings’.140 
 
Yin describes a case study as the investigation of a: 
contemporary phenomenon in depth and within its real-life context, 
especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not 
clearly evident [emphasis added].141 
In this definition of a case study, Yin uses the term ‘contemporary’, yet the selected case is 
evidently not utterly contemporary. However, this is the only case study criteria it does not 
explicitly meet, and as outlined, this case is considered by many in landscape architecture as 
signalling the important beginning of the contemporary era of landscape architecture 
addressing deindustrialising landscapes. 
 
Nonetheless, the reasons for not simply undertaking an historical study must be addressed. 
The use of this case study as a vehicle for building theory to address explanatory theoretical 
research questions is not primarily about the overall narrative of the GWP landscape; but 
about its specific meanings for people. The boundaries between landscape meanings 
(phenomenon) and landscapes (context) are not clearly evident, and are both complex, 
interwoven, dynamic and ephemeral ‘entities’ or concepts, as illustrated in the provided 
definitions (Table 1). Meanings are particularly difficult to define, let alone identify, and as 
will be discussed in this research, arguably do not exist outside their cognitive and landscape 
contexts. So a research methodology suited to in-depth investigation within such unclear 
theoretical boundaries is highly appropriate to explanatory research into such a complex 
phenomenon as landscape meanings. 
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As a tool for qualitative theory building, the results of a single case study are ‘generalizable 
to theoretical propositions’ but not to populations or universes’. The aim is to ‘expand and 
generalize theories (analytic generalization)’, which is the primary aim of this research. In 
this way a case study further differs from traditional historical research.142 While a case 
study uses techniques similar to a history, Yin states that it adds two sources of data not 
commonly included in the historian’s repertoire: direct observation and key research 
informant interviews.143 This research is informed by both, to enrich the hermeneutic process 
with data indicative of historical ideas and events and their effects and currency in the 
present, but generalizable to broad rather than situated theory, as a representative case. As 
Meyer argues, theoretical research in landscape architecture should be ‘contingent, 
particular, and situated’, based in ‘primary experience mediated through the knowledge of 
historically situated conditions’ [emphasis added].144 
 
Research Stage 1 
In this research stage (illustrated in Figure 12) four initial theoretical propositions are stated 
in order to shape the case study data collection, coding and initial analysis; and to shape the 
selection of literature and its analysis. These initial analyses inform revision of the 
theoretical propositions and the development of initial conceptual definitions. All data and 
literature analysis in this research employ the techniques of standard manual thematic 
analysis as outlined by Liamputtong and Ezzy.145 Four common iterative steps are involved: 
mechanics (data preparation and transcription), immersion (i.e., listening to audio-recordings 
and frequent reading/re-reading of transcripts), generating initial codes and emergent 
patterns (making detailed notes in margins, identifying common and contrasting concepts 
and grouping them through initial pattern recognition) and finally, identifying and 
developing key emergent themes and sub-themes. This cycle is repeated until a limit to 
insight is reached. Conceptual definitions are written and will inform Stage 2. 
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Figure 12. Process of Inquiry: Stage 1 
 
Initial Theoretical Propositions 
Yin describes initial theoretical propositions as ‘essential’ to guiding data collection and 
analysis. They are what Zeisel calls ‘[e]xploratory hypotheses’, and Sutton and Staw call 
hypothetical ‘stories’ about ‘why acts, events, structures, and thoughts occur’.146 Ezzy argues 
that it is unrealistic to think that the researcher can avoid the influence of preconceptions or 
‘hunches’ in the building of theory, and that the issue is ‘not the existence of prior 
hypotheses, but how these interact with the research process.’ Researchers must actively 
work to prevent these preconceptions from limiting analysis. In fact, Ezzy, Berg and Zeisel 
all argue that without such prior hypotheses, data collection and analysis is unfocused.147 
Strauss and Corbin urge the grounded theory researcher to be ‘sensitive to meaning without 
forcing explanations onto data’, and Birks and Mills describe ‘theoretical sensitivity’ as what 
enables the recognition and retrieval of pertinent elements of data.148 Ezzy explains the role 
of this prior theoretical understanding in hermeneutic theory-building, or ‘grounded theory’ 
research: 
Preexisting theory sensitises the researcher to particular issues and aspects of 
the phenomenon being studied. However, grounded theory searches for 
dimensions of the experience not covered by preexisting theory ... The task of 
the grounded theorist is to allow deductions from preexisting theory to suggest 
specific research problems and foci, but the researcher must not allow this 
preexisting theory to constrain what is noticed.149 
The ‘how’ questions guiding this research indicate some assumed knowledge, which is 
articulated as four initial theoretical propositions guiding the research design and data 
collection. These propositions are developed from preliminary reading on landscape 
                                                     
146 Yin, Case Study  35-36. Robert I. Sutton and Barry M. Staw, 'What Theory is Not', Administrative Science Quarterly, 40/3 
(1995), 371-384 at 378. Zeisel, Inquiry by Design  33. 
147 Ezzy, Qualitative Analysis  10-12, 25. Berg, Qualitative Research  25-28. Zeisel, Inquiry by Design  33. 
148 Strauss and Corbin, Basics of Qualitative Research  47. Birks and Mills, Grounded Theory  59. 
149 Ezzy, Qualitative Analysis  11-12. 
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meanings in the published academic literature in landscape architecture, and the researcher’s 
knowledge and experience within the discipline. The propositions are that: 
 
1. landscapes have specific meanings for people; 
2. understanding the meanings landscapes have for people is important to critical and 
ethical landscape architecture; 
3. clues to these meanings are likely to be found in what people say or write, and the 
images they make about a landscape, what they design for a landscape, and the 
decisions they make about a landscape; 
4. understanding how a particular landscape comes to have specific meanings for 
people could offer direction for a landscape architect to identify these meanings. 
 
Data Collection and Management 
Theoretical proposition 3 has shaped the selection of data collected as well as its initial 
analysis, narrowing the focus to what people publicly expressed about the GWP landscape. 
As all primary research data is located overseas from the researcher, and only two week-long 
visits have been possible six months apart, an overall strategy of theoretical sampling has 
been used in the manner described by Birks and Mills. Rapid initial data analysis suggests 
further primary data to collect as a theoretical direction begins to emerge.150 This is assisted 
in the early stages by a process of ‘typical case’ purposive sampling to focus the data to a 
rich yet manageably sized set, allowing focused, in-depth examination of situated ‘meanings, 
interpretations, processes, and theory’.151 
 
Case study preparation is a critical logistical and practical step, and Yin outlines three 
principles of data collection: ‘(a) using multiple … sources of evidence; (b) creating a case 
study database; and (c) maintaining a chain of evidence’.152 Appendix 1 contains the Case 
Study Protocol, detailing the data collection and coding procedures, and the storage, backup 
and management of all data in a digital database and database matrix. Data sources and 
collection procedures are also summarised below, followed by an outline of the initial stage 
of manual thematic data and literature analysis. A Human Ethics Approval Certificate 
(#0900001104) has been obtained from the Queensland University of Technology University 
Research Ethics Committee (NHMRC Registered Committee #EC00171. See also Appendix 
1). Consent was acquired from the three key research informants prior to the conducting of 
interviews (see Appendix 1). 
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Critically, Yin argues that to maintain research quality, a well-designed case study should 
satisfy tests of construct validity, internal validity, external validity, and reliability.153 This 
research meets each ‘test’ as follows: 
 
Construct validity: 
Preliminary online documentary research in library and archival catalogues is undertaken 
to inform detailed planning and preparation for data collection. Multiple sources of 
evidence are collected and analysed, and a chain of evidence established. Interviewees 
review the draft case study report. 
 
Internal validity: 
Yin’s tactic of ‘explanation building’ is undertaken through saturation thematic analysis 
of the literature and case study data, ensuring inferences made are based on analysis 
undertaken to the point of where no new insights emerge. The case study researcher 
acknowledges that initial theoretical propositions have the potential to influence 
findings. The possibility of ‘rival’ theoretical explanations addressing the research 
questions is acknowledged by limiting the research to the investigation of ‘landscape 
meanings’ relevant to the discipline of landscape architecture. The substantial body of 
literature analysed finds the lens of cultural geography most akin to the understanding 
of ‘landscape’ within landscape architecture. The potential contributions of other 
literatures such as Western philosophy and environmental psychology are 
acknowledged, and recommended for further research. The submission of the case study 
data analysis to academic supervisors is a further means of identifying potential 
theoretical biases. The rigorous and systematic process of analysis undertaken is 
outlined later in this section of this chapter. 
 
External validity: 
As described by Yin, the research aims to generalise ‘a particular set of results to some 
broader theory’.154 It proposes a set of interrelated concepts and research tactics which 
can be used to ‘test’ and develop the concepts and theory further. 
 
Reliability: 
A case study protocol and database are developed and maintained so another researcher 
could replicate the case study (see Appendix 1). 
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In order to achieve evidence triangulation, multiple sources of convergent evidence are 
collected identified and coded according to the five data types defined by Yin: document, 
archive, artefact, notes, and interview data.155 Based on Meyer’s position that theoretical 
research in landscape architecture must be ‘situated’; it has been important for the researcher 
to go into the GWP landscape, and interview key contemporary research informants in order 
to develop a visceral sense of the case study landscape. At the same time the researcher 
acknowledges the subjective nature of all impressions gathered in the landscape. Interviews 
were conducted with three key contemporary research informants all based in Seattle: the 
GWP landscape architect Richard Haag, landscape architecture historian Dr. Thaisa Way, 
and Senior Planner with the Seattle Parks and Recreation Department, David Graves. These 
interviews were semi-structured, as recommended for grounded theory-building by Birks and 
Mills, enabling the researcher to ‘travel the path of the interview with the participant’,156 a 
form of ‘real time’ theoretical sampling within the interview itself. The interview with Haag 
in particular offered the opportunity for in-depth analysis of the emic, or insider’s 
relationship with this landscape, and specifically its meanings for him. This interview 
coupled with the original 1971 Master Plan and data collected on-site at GWP form the 
primary case study data. 
 
A brief summary of the data collected, including number of items and sources, is provided 
here, with a more detailed record in Appendix 2. The collection of 1462 items of data 
entailed 122.5 hours in total (not including digital file management, conversion or coding). 
Data were collected remotely via the internet (37 hours), in Seattle on two visits in winter 
2009 and summer 2010 (75.5 hours), and in Kansas City, Missouri (10 hours). 
 
Table 2. Summary of Data Collected 
Data # 
items 
Sources 
Document Data Collected 
Newspaper & magazine articles 
about the GWP landscape 1890-
1985 
248 Collected in Seattle: Seattle Public Library, ‘The Seattle 
Room’ collection. 
Seattle Municipal Archives: The Sherwood Parks 
History Collection, & the Seattle Parks Superintendent's 
Subject Files.157 
Newspaper articles about the 
GWP landscape 1985-2009 
191 Collected remotely: 
Seattle Post-Intelligencer online archives 
Seattle Times online archives 
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Data # 
items 
Sources 
Reports & correspondence 
between GWP landscape actors 
1903-2009 
160 Collected remotely: Seattle Parks & Recreation online 
Collected in Seattle: Seattle Public Library, ‘The Seattle 
Room’ collection.’ Seattle Municipal Archives 
Historical accounts of the GWP 
landscape 1890-1971 
9 Collected in Seattle: Seattle Public Library, Seattle 
Municipal Archives.  
University of Washington (UW) Suzallo & Allen 
Libraries, General Collection. 
Collected in Missouri: University of Missouri-Kansas 
City Library (UMKC), general collection. 
Correspondence between 
interviewees & the researcher  
2009-2014 
76 
 
Collected remotely: Thaisa Way, David Graves, Richard 
Haag (see ‘Interview Data’ rows for details) 
Archival Data Collected 
The published Master Plan for 
Myrtle Edwards Park (later 
GWP) 1971 
1 Collected remotely: Email from Richard Haag 
Schematic & technical design 
drawings by Rich Haag of GWP 
1970-2013 
77 Collected in Seattle: UW Library, Special Collections. 
Richard Haag 
Maps of the case study landscape 
1905-1912 
8 Collected in Seattle: Seattle Public Library. 
Collected in Missouri: UMKC Library. 
Design & planning 
documentation for GWP & 
connected landscapes 
7 Collected remotely: Seattle Parks & Recreation online 
Artefact Data Collected 
Photographs of the GWP 
landscape c.1880-2013 
369 Collected in Seattle: Seattle Public Library, Seattle 
Municipal Archives. 
UW Suzallo & Allen Libraries, General Collection. 
Collected in Missouri: UMKC Library. 
Drawings of the GWP landscape 
from 1854-2013 
5 Collected in Missouri: UMKC Library. 
Photographic appraisal of 
landscape, systematically 
documenting arrival, views & 
individual elements, 360° context 
& departure winter 2009 & 
summer 2010 
303 Collected in Seattle: Researcher 
Notes Data Collected 
Answers to ‘Level 1’ case study 
questions from three site visits by 
researcher158. See Appendix. 
3 sets Collected in Seattle: Researcher 
Detailed diaries kept during 
Seattle visits 
2 Collected in Seattle: Researcher 
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Data # 
items 
Sources 
 
Interview Data Collected 
Semi-structured interview, Dr. 
Thaisa Way: Assistant Professor 
in Landscape Architecture, 
College of Built Environments, 
UW, Seattle 2009. 
1 
 
Collected in Seattle: Thaisa Way & researcher 
Semi-structured interview, David 
Graves, Senior Planner, Seattle 
Parks Recreation Department, 
Seattle 2010. 
1 
 
Collected in Seattle: David Graves & researcher 
Semi-structured interview, 
Richard Haag, GWP landscape 
architect, Director Rich Haag 
Associates, Seattle 2010 
1 
 
Collected in Seattle: Rich Haag & researcher 
 
The collected data is prepared, recorded interviews transcribed, and all data labelled and 
logged in the database matrix (see Appendix 1). The next analytic step involves immersive 
reading and reviewing of all data, and identification of, and grouping into emergent themes. 
In this step, the time period of 1962-1978 is identified as ideal to inform this research, as 
previously described. To manage the coding and analysis of this very large body of data, 
three chronological units of analysis are identified, as recommended by Yin: the ‘Contextual 
Narrative’ of the case study, and its two ‘embedded units of analysis’.159 As illustrated in 
Figure 4 (timeline), the contextual narrative is that of the future GWP landscape from 1890-
2013. That is, from the 1890 wooded site, through the opening and decommissioning of the 
gas plant, and the design and implementation of Gas Works Park completed in 1978, as well 
as recognition of its significance in landscape architecture and cultural landscape heritage 
through to 2013. The two embedded units of case study analysis, devised according to Yin to 
structure data collection and analysis, are the focal periods of: ‘Design Intent 1962-1971’ 
and ‘Design Implementation 1972-1978’. During the first, expressions of meaning were 
made concerning the deindustrialised landscape, and Haag’s proposed Masterplan. During 
the second, expressions of meaning concerned the actual park landscape as it developed.  
 
Developing Conceptual Definitions 
The initial theoretical propositions are further developed into what Ezzy calls a ‘sensitising 
theoretical orientation’. This shapes, but does not restrict, thematic case study data 
analysis.160 Zeisel describes it as a ‘descriptive ordering system’ akin to a system of nested 
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physical parts to a problem. Strauss and Corbin propose that concepts be developed from 
literature, then compared to those which emerge from data analysis. They argue that 
literature may even form a secondary source of data within theory-building.161 Birks and 
Mills propose the literature in grounded theory research is another form of data, and as such, 
a theoretical sampling approach is appropriate.162 As is described in this section of the thesis, 
the adopted hermeneutic process of iterative theory building utilises the literature in just such 
a manner. 
 
Theoretical proposition 4 – that understanding how a landscape comes to have specific 
meanings for people could offer direction toward identifying these meanings – shapes the 
selection of literature for the development of a conceptual definition of landscape meanings. 
As referred to earlier, this research aims to primarily build theory from within landscape 
architecture, yet the relevant published academic literature in the discipline is relatively 
limited. Therefore, with this literature as a starting point, wider literature is sampled, and the 
scope limited in two ways: logistically, to keep it to a manageable size, and theoretically, to 
draw primarily on literature focussing on the meanings of the landscape itself for local 
people. So whilst there is a considerable body of scholarship concerning the concepts of 
meaning and landscape within the Western philosophical tradition as mentioned in the 
introduction to this chapter,163 a review of this vast literature would be well beyond the scope 
of this research. As the focus of this research is on landscape itself, literature selected to 
augment the discipline literature is largely that of another discipline involved in managing 
landscape change: cultural landscape conservation theory, and of related disciplines where 
they better elucidate explanation; particularly cultural geography, but also landscape history 
and environmental psychology (see Chapter 2). 
 
Rigorous manual thematic analysis of the literature ensures the researcher’s preconceptions 
do not lead to biased interpretation. The first step entails immersion in wide-ranging reading 
and reviewing, then selective narrowing of the scope, then re-reading and reviewing, making 
detailed notes regarding common and contrasting concepts.  These concepts are grouped and 
consolidated, and in some cases, new insights added. The resultant conceptual definitions are 
expressed in Chapters 2 and 3, and set out in full in Chapter 7 after further analysis and 
revision. Yin warns that new definitions should not be idiosyncratic, or if varying from 
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previous published definitions, should ‘innovate in clear, operationally defined ways.’164 
Original additions to previously published definitions are therefore clearly highlighted in 
Chapters 2, 3 and 7. 
 
Research Stage 2 
The conceptual definitions shape the second stage of case study data analysis (Figure 13): 
identifying emergent concepts and patterns, and grouping them into key themes and sub-
themes. At the same time the conceptual definitions and data analysis shape an in-depth 
thematic analysis of literature, identifying emergent concepts and patterns to propose a 
process model of how landscapes come to have specific meanings for people. This cycle is 
repeated until a limit to insights is reached, after which the process model will inform Stage 
3. 
 
Figure 13. Process of Inquiry: Stage 2 
 
This stage of data analysis entails immersion in rereading and reviewing the data from the 
embedded units of analysis, identifying emergent concepts and patterns, and developing a 
narrative timeline of the landscape. Detailed notes identify common and contrasting 
concepts, working iteratively back and forth amongst the conceptual definitions. Surprisingly 
few contrasts between literature and conceptual definitions are identified. Key emergent 
themes and sub-themes shape the initial structure of the case study results (Chapters 4-6). In 
response to the extremely large amount of data – even within the case study’s embedded 
units of analysis (see Appendix 2) – ‘typical case’ purposive sampling was used at this stage 
to reduce it to a manageable representative dataset. This method is used when units of 
analysis, or the data available therein, are too large to be managed.165 All data is reviewed, 
and a representative subset selected that encompasses the ideas expressed in the whole. The 
emergent themes then become the categories for the next phase of case study data analysis. 
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The second stage of the thematic analysis of literature responds to the identified need for a 
more focussed and in-depth theoretical understanding of landscape and meanings than 
emergent from the wide-ranging first analysis. From this, it is evident that the literature of 
cultural geography is most appropriate to develop this focus, as although it is outside 
landscape architecture, its emphasis is primarily on the nature of landscape itself, and clearly 
emerges as the discipline within which the relationship between meaning and landscape is 
the most explicitly discussed, explored and debated. Even within this single discipline, the 
literature on landscape meanings is extensive, so an initial manual thematic analysis is 
undertaken, including comparing and contrasting emergent concepts and patterns with the 
conceptual definitions and the themes emergent within the case study data. This analysis, 
including two further emergent conceptual definitions, forms Chapter 3. 
 
In conjunction with the second stage of the data analysis, this focussed analysis of literature 
builds on the conceptual definitions to generate the first version of the process model of how 
landscapes come to have specific meanings for people. Ezzy describes how through this 
process of iterative analysis the initial theoretical propositions gradually become ‘elaborated, 
developed, corrected and detailed.’166 
 
Research Stage 3 
The process model shapes this third stage of thematic analysis of case study data and 
literature (Figure 14). Continued analysis and revision of key emergent themes and sub-
themes will then inform Stage 4. 
 
Figure 14. Process of Inquiry: Stage 3 
 
In stage 3, further thematic analyses of the case study data and literature of cultural 
geography shapes revision of the process model. The major emergent insights of this stage of 
the research, strongly evidenced in the data and not contradicted in the literature, are of the 
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vital role of two components of the what and the how of landscape meanings expressed in 
the model: people’s cognitive images of a landscape, and their interactions with that 
landscape. This stage has been repeated until the point of thematic and conceptual 
saturation, when no new insights emerge. Zeisel describes this as occurring when: 
... descriptive hypotheses are developed with which investigators seem to say, 
“This is what I think I see.” More detailed information determines the 
tenability of such hypotheses. The more tenable ones help investigators 
organize, simplify, and explain ever-greater amounts of related information in 
explanatory hypotheses that enable investigators to make explicit the holistic 
conceptual framework they have been developing.167 
Further emergent insights from this stage are a set of ‘suggested procedures’ toward 
identifying landscape meanings. These and other findings are then revised and 
consolidated in the fourth and final stage of the research. 
Research Stage 4 
The suggested procedures toward identifying landscape meanings shape this final stage of 
the research as illustrated in Figure 15, revising all analysis and findings from stages 2 and 3 
until a limit to insights is reached. The structure of the thesis is planned to best convey the 
four main theoretical contributions to landscape architecture to emerge through the research. 
 
Figure 15. Process of Inquiry: Stage 4 
 
The structuring and writing up of this research as a thesis adopts Yin’s ‘Theory Building 
Structure’ of case study research reporting, in which each chapter ‘reveals a new part of the 
theoretical argument being made’. That is, it is written in a linear fashion so theory appears 
to be logically ‘built’ for the reader, whereas the research process was one of cyclical 
iterations.168 As Birks and Mills argue, the developed theory is ‘translated into a storyline 
that remains both digestible for the reader and reflective of the analysis.’169  
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Conclusion: The Structure of the Thesis 
This chapter has defined key concepts, contextualised and described the research problem, 
aim and objectives, and outlined the research design and methodology. Chapters 2 and 3 will 
present, respectively, the broad and the focussed theoretical contexts of the research, 
outlining emergent concepts and themes from selected literature, to define landscape 
meanings as both discrete ‘entities’ and as parts of a process. Chapters 4 to 6 form the case 
study report, one of the four main contributions this thesis makes to theory and research, 
professional practice and education in landscape architecture. Describing how the GWP 
landscape evolved from decommissioned gas works to park during 1962-1978, these 
chapters discuss the major themes to emerge from the data analysis, highlighting how the 
values, perceptions and meanings local people brought to this changing landscape were 
challenged, altered or reinforced as the new park took shape, particularly as these people 
interacted with it. Multiple exact quotes are included to allow readers to judge the accuracy 
of the analysis, and to create a comprehensive and vivid picture of the GWP design and 
implementation processes, outcomes and landscape meanings from the perspective of a 
range of Seattle residents and three key research informants. 
 
Chapter 7 explicitly answers the two research questions, drawing together the concepts and 
themes emergent from stages 3 and 4 of the hermeneutic research process. Presenting three 
of the main research contributions of this thesis, it addresses the first question of how 
landscapes come to have specific meanings for individual people by proposing a synthesised 
set of ‘landscape meaning’ definitions, and a new process model of how particular 
landscapes come to have specific meanings for people (including landscape architects). The 
second question, of how landscape architects could identify the meanings a landscape has for 
other individuals, is addressed with a set of suggested procedures to guide such 
identification. Chapter 8 concludes the thesis with a summary of these findings, discussing 
their implications, limitations, and potential for further research. 
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Chapter 2. Defining Landscape Meanings 
 
Introduction 
This chapter presents the results of stage 1 of the hermeneutic process of theory building, in 
which theoretical proposition 4 (Chapter 1) shapes the selection and thematic analysis of the 
literature of landscape architecture and allied disciplines. It sets the broad theoretical context 
of the research, beginning to address research question 1 by discussing and proposing 
conceptual definitions of ‘landscape meanings’ as both discrete ‘entities’ and as parts of a 
process. This is premised on the understanding that in order to identify these meanings, a 
landscape architect first must understand what landscape meanings are. This chapter 
concludes that they need to identify individual people’s pre-existing landscape values, the 
nature of their landscape perceptions, and their landscape interactions – including acts of 
remembering – as well as their expressions of all these. The synthesis of a series of emergent 
conceptual definitions in this chapter underpins the more closely focussed thematic analysis 
of literature presented in Chapter 3. 
 
As discussed in Chapter 1, while there is a considerable body of scholarship concerning the 
concepts of meaning and landscape within the Western philosophical tradition,170 a review of 
this vast primary literature would be well beyond the scope of this research. However, as 
Treib argues, the published academic literature in landscape architecture on landscape 
meaning is not substantial, not yet forming a focussed or cohesive theoretical trajectory. He 
argues that the apparently more developed discourse on meaning within architecture actually 
derives from other disciplines such as philosophy and cultural studies, rather than from 
within the discipline itself. It wasn’t until the 1980s that landscape architectural theorists 
began to explicitly discuss the idea of meaning in landscapes. Until that time it was primarily 
discussed within the domains of painting and cultural geography, while landscape 
architecture’s primary concerns – following the 1969 publication of McHarg’s Design with 
Nature – were with ecology and design process.171 
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The literature of landscape architecture is the starting point for the thematic analysis 
presented in this chapter, but has been found to be limited in scope. A broad review of 
literature concerning the meaning of ‘landscape’ itself is undertaken across allied disciplines: 
cultural landscape conservation theory, cultural geography, landscape history and 
environmental psychology. This selected literature all has its theoretical roots in Western 
philosophy, has been written in English through the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, and 
has had the most direct influence in the USA, UK and Australia. 
 
As identified in Chapter 1, this research broadly defines ‘landscape’ as a dynamic entity, a 
nexus of ecological, social and cultural systems and processes, organisms and inert forms, 
which perpetually re/create it.172 It must be noted that some literature informing this chapter 
and Chapter 3 discuss ‘place’ rather than ‘landscape’, or use these terms interchangeably. 
Some are explicitly concerned with ‘place’ theory, but have direct relevance to an 
understanding of ‘landscape’. What is common to the numerous definitions of ‘place’ 
offered in the Oxford English Dictionary is that they refer to locations having their own 
particularity or distinctiveness.173 This research recognises that while a place can be located 
within a landscape, a landscape may also itself be a place; however not all places are 
necessarily landscapes. For example, someone’s favourite outdoor seat may be defined as 
their favourite ‘place’ but not as a landscape, although it may exist within a landscape such 
as their home or a local park. The fluidity of these definitions is expressed by the cultural 
anthropologist and archaeologist Tilley, who argues that our: 
... ideas and feelings about identity are inevitably located in the specificities of 
familiar places together creating landscapes and how it feels to be there. 
Places nest in landscapes, and their borders cannot usually be strictly defined. 
There is an essential ambiguity therefore to what a place or landscape is, 
where it begins, what makes it up and where it ends.174 
Similarly to landscape, ‘meaning’ is difficult to define, and thus the meanings gathered from 
and attached to landscapes are particularly challenging to discover and describe.175 
Recognising the complex, interwoven and dynamic nature of both ‘landscape’ and 
‘meaning’, this chapter and Chapter 3 avoid – as much as possible in such a brief analysis –
reductive quantifications which could limit or deny the richness of these qualities. 
Therefore, meaning is first discussed in this chapter as a discrete ‘entity’, then as part 
of a process of gathering from and attachment to landscape. 
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Each section of this chapter concludes with an emergent conceptual definition – or deinitions 
– synthesising existing concepts, bringing some concepts together for the first time, and also 
making some original additions. 
 
Defining ‘Landscape Meanings’ 
According to the Oxford English Dictionary (OED), ‘meaning’ refers to ‘the significance, 
purpose, underlying truth, etc., of something’.176 In a study of historic cultural landscapes in 
the context of conservation theory, Sim identifies meaning as incorporating ‘the messages 
being signified, the purposes intended and the significance or values attached to places.’177 
From the perspective of landscape architecture, Treib similarly equates meaning with 
‘significance’,178 and together with Sim provides a useful starting point for this study 
concerning intended change in landscapes. However, this research contends that 
individual and/or collective values may engender a lack of care for, or attachment to a 
specific landscape, and indeed a lack of valuing of ‘landscape’ in general. This thesis 
therefore proposes that a lack of landscape significance also comprises meaning. 
 
Sim draws on the historian Stanford’s three uses of the term ‘to mean’, i.e. to ‘signify’, to 
‘intend’; and the sense in which people find an experience ‘meaningful’ or ‘meaningless’. 
However, what Stanford refers to as ‘meaningless’ is arguably also a form of meaning, 
as for people to find a place ‘depressing, dispiriting and negative’ as he characterises the 
‘meaningless’, is indeed for that place to have a kind of negative meaning associated with it 
for those people, and sometimes also a negative ‘significance’. That a place is sometimes 
perceived as frightening or unpleasant – as in many of Foucault’s examples of ‘heterotopias’, 
weighted with superimposed imaginary and enacted meanings such as cemeteries 179 – or 
evokes no particular emotional response, is as much part of its meaning as what Stanford 
describes as ‘meaningful,’ i.e. places which are ‘enlivening, enriching and positive’.180 The 
message signified may be that this is not a landscape worthy of notice or care. This is its 
meaning to those receptive to this particular message. Olin concurs in his description of the 
many types of meanings landscapes can embody: 
Just as there are levels of meaning and discourse in language, ranging from 
laundry lists to business letters, from narrative fiction to lyric poetry, so too 
are there levels of meaning in landscape. They range from the mundane to the 
profound whether they are attractive, dishevelled, beautiful or not, small or 
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large. One must acknowledge that much of the built world is composed of 
banal, background places that are at most utilitarian or instrumental. … They 
are not called to do or mean anything more than this.181 
This also seems nearer to the slightly neutral formulation of landscape architecture historian 
Dixon Hunt, that ‘meaning’ in (designed) landscapes and gardens is ‘a content’ which can be 
‘read’ by people. However, he qualifies further that ‘forms have significance and content, 
even if that content itself signals a refusal of meaning. No gesture is unreadable.’182 He 
further goes on to briefly define landscape meanings as ‘not just sensual pleasure from 
colours and forms but experiences that are susceptible to a discourse also available in other 
zones of human culture ... “content”’, and later specifies that landscape meanings are 
‘significances, cultural topics’.183 
 
The Burra Charter defines place-meaning for the purpose of identifying cultural heritage 
conservation value as ‘what a place signifies, indicates, evokes or expresses to people.’ It 
seeks to establish the ‘cultural significance’ of places by identifying their ‘aesthetic, historic, 
scientific, social or spiritual value’ and to assist in the identification of significant 
associations and memories people have with and of places. Meanings ‘generally relate to 
intangible dimensions [of places] such as symbolic qualities and memories’.184 
Understandably, this conservation literature is focussed on the significance of places, which 
is here understood as only one kind of meaning. The lack of significance indicated to people 
by a landscape must be understood by a landscape architect planning, designing or managing 
for change in that landscape. This research is thus as interested in people’s non-significant 
associations with and memories of landscapes as it is in the significant ones. As Cosgrove 
describes, a landscape’s meaning arguably comprises only the ‘relative significance’ 
[emphasis added] a person grants it.185 
 
Adding further nuance to the idea of significance, cultural landscape activists Clifford and 
King propose ‘local distinctiveness’, encompassing ordinary everyday landscapes, including 
both their tangible and intangible qualities. They argue that a place need not be monumental 
nor belong to us, for us to feel attached to it. We ‘just need to know something of it; it has to 
mean something to us.’186  As will be discussed later, the importance of these ‘ordinary’ 
landscapes was notably introduced into cultural geography by Meinig,187 and by J.B. 
Jackson*, who describes landscapes that evolve with everyday human interactions as 
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‘inhabited’ landscapes, in which we feel ourselves to be at home ‘as inhabitants of the 
earth.’188 Lewis also describes the ‘ordinary landscape’,189 which cultural landscape theorist 
Taylor extends to the ‘ordinarily sacred’ in which ‘ordinary, everyday places have found a 
cherished position alongside the famous symbols or icons ...’190 For the purposes of this 
research, this important cherishing of the ‘ordinary’ landscape in conservation theory still 
offers a limited understanding of ‘significance’, suggesting the ordinary can be ‘meaningful 
too’ when it is valued. However, a landscape that people may not ‘value,’ such as an 
‘ordinary’ hot, bare carpark at some local shops that one dashes through unthinkingly on a 
quest to acquire food, also has meaning without necessarily having ‘significance’, 
‘distinctiveness’ or ‘sacredness’. Its very lack of these qualities is part of its meaning. As 
Olin suggests, the meaning it signifies to the majority of its users may be that of landscape as 
functional backdrop, hardly noticed, uncared for, unvalued, and a contrast to some other, 
preferred landscape. 
 
The process by which existing landscape meanings, or the raw materials of new meanings 
are gathered from (inferred or comprehended) and attached to landscapes through the 
processes of perception and interaction are described later in this chapter. 
 
Collective Landscape Meanings 
From the perspective of environmental psychology, Low describes collective experiences as 
creating ‘cultural’ place attachment by transforming spaces into places of shared meaning, 
values and symbolism.191  Similarly, within cultural geography, Cosgrove proposes that a 
landscape can become an expression or symbol of cultural, social, political and economic 
values; part of a national, regional or local iconography, what Dixon Hunt refers to as 
‘mythic or emblematic meaning’.192 Conservation theorist Otero-Pailos describes the 
memories evoked when we visit well-established historic landscapes as actually preceding 
our physical experience of the landscape because they ‘exist there, publicly – inherited from 
previous generations’,193 what landscape historian Schama describes as the ‘heavy cultural 
backpacks that we lug with us’194 of shared collective meanings. Although the focus of this 
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research is on the individual, a brief digression into shared meanings is important, as to an 
individual, a shared landscape meaning is still a meaning to them. 
 
Whilst meanings are gathered from and become attached to landscapes simply as a result of 
people inhabiting them, broader socio-political contexts and dominant social ideologies can 
also impose meanings upon landscapes.195 Cultural geographer Edensor describes how 
‘power’ inscribes particular histories – or meanings – upon places in two ways: establishing 
what should be remembered and how, through the creation of specific ‘rituals of 
remembrance’; and by choosing to memorialise selected people and events ‘through their 
inscription onto the landscape in the form of monuments.’ He refers to such places as 
‘memoryscapes’ which ‘materialise memory’ by creating iconographic ‘stages for organising 
a relationship with the past.’196 The role of memory is discussed later in this chapter. In an 
echo of Stanford’s dichotomy of ‘meaningful’ and ‘meaningless’ experiences of place, the 
cultural geographer Relph describes a condition he calls ‘placelessness ... the weakening of 
distinct and diverse experiences and identities of places ...’ These are often landscapes in 
which a message is imposed, rather than emerging over time, a ‘political’ landscape 
‘characterised by signs pointing not to deeper levels of reality but to overriding sets of ideas 
or ‘myths’ that are often contrived and deliberately fabricated.’197 Similarly, J.B. Jackson 
proposes the ‘political landscape’ as an ‘other’ to his ‘inhabited landscape’, the former 
deemed ‘artificial’, invented by legislative acts to create or impose present order, and the 
latter ‘evolving’ through a relationship with humans over time.198 
 
Cultural geographers Anderson, Domosh, Pile and Thrift describe two ‘scales’ of landscape: 
the ordinary and the symbolic, the latter collectively ‘imbued with special meaning beyond 
the everyday’.199 However, it is arguable that a ‘symbolic’ or ‘political’ landscape may at the 
same time be ‘ordinary’ for those who experience it regularly. Edensor argues that 
‘symbolic’ landscapes are rarely solely determined by official, or imposed meanings, with 
individuals and groups bringing their own interpretive memory and experiential frameworks 
to bear upon them.200 For example, to Parisian commuters who regularly walk along the 
Champs-Elysées, the ‘symbolic’ or ‘political,’ and the ‘ordinary’ can operate simultaneously 
in the one landscape. Anderson et al’s two ‘scales’ of landscape therefore need to be studied 
simultaneously, as interwoven rather than as existing in parallel. Edensor cites the example 
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of the Taj Mahal, approached and understood quite differently by those of different belief 
systems, such as the Muslim and the secular visitor:201 
At the Taj, as at most symbolic places, a great diversity of narratives 
proliferate and interweave, die or mutate. However, at any one time, particular 
strands are woven into distinct narratives that stand out as dominant themes by 
which the Taj is written and spoken about.202 
Such interweavings, or layered ‘palimpsests’ of dominant and shared ‘themes’ – or meanings 
– create a challenge for landscape architects and conservationists among others, as to which 
meanings should be given precedence when considering interpretation of, or changes to 
landscapes, and/or how to assimilate the multiplicity of different meanings that Sim 
describes as being ‘layered’ in them.203 Two main perspectives on this ‘palimpsest’ model of 
landscape are expressed in cultural geography. In one, layers of memory accrue through time 
in what we might call a horizontal, linear fashion, creating layers and traces that can be 
‘read’ in the present landscape. In the other, this process does not so clearly create layers 
with a readable surface as such, as landscapes are perpetually dynamic, meanings are never 
stable, and traces may be interpreted in an infinite number of ways.204 
 
The challenge in both is selecting which meanings are to be conveyed through the landscape 
medium, and how. Johnson explains the importance of these decisions: 
The materiality of a particular site of memory sometimes masks the social 
relations undergirding its production by focusing the eye on its aesthetic 
representation independent of the sometimes less visible ideas (social, 
economic, cultural power relations) underlying the representation. It is often 
then in the realm of the ideas, however contested and contradictory, that the 
meaning of memory spaces are embedded. What idea or set of ideas are 
stimulated by memories made material in the landscape? 205 
Landscape architect and academic Herrington describes landscapes as having ‘multiple 
authors’ which ‘leaves us with many meanings, perspectives, and viewpoints … Since the 
meaning we take from things is culturally constructed, it is unstable, like language, and 
subject to multiple interpretations or meanings.’206 Russell argues that cultural landscape 
heritage conservation must incorporate the perceptions of the entire community related to a 
particular landscape,207 what urban historian Hayden calls a ‘socially inclusive’ basis for 
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urban landscape conservation. She holds that traditional urban landscape history, exclusively 
focussed on ‘monumental architecture’, should be superseded by that of the ordinary, 
‘communal’ urban landscape of daily life.208 
 
This research proposes that ‘landscape meanings’ can be defined as: the positive or 
negative purposes, messages, content, significance, distinctiveness or lack thereof which 
people gather from and attach to a specific landscape [new addition contributed by this 
research in italics]. 
 
The Role of Values 
To understand how individual and collective landscape meanings come to exist, we begin 
with pre-conceived (and sometimes imposed) values, i.e. the ‘principles or moral standards 
held by a person or social group; the generally accepted or personally held judgement of 
what is valuable and important in life.’209 Anderson et al ask whether meaning refers to 
‘individual emotions, experiences and memories, or to group values, attachments and ideals 
[emphasis added]?’210 Sim describes values as accompanying meanings, and ascribed to 
landscapes, and Dixon Hunt refers to the two as separate qualities which can be embodied in 
a landscape, specifically with reference to graphic representations.211  
 
This research proposes that ‘landscape values’ can be defined as: the individual and 
collective human principles, standards and judgements regarding what is and is not 
valuable or important about a specific landscape, landscape typology, or even the very 
concept of ‘landscape’. 
 
The Role of Landscape as a Medium 
In discussing the concept of ‘landscape’ many theorists understand it as a ‘medium’ through 
which meanings are signified. Cultural geographers such as Cosgrove recognise that 
landscapes – particularly designed landscapes – ‘can call on meanings and can reinforce or 
challenge values ...’212 Sim describes how every designer, creator, stakeholder or user brings 
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their own pre-existing values to bear in making changes within this medium.213 Bull 
describes how landscape architecture: 
... arranges and uses the elements of nature as its medium to serve a 
programmatic purpose ... the form of the landscape is consciously 
manipulated by designers at the time of creation, to reinforce or undermine 
values, or to present new ones, as an expression of broader cultural 
changes.214 
Olin cautions that it is important to understand that how the landscape comes to mean varies, 
with meanings sometimes deriving solely from historical events, from physical terrain, or 
from a designer’s intent. He points out that a designer cannot make people understand or feel 
any particular thing: rather, they can ‘proffer material from which others can then form 
impressions and thoughts of their own.’215 
 
However, harking back to Olin’s argument that some landscapes denote little beyond 
themselves, landscape architecture writer Gillette argues that no landscape can denote 
anything beyond itself. She states that when ‘experiencing physical landscapes, it is 
frequently difficult to distinguish between the artifact and the meaning of the artifact’. She 
distinguishes sensory experience of the landscape ‘artifact’ from the cognitive, in which she 
argues that symbols may be comprehended, such as in literature. A designed landscape can 
only contain a limited number of rhetorical devices, and thus cannot embody complex 
symbolic ideas. She gives the example of a physical landscape element such as a path, 
stating that: 
... we cannot tell if, in addition to being the way we get somewhere else, it has 
been meaningfully distinguished as a spiritual element in a sacred landscape – 
unless we are already know or are told by some other means (like a sign) … In 
and of itself, it cannot convey this meaning.216 
Art historian W.J.T. Mitchell understands landscape not as a medium simply representing 
meanings or values, but as a ‘dynamic medium ... that is itself in motion from one place or 
time to another … Landscape circulates as a medium of exchange, a site of visual 
appropriation, a focus for the formation of identity.’217 Olin describes this dynamism from a 
practising landscape architect’s perspective, wherein landscape exhibits: 
... a complexity akin to living organisms. They are composed of disparate 
elements that form entities different from their parts; they inhabit real time 
and interact with their environment. They can be evolutionary, undergoing 
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morphological change … and can even die, both physically and 
metaphorically.218 
This notion of landscape’s own agency underlies many approaches to landscape architecture, 
notably late twentieth century ecological design practices ranging from ‘“scientific” 
restoration ecology to site-specific “artistic” interventions, from projects that simulate nature 
to those that reveal the act of human creativity and construction.’219 Landscape architect Lyle 
describes ecological design as expressing natural processes in human terms.220 Gillette 
disputes this, arguing that a landscape expressing ecological processes is simply ‘identical 
with the process it professes to express.’221 Landscape architect Weller provides a nuanced 
view, describing ecological design as placing ‘cultural systems within the epic narrative of 
evolution,’ as the landscape itself is ‘a medium through which all ecological transactions 
must pass ...’222 Both understandings of the landscape medium – as representation and as 
dynamic agent – recognise it as a medium of exchange with human ideas and actions, i.e. 
meanings. 
 
Intentional Change in the Landscape Medium 
The ‘purposes intended’ by those creating change in the landscape medium can be divided 
into the ‘overt’ and ‘covert’,223 or as Bull describes, they can be ‘created’ or ‘implicit’.224 
The former guide design decisions and are expressed in the physical landscape, while the 
latter are developed or revealed gradually, due to their ‘complexity, mutability and their 
connectivity.’225 Olin proposes the terms ‘invented’, and ‘natural’ or ‘evolutionary’ 
meanings. ‘Invented’ meanings are the intentional products of human activity and 
imagination, specifically expressed through landscape design and the arts. Dixon Hunt 
describes these as ‘encoded’.226 ‘Natural’ or ‘evolutionary’ meanings develop over time 
through social interactions with landscapes. Both draw on human ‘values, systems, and 
structures of thought’.227 The primary differentiators amongst these proposals are the degrees 
of intentionality and time. 
 
While Treib considers that landscapes can convey values and ideas in a coherent manner, he 
argues that ‘significance’ (which he equates with meaning): 
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... is not a designer’s construct that benignly accompanies the completion of 
construction. It is not the product of the maker, but is, instead, created by the 
receivers. Like a patina, significance is acquired only with time.228 
He argues that for ‘overt’, ‘created’ or ‘invented’ meanings to be communicated, those 
intending change in a landscape must share common experiences with its users, as ‘any 
symbolic system demands education and the comprehension of both the medium and the 
message’.229 Dixon Hunt identifies this as the ‘potentialities of readership’ wherein the 
individual ‘reader’ of a landscape brings their own ‘habits of mind’.230 From the perspective 
of cultural heritage conservation, Johnston agrees that to understand the special meanings 
attributed to places by a group, one must be part of that group, making it challenging for 
outsiders such as conservationists (or landscape architects) to identify and interpret such 
meanings.231 Olin similarly suggests the futility of a landscape architect attempting to impart 
very specific meanings through a designed landscape, when contemporary populations are so 
culturally, ethnically and spiritually diverse.232 
 
This research proposes that landscape can be understood as: a dynamic medium of 
exchange which can create and be used to express ideas (meanings and values) about 
the world in human terms. Consciously intended landscape meanings can be conveyed 
or imposed through designed change in the medium of landscape. 
 
The Role of Perceptions 
From the perspective of environmental psychology, Craik argues that by understanding how 
people perceive and experience their ordinary everyday landscapes we may comprehend the 
meanings and values they attach to ‘landscape’ in general.233 According to the OED, 
‘perception’ is ‘the process of becoming aware or conscious of a thing or things in general’, 
and ‘experience’ is the ‘fact of being consciously the subject of a state or condition, or of 
being consciously affected by an event.’234 Sensory perception is thus often described as 
preceding the cognitive processing which creates a complete sense of experience. Similarly 
to Craik, the cultural geographer Tuan also couples perception and experience, describing 
the mental frameworks we construct to mediate between the external world and our 
subjective experience. He defines ‘environmental perception’ as the unconsciously selective, 
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culturally mediated filtering of sensory inputs, informing the attitudes people hold about 
particular places.235 Meinig also famously states that landscape comprises ‘not only of what 
lies before our eyes but what lies within our heads’,236 our individual and collective values, 
our perceptions, experiences, emotions, memories and socio-political context.237 Landscape 
architect Corner argues that without our mental image there is ‘no such thing as landscape, 
only unmediated environment’,238 and similarly Schama declares that it is ‘our shaping 
perception that makes the difference between raw matter and landscape.’239 
 
Gillette considers a result of this relationship between perception and landscape is that 
‘[g]ardens, artifacts, un-designed landscapes, and so forth do not tell, desire, or express 
anything. Only humans can do that. Only humans can express and interpret and read’. She 
considers our desire for landscape meaning is actually a desire to transcend our Western 
sense of the separation of nature and culture, ‘a symptom of our desire to move the creation 
of meaning away from our self-conscious minds and make it an intrinsic aspect of the 
physical universe from which we feel so alienated.’240 Treib refines this point, stating that 
meaning: 
... does not reside within the object or landscape ... [it] results from a 
transaction between people and the landscape that serves as a sort of stimulus 
or catalyst for the transaction. What the designer intends in the design may or 
may not be manifest, appreciated, or understood by those experiencing the 
place. What they gather will derive from the cultural matrix in which they 
have lived paired with their personal experience, knowledge, and feelings. 
Meaning is ultimately personal ... conditioned by a cultural and temporal 
frame.241 
Herrington disagrees, arguing that while it is ‘perceptual engagement that allows gardens to 
operate as vehicles for meaning’, this does not mean that a physical garden itself is not able 
to express something. By this she refers to bodily, sensory perception as a form of meaning 
generation in itself, referring to the scientific understanding of how sensual perception 
directly informs cognition, ‘an important source for our conceptual knowledge and the 
foundations of meaning.’ She also argues that landscapes can evoke purely emotional 
meanings, and that Gillette mistakenly privileges intellect over emotion as a cognitive 
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process.242 Treib does agree that sensory perception of landscape can engender meanings, 
embodied as sensory/emotional reactions such as ‘happiness, gloom, joy, contemplation, or 
delight.’243  This is a form of transaction between people and the landscape. But he cautions 
that it does not always necessarily follow that sensory experience leads to cognition, as:  
Perception differs from cognition, from interpretation, and from the 
production of significance — although they are obviously intertwined and 
bear on one another. We have all appreciated a tune without thinking about 
what it means or thinking about it at all.244 
Dixon Hunt separates the ‘pleasure and [social] effects’ of landscape from ‘meaning’.245 
Herrington further argues that designed landscapes can embody quite complex meanings, 
due to: their social, historical and material contexts which can ‘directly connect to their 
message’; their composition by designers; that they are experienced directly through the 
body; and that ‘differences in interpretation can enable us to see the world anew — both for 
the designer and the user.’246 Similarly, Olin describes a kind of pre-cognitive, bodily 
perception: 
Landscapes are made of many diverse phenomena — visual, aural, tactile, 
olfactory — that may trigger the recall of things from our own personal 
environmental history, which in turn combine with a world of information 
from our education and experience.247 
However, Gillette describes experiencing a designed landscape and finding that her 
‘perceptions are not a response to representations of ideas, what I have called meaning. They 
are responses to the thing itself, encouraged by various design strategies.’248 Edensor 
disagrees that sensory responses to materiality are not related to meaning, describing a 
distinct interaction between ‘sensual experience’ of a landscape, modes of interaction with 
that landscape, and meanings, each influencing the others. He describes the actions of 
tourists at the Taj Mahal – such as where and how they choose to walk, and what sensory 
inputs they choose to attend to or record – as contributing to their gathering, or making sense 
of meanings already attached to that place, as well as creating their own new meanings to 
attach to it.249 
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This research proposes that landscape 'perception' is: individual human sensory 
awareness of a specific landscape filtered through our cognitive landscape images by an 
unconscious process of comparison and contrast. 
The Role of Landscape Interactions 
People perceive a landscape, and simultaneously interact with it, i.e. experience it and 
respond to that experience by a further cognitive and/or physical action, or as the OED 
describes: ‘[r]eciprocal action; action or influence of persons or things on each other.’250 
Olin identifies that while landscape design can use a kind of symbolic formal language to 
refer to meanings, humans understand phenomena in ways not necessarily linked to the 
symbolic: a bodily knowing through interaction with forms.251 The Burra Charter also notes 
that meaningful associations with places are created through use,252 and indeed it is 
experience which is the ‘critical connection between preservation, memory, and the 
formation of collective political identity.’ 
 
Repetition of a specific type of interaction with a landscape through time accrues or 
reinforces meanings and values. A custom is a ‘habitual or usual practice; common way of 
acting; usage, fashion, habit ...’ ‘Ritual’ refers to the performance of a rite, the ‘custom, 
habit, or practice of a people, country, etc.’253 Cultural geographer Olwig describes the 
dynamic interaction of customs with the medium of landscape as ‘part of an ongoing process 
of dwelling through which a lived landscape and its ways are continually shaped.’ He argues, 
however, that a custom can empty a landscape of meaning when it is ‘enacted on the stage of 
a landscape transformed into the frozen geometrical space of scenery, whereupon custom 
becomes costume.’254 Customs and rituals may be described as ways in which shared values, 
meanings and memories are expressed and regenerated, stultified or hollowed out, in a self-
reinforcing cycle. Habits can perform the same functions at the level of the individual. 
 
This research proposes that ‘landscape interaction' occurs when: a person’s landscape 
perception is accompanied by a responsive cognitive and/or physical action/s. 
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The Processes of Gathering from and Attachment of Meanings to 
Landscapes 
Meanings are gathered from and become attached to a landscape through perception of and 
interaction with that landscape and/or its representations. This research embraces Ingold’s 
argument that meanings are not ‘attached’ to landscapes: they are ‘attached to the world’ but 
are ‘gathered from’ landscape. He explains that landscapes are not fixed entities ‘cut out’ 
from some whole; rather, ‘each place embodies the whole at a particular nexus with in it, and 
in this respect is different from every other.’ Its distinctiveness derives from the sensory 
experiences people have there, but these also depend upon their landscape interactions. ‘It is 
from this relational context of people’s engagement with the world, in the business of 
dwelling, that each place draws its unique significance.’255 Thus existing meanings, or the 
‘raw materials’ of new meanings gathered from the landscape. This is a kind of inferring or 
comprehension occurring through the processes of perception and interaction. 
 
Writing of the attachment of meanings, Johnston describes the way physical places can be 
‘the embodiments of our ideas and ideals. We attach meanings to places — meanings known 
to individuals and meanings shared by communities’ [emphasis added].256 ‘Attach’ refers to 
the act of connecting, or joining one thing to something else.257 Echoing Sim’s ‘overt’ and 
‘covert’ intentionalities of landscape change agents, this broadly occurs in two ways: through 
attribution and by association. Sim describes meanings as being ‘attributed’ to landscapes, 
and also meanings and values becoming ‘associated’ with landscapes, but does not 
distinguish between these terms.258 The OED describes them as follows: to ‘attribute’ is to 
‘assign, bestow, give, concede, yield ... to consider or view as belonging or appropriate to.’ 
To ‘associate’ is to ‘join, combine in action, unite (things together, or one thing with another) 
... To connect in idea [emphasis added].’259 Thus attribution may be described as conscious, 
active or intentional, while association may occur consciously or unconsciously, 
intentionally or unintentionally. These terms may be described as degrees of intentionality in 
the attachment of meanings to landscapes. 
 
As a form of collective meaning attribution, Treib and Edensor both describe the ways 
references to worlds beyond the physical have been intentionally ‘inserted’ in designed 
landscapes in both Western and Eastern cultures throughout history, often via formal allusion 
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to specific myths.260  The UNESCO World Heritage Centre still adopts cultural geographer 
Sauer’s original definition of ‘cultural landscape’ as fashioned from a natural landscape by a 
cultural group’261, but extends it to incorporate the ‘intangible’, the ‘values’ that may be 
found in ‘myths, beliefs, stories and other productions’. 262 Such myths can be powerful in 
shaping contemporary ideas, values and institutions, with their attachment to a particular 
‘homeland’ landscape integral to national identity. Schama describes the Western ‘landscape 
tradition’ as resulting from a shared cultural ‘deposit of myths, memories, and obsessions’, 
but also points out that the West is not culturally monolithic, as what ‘the myths of ancient 
forests mean for one European national tradition may translate into something entirely 
different in another.’263 
 
The Burra Charter uses the term ‘associations’ regarding places, as denoting ‘the special 
connections that exist between people and a place.’ It describes a place’s ‘social value’ as 
based on the qualities which make it ‘a focus of spiritual, political, national or other cultural 
sentiment to a majority or minority group’.264 These associations with a particular landscape 
may occur at an individual or collective level. For example, a suburban bus station in which 
one first met a beloved may develop and retain significance for an individual, but have no 
special value for others beyond its utility. Collectives – and individuals – tend not to value 
landscapes for which they feel a lack of sentiment or ‘specialness’ (as noted previously, this 
research is also interested in people’s non-special connections with landscapes). 
 
Sim describes ‘social values’ such as emotional place attachment, as manifestations of some 
of the ‘covert’ intentions of landscape designers.265 Johnston expands on this, describing 
‘place attachment’ as: 
... fundamental, but may be unconscious in our daily lives until a place to 
which we are connected is threatened. Our response to such a threat will be 
charged with emotion, as it is our emotions that are touched by the 
connection.266 
This may also occur with regards to landscapes we are not connected to in daily life.  For 
example, in recent decades many Australians became fiercely attached to particular 
Tasmanian forests such as the Tarkine, once those forests became the focus of anti-logging 
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protests, despite never having visited them (other than through representations). The forests 
became associated with wider values regarding the preservation of old-growth forest 
landscapes. For another group of Australians the same forests represent potential 
employment and thus the primacy of their right to livelihood, and for yet another group they 
represent business opportunities in which ‘landscape’ provides a tradeable resource. The 
forests have become landscapes of ‘social value’ to all three groups in quite different ways, 
and all groups have become emotionally connected to them in response to threats to their 
own values and particular form of place attachment.267 The meanings these groups gather 
from and attach to these particular forest landscapes are evidently influenced by their pre-
existing individual and/or collective values about ‘landscape’, and these meanings in turn 
fold back to further influence their values. 
 
This research proposes that: existing meanings, and/or the raw materials of ‘new’ 
meanings are ‘gathered’ from a landscape when people identify or infer them through 
their landscape perceptions and interactions. 
 
The ‘attachment’ of meanings to landscape is a term encompassing: people’s 
attributions to, or associations of meanings with a specific landscape, or with the 
concept of ‘landscape’. 
 
The Role of Expressions of Landscape Meanings 
Similarly to their interactions with a landscape, what people say, write, draw or otherwise 
express about a landscape is an expression of their value-filtered and -tempered landscape 
perceptions. Expressed representations arguably become new components of a landscape. 
Explaining the concept of landscape as text, Wylie describes it as composed of ‘both the 
material landscape ‘itself’, and its representation in art, maps, texts and other imagery’,268 
and similarly Mitchell describes it as ‘a medium of representation that is re-presented in a 
variety of other media …’269 Cosgrove and P. Jackson draw the link between landscape 
materiality, representation and meaning: 
If landscape is regarded as a cultural image, "a pictorial way of representing or 
symbolising human surroundings, then landscapes may be studied across a 
variety of meaning media and surfaces: in paint on canvas, writing on paper, 
images on film as well as in earth, stone, water and vegetation on the ground" 
(Daniels and Cosgrove 1987). Each or any of these allows us to disclose the 
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meanings that human groups attached to areas and places and to relate those 
meanings to other aspects and conditions of human existence.270 
Discussing the representation of landscape, Matless proposes a Foucaultian position where 
images and representations are actual entities, ‘not to be regarded as merely reflective or 
distortive of the world ... but as constitutive, as what the world is made of, really.’271 
 
This research proposes that expressions of landscape meanings are made by individuals 
or groups about their perceptions of, or meanings they attach to a specific landscape or 
to the concept of ‘landscape’. 
 
The Role of Landscape Memory 
Memory is a vital mechanism through which individual and collective landscape meanings 
are iteratively gathered from, attached to, and remain attached to landscapes through time, 
by being ‘stored’ in our minds, and some argue, in the landscape itself. As cultural landscape 
heritage theorists Mitchell et al express, landscapes can ‘exist in people’s imaginations ... 
there is rarely a distinction between the visible and invisible – or tangible and intangible.’272 
Taylor describes what he calls ‘ordinarily sacred’ landscapes as ‘inextricably part of the 
collective and private memories of people through time.’273 Bull holds that the medium of 
landscape conveys messages by calling on ‘sensory recognition and conscious or 
unconscious memory’,274 and similarly Treib suggests memories are embedded within forms 
themselves, waiting to be ‘unearthed, read, and decoded’. He describes designed landscapes 
as ‘grand mnemonic devices’, giving the example of cemeteries and other memorial 
landscapes which ‘pursue meaning as part of their making, purposefully ... [as] externalized 
memory’.275 Otero-Pailos explains that for a place such as a memorial to serve this 
mnemonic function, we must experience the place, then let the memory of that experience 
fade so that: 
When returning, we relive our memories of that first visit, enhanced by the 
full vividness of the place where we first lived it. The mnemonic function of 
places fills the holes in our fragmentary recollections.276 
Treib identifies a problem for conservation – specifically in the context of deindustrialised 
landscapes – that forms which embody ‘collective memory externalized’ may not speak of 
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these memories in the same way to post-industrial generations, who will need signs and 
guidebooks to tell them the stories of the remaining forms. Giving the example of Latz + 
Partner’s Landschaftspark Duisburg Nord he describes how the embodiment of past 
industrial toil is evident to a former worker or other adult local, but to many children the 
landscape is primarily experienced as a park. Meaning will accrue for these children around 
these park experiences, creating generations of new individual and collective memories. ‘The 
accumulated meaning of history once potent in the remain[s] evaporates rapidly, and in time 
new meanings accrue to these semantically reduced structures.’277 It can be argued here, as 
Bull suggests, that memories do not inhere so much in the forms themselves as in the human 
mind, waiting to be triggered by the forms, experiences and representations of a landscape. 
Even if we cannot ‘read’ the original intentions behind a landscape designed in the past, we 
can interpret original elements through the iconographic conventions of our own times.278 
Treib explains how the fact that ‘these two worlds of meaning mutate over time suggests that 
meaning is indeed dynamic and ever-changing.’279 
 
Here again is the challenge regarding whose memories and which meanings should be 
acknowledged and triggered through their encoded embodiment or overt memorialisation in 
the medium of landscape. The Marxist sociologist Inglis identifies the purpose in our 
selection of landscape memories to privilege: 
... the past in the present, constantly changing and renewing itself as the 
present rewrites its past and makes it new on behalf of the future. We read 
upon the face of the landscape the pasts which it has borne in order to create 
our present. We select from these pasts new ones which answer our sense of 
our own present needs. We choose, that is, a memory which will help us to 
accommodate the present.280 
Hoelscher concurs that ‘[c]ultural memory’ of a landscape is wide open to being harnessed 
in the service of particular agendas, such as commercial tourism ventures. These are the 
‘product of a selective reading of the past.’281 Edensor offers an example of how this 
‘harnessing’ may also occur unconsciously in individuals. He describes the way famous 
tourist landscapes activate, transmit, and concretise memory through pre-ordained tourist 
‘performances’. To illustrate, he recounts his own first visit to the Taj Mahal, in which he 
unconsciously echoed the ‘performances’ of all other tourists by walking about to position 
himself to take the classic photograph of the Taj: just the building, front, centre and 
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symmetrical.282 This highly selected image of the Taj can be conjured in the mind, even of 
many who have never visited it, in a way no other image of it can. Treib sums up: 
... there are both memories in and memories (projected) upon our built 
environment ... both deposits and withdrawals may be transacted: the built 
environment as a memory bank, both individual and communal.283 
 
This research proposes that the landscape 'memory' is: a conscious or unconscious 
human sensory and cognitive mechanism through which landscape meanings are 
iteratively gathered from and attached to landscapes or to the concept of ‘landscape’ 
through time. Held by individuals and groups, these memories can change through 
time. 
 
Conclusion 
This chapter begins to answer research question 1, setting the broad theoretical context of the 
research by exploring and defining concepts relating to how landscapes come to have 
specific meanings for individual people. It first addresses itself to defining what ‘landscape 
meanings’ are, discussing and defining it not just as a discrete ‘entity’, but as part of a 
process of how landscapes come to have meanings for individual people. This embodies the 
relationalist understanding that ideas cannot be understood outside the context of their 
network of relationships with systems, processes and forms. As well as synthesising existing 
concepts, this chapter offers some original additions. 
 
The most significant of these additions is the contention that individual and/or collective 
values may engender a lack of care for, or attachment to a specific landscape, and indeed a 
lack of valuing of ‘landscape’ in general. As discussed, Sim draws on the historian 
Stanford’s three uses of the term ‘to mean’, i.e. to ‘signify’, to ‘intend’; and the sense in 
which people find an experience ‘meaningful’ or ‘meaningless’. However, what Stanford 
refers to as ‘meaningless’ is arguably also a form of meaning, as for people to find a place 
‘depressing, dispiriting and negative’ as he characterises the ‘meaningless’, is indeed for that 
place to have a kind of negative meaning associated with it for those people, and sometimes 
also a negative ‘significance’. This thesis therefore proposes that landscape meaning 
includes a lack of purpose, message, content, significance or distinctiveness, aligning 
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with the symbolic-interactionist understanding that people treat landscapes based on what 
‘landscape’ means to them. 
 
The conceptual definitions developed this chapter shape the more in-depth analysis of 
themes emerging from the literature of cultural geography in Chapter 3, particularly the roles 
of ‘cognitive landscape images’ and ‘landscape interactions’ in the landscape-meaning 
process. Together with Chapter 3, this chapter contributes to one of the main research 
outputs of this thesis answering research question 1: a newly synthesised set of 
definitions of landscape meanings as both discrete ‘entities’ and as parts of a process, 
presented in Chapter 7 (Table 3). 
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Chapter 3. Focusing in: Landscape Meanings in Cultural 
Geography 
 
Introduction 
Building on the emergent themes and conceptual definitions proposed in Chapter 2, this 
chapter presents the focussed theoretical context of the research: the results of a thematic 
analysis of the major literature of cultural geography conceptualising the relationship 
between landscape and meanings. It further clarifies and defines what comprises individual 
people’s landscape meanings, and examines the process of landscapes coming to have 
meanings in greater depth. The major result of this analysis is a further contribution to 
answering research question 1: new definitions of importance in the process of how 
landscapes coming to have meanings for people: ‘cognitive landscape images’, and 
‘landscape interactions’. As GWP is a deindustrialised landscape, some discussion of this 
typology is included in this chapter to inform the case study data analysis and report 
(Chapters 4-6), but this does not preclude the findings’ theoretical generalisation to other 
landscape typologies. 
 
Cultural geographers concerned with ‘landscape’ study what landscape is, how landscape is, 
why it is that way, what it does, how it does it, what it means and how it means. As stated in 
Chapter 1, cultural geography has emerged as the discipline in which the relationship 
between landscape and meaning is the most explicitly discussed, explored and debated. Even 
within this single discipline, the literature on the subject is extensive, and so the scope of this 
chapter is limited to the comparison and contrast of ideas from the three most influential 
strands of the literature. Specifically: Traditional Cultural Geography (including the 
‘Humanists’); New Cultural Geography284 and Landscape Phenomenology. 
 
Cosgrove summarises the common aims of these three strands as: the description and 
understanding of ‘relations between collective human life and the natural world, the 
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transformations wrought by our existence in the world of nature, and above all, the meanings 
that cultures ascribe to their existence and to their relations with the natural world.’285 Till 
expands on this, explaining the common aim is to analyse the ways: 
... deliberate human action, discursive practices, economic relations, and 
everyday practices result in the establishment (and contestation) of particular 
material and symbolic landscapes that, in turn, structure social and political 
space. Moreover, by exploring the ways that landscapes are made, used, and 
circulated, geographers also analyze how landscapes reinforce and create 
meanings about the political realm and about social identities.286 
The literature discussed here traverses a continuum from conceiving of landscape as an 
entity distinctly external to humans, through to understanding humans as intrinsically part of 
landscape, perpetually re/creating it through ‘dwelling’. Positions along this continuum 
strongly reflect people’s (including cultural geographers’) pre-existing values, and thus the 
resultant landscape meanings they gather and attach. Cosgrove argues that the landscape 
meanings we comprehend originate in our position in relation to Western conceptions of the 
separation of nature and culture, and ‘revolve around the relative significance we give to 
material existence in shaping and containing ... or to consciousness and culture in shaping 
and transforming the natural world’.287 
 
The major result of the analysis presented in this chapter is an understanding of the 
importance of what are defined in this chapter as ‘cognitive landscape images’, and 
‘landscape interactions’ to the landscape meaning process. These interlinked concepts 
embody the phenomenological understanding that landscape is human, and humans 
are elements within landscapes. 
 
The Three Major Strands of Cultural Geography 
Cultural geography has its origins in late 19th century German reactions against the 
dominance of physical geography as the only method of landscape interpretation; i.e. 
studying the landscape minus human influence. In 1899 Schluter postulated the ‘cultural 
landscape’ as the focus of research within a ‘cultural geography’, entailing the description of 
landscape forms in order to trace the changes wrought by humans.288 Schluter’s concern to 
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identify the human in geography was carried into the twentieth century English speaking 
branch of the discipline beginning with Sauer’s USA Berkeley school in the 1920s. It 
practiced a ‘Traditional’ Cultural Geography; the first of the three strands of literature 
analysed in this chapter. Cosgrove and Domosh describe the ‘characteristically human 
capacity to shape and share meaning’, making it logical that geographers should turn to ideas 
of a cultural landscape, and seek to ‘trace out the production and communication of cultural 
meanings in spatial organisation, conduct and the landscape.’289 The Berkeley School was 
primarily concerned with describing the spatial patternings of human artefacts in order to 
interpret landscape as an expression of culture. The emphasis was on looking at a finished 
product, a landscape external to the looking human subject. 
 
In line with Western social upheavals of the 1960s and 70s, J.B. Jackson’s interest in the 
symbolic and everyday dimensions of landscape inspired a ‘humanistic’ turn within Sauerian 
Traditional Cultural Geography; chronologically the first of the three strands of theory 
analysed here, in particular the work of J.B. Jackson, Meinig, Lewis, Tuan, Lowenthal and 
Relph (hereafter referred to as ‘Humanists’). The idea was that ‘cultural’ landscape should 
not just be studied from a spatial perspective, but also in terms of ‘human values, beliefs, and 
perceptions’.290 Two important aspects pertinent to this analysis are the idea that landscape is 
comprised ‘not only of what lies before our eyes but what lies within our heads’291; i.e. our 
cognitive ‘images’ of ‘landscape’ and specific landscape typologies; and the valuing of 
‘ordinary’, ‘vernacular’ landscapes of everyday inhabitance, or ‘dwelling’, as central to 
landscape meanings.292 
 
In the 1980s another strand of theory emerged, influenced by William’s historical 
materialism, and Barthes’ and Berger’s structuralist and post-structuralist semiotics. This 
was a ‘new’ cultural geography293 which considered the ‘Humanists’ not to have actually 
challenged the Western separation of landscape and humans so much as looked at it from a 
different perspective to the Sauerians. Instead, these New Cultural Geographers challenged 
the Western concept of landscape in a radical shift to regarding it as not so much a physical 
externality in which ‘nature’ and ‘culture’ meet, but as a ‘particular, culturally specific way 
of seeing or representing the world’ [emphasis added]. 294 Literature reviewed includes the 
work of Cosgrove, Daniels, P. Jackson, Mitchell, Duncan and Duncan, Matless, Rose and 
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Domosh. They proposed two further important contributions to this research. First, that not 
only does human culture structure landscape, but landscape also structures human culture. 
Second, they study the way landscape embodies ‘the politics of uneven human power 
relationships’.295  Wylie identifies ‘three influential metaphors through which they critically 
positioned and interpreted landscape representations: landscape as veil, landscape as text and 
landscape as gaze.’296 These metaphors framed their analysis of how landscape is created, 
transformed, represented and interpreted (i.e. its meanings), and how it represents and/or 
conceals the social power relationships that constitute it, and which it in turn effects. 
 
The third significant strand of cultural geography discussed here is Landscape 
Phenomenology, notably influenced by the work of Merleau-Ponty and Heidegger. 
Significant literature reviewed includes that of Edensor, Ingold, Olwig, Tilley, Cresswell, 
and Till. Merleau-Ponty explains phenomenology as: 
... a philosophy for which the world is always “already there” before reflection 
begins – as an inalienable presence: and all its efforts are concentrated upon 
re-achieving a direct and primitive contact with the world, and endowing that 
contact with a philosophical status.297 
These cultural geographers reacted against Sauer, but embraced aspects of Humanist and 
New Cultural Geography in their effort to ‘link landscapes with structures of human feeling, 
emotion and activity, movement and the place-world.’298 They engaged intensely with 
landscape’s materiality, arguing that even the New Cultural Geographers were still 
objectifying landscape, lacking an ‘embodied perspective: they can only provide us with 
abstract models for thinking landscapes rather than models of landscapes as they are 
sensuously lived.’299 Their concept of landscape as ‘embodied practice’ was influenced by 
critical theory, performance studies, feminism, and post-Marxist social theories,300 
attempting to address the intangible aspects of landscape without recourse to representations. 
Rather, they proposed that it is through movement, or the ‘practice’ of living that landscapes 
are generated – human life does not take place against a landscape ‘backdrop’.301 Landscapes 
become meaningful through the Heideggerian process of ‘dwelling’ in which movement and 
interaction constitute the continuous creation of form and meaning.302 In a sense, by 
becoming so open to interpretation and thus contestation, ‘landscape’ became a decreasingly 
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fixed, describable concept. The task of identifying the meanings people gather from and 
attach to such a chimeric ‘entity’ is challenging. 
 
To set the scene, this chapter begins with a brief overview of the history of the Western 
concept of ‘landscape’ leading up to Sauer’s seminal 1925 essay The Morphology of 
Landscape.303 This history is elaborated in considerable scholarly detail elsewhere,304 and so 
this chapter only touches briefly on a few significant aspects, then briefly outlines the 
Sauerian understanding of landscape meanings. The purpose is to demonstrate that, as 
proposed in Chapter 2, how we perceive landscapes, and the meanings we gather from and 
attach to them, are strongly influenced by these pre-existing values, which cultural 
geographers argue include those regarding landscape’s potential roles as object, subject, 
nature, culture, medium or message. This contextualises the rest of this chapter tracing the 
trajectory from Sauer’s passive ‘cultural’ landscape to the Landscape Phenomenologists’ 
landscape as active agent in a realm of relationships, a medium of exchange which itself both 
creates and expresses meanings. The various positions along this trajectory represent 
responses to the original Western separation of nature as object or medium, from culture or 
the human subject who observes and interprets the natural medium.  
 
The Western Concept of ‘Landscape’ 
The Western concept of ‘landscape’ is traced back to that of ‘nature’, in the pre-Socratic 
Greek word ‘phusis,’ referring to ‘what a thing is like’, from which it evolved to stand for 
‘everything.’ This is considered the first conception of ‘nature’ as an identifiable ‘entity’. 
Platonic and Aristotelian developments of the concept were extended by Christian theology 
which regarded the human ability to acquire and transmit skills and knowledge as evidence 
of our separateness from nature. The nonhuman was regarded as just matter, whilst humans 
possessed souls, making us the meaningful part of reality. Thus a notion of ‘culture’ as a 
separate human sphere began to influence Western thinking. ‘Nature’ as the physical 
material of the world, became ‘Nature’ the concept.305 
 
During the medieval period ‘Nature’ was considered a ‘record of the will of God’, to be read 
for symbolic meaning. It was represented through beautiful abstract models, rejected by 
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Renaissance thinkers as ‘fantastic’. Instead they proposed new scientific models representing 
the ‘literal’ rather than abstract truth. Nature‘s role became that of material resource and 
backdrop to human endeavour.306 Scientistic systems developed even in the arts, notably 
Alberti’s 1435 Della Pittura, which instructed artists in the use of linear perspective, and 
remained authoritative well into the nineteenth century. He likened his system to rays 
beaming out from the observer’s eye to strike that being observed. Cosgrove describes how 
applying this compositional method establishes ‘the “point of view” to be taken by the 
observer, and controls through framing the scope of reality revealed ... It gives the eye 
absolute mastery over space.’307 The observing subject is placed outside the observed object, 
and can thus measure, describe, and appropriate it.308 Perspective was considered ‘not merely 
as a technique, a visual device, but as a truth itself, the discovery of an objective property of 
space rather than solely of vision’.309 Seemingly a reliable method for making accurate 
reproductions of the physical world, ‘its proponents claimed it was a “natural” form of 
representation’.310 Nature could be known primarily by visual observation and the 
application of reason to explain what was seen, and so began the development of new 
instruments and methods for making ‘objective,’ ‘natural’ representations of Nature, such as 
the camera lucida and later modern photography.311 
 
The word landschaft first appeared in the German language some time prior to the sixteenth 
century, referring to both a bounded area of land, and to its visual appearance. Its meaning 
when it entered English at the end of the sixteenth century was similar to ‘township’, 
referring to a place and its community, as well as its legal status and conditions.312 The first 
references to specific paintings as ‘landscapes’ (paesaggio) date from early sixteenth-century 
Italy. Alongside the rise of mercantilism, they reflected the Western scientific sense of 
human control over nature.313 In fifteenth and early sixteenth century European painting and 
garden design ‘landscape achieved visually and ideologically what survey, map making and 
ordnance charting achieved practically: the control and domination over space as an 
absolute, objective entity, its transformation into the property of individual or state.’314 
However, late sixteenth century German and Dutch landscaften paintings such as those of 
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Breughel, depicted both terrain and human activity, communicating the connection between 
customary law and the physical land. 
 
Landscape: 
... was imbued with meanings, etched by custom in the land, that were at the 
heart of the major political, legal, and cultural issues of the time. It was at the 
center [sic] of the process by which members of the non-noble estates of 
emerging national bodies sought to establish cultural identities as active, 
politically engaged, and patriotic citizenries.315 
However, the early seventeenth century English court imported the practice and ideology of 
landscape painting from Italy as a way to describe its nationalistic power. In contrast to 
Breughel’s Landschaften, Italian landscape paintings expressed theatrical outdoor scenes 
inspired by classical imperial Rome, blurring the ‘natural’ and the theatrical worlds such that 
people should not ‘distinguish the iconographic meaning of this scenery from its aesthetic 
form; the medium was, quite literally, a message expressing the ideals of a Royal British 
Absolutism’. The rising political order of the Whigs also patronised landscape painters to 
demonstrate that as new landowners they governed their estates according to the ‘natural’ 
and ‘right’ laws of reason through paintings of orderly, idealised Palladian landscape estates. 
The intent was to also subliminally suggest their governance of estates represented the 
natural ‘rightness’ of their potential governance of the nation.316 
 
The rise of European – and later American – landscape painting and design through the 
sixteenth to eighteenth centuries was paralleled with that of linguistic structuralism, in which 
language objectively represented the forms of the world.317  
 
From the mid-seventeenth century market-based economic systems developed in Western 
Europe and America, with land shifting from ‘use value to exchange value’.318 Rapid 
economic growth and industrialisation began altering human relationships with landscape 
through major changes to the traditional locations and conditions of working and living.319 
Mitchell explains how this further entrenched a separation of landscape and humans: 
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To the degree that land can be set apart, alienated, and made exchangeable for 
other like and unlike pieces of land, then to that degree the distance can be 
achieved that allows land to be seen as landscape, as that which is “out there” 
— as a separable thing ...320 
White describes the following mid-nineteenth century industrial fusion of science and 
technology as ‘a union of the theoretical and the empirical approaches to our natural 
environment.’321 The ideal of economic growth still rested on the understanding that 
scientific knowledge provided objective descriptions of facts, and the components of 
landscapes were available for use, transformation, commodification and trade on a large 
scale.322 The assumption of late nineteenth century neoclassical economics that value comes 
from labour and capital added to value-neutral natural matter and energy still underpins 
contemporary economics, arguably maintaining a sense of humans as separate to ‘nature’ – 
or ‘landscape’.323 Thus the scene is set for the 1925 publication of Sauer’s The Morphology 
of Landscape, and this chapter’s focus shifts to how ‘landscape’ and its relationship with 
‘meaning’ is understood through the literature of cultural geography. 
 
Landscape and Meaning in Cultural Geography 
Analysis of this literature reveals two major themes. The first is about how the cognitive 
‘images’ of landscapes that people carry in their heads arguably represent their values 
regarding ‘landscape’. As a dynamic agent, landscape acts upon and is acted upon by these 
images. Political and symbolic landscapes – and landscape images – may be created to 
‘naturalise’ unequal social power relations. A common desire (conscious or unconscious) of 
many who seek change in landscapes, is to achieve some kind of perfection or order, 
prompted by their idealised cognitive images of landscape. In truth, some landscapes 
represent imperfection and disorder, and are meaningful in these ways.  The second theme is 
that of landscapes evolving with our interactions with them through ‘inhabitation’, 
prioritising aspects of our landscape perception beyond the historic dominance of the visual. 
In this relationship landscape itself is a dynamic actor in the creation of landscape meanings. 
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Landscape and Meaning in Traditional Cultural Geography 
The Berkeley School of landscape studies was founded on Sauer’s 1925 statement that: 
... the cultural landscape is fashioned from a natural landscape by a cultural 
group. Culture is the agent, the natural area is the medium, the cultural 
landscape the result ... [inspired by the German concept of] ‘a land shape, in 
which the process of shaping is by no means thought of as simply physical. It 
may be defined, therefore, as an area made up of a distinct association of 
forms, both physical and cultural.324 
He argued that the ‘natural’ landscape underwent transformation under the influence of a 
particular culture, reaching an end-point in its development which did not need intellectual 
understanding, but empirical observation.  He stated that cultural geography was ‘not 
concerned ... with the energy, customs or beliefs of man but with man’s record upon the 
landscape.’325 Observation of the physical landscape should reveal what that landscape 
means to the people who ‘created’ it.326 
 
As a testament to Sauer’s originating influence, much debate about what constitutes 
landscape and its meanings amongst the later twentieth century American and British 
cultural geographers reviewed here concerns the defining of their positions in relation to 
Sauer’s ‘cultural landscape’ concept and methods. There has been much criticism and 
counter-criticism of his ‘superorganic’ understanding of culture as an entity transcendent of 
human actions, and from the late 1970s cultural geographers begin examining the processes 
at work within cultures, such as values and accepted meanings, the main criticism of the 
Sauerian approach being that it could describe but not explain landscapes.327 
 
The Role of Cognitive Landscape Images 
The ‘humanistic’ turn in 1970s American Traditional Cultural Geography is, encapsulated in 
Meinig’s oft-quoted statement that landscape is comprised ‘not only of what lies before our 
eyes but what lies within our heads’, i.e. the meanings we gather from and attach to a 
landscape are filtered through our cognitive, cultural associations, our pre-conceived 
landscape values.328 Similarly, Tuan argues that landscape: 
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... is not a given, a piece of reality that is simply there. What is given is an 
environment to which we respond in automatic and subconscious ways ... 
children learn to integrate their different experiences and knowledge of 
environment into images of increasing coherence and complexity.329 
Tuan and Lowenthal were influenced by the historical geographer J.K. Wright’s argument 
that geography should be concerned with human motives and actions, and encouraged them 
to look ‘beyond the visible landscape and to consider how humans perceive meaning and 
order in environment’.330 Our ‘image’ of a place is clearly not, despite the choice of 
terminology, conceived solely from visual perception. Tuan argues that perception is not 
passive, but is an activity through which we extend ourselves into the world.331 Indeed, our 
very self-identity is constructed through our full sensory relationship with the domains of our 
inhabitance.332 The urban planner Lynch, highly influential in landscape architecture, 
famously describes our ‘vividly identified, powerfully structured, highly useful mental 
images of the environment’ [emphasis added].333 
 
Relph further emphasises that these cognitive images ‘are not just selective abstractions of an 
objective reality but are intentional interpretations of what is believed to be. The image of a 
place consists of all the elements associated with the experiences of individuals or groups 
and their intentions toward the place.’334 This research argues that these cognitive images 
represent our values regarding what is and is not valuable or important about ‘landscape,’ or 
about a specific landscape. Matless describes the overall approach: 
In the human relationship with environment there are always questions of 
meaning present, just as there are always questions of power present – there is 
no neutral, value-free or ‘natural’ way of knowing the environment. This 
cultural geography is one among many which have challenged distinctions of 
fact and value, objectivity and subjectivity in recent years ... questions of 
meaning and interpretation regarding environment, nature, landscape and 
place.335 
However, the idea of a ‘true’ image of a landscape is problematic when we consider 
landscape’s temporal and material dynamism. Tilley points out that to believe in a ‘true’ 
image of a landscape leads to simplifications such as that ‘a landscape seen on a misty day is 
somehow less real than a landscape seen on a clear day.’ Yet that landscape is ‘real’ at all 
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times, in all climatic conditions: we can never experience it as a whole, as nothing is always 
simultaneously entirely visible nor all sensory experiences constantly available. Despite the 
fact that perception occurs through all of our physical senses simultaneously, there is a bias 
toward the visual, as we believe that to ‘see something is both to observe it and to grasp it 
intellectually. The way people see their world is a vital clue to the way they understand that 
world and their relationships with it.’336 
 
Cosgrove, Tilley and Ley acknowledge that the meanings people gather from and attach to 
landscapes are also influenced by a finer grain of activity, including localised topography, 
climate, socio-political and cultural histories, discourses and tensions, as well as individual 
experiences and ideologies.337 Landscape itself is central to the constitution of meaning, as 
Mitchell explains human culture takes place ‘in and on the landscape’ and ‘depends on the 
landscape — and upon which the landscape itself unavoidably depends for its very shape, 
meaning, and social function.’338 New Cultural Geographers therefore examine the 
signifying systems of social groupings indicated by the spatial distribution of human 
artefacts and practices which ‘constitute people and place, life and landscape. The values, 
beliefs, languages, meanings and practices that make up peoples “ways of life”’.339 This 
prompted the adoption of methodologies ‘more interpretative than strictly morphological’ in 
the reading of landscape as a ‘social document’.340  This work focussed on these human 
artefacts: how they are created and arranged, where, by whom, and what relationships of 
production and power the resultant landscape reveals and/or conceals.341 
 
Our cognitive ‘images’ of how a particular type of landscape ‘should’ be constituted can be 
informed by ‘actual’ images; i.e. visual representations of landscapes: 
Shaping actual landscapes according to pictorial images has been a foundation 
of landscape architecture ... Changing styles in landscape architecture and 
design have consistently paralleled those in the visual arts, and only in recent 
years has landscape architecture begun to examine critically the implications 
of its connections with seeing, paralleling in its attention to the ecological, 
social and political implications of its site selection and design the radical 
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concerns of Cultural Geographers (Corner 1999) ... Taste and fashion, formed 
in large measure by pictorial conventions, continue to be significant factors in 
shaping landscape, just as they are in shaping other consumption choices and 
in framing social identities.342 
Artistic depictions of landscape ‘beauty’ were influential in the forming of cognitive 
landscape images in Europe and the USA through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, 
including for landscape architects such as Olmsted and his followers, who designed their 
parks and gardens in "painterly" terms as J.B.  Jackson describes: 
Just as the painter used his judgement as to what to include or omit in his 
composition, the landscape gardener ... took pains to produce a stylised 
“picturesque” landscape, leaving out the muddy roads, the ploughed fields, the 
squalid villages of the real countryside and including certain agreeable natural 
features … The results were often extremely beautiful, but they were still 
pictures, though in three dimensions. The reliance on the artist’s point of view 
and his definition of landscape beauty persisted throughout the nineteenth 
century. Olmsted and his followers designed their parks and gardens in 
“painterly” terms.343 
The meanings conveyed through these intentionally produced memoryscapes are expressed 
in the iconographic conventions of the times of their production. These conventions are not 
always legible to later generations who forget, add to, or reinterpret them through their own 
contemporary conventions.344 Nor do they necessarily translate between contemporaneous 
individuals or cultural groups. Lewis identifies the framing of images of landscapes by trade 
journals and advertisers, as capable of acting as ‘an agent of landscape change. Much of New 
Orleans’s French Quarter, for example, has been “upgraded” and sanitized so that it would 
accord with tourists’ expectations. Those expectations, of course, largely derive from 
advertising which has been directed at the tourist’.345 As Lowenthal explains: 
Preservation sometimes coincides, sometimes conflicts, with aesthetic, 
ecological, or utilitarian values. The progressive erosion of Niagara Falls 
poses a typical dilemma: to keep the falls looking as painting and literature 
have immortalised them calls for massive and costly engineering to arrest the 
river’s natural headward erosion.346 
A range of landscape images are present within any given ‘cultural group’ including people 
of different genders: insiders and outsiders, amongst people with differing backgrounds, 
experiences, and world views such as differing environmental values.347 An important 
differentiator of landscape images, and how they influence perceptions is whether a person is 
an ‘insider’ or ‘outsider’ to that landscape. Relph describes landscape meaning as the 
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‘essence of place’ that an ‘insider’ develops through belonging to it over time and 
identifying with it as part of their personal and cultural group identity. An ‘outsider’ 
perceives an identity of a place; largely derived from comparison and contrast with their 
experiences of other places.348 Cosgrove argues that the common definition of culture as the 
shared values and beliefs of a group only operates when there is awareness of and respect for 
the fact that other groups (and individuals) hold different beliefs and values. With this 
‘plurality of voices differently constructing meaning for the world ... it is difficult to attribute 
to it foundational authority: the meaning of the world is indeed open to endless elaboration, 
challenge, and re-presentation.’349 
 
Tuan cautions that an insider may ‘know a place intimately, yet its image may lack sharpness 
unless we can also see it from the outside and reflect upon our experience.’350 Cosgrove 
argues that a ‘tension’ between ‘insider’ and ‘outsider’ human-landscape relationships often 
exists within one individual. For example, a person may feel themselves to be an ‘insider’ in 
their home landscape, while at the same time considering the landscape a commodity which 
they own; i.e. they also place themselves ‘outside’ that landscape. Both relationships and 
images of a landscape can coexist within individuals and within societies.351 
 
The same landscape can also be perceived, experienced and meanings gathered and attached 
differently by different insiders within the same social group. For example, two lifelong 
residents: one a learner taxi driver, the other a geographer can both ‘know’ the same city, yet 
both also know that city differently.352 Duncan and Duncan argue that we can consciously 
select from amongst our different cognitive landscape images, giving the example of an 
Indigenous Australian ‘reading’ of a landscape in which  ‘alternative readings ... are not only 
possible but are synchronous. A rock is a rock but also a mythic being. These readings are 
not contradictory, but complementary’.353 Thus an individual may themselves perceive a 
landscape through the filter of several different cognitive images.354 Cosgrove concludes that 
increasingly, ‘what the world means is a matter of personal choice, communicated through 
self-representation in such matters as housing, clothing, and taste in cuisine, music, or even 
sexuality.’355 Domosh gives the example of the wealthy of Boston and New York in the 
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nineteenth century, who regarded their wealth and the creation of landscape as 
complementary: 
... architectural displays and grand boulevards were as important in these 
classes’ self-identity and self-representation as were their factories and offices 
and warehouses. A member of the ruling class in Boston or New York looked 
at the city as a cultural map, where classes distinguished themselves by the 
clothes they wore, the shops they frequented, the parks they strolled in, and 
the houses they inhabited ...The elaborate Olmsted park systems … [were] 
display-oriented and image-laden.356 
As will be discussed later in this chapter, human ‘performance’ thus forms part of the 
cultural ‘production’ of landscape. Tuan identifies that financial and social class affect how 
people value and perceive their home neighbourhood, and the way that they value and 
perceive other landscapes are influenced by how they value their home neighbourhood.357 
 
This notion of the landscape past as dynamic is essential to a phenomenological 
understanding of the symbiotic role of memory and experience in our relationships with 
landscapes: 
... experience is temporally coloured and constituted. Memories of previous 
places we have experienced colour present perceptions and how we react to 
the future and the new. Past experiences are carried forward through the 
activity of the incarnate subject and provide structures through which that 
subject is able to interpret the world or fit it into a pattern. The body carries 
time into the experience of place and landscape ... The past influences the 
present and the present rearticulates the past.358 
These ‘patterns’ are our pre-existing ‘images’ of landscape. 
Remembering and the Formation of Cognitive Images 
Embodied ‘performance’ in landscape triggers or alters existing memories and the creation 
of new memories – i.e. how people interact with a landscape, what they interact with, and 
who makes these decisions. ‘Remembering’ is arguably a form of cognitive landscape 
interaction, which Lowenthal argues is ‘crucial for our sense of identity ... to know what we 
were confirms that we are.’359 People desire a sense of connectedness in time and to place, 
and this is enriched when the past is understood and appreciated.360 Hoelscher and Alderman 
describe ‘the inextricable link between memory and place ... social memory and social space 
conjoin to produce much of the context for modern identities—and the often-rigorous 
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contestation of those identities.’361 Traditional Cultural Geographers regard landscapes as 
material records of the past, but as Lowenthal argues, every ‘trace of the past is a testament 
not only to its initiators but to its inheritors, not only to the spirit of the past, but to the 
perspectives of the present.’362 We interpret and reinvent the past as part of our interpretation 
and reinvention of the meanings we gather from and attach to landscapes. Memory operates 
as a conscious and unconscious sensory and cognitive mechanism through which individual 
and collective meanings become and remain attached to landscapes through time. 
 
Tilley argues that without memory there is ‘no perception of place and landscape’, as 
perception is informed by past experiences, including purely sensory perceptions. He argues 
that we ‘carry times to places through our movements and prior experiences, and direct 
contact with these places acts as a mnemonic trigger for stories and the construction of 
personal biographies.’363 Memory ‘is not located merely in the visible and the narratable but 
is embodied and affective.’364 Thus landscapes, as Treib’s ‘mnemonic devices’ or 
‘externalised memory’,365  trigger sensory recognition of landscapes based on our past 
perceptions and experiences, enabling us to consciously or unconsciously call on memories. 
Understanding this, humans maintain landscapes and make them accessible to others through 
conservation practices embodied in memory, history, heritage and relics.366 
 
From the mid-1970s, Lowenthal shifted the landscape discourse into examining situated 
values rather than just describing their formal expression, and toward a dynamic view of the 
past as continuing to exist in the present.367 He identifies the human need for attachment to 
places embodying the past as a continuing narrative, and that how people choose to 
recognise and retain traces of their history in the landscape reflect not only their beliefs about 
the role of the past in the present, but also the role of landscape in that past and as a record of 
that past. 368 These understandings communicate something of the meanings people attach to 
landscapes and still give primacy to the role of human culture in shaping landscape. It was 
Lowenthal and Tuan who introduced methods of literary and artistic criticism to cultural 
geography, to provide clues to interpreting people’s beliefs and values. They broadened the 
discipline to encompass the study of any ‘human endeavours to express or interpret such 
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attachments [to landscapes]’, paving the way for New Cultural Geography and the role of 
social (and political?) power relations in the formation of cognitive images of landscapes.369 
 
Social Power and the Formation of Cognitive Images 
Cosgrove argued that despite Humanists’ embrace of the experiential and vernacular 
dimensions of landscape, it remained in a passive role, as while: 
... traditional geographical studies of landscape stressed the outsider’s view 
and concentrated on the morphology of external forms, recent geographical 
humanism seeks to reverse this by establishing the identity and experience of 
the insider. But in neither case is the picture frame broken and the landscape 
inserted into the historical process.370 
In an effort to ‘break the frame’, in 1983 Cosgrove proposes a ‘radical cultural geography’ 
based on ‘the recognition of how landscapes sustain and elaborate the symbolic code of 
bourgeois society’. That is, not only does culture create landscape, but landscape creates 
culture.371 The New Cultural Geographers would argue that landscape images can be created 
to ‘naturalise’ unequal social power relations, with Cosgrove cited as the first to introduce 
the cultural Marxist interpretive tradition associated with Williams and Berger into cultural 
geography, understanding that humans produce the reality of the worlds they inhabit, and 
that this is historically and socially conditioned by practices of production:372 
The production and reproduction of material life [is] necessarily a collective 
art, mediated in consciousness and sustained through codes of 
communication. This latter is symbolic production ... all human activity is at 
once both material and symbolic ... The lived-world is no mere product of an 
unfettered human consciousness, but it is precisely the collective encounter of 
subject and object, of consciousness and material world.373 
By granting this agency to landscape, he begins to deconstruct the Western landscape way of 
seeing.374 Identifying the significance of this shift in focus, in 1989 Daniels declared: 
 ... a new cultural geography is emerging … There is a humanistic emphasis 
on the symbolic as well as on the material dimension of culture …There is a 
radical emphasis on culture as a medium of social power … Landscape, the 
central concept of traditional cultural geography, does not easily 
accommodate political notions of power and conflict, indeed it tends to 
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dissolve or conceal them; as a consequence the very idea of landscape has 
been brought into question.375 
These ‘new’ cultural geographers progressively move away from landscape description to 
inquire into how and why landscapes come to be; i.e. their authorship, the ‘values, 
livelihoods, beliefs and identities of the cultures who have produced them … the social, 
economic and political dynamics’.376 In 1995 Cosgrove made what is considered the seminal 
statement of what New Cultural Geography should address: 
Landscape is thus a way of seeing, a composition and structuring of the world 
so that it may be appropriated by a detached, individual spectator to whom an 
illusion of order and control is offered through the composition of space 
according to the certainties of geometry. That illusion very frequently 
complemented a very real power and control over fields and farms on the part 
of local patrons and owners of landscape paintings. Landscape distances us 
from the world in critical ways, defining a particular relationship with nature 
and those who appear in nature.377 
New Cultural Geography was influenced by the collapse of confidence in grand theories in 
cultural studies, particularly the mid-1980s ‘crisis of representation’, and as cultural Marxists 
they rejected histories privileging central narratives defined by educated property-owning 
elites. Representative practices not only reflect capitalist systems of production, but are 
involved in their ideological construction.378 The landscape ‘way of seeing’ developed since 
the Renaissance provided a ‘particular way of composing, structuring and giving meaning to 
an external world whose history has to be understood in relation to the material appropriation 
of land.’379 Cosgrove argues that the transition from a feudal to a capitalist economic system 
was the most influential historic shift affecting the way Westerners create and interpret the 
meanings of the world, specifically of landscapes, as:380 
Social formations write history in space, and the history of such a formation is 
the history of the superimposition of forms produced in its landscape through 
the succession of modes of human production … Since these modes of 
production are symbolically constituted, place and landscape are immediately 
endowed with human meaning … They [landscapes] contain residual and 
emergent, as well as present, cultural meanings.381 
Messages of power and control over land, capital, and social order can be conveyed through 
a landscape’s governing social and legal frameworks, its material expression, and its 
representations. Mitchell is a proponent of this view, arguing that ‘the meaning of the 
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landscape is a function of who has the power to represent that landscape’.382 Tilley makes 
the point that it is precisely because landscape plays a role in the creation and projection of 
individual and social identity that it is so readily harnessed by those desiring to wield social 
power.383 P. Jackson describes cognitive ‘maps of meaning’ which symbolically represent 
our codified beliefs/knowledge of the world, as ‘ideological instruments’ in the sense that 
they project preferred ‘readings of the material world. Some meanings are dominant; others 
result from struggle against the dominant order.’384 In the latter part of the twentieth century, 
culture is argued to have become something of a commodity, particularly in deindustrialising 
economies as they shift toward markets driven by knowledge and cultural production. It is 
these cultural ‘products’ which create and/or shape cultural values.385 
 
The shift from structuralist to poststructuralist interpretive frameworks through the 1990s 
meant images and language no longer represent the ‘“real” world’, but were regarded as 
signs presenting a ‘deceptive appearance of naturalness and transparence concealing an 
opaque, distorting, arbitrary mechanism of representation, a process of ideological 
mystification’.386 In this context, Peet describes the relationship between landscape and 
power. Power, he argues, is: 
... the creation and manipulation of social imaginary significations, that is, the 
making of a world of meanings ... Because landscapes are partly natural, their 
signs frequently long-lasting, and because landscapes are the homes of women 
and men, they are particularly suited to the ideological task of framing the 
social imaginary. By recreating landscapes, filling them with signs carrying 
ideological messages, images are formed of past and future “realities,” 
patterns of meaning created and changed and, thereby, control exerted over 
the everyday behaviour of the people who call these manufactured places their 
natural, historic homes ...387 
The New Cultural Geographers argue that most individuals experience landscapes as pre-
existing realities in what Tilley calls the ‘paradox of landscape ... although they are produced 
culturally they may be typically experienced as something other than a human product. And 
thus networks of power may be legitimised, appear natural, and be beyond challenge.’388 
This hearkens back to the British co-opting of landscape painting to ‘naturalise’ claims to 
sovereign power. Duncan and Duncan suggest most people tend to read landscape narratives 
at face value, interpreting them through conventional cultural interpretive frameworks. As 
such, landscapes may subliminally inculcate ‘readers’ notions regarding how their society is 
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organised: ‘If, by being so tangible, so natural, so familiar, the landscape is unquestioned, 
then such concrete evidence about how society is organised can easily become seen as 
evidence of how it should, or must be organized.’389 
 
Wylie identifies three metaphoric categories to describe the distinctive ways New Cultural 
Geographers critically interpret this role of landscape in social power relations: as ‘veil’ 
(influenced by the cultural Marxism of Williams and Berger), as ‘text’ (influenced by the 
structuralist textualities of Barthes) and as ‘gaze’ (influenced by the psychoanalytics of 
Freud and Lacan).390 Landscape is a ‘veil’, to be moved aside; or a veil to itself be 
interrogated as a ‘text’; or it is the very ‘gaze’ from a single point of view to be challenged. 
The focus is on culture as political, and on theory as essential to knowing the world: a 
definitive shift from the Sauerian approach. The conception of ‘culture’ evolved through the 
1990s from an emphasis on capitalist power inequalities (obscured behind the ‘veil’ of 
landscape), toward a more destructured, pluralistic and ‘local’ understanding of culture 
(landscape as an intertextual realm).  However feminist analyses of the discourse identifies 
‘landscape’ in both approaches as still constructed by a masculine, voyeuristic and 
narcissistic ‘gaze’.391 An important similarity between these approaches is the understanding 
that people still primarily perceive landscape visually, as: 
... a painterly patina, as a text to be read, as a form of visual desire. The 
crucial distinction which all share, however, is best described as an interest 
not in the “seen”, but in “ways of seeing” ... Landscape is a visual image of 
cultural meanings ...392 
The metaphor of landscape as text understands it as comprising both the material landscape 
and related representations of a given landscape. Landscape both embodies and represents 
social power relations. Cultural geographers, as ‘critical reader[s]’, must investigate: 
... the hidden codes and meanings, and unquestioned assumptions, which in 
actuality structure how the text of landscape is read ... The task of the 
landscape critic is no longer to rent the veil asunder, but to search amidst its 
folds, along the ‘weave’ of its ‘fabric’ ... what has now become interesting 
about the veil is no longer its function, but its texture.393 
That is, they should ask: who are the authors of the landscape, how many meaning-narratives 
does it tell, how do these narratives interact, and how could we read them?  The challenge is 
interpreting the multiplicity of meaning narratives, as ‘at most symbolic places, a great 
diversity of narratives proliferate and interweave, die or mutate. However, at any one time, 
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particular strands are woven into distinct narratives that stand out as dominant themes by 
which the [specific landscape] is written and spoken about.’394 Distinct modes of expression 
and transmission are used to convey these narratives, through ‘expert’ texts, memorials, 
myth-telling, ceremonies, political speeches, video and photography.395 In the construction 
of landscape narratives people tend to draw on ‘pre-existing resources and narrative 
conventions, [hence] the production of stories is also an ongoing process which may 
incorporate new elements and material from other narratives.’396 By these means ‘[h]ybrid 
narratives are articulated alongside somewhat serially reproduced, culturally situated stories, 
and new cultural forms and practices may emerge out of the interchange of knowledge and 
ideas.’397 In this diversity, or plurality of meanings, one person’s ‘place’ may therefore be 
symbolic only to themselves, yet this symbolism may also be comprehensible by others 
within one or more of the cultural groups that individual occupies.398 Meanings can therefore 
be shared and private, constructed or evolved, but are always in a state of change. Thus we 
may say that landscape meanings (and indeed landscapes) are unstable, echoing Duncan and 
Duncan’s poststructuralist perspective that, like texts, they ‘have a web-like complexity, 
characterised by a ceaseless play of infinitely unstable meanings’.399 
 
Duncan draws on Williams’ and Foucault’s concept of ‘intertextuality’ to propose that the 
context within which a landscape-text is produced and read is comprised of other texts 
written in other media, i.e. ‘a range of competing discourses constituted by a set of 
narratives, concepts, and ideologies relevant to a particular realm of social practices.’400 
Duncan and Duncan argue that this somewhat divorces landscape from the ‘historical, social, 
and political processes by which interpretations of text are negotiated, contested, and 
maintained or transformed.’401 Peet considers the textual focus abstracts the concept of 
landscape too far from the materiality and wider socio-historic context of landscape 
production: ‘All sense of extra-textual causality is lost in the resulting maze of intertextuality 
— there is something outside the text!’402 Duncan urges interpretation of landscape which 
does not privilege either its role as a material medium or its symbolic content, but takes a 
middle path, as ideas ‘take place here on earth’ and landscape ‘has both a ‘structured and 
structuring quality’.403 
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Thus, the purpose of the New Cultural Geographers was to elucidate the ways landscape had 
become a symbolic representation or ‘image’, produced from a single point of view, 
simultaneously interpretive and able to be interpreted. Cosgrove describes the symbolic 
landscape as ‘a veneer or veil, drawn with greater or lesser effect across material and social 
relations’,404 what Daniel’s refers to as landscape’s ‘duplicity’ in erroneously suggesting that 
industrialised humans live in harmony with ‘nature’.405 Berger also describes landscapes as 
‘deceptive ... less a setting for the life of its inhabitants than a curtain behind which their 
struggles, achievements and accidents take place ... behind the curtain, landmarks are no 
longer only geographic but also biographical and personal.’406 Understanding the ‘personal’ 
meanings individuals attach to a landscape is therefore challenging: just looking at it, or 
spending time with its inhabitants won’t tell its whole story, as illustrated by Duncan and 
Duncan’s description of the affluent New York village of Bedford: 
... a site of aesthetic consumption practices in which the residents derive 
pleasure and achieve social status by preserving and enhancing the beauty of 
their town. They accomplish this through the use of exclusionary zoning, 
stringent environmental protection legislation, and the exploited labor of 
recently arrived Latino day workers ... it’s [sic] landscapes are treated as 
aesthetic productions, controlled so that as far as the eye can see, even if one 
drives or rides on horseback for many miles, one views nothing industrial or 
distasteful.407 
The Latino workers live in a separate, substantially more materially impoverished village 
than Bedford; i.e. the social relations creating the Bedford landscape are unequal, and are 
obscured by the ‘veil’ of its beauty – the very product of these unequal social relations. What 
this landscape means to the individuals comprising each group is heavily conditioned by 
these relations, as well as by the materiality of the landscape. Cosgrove argues that 
landscape as a ‘way of seeing’ privileges a single viewpoint, inevitably leading to ‘social 
contest’ between and amongst these unstable individual and collective meanings.408 Mitchell 
characterises this as an ideological ‘struggle’ between the ‘producers’ and other ‘users’ of a 
landscape, and the methodological challenge of the researcher is to understand the contests 
within this struggle. He makes the important point that ‘just because landscapes can take on 
multiple meanings, that does not thereby mean that all meanings are created equal. For in 
any contest over meaning, the key issue will always be one of power.’409 This suggests that 
indeed the ‘image’ of a landscape – both visual and cognitive, should always be questioned, 
reviewed, and even challenged. 
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Feminist New Cultural Geographers approach the landscape ‘way of seeing’ as a 
manifestation of the ‘gaze’; i.e. the gendered construction of the material and symbolic 
landscape, and of landscape discourse.410 Like Cosgrove, Rose equates the landscape ‘way of 
seeing’ with the detached gaze of empirical science, but emphasises that as such, landscape 
is constructed by a masculine, voyeuristic gaze. 411 This renders ‘the objects of the gaze 
separate from the looking subject’, enabling the masculinist gaze of geographers upon the 
landscape to seem to both the geographer and the audience to be objective, and thus true, and 
thus ‘naturalising’ unequal gender relations.412 Rose is critical of cultural geographers for 
failing to critique the apparent authority of their own gazes upon landscapes and their 
representations.413 
 
The feminist approach also understands landscapes as ‘visible representations of individual 
and group beliefs, values, tensions, and fears ... created within specific economic and social 
contexts that give [them] shape and meaning.’ Similarly to Cosgrove and Mitchell, Domosh 
argues that landscapes are materially constructed societal self-representations.414 Rose is also 
in agreement with the ‘veil’ and ‘textual’ approaches in this fundamental sense: ‘Whether 
written or painted, grown or built, a landscape’s meanings draw on the cultural codes of the 
society for which it was made. These codes are embedded in social power structures’.415 For 
example, industrial urbanisation has produced a landscape reflecting the gendered division of 
labour under capitalism: public, working landscapes are masculine, while private, domestic 
and leisure landscapes are feminine.416 The ‘female’ is conflated with ‘nature’ as passive, to 
be looked at, enabling it to be exploited by masculine, capitalist power to create a 
masculinised landscape of economic production.417 P. Jackson argues that ideally, landscape 
can accommodate both socially imposed and individual values and meanings, as it is a ‘field 
of perpetual conflict and compromise between what is established by authority and what the 
vernacular insists upon preferring’.418 Total ‘ways of life’ ideally comprise both authoritative 
institutions and individuals operating in a material landscape realm and economy.419 
 
The phenomenological approach to landscape in cultural geography also considers the ‘gaze’ 
upon landscape, but regards it as an action constitutive of landscape rather than as 
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reinforcing landscape’s representational nature. The gaze creates as well as perceives the 
representations and meanings of a landscape, in a relationship which jostles at the historic 
divide between gazing human subject and passive landscape object. Edensor’s 
phenomenological approach incorporates ideas of landscape as iconographic, as a ‘veil’, and 
the role of the ‘gaze’. He invokes authoritative visual framing as a powerful agent in the 
constitution of landscapes, using the example of the tourist ‘gaze’ upon landscapes as arising 
from ‘situated aesthetics and ways of seeing which reflect particular ideologies and norms.’ 
The combination of physical interactions such as walking, with cognitive ‘images’ of social 
power relations and cultural ideologies thus ‘create’ the landscape.420 The gaze can have the 
effect of ‘stabilising’ specific landscapes according to particular agendas of power, 
ideologies or norms. When the gazing eye detects material elements situated outside their 
expected normative ‘ordering’, there is often a strong social impulse to re-situate them 
‘properly’, as in the example of deindustrialised landscapes: 
When industrial sites are closed down and left to become ruins, they are 
dropped from such stabilizing networks. Prior to this however, factories are 
exemplary spaces in which things are subject to order ... As soon as a factory 
is abandoned to its fate, the previously obvious meaning and utility of objects 
evaporates with the disappearance of the stabilizing network ...421 
Such normative ‘orderings’ of the material elements of landscape reflect individual and 
social landscape values; cognitive images of how a particular landscape typology should – or 
should not – manifest materially. Struggles against dominant social orders occur in the 
domain of land ownership and usage rights, conveying 422much about the social relations 
between people in a society, and between people and specific landscapes. J.B. Jackson and 
Mitchell suggest that to interpret any landscape we must understand the legal framework 
governing its human relations, how the landscape was created and has changed within this 
framework.423 The imposition of social power can occur through the imparting of social and 
legal landscape permissions: who is and is not an acceptable member of a group, is and is not 
allowed to be in certain areas of a landscape. This can be achieved through ‘monumental 
stagings of elite power’ or with less overt ‘veiling’ strategies where permissions are 
communicated subliminally.424 J.B. Jackson defines ‘vernacular’ landscapes as those in 
which ‘evidences of a political organisation of space are largely or entirely absent’,425 
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suggesting such landscapes and their meanings are created and controlled by each individual 
who dwells therein. Till outlines a more nuanced understanding that both:  
Individuals and social groups create meanings about who should and should 
not belong to a particular social group, place, or political community through 
everyday practices, including landscape use and change. Through habits, 
cultural practices, and discourses, an individual’s “identity” is created, often 
in opposition to other social categories. Although social identities are 
constituted through repetitive, day-to-day performances in particular settings 
(Butler 1990), because these everyday practices take place within the 
constraints of socially “acceptable” behaviour (for a particular setting at a 
specific place and time), these actions are not freely chosen but are part of a 
choice within a system of schemes (Bourdieu 1977). 426 
As such, one person’s landscape of freedom may be another’s landscape of poverty or toil, as 
described in the Bedford example. Social power relations are thus expressed in the very 
materiality of landscapes, as well as in the legal and social frameworks governing them. 
Landscapes can be harnessed to represent and reinforce social power through the creation of 
physical symbols as J.B. Jackson suggests, through: visible boundaries, monuments, 
connections between enclosed space and social status, centrifugal highways, large-scale 
infrastructure such as dams, airports and power stations.427 Edensor also cites industrial 
landscapes as communicating ‘ideologically loaded versions of progress, embedded within 
cultures of consumption and industrial progress.’428 He observes that the obsolescence of 
industrial infrastructure leads to questions going to the heart of contests over landscape 
meanings. In these landscapes, decisions are made regarding ‘which spatial and material 
debris is incinerated, neglected, consigned to dumps or buried, and which fragments are 
relocated in archives, collections, antique stores, museums, heritage attractions, display cases 
and lifestyle accoutrements – thereby passing into social and institutional memory.’429 
Cosgrove describes the authority to conserve ‘iconic landscapes’ as intended to preserve the 
‘visual appearances’ favoured by particular social groups.430 
 
The selection of which historical narratives are to be told through the landscape medium, and 
how are frequently the domains of public contestations over a landscape’s history, meaning 
and community-place identity.431 Monuments and memorials are the most obvious 
embodiments of these social acts of meaning creation, imposition, reinforcement and/or 
evolution, locating the ‘remembered or imagined past in the present landscape. Their 
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function is not to preserve the past but to recall and celebrate it.’432  As such, they serve a 
mnemonic purpose which can be achieved through spatial disconnection, with monuments 
and memorials able to be situated in landscapes unconnected with the recollected events or 
personages. They always recollect a specific time, but not necessarily in the specific place. 
Time can recreate these memorials as ‘historical landmarks in their own right; but they are 
seldom initially intended as such. On the contrary, some structures only become monuments 
after a prolonged existence.’433 Edensor argues that such sites are the product of ‘purifying 
regimes of encoding and spacing through which things are detached from previous contexts 
... their efficacy in imprinting memories on space requires the removal of clutter, which 
might generate a profusion of matter and meaning.’ Further detaching the remembrance of 
history from actual landscapes are the image/text reproductions of history created by experts, 
commercial interests and the mass media. These can detach memory – and thus meanings – 
from actual places and create new collective memories which ‘transcend ethnic and national 
boundaries as cultures become deterritorialised and are transmitted into the local via the 
global media.’ 434 Arguably, when sensitively and intelligently wrought, they can enhance 
individual and collective apprehensions of landscape histories and meanings. 
 
And so humans have an attraction to maintaining those memories – or histories – that suit 
their times, their values, and sometimes particular agendas. Tuan offers the analogy of a 
house cluttered with the material accumulations of many years. Needing to create more 
space, the householder is selective about what to keep and what to discard. What is kept 
tends to be what supports the householder’s ‘sense of self’, or in the case of a specific 
landscape, what reflects their pre-conceived values – or images – of landscape. The same, 
Tuan argues, applies at larger scales, including that of the city. Discarded places tend to be 
‘the evidences of societal failure, such as old prisons, mental hospitals, and workhouses. 
These are removed with no regret or second thought on the inviolate nature of history. Art 
treasures and books are kept. ... The passion for preservation arises out of the need for 
tangible objects that can support a sense of identity.’435 It is well known that historical 
revision is used overtly by those wielding malign forms of social power, but on smaller, and 
less intentional scales, social memory is selectively harnessed by different individuals and 
groups to support specific agendas. Marking these memories in landscape has the effect of 
‘anchoring their divergent memories in place’, along with rituals and memorials to ‘validate 
and authenticate consensual notions of the past’.436 
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Cultural geographers generally argue that the histories told publicly through landscapes – 
and thus highly influential in the formation or evolution of collectively understood landscape 
meanings – are predominantly those ‘congenial’ to the holders of some form of social power. 
Edensor describes two ways social power can prescribe these histories through the 
production of what he calls ‘memoryscapes’: 
Firstly, dominant performative formations evolve either through assumptions 
about what is appropriate to remember and how, or the establishment of 
particular rituals of remembrance. Secondly, the powerful are able to 
memorialise their key figures and commemorate incidents through their 
inscription onto the landscape in the form of monuments.437 
These memoryscapes create conventions for remembering, for choosing which symbols and 
myths to signify, and the rhetorical devices through which to signify them.438 Edensor 
describes how ceremonial performances can be prescribed at sites of remembrance and so 
limit experiences of landscape, often focussing people on the ‘visual apprehension of space, 
a crucial factor in the stimulation of memories.’439 He also argues that ‘social organisation of 
remembering and forgetting’ occurs in different ways through touristic performances in 
which memories ‘can be activated, transmitted and concretised through the performance of 
specific actions’. As these performances are increasingly organised by commercial and other 
institutional interests, memory-narratives of landscapes are increasingly commodified. 
Dominant memories and ‘performative formations evolve which silence competing 
memories and ways of remembering.’440 
 
Discussing how objects in a landscape are appropriated, manipulated and interpreted, 
Edensor outlines how a ‘naturalising’ effect can result from the placement and 
contextualisation of objects in landscape, making them seem commonsensical or ‘proper’. 
This effect is particularly powerful in ‘outlets of commodified memories’ such as heritage 
and other themed sites. Here the positions of objects encourage people to take certain routes 
and perform specific actions, which can become ritualised in a ‘web of normative meanings 
and practices’, further consolidating their apparent ‘naturalness’. This enables them to 
‘(re)produce and sustain dominant cultural values.’441 Such landscapes are a powerful source 
of underlying landscape values, or ‘images’. Edensor argues that industrial ruins can ‘pull 
back’ the landscape veil covering the realities of labour through the remnant material traces 
which ‘conjure up the absence of those who wore, wielded, utilized and consumed them.’442 
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However, he also points out that commodified touristic versions of symbolic sites such as the 
Taj Mahal are ‘concerned with fixing representation and framing interpretation yet the Taj is 
revealed as a site where a range of identities is articulated.’443 In spite of ‘official’ 
representations, individuals also respond to their own perceptions of and interactions with 
the Taj, and develop their own personal variants on these imposed meanings, or entirely new 
ones. When experiencing a landscape, an individual interaction such as photography 
‘provides a means to incorporate difference … a strategy to recode and enframe experience 
outside themed, enclavic environments.’444 Photography involves the resting gaze which, as 
Tuan describes, creates an image of place that ‘looms large momentarily in our view.’445 The 
‘performance’ of photography involves the selection of what is and is not to be included in 
our ‘image’ of that moment in time and space, as we exercise Cosgrove’s control over 
landscape, and create a direct link to the ‘performance’ of remembering (to be discussed 
further). These are literal representations of the idealised cognitive ‘images’ of landscapes 
projected in the service of social power relations. 
 
A paradox of the relationship between landscapes and imposed social meanings is that while 
images of landscapes are both collectively and individually constructed, they can only truly 
be experienced individually, and thus the imposition of power through landscape meanings 
can never be entirely controlled. Cosgrove offers the analogy of people standing in front of 
an image of a landscape: able to choose to observe the image or to turn away, exercising 
personal control over the external world,446 and similarly we can choose what to interact 
with, and what to try to exclude from our experience. While those intending landscape 
change such as designers can offer people material organisations of landscapes, they can 
never mandate the gathering from and attachment of specific meanings to a specific 
landscape. Thomas describes how the: 
... relationships which hold past material things together are social relations 
structured by meaningfulness ... The ways in which people weave their way 
through spaces, encountering and interpreting the world, gaining new 
understandings and recalling past connotations form spatial narratives, 
individual stories which cannot be encompassed by totalisation ...447 
Objects may be appropriated for such recoding and enframing by being selected to become 
waste: rejected as part of the social order.  In industrial ruins ‘matter out of place’ is 
generally disposed of so that it need not be seen by people, as: 
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... waste materials offer evidence for a radical critique of the myth of universal 
progress driven by the supposedly innovative power of capitalism and 
technology. In the ruin, in confrontation with the scraps and shadowy forms of 
the recent past, the realization dawns that industrial production does not 
symbolize linear progress but can represent a circular process through which 
things become obsolete, are thrown away, later recycled or replaced in pursuit 
of the new.448 
Such landscapes are symbolically uncontrolled, and their material elements available to 
become aestheticised as ‘sculpture’ from which new ‘meaning, stories and practices’ can be 
constructed.449 The same occurs in other unwanted, marginalised urban spaces, the terrains 
vague of our cities and suburbs.450  In these places the material form of landscape is 
fragmented, full of ‘random juxtapositions’, obsolescences, ‘inexplicable objects, and 
possible events which present a history that can begin and end anywhere.’ 451 Human 
interaction with these landscapes is unregulated (if it is not physically prevented) and so their 
meanings are unstable.  
 
Social power relations are also clearly expressed in representations of landscape. Edensor 
describes the imposition of power through the ‘commodification of places, cultures and 
heritage’ of tourism marketing images and texts which reveal only certain aspects of a place, 
thereby ‘imposing a dominant form of spatial representation.’ These representations circulate 
through global cycles of consumption and reproduction, and their ‘views’ become 
reinforced.452 Mitchell gives the example of an attempt to develop heritage tourism in a small 
deindustrialised American town. A version of its industrial history was promoted to attract 
investors, which did not include the history of ‘militant opposition to company practices’. 
This was an attempt to inscribe ‘a certain history and meanings into the landscape and not 
others.’453 Prescribed routes through landscapes, and the organisation of tours often dictate 
‘the angles and views that can be consumed’ and ‘the length of time spent at the site 
determines the degree of scrutiny the monument can be subject to ... The ascendancy of the 
ocular has arisen out of historical tendencies to construct tourist sites in particular ways, and 
construct a normative set of gazing practices … which reflect particular ideologies and 
norms.’454 
 
As discussed in Chapter 2, the repetition of pre-ordained ways of gazing – of which sites are 
to be gazed upon and from where and when – reinforces collective memories and even 
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touristic myths about, and/or normative views of places. Edensor gives the aforementioned 
example of the shared classic view of the Taj Mahal: a representation which as part of the 
collective production of meanings about places has become detached from its real locality, 
incorporated into global "mediascapes" by travel and advertising industries’.455 
 
Cognitive Image as Ideal: The Common Desire for Order, Heaven 
J.B. Jackson considers the overarching purpose of changing landscapes is ‘a striving to 
achieve a spiritual goal’, to transform them into ‘the image of what man conceives to be a 
perfect prototype ... the creation of heaven on earth’.456 Tuan also considers a striving for an 
ideal condition or habitat to be almost universal, suggesting clues to people’s landscape 
ideals can be found in their ideas of ‘heaven’. Across cultures and belief systems this tends 
to be like some past time and/or place, only somehow better, ‘an idealized and stable 
past.’457 Cosgrove describes how ideology ‘grounds’ a community via geographically 
situated foundational myths, symbols and rituals, and complementary utopian ideals which 
give it something to strive for as it evolves with its landscape.458 Indeed there is a long cross-
cultural history of garden design intended to create an earthly ‘heaven’ or ‘paradise’.459 In 
these understandings, idealised cognitive ‘images’ of landscape are a powerful influence. 
Relph argues that from the late twentieth century the West’s landscape myths have become 
more ‘contrived’, and as such our landscape experiences tend to be broad and shallow rather 
than deep as in past cultures. However, he concurs that our new myths are based in ideas of 
order and stability, and there is a kind of individual freedom to be had within what he calls 
this ‘placeless’ present-day landscape.460 Tuan also argues that ‘meaning’ can be found 
‘when we can discern order or harmony in the chaotic world of facts’.461 
 
This search for an ‘ideal’ condition, or ‘image’, of earthly occupation is often a reaction to 
the sense that contemporary humans are spoiling landscapes. In the 1950s Sauer ‘read’ in the 
landscape the message that ‘a deformation of the pristine, or prehuman, landscape has been 
initiated that has increased with length of occupation’.462 His use of deformation rather than 
transformation is noteworthy, and suggests the ‘anti-urban, anti-modern bias’ he is 
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considered to have encouraged.463 However, Sauer is undeniably prescient in expressing this 
concern that humans are over-using natural resources.464 In a nostalgic variant, Hoskins 
romanticised the rural and historic in landscapes as somehow more authentic and valuable 
than the urban or the new, stating in 1955 that from 1914 onward ‘every single change in the 
English landscape has either uglified it or destroyed its meaning, or both.’465 Relph describes 
how a coupling of Ruskinesque romanticism with Humanist concerns for social welfare 
influenced landscape architects such as Olmsted and Vaux, who sought to design landscapes 
as respites for the working classes from the stressful environs of industrialised cities.466 
Edensor shares a degree of Hoskins’ and Relph’s senses of the loss of some authentic or 
distinctive landscape identity within the urban realm, of which he describes its early modern 
‘heyday’ as a dynamic ‘juxtaposition of multiple cultural forms and social practices’. This 
socio-cultural richness, he argues, is decreasing or pushed to urban fringes as: 
Late capitalism has rendered urban life increasingly predictable and marked 
by sensual deprivation by incorporating difference through commodification 
... As a corollary, those spaces assigned marginal status are increasingly 
imagined and depicted as sites of disorder, poverty, filth, over-population and 
chaos.467 
Hoelscher understands a broad attraction to commodified landscape memories in ‘an age of 
both rapid social transformation and a search for roots, of time-space compression as well as 
people looking for a past seemingly removed from the unrelenting social–political–economic 
forces that have come to be called globalization’.468 Edensor describes how globalised 
consumer culture disembeds ‘social processes from localities and redistributes social 
remembering across space. Paradoxically, they are also a response to an emergent sense of 
detachment and displacement which such disembedding tendencies produce, stimulating 
people to seek to realign places with the past.’469 According to Lowenthal, heritage is a 
constructed representation of history, ‘a profession of faith in a past tailored to present-day 
purposes.’ He argues that while history makes the past comprehensible, heritage remakes it 
to be ‘congenial’, and thus is a variably reliable product of ideology.470 For example, simply 
marking the site of an occurrence or something old ‘emphasises its special antiqueness by 
contrast with the unsignposted present-day environs, and diminishes the antique artefact’s 
continuity with its milieu. The antiquity becomes an exhibit; we stand before it like a 
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painting.’471 Relph describes the problem at the more extreme end of heritage conservation 
of ‘museumisation’ by which history is preserved, reconstructed and idealised to correspond 
with an imagined idyllic past.472 
 
However, history is not a moment framed and fixed like an image, nor a story with an 
ending; it is a multiplicity of ongoing, situated, meaningful and contested narratives, 
constantly being remade through time and in space. The telling and retelling of the historical 
narratives ‘latent in’ relics, places and landscapes is part of the attempt to link them to the 
present wherein we dwell.473J.B. Jackson describes the 1980 North American approach to 
heritage as that of a society regarding itself as having its origins in a kind of ‘golden age’. 
The history to be celebrated is therefore that of the significant events between the ‘golden’ 
moment of settlement and the present, creating a link to their roots in that idealised time and 
landscape. 474 Lowenthal understands this impulse, as the ‘provisional and contingent nature 
of history is hard to accept, for it denies the perennial dream of an ordered and stable past. 
We seek refuge from the uneasy present, the uncertain future, in recalling the good old days, 
which take on a lustre heightened by nostalgia.’475 
 
P. Jackson argues that when forces beyond people’s control create situations that diverge 
from an ideal social order or stability, they often transfer blame for these social problems to a 
particular territory or situated group. For example, perceived competition for limited 
resources such as employment, or fear of crime, can be translated into territorial contests 
over race or original ownership of space.476 The popular idealised norms, or images, of 
everyday landscapes of ‘home, neighborhood, and belonging ... can be challenged by non-
political presence, such as the case of a homeless person who tries to find a place to sleep in 
the ‘safe’ landscape of [a particular park] or through racialized bodies in predominantly 
white cities’.477 Edensor suggests that places of disorder or poverty are themselves 
meaningful, not some kind of meaningless ‘others’ or non-places. 478 There is an abundance 
of types of landscape meanings, and to look for them only in the forms of orderly, stable, or 
nostalgically ‘heavenly’ places is in error. Some landscapes represent the disorderly, 
inharmonious, unstable, or insecure, and Edensor argues that these can be meaningful, and 
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even pleasurable to perceive and experience. He gives the example of industrial ruins, 
arguing that they can: 
... provoke a sudden awareness of the ways in which we are affectively and 
sensually alienated from the material world through the regulation of the 
sensory impact of things ... the ad hoc montages of objects and other scraps 
found in ruins are not deliberately organized assemblies devised to strike 
chords and meanings through associations, but are fortuitous combinations 
which interrupt normative meanings.479 
Edensor argues that monuments and memorials can also serve a less positive purpose than 
Lowenthal’s recollection and celebration, by conveying the idea that: 
... there are places for remembering and places where memories and the past 
are irrelevant. The inscription of memory on space is thus caught up in 
regulatory regimes which determine where and how things, activities, and 
people should be placed ... and is enmeshed in the production and 
maintenance of single-purpose or `purified’ spaces ... which informs an 
apparatus of policing, planning regulations, zoning policies, place promotion, 
boundary maintenance, and the regulation of flows of traffic, people, and 
money, also incorporates a politics of memory. All too easily, identifications 
of outsider threats construct those who are “out of place”.480 
The idea that some individuals or groups are designated unwanted or ‘other’ in certain 
landscapes is extended to the notion that there are also landscapes which are unwanted, 
‘other’, undesirable, or somehow incorrect. These designations – overt or implicit – can be 
both problematic and enriching, as a more:  
... multiple, nebulous and imaginative sense of memory persists in everyday, 
undervalued, mundane spaces which are not coded in such a way as to 
espouse stable meanings and encourage regular social practices. Off the main 
urban thoroughfares and sites of memory that are mapped onto the city, such 
spaces can critique the established politics which fix memories by spatialising 
traces of the past and performing discursive closure upon the meanings of 
sites.481 
One such landscape type are ‘industrial ruins’ which Edensor describes as not maintained 
within ‘normal’ stable, ordering social codes, and they present society with the material 
evidence of the reality of change, disorder and decay. They present a constant challenge to 
the ‘fixed memories of place proffered by the powerful.’ 482 J.B. Jackson sees this as a 
positive challenge, referring to the ‘necessity for ruins’ to provide prompts to restore, 
renovate or rebuild landscapes. He believes there have been ‘golden age[s]’, or ideal 
landscape forms that humans have inevitably damaged or neglected, and their ruinous states 
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prompt us to create improvements: ‘the landscape has to be plundered and stripped before 
we can restore the natural ecosystem; the neighbourhood has to be a slum before we can 
rediscover it and gentrify it. That is how we reproduce the cosmic scheme and correct 
history.’483 As discussed (in Chapter 1), contemporary landscape architecture is engaged in a 
more nuanced range of responses to deindustrialised landscapes, with Haag’s 1971 GWP a 
watershed design. Relph underlines the problem with J.B. Jackson’s approach: 
Negative interpretations of present-day landscapes both appeal to the 
widespread and probably ageless sentiment that the past must have been better 
than the present, and are nicely uncomplicated: past places were good, present 
placelessness is bad, therefore we should make places in the old way. Such a 
"fix" is far too simple. Landscape is not merely an aesthetic background to 
life, rather it is the setting that both expresses and conditions cultural attitudes 
and activities, and significant modifications to landscape are not possible 
without major changes in social attitudes.484 
All users of landscapes bring pre-existing landscape values, or ‘images’, to bear in their 
interactions, especially those intending changes in landscapes, such as property owners, 
planners, politicians, or landscape architects. J.B. Jackson refers to landscape as the domain 
in which the ‘slow, natural processes of growth and maturity and decay are deliberately set 
aside and history is substituted. A landscape is where ‘we speed up or retard or divert the 
cosmic program and impose our own.’485 
 
The Role of Landscape Interactions 
Landscape, Dwelling and the Insider 
Wylie describes Sauer as something of an ‘outsider’ to the landscapes he studied. Despite 
extensive fieldwork he remains aloof from the human activity which creates, and acts in, the 
landscape, seeing landscape as an external material entity which geographers must observe 
and empirically record.486 By contrast, Wylie describes the independent landscape scholar 
J.B. Jackson as an ‘insider’. From 1951 he wrote for, edited and published the journal 
Landscape, concerned with ‘landscape history, planning and ecology, issues of religion, 
myth and symbol, and, above all, the particularity and value of everyday, ‘ordinary’ 
places.’487 He was influenced by early twentieth century French cultural geography’s ‘deeply 
humane interpretative spirit’ in a way that set him apart from the Berkeley school, although 
he held professorial positions at both Berkeley and Harvard, where his ideas were influential 
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within Traditional Cultural Geography.488 His seminal essay Chihuahua as We Might Have 
Been489 went ‘beyond the mapping of cultural difference as exhibited in the material form of 
buildings and field patterns,’ discussing how the material differences between these 
landscapes illuminate ‘differences of belief with regard to social organisation, economic 
theory and cultural values.’490 By considering how landscape influenced humans, he attempts 
to invert the ‘traditional’ approach in which humans influence the landscape. His work also 
breaches a cognitive dichotomy that still dogs landscape architectural practice today, in 
which ‘landscape’ is popularly regarded as gardens, parks and ‘natural scenery’491, while the 
essential landscape of buildings, roads, footpaths, factories, waterfronts and so on are still 
considered part of some other domain, often just understood as ‘city,’ rather than being 
understood as elements in, or types of landscapes. 
 
As evidenced in the first edition of Landscape in 1951,492 J.B. Jackson began from a 
Sauerian observer-subject orientation toward landscape. However, by 1963 he had shifted 
perspective, writing that we should not consider landscape: ‘something to look at, a spectacle 
conducive to day-dreaming … we are not spectators; the human landscape is not a work of 
art. It is the temporary product of much sweat and hardship and earnest thought’.493 His 
developing understanding of the relationship between inhabitation and landscape would 
provide inspiration to Landscape Phenomenologists.494 Landscapes are inhabited, lived in, 
and living, not: 
... remote from our daily lives ... to be part of a landscape, to derive our 
identity from it is an essential precondition of our being-in-the-world ... It may 
be that I am here on the track of that elusive landscape concept: the ideal 
landscape defined not as a static utopia dedicated to ecological or social or 
religious principles, but as an environment where permanence and change 
have struck a balance.495 
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The foundation of this ‘being-in-the-world’ is the Heideggerian concept of ‘dwelling’,496 and 
J.B. Jackson considers ‘the act of building and dwelling founds, organises and orients 
landscape. The notion of landscape, while broader than that of home, is thus anchored in 
dwelling-activities, in practices of everyday life.’497 J.B. Jackson considers attachment to the 
home dwelling creates and reflects people’s values regarding ‘landscape’, and their resultant 
actions in shaping the wider landscape.498 
 
The focus of Tuan’s Topophilia is the mechanisms and range of human perceptions of, 
responses to, and values ascribed to the environment (he uses the term ‘environment,’ as he 
felt ‘landscape’ was problematically understood as synonymous with ‘scenery’). Tuan 
defines ‘topophilia’ as ‘all of the human being’s affective ties with the material 
environment’, explaining that when such an attachment to place is ‘compelling we can be 
sure that the place or environment has become the carrier of emotionally charged events or 
perceived as a symbol.’ He describes ‘place attachment’ as the primary love of one’s home 
place regardless of its condition, as a result of familiarity with its history, and from repeated 
experience.499 Tuan describes the role of the material landscape as providing us with ‘images 
for topophilia’, but argues that this does not mean that the ‘environment has "determined" 
them; nor … need we believe that certain environments have the irresistible power to excite 
topophilic feelings. Environment may not be the direct cause of topophilia but environment 
provides the sensory stimuli, such as perceived images which lend shape to our joys and 
ideals.’500 Ingold describes this as the forming of landscapes through ‘a process of 
incorporation, not of inscription’, of evolution rather than imposition of ‘cultural’ forms 
upon ‘natural’ matter. He offers a simple yet evocative example: ‘If we recognise a man’s 
gait in the pattern of his footprints, it is not because the gait preceded the footprints and was 
“inscribed” in them, but because both the gait and the prints arose within the movement of 
the man’s walking.’501 
 
Despite the ‘humanistic’ turn, the cultural geography of the 1970s and 80s is criticised as too 
focused on the physical landscape as a record of culture, and not enough on the actual 
cultural politics of ideology, symbolism and social relations. Geography, it is argued, is not 
to be studied as ‘a featureless landscape on which events simply unfold, but as a series of 
spatial structures which provide a dynamic context for the processes and practices that give 
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shape and form to culture.’502 Landscape Phenomenologist Ingold criticises this idea that 
culture occurs ‘on’ landscape or that meaning ‘covers over the world, layer upon layer’ as it 
suggests meanings may be identified simply by peeling back successive layers to look 
beneath: 
... untroubled by any concerns about what the world means to the people who 
live in it. We can surely learn from the Western Apache, who insist that the 
stories they tell, far from putting meanings upon the landscape, are intended to 
allow listeners to place themselves in relation to specific features of the 
landscape, in such a way that their meanings may be revealed.503 
Ingold argues that New Cultural Geography’s defining of landscape as a set of cultural 
values, attitudes and meanings – a way of seeing the world – perpetuates the artificial duality 
of subject and object, culture and nature which so pervades Western ideas of landscape, as 
does the Humanist formulation of landscape as the ‘environment’ perceived by the human 
mind. He argues instead that it is inhabitation – involving interaction as well as cognitive 
perception – which creates landscape: ‘the landscape is the world as it is known to those who 
dwell therein, and who inhabit its places and journey along the paths connecting them.’504 
Knowing and interacting are inextricably linked. Tilley accordingly describes ‘landscape’ as 
linking: 
... bodies, movement and places together into a whole ... Landscapes have 
massive ontological import from the moment we conceptualize them as being 
lived through, mediated, worked on and altered, replete with meaning and 
symbolism and not just looked at or thought about.505 
There are by definition no ‘places’ without interactions. As Seamon expresses, ‘place is only 
the sum of the behaviours of its individual human parts ... a dynamic entity with an identity 
as distinct as the individual people and environmental elements comprising that place.’ He 
offers the example of an outdoor market which is at once temporal, material, and comprised 
of economic transactions amongst other activities: a heterotopic landscape.506 The 
landscape’s meanings are derived as much from the temporal and the transactional realms 
(landscape as a literal ‘medium of exchange’) as from the material. J.B. Jackson argues that 
design intentions cannot create distinctiveness; it can only evolve from spatially and 
temporally situated social life. So the implemented ‘design’ of a landscape must gradually 
evolve as a reflection of evolving social life.507 
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Olwig’s understanding of landscape as a ‘nexus of community, justice, nature, and 
environmental equity, a contested territory’ underpins this approach, including his further 
explanation of landscape as an ‘unfolding’ of human interaction, of our ‘performing ... 
inhabiting’, or ‘dwelling’ in the world.508 Landscape phenomenology adopts Heidegger’s 
‘dwelling perspective’, wherein ‘to dwell’ is ‘to be human’, and through dwelling and 
‘building’ we create landscape.509 Rescuing the term ‘dwell’ from the passive tense, he 
recasts it as what Ingold calls ‘creative inhabitance’.510 Landscapes are always works in 
progress, as human dwelling and building continually re/constitute them, and make them 
meaningful. Wylie describes this as an understanding of ‘embodied practices of dwelling – 
practices of being-in-the-world in which self and landscape are entwined and emergent.’ J.B. 
Jackson was also influenced by the dwelling perspective, insisting in a slightly literal way 
that the home should be the first element studied in a landscape, as it is the everyday 
practices of living which create it.511 Tilley draws a useful, clear connection between this 
kind of situated everyday ‘practice’ and human identity and meaning through his definition 
of landscapes as: 
... perceived and embodied sets of relationships between places, a structure of 
human feeling, emotion, dwelling, movement and practical activity within a 
geographical region which may or may not possess precise topographic 
boundaries or limits. As such, landscapes form potent mediums for 
socialization and knowledge for to know a landscape is to know who you are, 
how to go on and where you belong ... When people think about social or 
cultural, or even their individual, identity, they inevitably place it, put it in a 
setting, imagine it and feel it in a place.512 
The dwelling perspective reinforces the theme expressed throughout cultural geography, that 
human identity and sense of meaning are inextricably enmeshed in – or part of – landscape. 
This relationship occurs through human-landscape interaction, or more specifically for 
Landscape Phenomenologists, through movement, as Olwig describes people get ‘the feeling 
of belonging to the land through movement’.513 Creswell’s terms for this are ‘bodily 
practice’ and ‘embodied movement’, influenced by Merleau-Ponty’s position that 
‘movement is not secondary to consciousness but a more primary form of consciousness.’ 
Relationships between subjects and objects reside in the body pre-cognition, as to be 
conscious is always to be conscious of something. Landscapes, as space, time and 
materiality, are not ‘mere backdrops to our movement but are “inhabited” by movement ... 
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there is a continuum between space/time and the body.’514 Merleau-Ponty offers what this 
research considers a clear explanation of landscape ‘inhabitation’: 
... any perception of a thing, a shape or a size as real, any perceptual constancy 
refers back to the positing of a world and of a system of experience in which 
my body is inescapably linked with phenomena. But the system of experience 
is not arrayed before me as if I were God, it is lived by me from a certain point 
of view; I am not the spectator, I am involved ...515 
This echoes J.B. Jackson’s ‘we are not spectators’ which was highly influential in Landscape 
Phenomenology.516 Creswell cites the influence of J.B. Jackson’s essays such as The 
Abstract World of the Hot Rodder, in which people as observers and experiencers, move 
through and live in landscapes, as describing their participation in landscape creation through 
experiential ‘practice’. Their perceptions are from within landscape; dynamic, not fixed.517 
Tilley argues that to understand landscapes phenomenologically ‘requires the art of walking 
in and through them, to touch and be touched by them’ (something landscape architects have 
long understood as part of design practice). Landscapes ‘alter with regard to how they are 
experienced, as do the paths or routes of movement within or between them. So, according to 
the manner in which one senses and experiences landscapes, one ends up with differing 
descriptive understandings of them.’518 His archaeological method is to tease apart the 
differences and similarities between what he calls the ‘iconographic’ approach and his 
‘kinaesthetic’ approach to the study of landscape (in his case specifically those containing 
rock art). These can be described respectively as the methods of New Cultural Geography 
and of Landscape Phenomenology: 
The hoped-for outcome of an iconographic approach is to lead us to a better 
understanding of the images as bearers of meaning, images that necessarily 
require decoding and interpretation. The potential outcome of a kinaesthetic 
approach is to tell us something different: about the manner in which the 
bodily postures and motions of people changed or remained the same in 
relation to the imagery and the manner in which it was encountered on 
different rocks.519 
Here we have the landscape ‘images’ in people’s minds which represent their individual or 
social values (and/or norms), and at the same time we have what people do in a specific 
landscape; i.e. how they interact with it. Both aspects are constitutive of landscape and 
meaning. As Ingold describes, this transcends landscape as a ‘neutral, external backdrop to 
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human activities’ or as ‘a particular cognitive or symbolic ordering of space.’520 Inglis 
echoes that we ‘cannot treat landscape as an object if it is to be understood. It is a living 
process; it makes men [sic]; it is made by them.’521 
 
This research proposes the term ‘interaction’ as a synthesis of the wide variety of terms 
used in the literature to describe the many forms of human activity, use of, engagement 
with, and inhabitation within landscapes. Specifically, this research proposes that 
‘landscape interaction’ occurs when people’s landscape perceptions are accompanied 
by responsive cognitive and/or physical action/s. The ways in which individuals or 
groups of people interact with a specific landscape informs their creation or 
comprehension of meanings attached to that landscape, as well as to the idea of 
‘landscape’.522 
Landscape as an Actor 
Landscapes, as the aforementioned sets of dynamic relationships, are constantly evolving, 
whilst having a material structure which gives them some permanence, that: 
... internalizes these extensive connections, gives them shape and form, and 
turns them into a (relatively) stable thing, the thing that resides in the world 
and becomes an actor in ongoing social relations ... Part of what the landscape 
internalizes is what people make it mean.523 
Cosgrove describes landscape as both structuring symbolic power and as symbolically 
structured by power.524 Peet stresses this understanding that landscapes are not simply 
passive spaces organised by powerful human agents, but themselves also create and recreate 
these human agents.525 As a result, Edensor argues, there is no ‘place’ or landscape without 
interactions, and the gathering from and attachment of meanings to landscapes is also 
dependent upon interactions. Thus landscapes are never complete, and landscape meanings 
never stable. Accordingly, he adopts a ‘progressive sense of place’, which rejects the notion 
that places have ‘essential’ identities, but instead are ‘continually reconstituted by the 
activities that centre upon them.’526 
 
Tilley concurs that social life occurs both in and with landscape – actually ‘rooted within it’ 
– not on top of or in front of it. He argues that the topography and geology of the landscapes 
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people inhabit are as fundamental to our identities as language, and we in turn contribute to 
that landscape the material ‘accretions’ of our inhabitation. We universally experience an 
‘existential need to make sense of and find meaning in [our] experience through a specific 
mode of inhabitation.’527 The emphasis is on both wider contextual knowledge, and 
interaction with the materiality of landscape. Chapter 2 proposed that landscape interaction 
enables the gathering and reinforcing of existing meanings, and the attachment of new 
meanings to landscape. 
 
Landscape itself is granted even greater agency in art historian W.J.T. Mitchell’s 1994 
Landscape and Power than it is by many New Cultural Geographers. Influencing Landscape 
Phenomenology, he argues that rather than asking what a landscape ‘is’ or ‘means’, we 
should ask: 
... what it does, how it works as a cultural practice. Landscape ... doesn’t 
merely signify or symbolize power relations; it is an instrument of cultural 
power, perhaps even an agent of power that is (or frequently represents itself 
as) independent of human intentions. 
He describes landscape as a ‘dynamic medium’ in which we dwell, a ‘medium of exchange, 
a site of visual appropriation, a focus for the formation of identity.’528 It is not limited to a 
material medium, but is itself an actor. Ingold concludes it is a domain of interacting agents 
(human and non-human) ‘who reciprocally “act back” in the process of their own dwelling ... 
not just as activity but as interactivity … there is no reason why the domain of interactivity 
should be confined to the movement of human beings.’529 He describes this ‘practice’ of 
living as ‘a movement of incorporation rather than inscription, not a transcribing of form 
onto material but a movement wherein forms themselves are generated’. Therefore we can 
ask of a landscape ‘what it is like, but not how much of it there is.’530 He articulates the most 
dynamic view of landscape as a dynamic medium in which organisms alone do not constitute 
‘life’, to be set upon an ‘inanimate’ landscape stage. If: 
... each form takes place shape in continuous relation to those around it, then 
the distinction between the animate and the inanimate seems to dissolve. The 
world itself takes on the character of an organism … This means that in 
dwelling in the world, we do not act upon it, or do things to it; rather we move 
along with it. Our actions do not transform the world, they are part and parcel 
of the world’s transforming itself.531 
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Tilley proposes a ‘kinaesthetic’ rather than traditional ‘iconographic’ landscape 
interpretation. He describes visiting ancient rock carvings, and discovering that the 
arrangement of the carvings, and their relationship to the wider landscape required particular 
sequences of bodily movement in order to experience them. The iconographic landscape 
approach separates the carved imagery from its material relationship with landscape, 
assigning primary meaning to the visual image. The landscape context of the rock carvings is 
‘treated like a backdrop, in many ways equivalent in significance to the whitewashed walls 
of an art gallery’.532 Observing other visitors to the carvings, he saw that the landscape itself 
orchestrated those visitors to move in the same formations as he had, and to have the same 
experiences. His kinaesthetic approach therefore identifies that the landscape context 
including the images ‘had a direct influence, agency, and power in themselves: they set 
people in choreographed motion around them. And this force of the image was quite 
independent of verbal exegesis – of talking about meaning ...’ 533 This research concludes 
that ‘culture’ is an intrinsic part of what culture calls ‘nature’, and the term ‘landscape’ as 
understood by Landscape Phenomenologists describes the expression of this relationship. 
 
Conclusion 
Toward an answer to research question 1 regarding how landscapes come to have specific 
meanings for individual people, this chapter reinforces the fundamental nature of the 
interrelationship between landscape and meaning: as the material world and its systems 
create the socio-cultural world and its systems, together constituting ‘landscape’. It finds that 
the meanings we gather from and attach to landscapes are informed by our pre-conceived 
values regarding the concept of ‘landscape’, and in particular the degree of our 
internalisation of the Western separation of the human-culture-subject and the nature-
landscape-object. It describes how the Traditional Cultural Geographers took the first step 
toward breaking the Western nature/culture or landscape/human divide, identifying that 
landscape comprises the ‘natural’ landscape as altered by humans, thus able to ‘represent’ 
human culture. They argue that we can read the values and beliefs of a cultural group by 
observing their representative landscape. The New Cultural Geographers took the 
representational quality of landscape further, arguing that landscape does not so much 
represent a particular ‘culture’, but a particular cultural ‘way of seeing’. 
 
Shifting from ‘object’ to ‘subject’, the Humanists identified that landscape perceptions are 
filtered through individual cognition; i.e. through preconceived landscape vales, or as this 
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research proposes, ‘cognitive landscape images’. Along with J.B. Jackson they introduced an 
emphasis on the subjective ‘ordinary’, everyday inhabited landscape. So our landscape ‘way 
of seeing’ is consciously or unconsciously influenced by both our individual and shared 
cultural values. The New Cultural Geographers added a more active role for landscape itself 
as not only created by cultural values and interactions, but also creating cultural values. 
However, this understanding was driven by the paradoxical idea that landscape as a way of 
seeing is a cultural construct used to ‘naturalise’ unequal social power relations; i.e. impose 
and control cognitive landscape images, and thus the meanings people gather from and 
attach to specific landscapes. 
 
This chapter finds that human activities – landscape interactions – having both material and 
symbolic expressions, means the authorship and interpretation of landscapes is always to be 
questioned, and pre-conceived cognitive images challenged. This is powerfully borne out in 
the case study report in Chapters 4-6. To summarise, the aim of New Cultural Geography 
was to elucidate how landscapes become symbolic representations, produced from a single 
point of view, simultaneously interpretive and able to be interpreted. People consciously and 
unconsciously carry constructed symbolic landscape ‘images’ in their minds, understanding 
them to represent the ‘natural’ or ‘correct’ world. How this influences the meanings they 
gather from and attach to particular landscapes is discussed in greater depth in Chapter 7. 
 
As discussed in this chapter, the New Cultural Geographers and Landscape 
Phenomenologists concur on two points: 
 
1. That it is through landscape inhabitation, or the ‘dwelling’ perspective, that we 
gather and attach landscape meanings, and individual and shared identity-meanings. 
2. That people perceive visually ‘orderly’ landscapes as more ‘natural’ than they do 
visually ‘disorderly’ landscapes, and are less inclined to question the authorship or 
ideology behind apparently orderly landscapes. These ‘orderings’ of the material 
elements of landscape reflect individual and social landscape values: cognitive 
images of how a particular landscape typology should – or should not – be 
materially manifest. 
 
Landscape Phenomenology moves beyond the understanding that landscape creates culture 
and culture creates landscape. Instead landscape is understood as human, and humans as 
elements within landscape. If there is any sense of ‘separation’ it is in their discussions of the 
importance of human and nonhuman interaction – landscape is perpetually being created 
with human interaction, and landscape perpetually acts on humans. Landscape and humans 
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are never ‘finished’, and so there is never an end-point, nor stable image which can be ‘read’. 
They argue that the best way to ‘know’ a landscape is through movement, the form of 
interaction which helps continuously re/create it. To synthesise, we can say the landscape 
‘images’ in a person’s mind (including those derived from sensory perception, 
representations, memories and forms imposed by those with social and political power), 
along with what they do in that landscape, and what they express about it, are constitutive of 
that specific landscape’s meanings. These emergent concepts shape and are shaped by the 
thematic case study data analysis, the reporting of which comprises Chapters 4, 5 and 6. 
 
This chapter proposes the term 'cognitive landscape images' to describe the cognitive 
constructs people carry in their minds of what constitutes ‘landscape’, landscape typologies, 
and particular landscapes. It further proposes the interlinked term ‘landscape 
interaction’, synthesising the wide variety of terms in the literature describing modes of 
human inhabitation within landscapes. 
 
The conceptual definitions proposed in this and Chapter 2 are further drawn together and 
refined into a table of conceptual definitions of landscape meanings, presented in the Chapter 
7 research findings (Table 3): one of the four main contributions of this thesis to theory and 
research, professional practice and education in landscape architecture. What has emerged 
from this analysis overall, is that ‘landscape interaction’ occurs when people’s 
landscape perceptions are accompanied by responsive cognitive and/or physical 
action/s.  
 
This chapter therefore proposes that the way in which a person interacts within a 
particular landscape informs their related ‘cognitive landscape image’, and therefore 
the meanings they gather from and attach to that landscape. This informs another of the 
main contributions of this thesis to landscape architecture which answers research question 
1: the cyclical process model of how particular landscapes come to have specific meanings 
for people presented in Chapter 7 (Figure 47). These research contributions are also 
powerfully informed by the GWP landscape case study to follow in Chapters 4-6.  
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Chapter 4. The Challenging Genius534 of Gas Works Park 
 
Introduction 
As outlined in Chapter 1, in recent decades the Western world has faced an increasing legacy 
of abandoned former industrial landscapes, particularly within or adjacent to towns and 
cities. The gradual but massive global shift to renewable energy sources is one cause, as was 
the case with the landscape that became Gas Works Park.535 Historians and anthropologists 
study the meanings of deindustrialisation for individuals and communities, with a primary 
focus on the socio-economic and attendant psychological effects of redundancies, failing or 
changing local economies. There is little focus on the relationship and meanings associated 
with landscape: it remains somewhat a backdrop to the human drama.536 In the decades since 
Haag’s seminal 1971 Master Plan for GWP substantial, ground-breaking body of landscape 
architectural knowledge and theory in response to these conditions has been developing. Yet 
to date little has been published in the academic literature of landscape architecture about the 
meanings deindustrialised urban landscapes themselves have for local people, and how their 
meaning-narratives might be challenged or changed when such sites are redesigned as public 
places with new roles in their communities. 
 
This chapter, along with Chapters 5 and 6 comprise the report of the case study of the 
meanings individual Seattle residents, including primary research informant Richard Haag, 
expressed during the period 1962-1978 about the landscape that became GWP. These 
expressions of meanings are augmented by critical reflections from two further key research 
informants: the Seattle-based landscape architecture historian and senior parks planner 
identified in Chapter 1 (Table 2). Both are uniquely placed to shed light on the development 
of landscape meanings gathered from and attached to GWP to contextualise the case study. 
These three chapters tease out some of the pre-conceived landscape values locals brought to 
their perceptions of this landscape, including the designer Richard Haag. These values are 
discussed as being represented by people’s cognitive images of what a park landscape should 
be, and how these images were challenged through the GWP design process and 
implementation. The conceptual definitions discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 have shaped, and 
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themselves been reshaped by this second stage of the research, as they were iteratively 
compared and contrasted with the grounded data of this case study. 
 
As illustrated in the GWP landscape timeline in Figure 4 (Chapter 1), the case study data are 
grouped into: the contextual narrative of the landscape from 1890 to 2013; and two 
embedded units of analysis, ‘Design Intent 1962-1971’ and ‘Design Implementation 1972-
1978’. This chapter fleshes out this chronological narrative, focusing specifically on Haag’s 
original vision for GWP, drilling down into his design process and intent, and some of the 
negotiations and trade-offs involved in the implementation of such a radical new landscape 
‘image’. It also touches on some lessons from Haag’s innovative approach to design process 
that are still pertinent to designers of challenging new landscape ideas today. This chapter 
draws on Haag’s perspective to explore the meanings attached to this landscape from the 
emic, or insider’s perspective. To get this perspective, an in-depth qualitative interview 
conducted with Haag as well as the original Master Plan, are augmented with newspaper 
articles quoting Haag. Further, a representative selection of newspaper articles, City Council 
documents, and the two further key research informant interviews are used. Chapters 5 and 6 
draw on a representative selection of newspaper articles as a primary data source regarding 
what this changing landscape meant to local Seattleites. As the story of GWP has been told 
elsewhere, this chapter is not intended to offer an exhaustive account. 
 
Analysis of the data indicates the inherent difficulties associated with developing a major 
inner-urban park that challenged many people’s pre-conceived cognitive landscape images 
of a ‘park’. As these three chapters illustrate, the GWP Master Plan provoked what the 
Seattle Times described as a ‘many-sided controversy’.537 As the Seattle Post-Intelligencer 
described in 1971 after the Master Plan had been made public: 
City officials already are nervous about the public’s future reaction to the pop-
art park. The public isn’t buying a great deal of the wild and imaginative 
things these days, and it is not hard to foresee a backlash from the 
traditionalists. So put Myrtle Edwards Park down on your list of controversial 
issues. It should be a gas.538 
Many potential themes emerged through the thematic data analysis process described in 
Chapter 1, and would make for further, rich studies of this iconc landscape. This chapter 
discusses four of these themes, which reveal the design’s challenge to people’s cognitive 
images of a ‘park’ landscape, and Haag’s discovery of the power of landscape interactions. 
Within these themes, two are selected for further analysis in Chapters 5 and 6: the way this 
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design challenged many local Seattleites’ cognitive landscape images of what a park should 
‘do’, and how it challenged those regarding how a park should ‘look’. Overall, this three-
chapter case study report explores how values, perceptions and thus the meanings expressed 
about this landscape by some Seattle residents and Haag, developed as the new park took 
shape, particularly as people interacted with, or inhabited it. 
 
As the primary data source informing this chapter, the interview with Haag offers a rare 
insight into the thinking, public communication and practical challenges of redesigning a 
deindustrialised urban landscape at a time when retaining industrial remains, among other 
aspects of the design, was a radical new idea. Haag’s discovery of the essential role of 
interaction within the material landscape in discovering meaning emerges powerfully, 
informing the deeper analysis of this theme presented in the Chapter 7 research findings. 
Further, this chapter illustrates the radical way Haag mobilised this discovery to persuade an 
often sceptical public of the value of his vision for the landscape and touches on the kinds of 
contests that arose about the role and meaning of a park, and specifically of this particular 
park. These will be further unpacked in Chapters 5 and 6. To set the scene, this chapter 
begins with a brief telling of the contextual narrative of this landscape from 1890 to the 
acceptance by Seattle City Council of Haag’s Master Plan in 1971. 
 
Theme 1. Changing Cognitive Landscape Images: A ‘Special Park’ 
1890-1971 
This first theme highlights how changes in political and social attitudes initiated the creation 
of GWP in its particular location, and the forms and functions it has today. The first sub-
theme, ‘Changing Attitudes’, concerns the influence of changing political attitudes to urban 
waterfronts, away from favouring industrial/commercial uses toward public recreation. The 
second sub-theme, ‘Changing Trends’, identifies how the 1960s trend away from passive to 
more active types of social recreation combined with the conditions of the existing gas works 
landscape to influence the park forms and functions proposed in Haag’s Master Plan. 
 
Changing Attitudes to the Waterfront: Opportunity for a Special Park 
In a photograph taken in 1890 looking northwest across Lake Union (Figure 16), the land 
that is now GWP appears wooded almost to the shore, a ‘marshland’ surrounded by growing 
residential areas. Prior to the opening of the gas works in 1907, it was ‘a place where deer 
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came at dusk to drink from the Lake.’539 No specific Native American attachment to this site 
has been identified, other than its descriptive name ‘sTacHeecH’, meaning ‘Extended from 
the Ridge’.540 This photograph is paired with another taken from the same place in 1959 
(Figure 17), and what stands out in a comparison across almost 70 years is the significant 
reduction in tree-cover across the wider landscape, and the presence on the future park site of 
a large gas holding tank and some less distinguishable dark forms comprising the gas works. 
 
Figures 16 & 17. Future GWP Landscape, viewed from the southeast. L. 1890, R. 1959541 
 
In 1903, the landscape architect Frederick Law Olmsted recommended this site as ideal for a 
public park, and in 1904 the Seattle Park Commissioner recommended it be ‘secured as a 
local park, because of its advantages for commanding views over the lake, and for boating 
and for a playground.’542 However, as the 1959 photograph reveals, a very different 
landscape was to be created, and the vision for a park not realised for decades to come. At 
the same time as the Commissioner was proposing the site for a park, the Seattle Gas 
Lighting Company purchased the land and began to build the gas works. Seattle was: 
... a frontier town with aspirations of prosperity and a life standard comparable 
to the rest of the nation. From a desire for growth and convenience ... 
“progress” was Paramount with slight consideration given to maintain 
environmental quality. Fumes, smoke and soot blackened the plant and the 
surroundings.543 
Throughout the first half of the twentieth century the entire shoreline of Lake Union was 
rapidly developed for commercial and industrial use. In 1956 the gas works closed, due to a 
shift to cleaner natural gas production which the company commenced in a new facility 
outside the city.544 By the time our second photograph was taken at the close of the 1950s, 
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the uniqueness of the gas works location was again recognised, and City councillors, notably 
a Mrs. Myrtle Edwards, proposed Olmsted’s recommendation be enacted. 
In September 1962, the City commenced the acquisition of the 20.5 acre site from the 
Washington Natural Gas Company through 10 yearly payments totalling $1.3 million, to be 
finalised in March 1973, at which time the gas company would vacate the land.545 Looking 
back, a City councillor remarked that gas company officials ‘were very sympathetic towards 
this disposition of the property’ for a public park, even though the site ‘with its sweeping 
view of Lake Union and the city, would have brought double the purchase price had it been 
used for apartment development’.546 The image below illustrates the grandeur of the setting. 
 
Figure 18. Looking Southeast across the Gas Works and Lake Union, 1960547 
 
The reasons for this generosity on the part of the gas company are not indicated in the 
available data. The City Planning Commission set about rezoning the shorelands of Lake 
Union from primarily industrial/commercial to residential and recreational use 
classifications. Their aim was to ‘transform Lake Union from an eyesore to an eye-
catcher’,548 asserting that many waterfront landscapes should become publicly accessible for 
their scenic and recreational utility. At this time, public access to the shores of Lake Union 
had all but vanished, and an initial park development on the gas works site would yield 
415.14m (1362ft) of new publicly accessible lake frontage.549 This marked a turning point in 
                                                     
545 Weckworth, 'City to Buy Gas Plant'. ''Wonderful' Park Site'. Richard Haag Associates Inc., Master Plan  29. 
546 City of Seattle Planning Commission, Lake Union Study (Seattle: City of Seattle Planning Commission, 1963) 7. 
Weckworth, 'City to Buy Gas Plant'. 'Gas Plant'. 
547 Art Hupy, 'Seattle Vignette', The Argus (Seattle), April 20 1960, p. 1. 
548 Dan Coughlin, 'Rezonings to Beautify Lake Urged', Seattle Post-Intelligencer, 30 August 1963, City Hall Report p. 5. 'City 
Affairs: Lake Union Beautification Urged', Seattle Times, 20 September 1963, p. unknown. City of Seattle Planning 
Commission, Lake Union Study  7, 13-27. 
549 Edward J. (Superintendent of Parks) Johnson, Letter to the Seattle City Council from the Board of Park Commissioners (15 
April 1963). 
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the City’s attitudes to its waterfronts, and understanding of the benefits of access to such 
landscapes for human wellbeing. 
 
Myrtle Edwards was the council’s representative to the Technical Advisory Committee (est. 
1963) on developing the park goals which would operate as guidelines for Haag’s 1971 
Master Plan. When Edwards was killed in an automobile accident in 1969 the park name was 
changed from Lake Union Park to Myrtle Edwards Park in honour of her ‘interest in 
developing a comprehensive Park system throughout Seattle.’550 The name was changed to 
Gas Works Park in 1972 when members of her family objected to the park design bearing 
her name, as in the words of her husband, the park ‘should be restful, pleasingly landscaped’ 
in the manner of Olmsted, and the gas works entirely demolished for reasons of public 
safety, and to avoid ‘disfigurement of park beauty’.551 Haag’s Master Plan, including its 
retention of industrial remains on the site, challenged the family’s collective cognitive image 
of a park landscape, and, this contest over naming embodies issues to be further unpacked in 
Chapters 5 and 6: how the Master Plan challenged some people’s pre-conceived cognitive 
landscape images of the park typology. 
 
Changing Trends in Urban Recreation 
In the seven to eight decades between the development of Seattle’s collection of Victorian 
era parks and the 1970s: 
... social changes have affected the manner in which parks serve as a release 
from urban life. The traditional escape from the city into the sylvan settings of 
remote areas has changed for many people into a seeking of a more active 
encounter. Introspection and retreat are easily accomplished without physical 
isolation, but facilities for social interaction with persons other than intimate 
friends are more scarce with respect to population growth. Street art fairs, 
music festivals and similar large social recreational experiences, now 
occurring in many parks, cause serious congestion and erosion. To serve these 
needs new sites should be offered in a vast and varied park system to 
accommodate experimentation and innovation in both design and program.552 
The city’s existing parks had reached usage ‘saturation’, with only two meeting the new 
demand for active public recreation. Haag realised early on that the gas works, with its 
unique location and industrial heritage offered Seattle the opportunity to have something 
special, a new kind of interaction with a new kind of park. The 1971 Master Plan would 
                                                     
550 'Gas Plant'. ''Myrtle Edwards Park' Proposed for Gas-Plant Property', Seattle Times, 17 September 1969, City Hall p. 
unknown. Karen West, 'Dead Gas Plant Looks Toward Life as Park', Outlook (Seattle), 13 October 1971, p. 1, 6 at 6. Richard 
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Say: A Word from Mrs. Edwards Family', Seattle Times, 1 July 1971, Letters p. unknown. 
552 Richard Haag Associates Inc., Master Plan  6. 
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describe how the ‘contrast between the timeless grandeur of these existing gas works 
structures and the softness and temporality of the landscape ... will magnify and multiply 
new recreational experiences’, and suggests a dizzying array of such potential new uses of a 
park, including: 
MIND PLAY: sketching, painting, music-making, singing, people-watching 
and promenading; FANTASY PLAY: sun and air bathing, moon viewing ... 
exploring the space and structures of the gothic gas works and other treasure 
hunting ... KINETIC SPORTS: pole sitting, sailing ... structure and pipe 
climbing and sliding (ironeering) ... TABLE SPORTS: cards, billiards, 
skittles, eating and drinking ... COMPETITIVE SPORTS: bait-casting, bocce-
ball, croquet ... SOCIAL PLEASURES: shopping, art ... ballet, symphony, 
opera, conventions, conferences, experimental and action theatre, fireworks 
celebrations, parades, multi-media rock festivals.553 
In April 1965 Haag wrote to the Superintendent of Parks (Johnson) expressing the desire of 
Richard Haag Associates to serve as the primary designers, to ‘create Seattle’s most 
significant park.’554 Things went quiet, and then in 1969 the park was back on the City 
Council’s agenda. The Superintendent of Parks communicated to the President of the 
Washington Natural Gas Company that it had come to the Park Board’s attention (through 
suggestions from Haag, other design professionals and interested citizens) that a future park 
design proposal was likely to ‘recommend certain portions of the existing superstructure of 
the gas works be retained and integrated into the design of the park, perhaps as a form of 
industrial sculpture.’ Given the Gas Company was not required to vacate the land until 
January 1973, the Board requested any planned demolitions be deferred, as they were till 
1972.555 The City Council agreed with Haag that this site had the potential to become a 
‘Special Park Area’, a twenty acre ‘urban park which would not be duplicated in any city in 
the world’,556 and decided to host a park design competition. In April 1970 the Seattle Times 
announced that Richard Haag Associates Inc. (RHA) had been selected to design Myrtle 
Edwards Park on the gas works site.557 In 1971 RHA submitted the Master Plan to the Mayor 
and the Department of Parks and Recreation, by whom it was endorsed.558 Richard Haag was 
the Project Director, John Ullman the Associate in Charge, and Kenichi Nakano the 
Associate (Figure 19).559 
                                                     
553 Ibid. 
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Figures 19 & 20. L. Cover and R. Plan View from the 1971 Master Plan560 
 
Theme 2. Landscape Interactions: Haag Discovers the Genius of the 
Gas Works 
This theme continues the narrative, telling how Haag’s initial negative perception of the gas 
works landscape changed when he physically interacted with it. Not only did he discover the 
unique opportunities – and some of the challenges – the landscape offered, he also realised 
that it was through interaction that other people’s eyes could also be opened to its qualities, 
and to bold new future park possibilities. 
 
Haag found the gas works landscape confronting at first, with its soot, smells and hazards. 
The Master Plan describes its physical state at the time: 
About 70% of the surface covers on the site consist of impenetrable or highly 
compacted cemented substances such as concrete, asphaltic gravels, clays and 
building structure components. Remaining surfaces, mainly surrounding the 
site’s perimeter, while not highly compacted are often covered with debris 
consisting of concrete, boulders, brick, rubble and other inert material, scrap 
metal, wood, glass, etc. With little original soil exposed. The extensive 
impenetrable areas cause considerable surface run-off and subsequent 
channelized erosion. ... the most polluted areas are adjacent to the six 
generator towers located in the center of the site, an area which witnessed 
years of spill off from the crude oil cracking process.561 
It goes on to describe a fifty foot high ‘mound’ of unconsolidated spoil material including 
oils and tars, subject to constant erosion. The images below show minimally demolished 
areas of the landscape in 1972, in a condition similar to what Haag first encountered: 
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Figures 20 & 21. The Future Gas Works Park, 1972562 
 
However, Haag quickly realised the potentials in this landscape’s unique combination of 
location and the raw structural materials. As an Associate Professor at the University of 
Washington, he had long used the site for class design projects, and said most students 
‘suggested levelling the gasworks ... and I tended to agree with them until I got involved in 
the project and realized what we have there.’563 He told a New York Times reporter how he 
‘started hanging around there and I suddenly realized that the city's intention to raze the site 
was all wrong ... So I decided to launch a campaign to save the gas works.’564 He described 
the excitement, challenge, romance and potential he began to see in it: 
I had some really romantic ideas about it. I thought it was a place of great 
beauty and mystery, after I got over my initial shock of wandering around 
through all the soot and the smells and everything. Well, when you do site 
planning ... one of the things you have to do when you do this genius loci 
thing is find out what the site has, what mystery, what the spirit is and what 
are the most sacred things on the site. So very soon I decided that those big 
towers were that. ... but I thought my god, if you just push all this in the lake 
or cut it down as one of the early mayors wanted to do, why what would you 
have here, you know, just a flat field and that’s all. 
He recalled how initially he had trouble convincing others within his own design office, who 
thought he was crazy and that the public would not perceive the potential of this site as a 
park – he himself described it as a ‘really polluted landform ... it was an ecologic disaster 
area in there’. 565 Selling such an idea was indeed to prove a challenge once the Master Plan, 
proposing an overall concept and program for the park, had been developed. What Haag 
learnt from his own discovery of the potentials of this landscape was that actually getting in 
and interacting with the landscape itself can open one’s eyes to hitherto unimagined 
possibilities. He would carry this lesson into the selling of his design to his fellow Seattleites. 
 
                                                     
562 Left: 'Can This Be a Park?', Seattle Post-Intelligencer, 26 August 1972, p. unknown. Right: 'Lake Union's Both Shabby And 
Charming', Seattle Post-Intelligencer, 23 November 1972, p. unknown. 
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564 Paul Goldberger, 'Gas Works is Centerpiece of Seattle Park', New York Times, August 30 1975, The Week In Review p. 50. 
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Theme 3. Landscape Interactions: Designing With, not Against 
Landscape 1970-1971 
This third theme of ‘Designing with the Landscape’ emphasises how Haag was both 
challenged and inspired by the conditions and characteristics of the gas works landscape, 
allowing them to guide the design. The sub-theme of ‘Designing With the Earth’ emphasises 
how he consciously worked with the existing landforms and contaminated soil, whilst 
‘Designing With Industrial Remains’ demonstrates how he was inspired to retain and 
repurpose some of the gas works structures for historic, interactive and formal purposes. 
Designing With the Earth 
As described, the site presented a challenge down to the composition of the earth itself. The 
existing landforms and soil content (Figure 22) had to be addressed in the design process. 
 
 
Figure 22. Section showing Land Form and Soils on the Gas Works Site, 1971566 
 
Responding to the large contaminated fill stockpile and the shape of the land in relation to 
the lake, Haag proposed the deceptively simple, elegant landform that is GWP today. For 
inspiration, he drew on his time in Japan which had instilled in him a respect for the old, and 
a deep appreciation of nature; a ‘sensuous earthness’. He began by thinking of the whole 
thing as ‘earth sculpture’, with the structures playing against the earth forms, guided by the 
functional concept of prospect and refuge, as described by Appleton567:   
So climbing up on the mound is a prospect, but going down in among the 
towers could be refuge, or going inside of the towers. So, there’s a lot of that 
yin-yang going on there: up and down, and structure and softness. But there’s 
not a lot of planting, and that’s because I felt that nowhere else in the city do 
you get such a strong sense of space and light and openness, sky and water, 
reflections. So it’s purposely under-planted. ... it’s really important then to 
take the land when you can in between there and make it very sensuous and a 
sculptural form against the hardness of the architecture and the beauty of those 
cylinders and cubes and all the great geometry left from that industrial age. So 
each plays a kind of a complementary, but complementary by being opposite 
                                                     
566 Richard Haag Associates Inc., Master Plan  13. 
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experiences, visually and tactilely and so on. And certainly those structures 
give meaning and scale to the site. 
The Master Plan describes an east/west concourse from which ridges would emanate, with 
valleys running down to the edge of Lake Union. Trees were to be kept to the ridges, and the 
ridges developed into distinctive spaces as defined by industrial structures, with each valley 
having its own ‘unique land expression.’ The earth mound was to be reshaped as a viewing 
place and concert bowl and a ‘prow’ would create the main water viewpoint to the south. 
This role of the park as a ‘prospect’ or ‘view’ landscape is discussed further in Chapter 6. 
The Master Plan is poetic in its evocation of land form and function: 
The physical form of the Master Plan is a series of contrasts: STRUCTURE/ 
HARD SURFACES/ACTIVITY and LAND/SOFTNESS/PASSIVENESS. In 
the plan active areas are generally at high elevations acting as an open hand 
placed over the site with alternate passive areas as valleys, the spaces between 
the fingers. The low ends of these valleys have the most natural water/land 
edge while the high areas are piers, prows of steep banks.568 
Even today, you wouldn’t let your toddler eat the soil at GWP on a regular basis, and the 
City Parks Department maintains regular monitoring of the integrity of an uncontaminated 
partial topsoil cover added in 1984. There is a general understanding that this site continues 
to detoxify over time (i.e. slow benzene and napthylene evaporation), although some non-
aqueous phase liquids (oils and tars) degrade much less quickly and sit mostly inert beneath 
the soil.569 GWP is acclaimed as the first design project maintaining toxic material on site 
and using bioremediation to cleanse it as part of its transformation into a public place.570 
Haag investigated research by Shell and other companies on bacteria to ingest hydrocarbon 
molecules, and engaged a chemist, Richard Brooks, as an advisor. Brooks told him: 
“Well, this soil down here is really bad, there’s nothing growing here after all 
these years. So, I know an old man that’s retired and he’s up in the mountains 
but we can probably bring him down. ... So Mr Labos came down and walked 
the site and he said “You can have anything you want to growing here within 
a year’s time.” I said “Are you kidding?” He said “No.” ... bacteria started 
evolving to handle this waste when they brought in the first scuttle of coal. So 
from 1906 to present-day” – and this was about ‘71 I brought him in – “this 
bacteria, these strains, these communities of bacteria have all been evolving 
here. So the best stuff is right here. So you have to aerate it, till it, get oxygen 
in there, feed it some.” So that’s when we used sewage sludge and sawdust 
and mixed it in: bioremediation, that first large experiment.571 
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As demolition and grading works began in 1972, the Mayor and the City Parks Director 
expressed concerns in the media about worse than expected soil pollutant levels. However, 
these claims were described as ‘exaggerated’ by the Parks Department, Haag, the Parks 
Superintendent and the Project Manager, and the city reassured that the project was ‘on 
schedule’. The Mayor described the city as having become ‘stuck with the 1962 “pig in a 
poke” and “we’re doing the best we can with it.”’572 In 1974, the Seattle Post-Intelligencer 
reported that the park had been coated with Labos’ fertilising combination of sewage, 
sawdust, leaves and grass clippings. It was predicted that grass would soon grow across the 
park, and indeed later that year it was covered with grass and 30 000 tomato plants!573  
However, despite Labos’ prediction, the land was never going to be able to support more 
substantial vegetation than grass, and the copse of trees separating the park from the carpark 
and road to the north is planted on a constructed berm of imported clean soil. The City could 
not afford the cost of capping the site, and as will be discussed in Chapter 7, this could not be 
the garden-like park that formed the main cognitive image of such a landscape in the minds 
of many local people. Today grass cover is maintained across the park, but as senior parks 
planner Graves tells it, the earth reasserts itself ‘every once in a while, surprisingly, when it 
gets really hot, a little bit of tar bubbles up, you get a little blob of tar that comes up! So we 
go out there and dig it up and dispose of it’.574 
Designing With Industrial Remains: A Master Plan for a New Kind of Park 
Haag perceived the industrial remains on the site as a prime landscape opportunity, creating 
decisive geometric tensions contributing to its functions and meanings. However, it was 
extremely cluttered, with many buildings in very poor condition. Through the life of the gas 
works, condensation from furnaces and steam pipes had combined with soot and airborne 
particles to form a sulphuric acid corroding many structures. Choosing what to retain was: 
... a problem of subtraction, and that was based on spatial considerations, but 
also on safety, because a lot of this stuff was falling down, it was really rotten. 
... So, it was like a settler going into the forest and saying “Now, what can I 
build? Where’s the sun? What do I take down first?”... It’s kind of like 
selective pruning.575 
In the end the Master Plan called for the retention and reconditioning of 5 per cent of the 
original gas works structures.576 There were three main motivations for, and purposes 
intended in Haag’s desire to retain these structures: the formal, the historic, and the 
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interactive. These are touched on briefly here, and discussed in detail in Chapters 5 and 6. As 
well as their aforementioned formal contrast with the ‘softness’ of the landforms, these 
industrial remains offered ready-made sculptures which served to frame views to, from, and 
within the landscape. They could also act as memorials to both the ingenuity of human 
technological development, and to its attendant environmental damage. 
 
The Master Plan proposed the development of selected industrial remains for a plethora of 
active recreational purposes, (below) directly addressing Seattle’s need for a new kind of 
‘highly active urban park’. It expressed a vision to ‘challenge and direct the emerging 
recreation energies into creative expressions ... The park character we envision is urbane, 
with intensive use, day and evening, throughout all seasons. The enduring feature is the 
fantastic “light show” of Seattle’s cityscape reflected in the lake.’577 The fill stockpile would 
be consolidated and hydroseeded with grass to create a viewing and seating edifice called 
The Great Mound (Figure 23). Other proposals for interactive uses included a boiler room, 
pump house and associated equipment collectively becoming a children’s ‘Playbarn’ in 
which the equipment, upgraded for health and safety, would serve as play equipment 
(realised). An attached shed would become a picnic shelter and another shed an amenities 
block. Adjacent remnants of a railway trestle would create a concrete ‘arbour’ (foreground, 
Figure 24) (all realised). 
 
Figure 23. The Great Mound, 2009578 
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The large cluster of distillation and cooling towers and six grand generator towers were to be 
scaled primarily for adult activities (background, Figure 24). Ideas for their potential uses 
poured out of Haag, including as: climbing equipment, lookout platforms, a camera obscura, 
a kiln, water tanks, an interpretive centre, ‘a walk-in cloud chamber’, a planetarium, a 
‘vertical industrial museum’, an ‘exploratorium’ for tactile experiences, a soundless 
chamber, a percussion chamber.’579 This cluster of structures has been retained; however the 
proposal for interactive use of the towers remains unrealised, as will be discussed. 
 
Figure 24. Foreground: The ‘Arbour’; Background: The Generator Towers, 2010580 
 
How these plans for GWP challenged many people’s pre-conceived cognitive images of the 
functional and visual landscape of a ‘park’ are discussed further in Chapters 5 and 6. 
 
Theme 4. Landscape Interactions: Designing With, not Against 
People 1971-1978 
This theme captures how Haag undertook a collaborative design process in response to the 
challenges offered by the landscape, and the desire to sell a potentially radical design to the 
public and to politicians. It describes how he worked with a range of experts, with future 
landscape users, and in the political sphere. The first sub-theme concerns ‘Changing 
People’s Values and Perceptions’, discussing the process of engaging an unusual 
combination of experts, and the radical step of bringing the public into the landscape during 
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the design and implementation phases of the project. The critical ‘Roles of Timing and 
Advocacy’ to the realisation of such a challenging design vision are then discussed. 
 
Public and political acceptance of a Master Plan for an active, noisy park without trees, 
shrubs or flowers, and which maintained industrial infrastructure as integral park equipment 
was controversial. Haag realised early the need to find a way to sell the concept and explain 
the site’s challenges and potentials to locals, many of whom did not value this landscape – 
indeed, felt it should simply be erased. In 1975 the New York Times reported how: 
The park represents a complete reversal from a period when industrial 
monuments were regarded, even by preservationists, as ugly intrusions on the 
landscape, to a time when such structures as the gas works are recognized for 
their potential ability to enhance the urban experience. Although public 
opinion seems now to have come around in favor of the scheme, the 
turnaround was not easy even in this relatively sophisticated city. …”I'm 
amazed every time I go down there,” says Mr. Haag, “that I actually pulled it 
off.”581 
Haag realised early in the design process that he needed to pull together a team who could 
proactively address the site’s contamination and other project challenges. He explained how 
he ‘learned so much on this project about dealing with people and press releases’,582 and the 
examples to follow illustrate the bold approach he took to design collaboration and 
community and political engagement. 
 
Changing Values and Perceptions: An Interactive Design Process for an Evolving 
‘People’s Park’ 
One anecdote perfectly illustrates the kind of challenges to public acceptance of the 
Masterplan that Haag faced, and encapsulates his response of encouraging people to interact 
with the actual landscape itself:  
... we had a nemesis too, who was a very wealthy woman here. ...This woman 
fought me every inch of the way, and at the big meeting when it became a 
public issue she was the first one to stand and say; “This is ridiculous: all 
these pretty pictures, he can’t deliver this. There’s no way. It should all be a 
nice Japanese garden, moon-gates and so on. And she hired a soil scientist 
from the University of Washington and he went down in a hole that I’d dug 
there with the backhoes, and almost fainted from the noxious fumes. So we 
pulled him out and he said he had a terrible headache and he said “They’ll 
never get anything to grow here, it’s like the landscape of the moon.” 
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In recalling the above interaction, Haag acknowledged that his ‘nemesis’ was right about one 
thing: at the time RHA were trying to sell the park vision by showing ‘a lot of feel-good 
pictures but we weren’t quite sure we could really produce that ... we were working on it’. 
He also explained how the site’s immediate local residents, in what was then a 
predominantly ‘blue-collar’ neighbourhood, had a love-hate relationship with the site. The 
gas works had left its mark on their community, as many households had family members 
who had worked there, and most associated the landscape with dirt, fumes and ugliness.583 
The wider Seattle population, as will be further illustrated in Chapters 5 and 6, attached a 
range of positive and negative meanings to the gas works. For example, it was a time when 
industrial remains were becoming the subject of favourable artistic interest, as the New York 
Times described in 1975: 
The complex array of towers, tanks and pipes of the gas works forms a power-
ful industrial still life, like a Charles Sheeler work, serving both as a visual 
focus for the park and as a monument to the city's industrial past. For some 
time now photographers and artists have been slipping through the 
construction fence to photograph or paint the powerful forms, and on a typical 
Sunday afternoon the site is full of the curious. The composition of tanks, 
towers and pipes, some time before its official opening, has already become 
Seattle's pre-eminent piece of public sculpture.584 
Haag explained in interview how his approach to managing this challenging design and 
communication project was to recruit and draw on the expertise of a diverse and innovative 
team of thinkers to help make his vision for GWP a reality. At a time when such a trans- or 
multi- disciplinary approach was relatively rare, he actively engaged with specialists 
including a lawyer (Mr. Rusker), a philosopher (Adrian Zeigler), an artist (Doug Tuma), as 
well as a range of other technical experts including the aforementioned Brooks and Labos. 
Their advice helped shaped his decisions and actions as in the example of the 
bioremediation, and as the following example illustrates. It was the lawyer, Rusker, who 
advised Haag to get a good team together and to prioritise the communication of his vision 
for GWP to the public. He introduced Haag to the philosopher Zeigler, a teacher at the 
University of Washington with degrees in divinity and law, and as Haag described him, 
something of ‘a self-acclaimed guru-type guy.’ Haag recounted the memorable time he first 
took Zeigler to the site of the future park, and Zeigler’s sage advice: 
... we get him up in the towers. ... He said “you are going to have one heck of 
a fight to convince anybody. So here’s some ideas, rules, for you: you have to 
give something for everybody. You have to have an office on the site because 
nobody will believe you!” 
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Acting on this advice, as well as giving presentations of the design proposal at many public 
meetings, Haag converted an on-site blacksmith’s shop into a ‘Design Center’ open to the 
public in January 1971. He invited them to visit and see the park vision, and the forms, 
outlook, potentials and challenges offered by the site itself. He wanted to ‘get people to walk 
around there and to use their imagination’. He explained to the community that what he was 
presenting was just a ‘basic concept’ which would evolve through a design process wherein 
they, the park users, would interact with the park as it evolved, influencing particularly the 
programmatic aspects of the design. The aim was to create a true ‘people’s park’ embracing 
everyone.585 Zeigler had advised Haag to ensure the GWP plan would appeal to all, saying 
‘it’s going to be so controversial, you have to tell everybody, “Oh yeah, there’s something in 
here for you! Nobody gets everything, but everybody gets something”’. And indeed, the 
Master Plan suggests such an extensive list of possible uses of the park that it is hard to 
imagine many outdoor recreational desires not potentially accommodated. 
 
Haag’s process of community engagement would demonstrate that some people’s pre-
conceived cognitive landscape images can change through exposure to the real-life 
possibilities of new ideas. Even members of Myrtle Edwards’ family came around to aspects 
of the Master Plan after touring the site with Haag in 1971, although they never accepted the 
maintaining of the generator towers.586 One City Councillor spoke at a 1972 community 
hearing about the Master Plan, reportedly stating that ‘after a tour of the site his doubts were 
dispelled and he has become an enthusiastic supporter of the plan.’587 The Mayor also told 
the press that he had been a doubter about the park ‘but it kind of grows on you.’588 
 
Haag wanted to open a portion of the site immediately in the summer of 1971 not just for 
design tours, but for limited public use to give the maximum number of people the 
opportunity to interact with the evolving landscape. The Master Plan outlined a series of 
immediate short-term measures to facilitate concerts, games and picnicking, even while 
demolition and clean-up of gas works infrastructure was underway. This was a radical 
proposal for inhabitation of a landscape during design implementation, aiming to ‘begin 
community relationship with future park patrons while displaying the site and our concepts 
for future development.’589 This aim for active use during construction was not realised until 
30th August 1973 when a half-acre grassed plot including the seeded Great Mound was 
opened to allow public access to the waterfront and city views and so ‘the public will be able 
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to watch construction of the new city park.’ A large billboard explained the site history and 
the future park plans.590 By this time, the City had formally approved the Master Plan and 
completed the land purchase, the Edwards family had withdrawn permission for the park to 
be named after the deceased Councillor Myrtle Edwards, and Gas Works Park was named.591 
RHA had completed drawings for the first phase of development, and selected demolition, 
grading and bioremediation were underway as described.592 The on-site project manager, 
Ernie Ferrero, described how in late 1973, after: 
... four members of the Park Board whose earlier opinions of Haag's plan 
ranged from skepticism to outright antagonism had toured the park site, they 
voted unanimously to proceed with development of the playbarn and picnic 
shelter. “After seeing for themselves what Haag had envisioned all along, they 
changed their views about 180 degrees”...593 
By 1974 new federal legislation had passed requiring Environmental Impact Statements be 
prepared for developments, and this was carried out and approved for the park.594 Haag 
expressed how much tighter legislation has become in the USA since, and that GWP would 
possibly not be approved today, explaining why the majority of similar projects have 
occurred in Europe where legislation is more flexible.595 That same year the southern end of 
the park around the generator towers was opened. In 1975 the New York Times announced 
that ‘Seattle is about to have one of the nation's most advanced pieces of urban landscape 
design’,596 and later that year the north-eastern section including the Playbarn and Picnic 
Shed opened, followed by parking and restrooms in 1976. In 1977 the City announced it did 
not have the funds to develop the proposed floating restaurant or maritime museum, and that 
a children’s outdoor play area, a waterfront promenade and clean-up and fencing of the 
towers would be the final stages of park development. GWP was entirely open to the public 
by early 1978.597 
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The Roles of Timing and Advocacy in Challenging Cognitive Landscape Images 
Some examples from the case of GWP illustrate the critical role of timing and passionate 
advocacy to the realisation of such a challenging design vision. Haag acknowledged how 
timing was critical – in positive and negative ways – in shaping the form and function of 
GWP. With the park opening to the public from 1973, he explained how they just ‘got in on 
the cusp of things’ in terms of the later emergence of more restrictive legislative 
requirements in the United States. He felt that GWP as we know it today would be 
impossible to develop not only within the constraints of environmental regulations as 
mentioned, but also contemporary disability legalisation, specifically barrier-free access 
requirements which would not be met by the paths going up the Great Mound without 
extensive recontouring of the contaminated spoil. GWP was intended as a park for everyone, 
but not everything is available for everyone. It was also fortuitously timed that a community 
park with traditional children’s play equipment was just being built nearby in the early 
1970s, as it gave Haag more design freedom: ‘they got a community park built there which 
had all the play equipment and stuff for the kids so we were off the hook for doing wading 
pools and tennis courts and baseball diamonds and all the usual kind of things’.598 
 
Whilst at this time there was a burgeoning awareness of the importance of industrial 
heritage, the 1970s in the United States was generally a period when ‘everything that was old 
was being torn down: urban renewal, get rid of the old, up with the new! You know, 
suddenly after the war and that, we had prosperity and so we were building shopping centres 
and tearing down the old hearts of our cities’.599 Getting in early did not only mean being 
ahead of the trend in design thinking, but involved practical interventions, such as reviewing 
the original deed of transfer between the City and the gas company and being alarmed to 
discover it required the gas company to remove all on-site structures and fill. Zeigler had 
suggested a financial argument for saving the towers, explaining how: ‘Everything has to 
work for you. You have to say “look how much money we’re saving by instead of spending 
money to take down these buildings, we can just take a percentage of that and restore them.” 
So you have to think of new math, new eyes for old.’600 Haag quickly acted to communicate 
this to the City and the gas company, and recounts how ‘they really got worried that they 
were going to have to blast all that out at their expense. So I said, “I tell you what, we will 
save these buildings, and save you this money if you can get the deed changed.” So it was 
changed, so that the City could accept the site and save those structures. Now, how that was 
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done, at what level, I have no idea!’ Demolition of on-site structures was stalled until the 
beginning of 1973.601 
 
A defining feature of Haag’s design leadership is that ‘he’s a very strategic arguer’.602 When 
they first won the commission to design the park, Haag insisted, and the City agreed, that 
RHA do the ‘the site analysis, the site planning, and write the program for activities and then 
do the Master Plan’ rather than have many of these tasks undertaken by the City. Now in his 
nineties, Haag remains an active and vocal advocate for GWP, and explains how taking on 
such a role ‘will really consume you, trying to do something like this’ and that most 
importantly he has learnt that  ‘you just can’t afford to make an adversary out of anyone’.603 
The two examples below illustrate how this commitment, advocacy and political astuteness 
helped shape GWP as we know it today. These examples take us forward in time, beyond the 
focal years of the case study, but their usefulness in illustrating this point warrants the 
digression. 
In 1984 Haag successfully responded to a US federal Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) that prompted closure of GWP. A tanker (delivering fuel oil and kerosene to Lake 
Union’s resident houseboat community) sank immediately off the park in April, 
unexpectedly bringing the lake to the attention of the EPA. Their water testing found 
carcinogenic sediments in the lake water, and led to testing on land, including at GWP in 
which handful-testing of surface soil found similar sediments. The Mayor immediately 
closed GWP to keep the public out while the EPA completed testing. In response, Haag went 
to the Mayor and urged the City to seek a second opinion, arguing that: ‘if your mother is ill 
or your wife, wouldn’t you want to get a second opinion?’  At his urging, the City set up a 
taskforce which tested and retested the park soil, and identified only a few hotspots of 
benzene buried approximately three and a half feet down. The only identified concern was 
that children might dig down to it, and the EPA agreed that the science is not exact, and 
theirs had been in error. The City applied clean topsoil to selected locations, put up a sign 
saying ‘Don’t Eat the Dirt!’, and the park reopened in August that year. As previously 
described, the Parks Department continue to monitor the soil today.604 
 
An example of timing and advocacy that also plays a central role in Chapter 5’s account of 
contested landscape meanings concerns some ‘mis-steps’ Haag made along the way. These 
unfortunately contributed to the continuing lack of public interaction with the six generator 
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towers, which to date remain locked behind a fence. He is today able to secure permission to 
occasionally take people into the towers, but obtaining ongoing access for the public is a 
significant motive driving his ongoing advocacy for GWP. He is quite opposed to the current 
arrangement which is ‘like going to a museum where everything is behind glass, it’s 
cordoned off so you can’t get up close’. In 1995 Haag, his wife and some associates set up 
the not-for-profit advocacy organisation Friends of Gas Works Park (FoGWP) with a 
mission to: 
... celebrate our industrial past, the technology and the people behind it and 
give new life to the totemic artifacts, true landmarks of Seattle's past, and, as a 
component of the Park Master Plan, to utilize one of the generator towers for 
the installation of a camera obscura.605 
In 2005-6 their moment came: the City Parks Department ‘had a superintendent that helped 
us [FoGWP] get this grant to do the work on the towers, to take the fence down. And then 
the next superintendent came in and he said “No way.” He wouldn’t honour that. We were 
just like within a week of taking the fence down.’ Haag laments the way he handled this 
situation, when he feels he let his passion for the park negatively affect the outcome of a 
meeting, and cause him to overlook an opportunity with the new Superintendent of Parks, 
who he told: 
“You know, we were within a week of having the fence removed, and so let’s 
go ahead with that.” That’s when he said “Oh I have these terrible budget 
conditions, and no, I’m certainly not going to open more of the park under 
these conditions.” Then I made a tragic, stupid mistake: a very adversarial 
remark about “Well if you follow that philosophy it’d probably be better just 
to fence the whole park off, you know, wouldn’t it.” And that really dug in 
then. ... That was a big mistake I made with the parks superintendent ... I 
didn’t get them in there. I didn’t have them open the gate to go in.606 
In hindsight Haag felt that if he had taken the new Superintendent into the towers and shown 
him the possibilities the result may have been different. Not only had his temper run away 
with him, but he had failed to learn from his own experience: that one of the best ways to 
encourage changes to people’s pre-conceived cognitive landscape images is to expose them 
to the real-life possibilities of a new idea by having them interact with the actual landscape. 
Today, Haag and FoGWP continue to advocate for the removal of the fences to allow fuller 
realisation of the original Master Plan. 
 
GWP today is a well-used and popular park for festivals, performances, protests, everyday 
children’s play, dog walking, relaxation, exercise, and even for ‘guerrilla’ art and other 
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‘happenings’, exemplified on a cover (below) of ‘Seattle Met’ devoted to ‘100 reasons to 
LOVE Seattle’.607 
 
Figure 25. Gas Works Park on the Cover of Seattle Met, 2010608 
 
Since its opening the park has received significant official recognition as both a significant 
designed landscape, and for its heritage value. These forms of recognition contribute 
positively to the ongoing advocacy for the park although they also raise management 
challenges as will be discussed in Chapter 5. Major official recognition of GWP includes: 
• 1981 RHA awarded American Society of Landscape Architects President’s 
Award of Excellence for Land and Water Reclamation and Conservation for GWP 
• 1999 GWP awarded Historic Landmark status by the City of Seattle 
• 2002 GWP awarded State of Washington Historic Registration 
• 2013 GWP listed on the National Register of Historic Places609 
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Conclusion 
This chapter is the first of three chapters of the case study report: a significant addition to the 
growing body of literature on the design and development of GWP, offering an entirely new 
perspective on this iconic landscape architectural project. The major emergent insights 
strongly evidenced in the case study data further contribute toward answering research 
question 1 regarding how landscapes come to have specific meanings for individual people. 
These insights are: the vital role of two components of the what and the how of landscape 
meanings expressed in the model: people’s cognitive images of a landscape, and their 
interactions with that landscape.  
 
Thematic data analysis revealed four themes around which this chapter is structured; all 
concerning how the GWP Master Plan challenged many people’s pre-conceived cognitive 
images of a ‘park’ landscape, and how in some cases these images changed as the result of 
interaction with the material landscape, throughout park design and implementation. The 
first theme concerns the challenge to people’s cognitive images of a ‘park’ landscape, 
illustrating some of the difficulties associated with developing such a radically new kind of 
park. The chapter outlines some of the processes Haag undertook to persuade an often 
sceptical public of the value of his vision for this landscape. Haag could see early on that this 
land with its unique location and industrial heritage offered the opportunity for Seattle to 
have something special: that would function differently to the parks people were used to, and 
would look different to their pre-conceived cognitive ‘park’ images. These two aspects of the 
design vision, and the contests which arose as the design was publicised, are the subjects of 
Chapters 5 and 6 respectively.  
 
The second theme of this chapter emphasises what Haag learnt from his own discovery of 
the potentials of this landscape: that actually getting in and interacting with the landscape 
itself can open one’s eyes to hitherto unimagined possibilities. He carried this lesson into the 
selling of his design to Seattle, and to addressing these contests over cognitive landscape 
images. 
 
The third chapter theme draws out Haag’s design process of designing by interacting with 
the landscape itself, not against it, recognising that the gas works was as integral to the 
genius loci of the site as its visual and sensual relationship with the lake and the city. He 
worked with the contaminated soil and degrading industrial remains not as optional elements 
sitting ‘on top’ of the land, able to be erased, but as part of the landscape itself. To achieve 
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this ambitious new approach, he understood he needed to bring together the knowledge and 
insights of an unusual range of experts, not just technical, but philosophical. 
 
The fourth theme captures how Haag needed to show the landscape and its possibilities to 
the citizens of Seattle, many of whom did not value it, but whose park it would become. He 
learnt lessons and showed leadership in understanding the importance of timing and 
passionate advocacy for the realisation of a challenging design such as this. Principally, he 
found that getting people in to interact with the landscape was a powerful means of 
challenging their cognitive landscape images. His process of community and political 
engagement demonstrated that some people’s pre-conceived cognitive landscape images can 
change over time, particularly through exposure to the real-life possibilities of new ideas. 
These lessons for designers developing challenging new landscapes are still pertinent today. 
 
Chapters 5 and 6 further explore the first of this chapter’s themes, of how Haag’s design 
vision rubbed up against local Seattleite’s pre-conceived cognitive images of a ‘park’ 
landscape. Chapter 5 further unpacks how it challenged the image of how a park should 
function: i.e. that it should be a peaceful respite from the noise and ugliness of the 
commercial and industrial aspects of the city. Chapter 6 unpacks how the formal qualities of 
GWP challenged many local Seattleites’ pre-conceived cognitive images of how a park 
should ‘look’. The maintaining of industrial structures served interactive, historic and 
sculptural purposes, challenging both aspects of these images. These are captured in the 
citation for GWP’s listing on the US National Register of Historic Places: 
The Park is historically significant for its direct association with serving the 
broad recreational needs of the citizens of Seattle and for its radical 
reformation of what was considered a park. The design conserved a part of 
Seattle’s industrial heritage along with introducing a ground-breaking 
experiment in bioremediation into urban life. The Park was listed at the 
National level of significance as a project that represents the work of master 
landscape architect Richard Haag and as a resource that embodies the 
distinctive characteristics of landscape architecture in the 1970s. The creation 
of the park set a new precedent in landscape design, both nationally and 
internationally [emphasis added].610 
Both chapters 5 and 6 build on the three themes in this chapter concerning landscape 
interaction, exploring the effects of Haag’s invitation to the Seattle public to interact with the 
evolving landscape. Although discussing park function and park form in two separate 
chapters, this research in no way suggests these aspects of landscape are separate or 
separable, but rather that they represent two perspectives on the whole. They illustrate how 
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the existing gas works landscape conditions strongly influenced the proposed functions and 
forms of the new park. The available data clearly demonstrates that people sometimes 
understood this relationship of function and form, for example by their combining of the idea 
of a ‘green’ park with a ‘peaceful’ park, but the majority of public comments speak of them 
as separate concerns. A clear example of this is the minimal amount of published objections 
in the archives to the Playbarn, a large, yet lowset structure in which much original 
equipment is retained and repurposed for children’s play; while the generator towers, 
visually dominant within the park and from a distance, are the focus of the majority of 
objections. Perhaps this may have been different if the towers had also been repurposed for 
adult play as per the Master Plan. In the interests of clarity, this tendency of the public to 
separate their reactions to park function and appearance has dictated this division into the 
two chapters to follow. 
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Chapter 5. The Challenging Functional ‘Image’ of Gas 
Works Park 
 
Introduction 
This chapter and Chapter 6 further unpack what the case study data reveals about two 
specific aspects of the meanings a selected sample of Seattle residents and key research 
informant Haag attached to the landscape that became GWP. It highlights how some 
people’s cognitive landscape images of this landscape were challenged, and sometimes 
evolved as the new park took shape, particularly as people interacted with, or inhabited it. 
These findings draw primarily on the opinions of Seattle residents from 1962-1978, as 
expressed in the public domain of newspaper accounts of what people said and did regarding 
the park including accounts of public meetings, articles (some based on visiting the site), and 
letters. They also draw secondarily on the GWP Master Plan and the three key research 
informant interviews. It is important to restate the note from Chapter 1, that these data cannot 
account for the full range of local opinions, but reflect the opinions of those actively engaged 
with issues concerning this landscape, and willing and able to express their views publicly. 
 
As described in Chapter 4, the cognitive landscape image of a park as a garden-like or 
‘pastoral’ retreat from the stresses of city life was strong in the first half of the twentieth 
century. Seattle boasts a suite of major Victorian era ‘greensward’ parks, designed to offer 
just such a retreat, and in 1971 they represented the image most Seattle residents held of a 
‘park’ landscape.611 How the existing landscape conditions prompted Haag to propose a park 
differing so dramatically from this image emerged through thematic data analysis. These 
themes are unpacked in this chapter and Chapter 6: with this chapter focusing on contests 
regarding how a park landscape should (or should not) function and Chapter 6 on contests 
regarding what a park landscape should (or should not) look like. Overall, they focus in from 
Chapter 4 to illustrate how the GWP landscape of 1962-1978 itself played an active role in 
determining the form of, and human interactions with the future park, channelled through the 
landscape architect’s sensitivity to the opportunities offered by these conditions. 
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The existing landscape conditions influenced Haag’s vision for the functions of the new park 
in two particular ways that will be discussed as the first two themes of this chapter. A third 
theme discusses his approach to making GWP an active park for everyone. First, the gas 
works site sat on a spur of contaminated land projecting into Lake Union, surrounded by 
industry, emergency services, commerce and traffic. As a noisy, urbanised location it was 
ideal to support the emerging trend for active rather than passive retreat-like public 
recreation, and for the inclusion of commercial enterprises. As Haag told the Seattle Post-
Intelligencer, ‘Introspection and retreat are easily accomplished without physical isolation, 
but facilities for social interaction with persons other than intimate friends are more scarce 
with respect to population growth.’612 Second, the site contained decommissioned gas works 
structures which, coupled with a growing interest in industrial heritage, inspired Haag to 
envisage people physically interacting with the industrial remains as ‘play’ infrastructure. 
They could also function as reminders of the positive and negative roles the power 
generation industry played in the city environment: facts which were challenging to those 
who believed such remains had no place in the public landscape and should be erased. These 
landscape conditions together suggested an ‘alternative ... urban park which reflects the 
history of the site and relates to the traffic and industrial noises which bombard it’.613 As will 
be outlined, that the park would embody its industrial history and integrate with its urban 
context, rather than providing a quiet, green shield from these conditions was controversial. 
 
As stated in Chapter 4, the GWP citation in the US National Register of Historic Places 
includes that it is ‘historically significant for its direct association with serving the broad 
recreational needs of the citizens of Seattle and ... [how] [t]he design conserved a part of 
Seattle’s industrial heritage’[emphasis added].614 Terms to note here are ‘recreational 
needs’ and ‘conserved’, encapsulating the key functional park aims discussed in this chapter: 
to create a park with something for everyone, to respond to the growing need for park space 
to accommodate new forms of active recreation, and the interactive conservation of 
industrial heritage rather than its static preservation. This chapter outlines Haag’s approach 
to park function, the resultant controversies (Themes 1 and 2), and how he sought to address 
them (Theme 3). The third theme discusses Haag’s strategy to make the park active and 
belong to all Seattle residents, by bringing them into the landscape during the design and 
implementation processes, with the idea that the park should ‘evolve’ through user 
interactions. It further discusses why the park form nevertheless changed little since 1978, 
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and the related influence and challenges of its identification as a significant design and 
heritage landscape. 
 
Theme 1. Challenging Cognitive Landscape Images: The Functional 
Image of a Park  
This first theme highlights the ways Haag’s Master Plan challenged many people’s cognitive 
images of how a park landscape should function. The first sub-theme illustrates how it did 
this, whilst the second suggests the openness of many people to changing their cognitive 
landscape images, and the power of a passionate design advocate to help them do so. 
 
Challenging Cognitive Images of a Park’s Functional Purpose 
Haag’s vision was to give Seattle a park with something for everyone, a ‘people’s park’. This 
inevitably rubbed up against the fact that ‘everyone’ wants something different. He 
explained his thinking about this park’s functions: 
I did a lot of design work at Seattle Center, so I thought that was more the 
cultural, there’s theatre and opera and museums and the Federal Pavilion 
down there and so on. So it’s more cultural, it’s like Seattle’s front yard and 
this would be like the back yard: you go in there and you take your shirt off 
and you play bowling on the lawn or ultimate croquet up and down the hills or 
whatever! So it would be very free ...615 
By the time the gas works closed in 1956 the houses on adjacent (north) Wallingford Hill 
had been constructed with their backs to them in response to the ‘fumes, soot and smoke’ 
emanating from the plant (Figure 26).616 The Master plan proposed a new landscape for these 
residents to embrace rather than avoid. However it also proposed to maintain, and even 
memorialise parts of the infrastructure that had created the pollution, and listed programming 
objectives including encouraging ‘activities detrimental to residential areas and other older 
developed parks’ i.e. with potential for crowds and noise such as performances, celebrations, 
parades and so on, and to introduce commercial concerns such as restaurants and galleries 
which would increase traffic in the area.617 Rather than a peaceful respite from the noise and 
perceived ugliness of the commercial and industrial aspects of the city, it would be integrated 
into the existing landscape context: a highly urbanised and partially commercial park. 
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Figure 26. Suburban Wallingford and the gas works, c. 1940s618 
 
A Seattle Times reporter commented that the Master Plan also challenged the predominant 
‘greensward’ cognitive image of a park; that ‘Haag prefers to think of the area as a pleasure 
center rather than a park because the word park often brings to mind something he prefers 
this park not to be.’ Haag explained to the reporter that the valuable aesthetic qualities of 
Seattle’s Victorian era parks would be best conserved if the new park could relieve them of 
some of the ‘pressures of contemporary use’ by providing space for activities – including 
commercial activities – such as those depicted in the sketch accompanying the article (Figure 
27). An elevation of three of the gas works’ generator towers, it depicts them connected with 
walkways populated by people engaging in a variety of activities: children playing on 
integrated equipment, artists working, people eating at a cafe, visiting a craft gallery, and 
gazing from lookouts at the top of a tower. 
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Figure 27. Sketch of Possible Uses of the Gas works Generator Towers, 1971619 
 
Haag translated the new interest in active recreation as ‘play’ for adults, as well as for 
children. A Seattle Post-Intelligencer report of an on-site interview with him explained: 
... it was obvious his thoughts are running beyond grass and picnic tables. For 
openers, he used the term “industrial conservation.” “We’re thinking of an 
adult playground with a foot in the past.” He said, noting the historical value 
of the plant as well is its recreational potential. … He pointed out one tank and 
suggested that it could be used by mountaineering groups for rappelling 
practice. The storage shed once used for briquets – a byproduct of the 
production of gas – was cited by him as a possible skating rink or dance floor. 
... Another Haag idea for the gas works is a floating restaurant. “This park 
should be a mixture of public and private enterprise utilising light, colour and 
music” along with recreation.620 
A North Central Outlook reporter also enthused about the overall range of proposed park 
functions: ‘Haag’s plan is indeed imaginative. He has incorporated the guidelines of the 
committee served by Myrtle Edwards; the wishes of those interested in maritime museums 
and historical ships; the strollers and duckfeeders; the musician and artist.’621 Long-term 
local resident Stan Stapp wrote to the Outlook: 
Everyone has been thought of, from the youngster to the elderly. It will be a 
true people's park with room for physical activities as well as just strolling and 
sitting. It will be a park where young and old can enjoy each other, as well as 
the scenery. It takes into account the large number of young people in 
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Wallingford, 43% of the population being under 25, and the proximity of the 
33,000 University of Washington students. This is not the setting for a 
Victorian atmosphere such as Volunteer Park.622 
 
Changing Cognitive Images of a Park’s Functional Purpose 
Reports from the public meetings at which Haag presented his design concept for the park 
indicate a community initially equally divided for and against it, but reportedly by the end 
there would tend to be a majority in favour. A representative sample of the reports from two 
such meetings, as well as published letters offer a snapshot of the kinds of concerns and 
enthusiasms expressed by locals in 1971-1972 regarding the future park’s function. 
 
A selected sample of opinions expressed against the functional aspects of the proposed park 
design indicates a pre-conceived cognitive image of a park as peaceful and entirely 
uncommercial: 
A Mr. Cox opened the public comments at a 1971 Wallingford meeting by asking Haag: 
... if he was “really serious” about the proposal. The architect responded that 
he had spent several years of his life on the project and “yes, I am serious.” 
Cox objected to the plan saying, “It’s not a park” ... Elva Nielsen objected to 
the commercialized and “honky tonk” atmosphere she feels the plan will 
allow. She spoke in favor of a “peaceful, quiet, scenic-type park.” Her feelings 
were seconded by an audience member who said, “The commercialism 
bothers a lot of us. Another Seattle Center we don’t want down there.”623 
A letter to the Editor of the Seattle Times that year from Myrtle Edwards’ husband stated 
what he considered would have been her opinion regarding the park’s function (and 
aesthetics): 
She believed that this park, with its outstanding potential view of downtown 
across beautiful Lake Union and of Mount Rainier should be restful, 
pleasingly landscaped, equipped with benches, a few tables, small children's 
play areas and probably provided with a day-use boat-dock area. ... Retention 
of any part of the old gas-plant structure should be avoided because of its 
injury-danger and high maintenance cost as well as its disfigurement of park 
beauty. Historical houses, boats, railroads or the like have no place here, 
except for the schooner Wawona, which was one of her interests. This is a 
park for people!624 
The issue of commercial businesses such as restaurants and galleries being opened in the 
park also received negative criticism from the Wallingford Community Council, but 
available sources do not explain why. The comments quoted at the beginning of this theme 
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from the Master Plan indicate some likely arguments by the park’s immediate neighbours 
against increased local traffic and noise.625 A contemporaneous Seattle Times article also 
comments that ‘Owners of nearby private property, who have contemplated construction of 
attractive "townhouse" apartments and other buildings, fear that retention of some of the gas-
plant hardware would set back hopes for a general upgrading of the neighborhood',626 
suggesting visual rather than functional objections. 
 
A selected sample of opinions expressed in favour of the functional aspects of the proposed 
park design indicates a desire for, or openness to, something new regarding the cognitive 
image of a park: 
At the aforementioned1971 Wallingford meeting, an audience member said ‘I like it just the 
way it’s planned. This is what this area needs and I think the plan represents a lot of good 
imagination and thinking.’ Another is quoted as saying ‘Mr Haag has done a tremendous job 
of presenting this plan. There’s more commercialism than we might want, but that’s in the 
future and can be changed. As for the plan, I think it’s terrific.”’627 The report of another 
community park hearing in March 1972 quoted a local woman, describing herself as a 
housewife, stating that the proposed park ‘“would be an exciting one to visit” and that it will 
help meet the recreational needs of people in her neighborhood.’ The report of the evening 
explains that ‘overall those who took the public hearing opportunity to express their views 
were supportive and often enthusiastic about what they saw’ recounting that ‘Haag was 
greeted with long and loud applause when he finished his presentation.’628 
 
In a letter to the Outlook, objecting in fairly immoderate terms to anyone criticising Haag’s 
plan, the writer concluded with the perceptive comment that unlike many of his critics, 
‘Haag’s obviously is not a preconceived notion of what the park should be!!'629 Despite the 
letter being something of a rant, in this last line the writer has perhaps tapped into the source 
of many a controversy about public places: that people hold pre-conceived cognitive images 
of how such places should be, and it is difficult for some to consider or accept proposals that 
challenge those images, whilst others hold different pre-conceived images, or are more open 
to having their images challenged. That the public meetings about GWP were initially 
divided but ended with a majority in favour of the design concept suggests the openness of 
some people to having their images challenged. It indicates the power of a passionate design 
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advocate explaining to people the opportunities and constraints offered by a particular 
landscape, and their corresponding design vision. As Haag was to pioneer, it is even better to 
be able to conduct this advocacy with people in the actual landscape itself. 
 
Theme 2. Challenging Cognitive Landscape Images: The Functions 
of Industrial Remains 
This second theme considers Haag’s intention to retain industrial remains at GWP to convey 
messages regarding the ingenuity of human technological development as well as its 
attendant environmental damage. It discusses contests of opinion arising from this aspect of 
the Master Plan, and the compromise to communication of the historical narrative involved 
in a non-didactic approach to such heritage conservation. 
 
As discussed in Chapter 3, much post-Renaissance Western thought has been influenced by 
an underlying conception of the works of humans as separate from the realm of nature. In the 
1960s and 70s, industrial infrastructure provided evidence to some people of the 
technological advances humans had made, but to those no longer in thrall to the narrative of 
‘progress’ it provided visible evidence of humanity’s disregard for nature. In between these 
positions, people simply responded to their sense of its ‘ugliness’ or ‘beauty,’ as will be 
discussed further in Chapter 6. In their 1963 study of future opportunities for Lake Union the 
Seattle City Planning Commission asserted that ‘Nature provided Seattle with a very 
spectacular asset in Lake Union, but man in his emphasis for material progress has all but 
obliterated many features that made Lake Union once an outstanding asset to the 
community’ (No reference was made to Native American use of the landscape)630. The 
Master Plan, albeit perhaps partially tongue-in-cheek (see footnote), challenged the implied 
demonization of industry: 
The site is a legacy of sentiment and a symbol of Seattle’s early history and 
technology. The structures afford an opportunity to re-cycle our heritage of 
Yankee ingenuity. The generator towers offer a testimony to “Rube Goldberg” 
engineering and at the same time represent an “Iron Gothic” sculptural 
experience. The contrast between the timeless grandeur of these structures and 
the softness and temporality of the landscape will set the design theme.631 
At this time there was growing interest in and support for the conservation of industrial 
heritage in the United States. For example, in 1971 the supervisor of the Historic American 
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Engineering Record wrote to Seattle City Council on behalf of the US Federal Government 
stating, ‘I concur with your belief that the plant is an interesting industrial complex and that 
its local significance will certainly be enhanced if plans to incorporate many of the structures 
into a public park are carried forth.’ He further stated that the proposed park would be a 
‘unique first in the United States, if not the world, and it will set an important precedent for 
the future preservation of industrial structures through an imaginative plan for adaptive 
use.’632 In this he was correct, although it was to be another park in Europe, Latz and 
Partner’s German Landschaftspark Duisburg Nord, in which integration of industrial forms 
into active use would be more fully realised in the 1990s. Haag commented in 1972 that the 
generator towers were ‘the last remaining towers of their type left anywhere in the U.S. ... 
There would be no other park like it. We searched the world over for a prototype.’633 
 
Some of the press coverage of the Master Plan did articulate this link between Seattle’s need 
for a new kind of ‘active’ park and the potential for retention and ‘adaptive use’ of some 
industrial remains. For example, Conant in the Seattle Post-Intelligencer visited the site, and 
envisaged how a large shed ‘could be converted into an open playshed featuring a fantastic 
maze of large wheels and machinery around and about which kids can scramble.’ 634 What 
Conant recognised was that Haag’s plan was not to create a static outdoor museum of 
industrial heritage. This was not apparent to everyone, such as one letter writer: ‘By 
retaining the gas works structures, an outdoor museum would be created where there should 
be a park. Mr Haag has confused the two concepts.’635 Her cognitive images of a park 
landscape and of the role of industrial heritage were both challenged by Haag’s innovative 
vision. 
 
Retained industrial remains were always intended to be physically interacted with, as well as 
framing activities and views. As only 5% of original gas works structures were retained, it 
was not possible, even had it been desirable, to display a complete gas works museum. 
Assessment of toxicity and safety determined many choices made regarding land uses, and in 
particular the demolition, partial demolition, or retention of built forms.636 As such, there is 
little sense in the park today of the people who laboured in the gas works, although a 
signboard illustrates the former on-site gas production process. Given this minimal use of 
didactic signage, the park as a ‘symbol of Seattle’s early history and technology’ seems more 
of an abstract symbol of the industrial era in general. In 1976 a former gas works boiler room 
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worker visiting the park told a Seattle Times reporter that it ‘really isn't his idea of what a 
park should look like. But then, walking around the park and reminiscing about working 
here, he adds, “I guess it's OK if they want to keep it as a souvenir.”’637 
 
Part of the controversy over the retention of industrial remains in the park was the question 
of which aspect of history it would be a souvenir of: technological ingenuity or 
environmental damage, or as Haag intended, both simultaneously. A letter to the Outlook 
from a local resident who walked around the site in 1972 is worth quoting at length for the 
writer’s eloquent (and colourful) summation of the arguments: 
A gas works has lost its function and all that is left is its exo-skeleton. Isn't it 
decent to bury the dead and not expose the skeleton? But, there is historical 
precedent for leaving dead bones around. One of the times is when they put 
heads on city walls to warn the people living in the area not to commit the 
same crime or action as the beheaded parties. Another instance of not burying 
the dead is when the corpse is an object of veneration or adoration. Then there 
is the use of lifeless bodies for learning, as in the case of medical students 
using cadavers for knowledge. 
Which of these purposes are the exo-skeletons of the “gas works” park going 
to be for us and our descendants? As a warning to show us how man almost 
destroyed a residential area with fumes from his technology? As an object of 
nostalgia for a day when technology was in its infancy? Or, as a means of 
learning what our forebears worked on and with?638 
Haag’s Master Plan might be paraphrased as responding: ‘all of the above at the same time – 
and more.’ GWP was intended to represent the complexity and tensions inherent in these 
questions, as described in the Master Plan and two newspaper articles: 
Some of the fine details in these structures portray a human input into the 
industrial process which is difficult to visualize in today’s plastic technology 
... The geographic location, historic significance and esthetic resources 
combine to render these structures a monument to man’s pioneer use of 
technology and the present positive reassessment of his role in the 
environment. In the context of the planned park, selected structures will be the 
initial physical expression of active urban recreation embodied in the 
reclamation of industrial totemic artifacts.639 
With the present emphasis on cleaning the environment and pollution control, 
the park could become a national attraction, Haag feels. “In 10 years, children 
will have to be taught about the disregard of our environment which goes 
along with heedless development of a city,” he added.640 
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For Haag, the cracking towers and other “industrial sculpture” left on the site 
are a reminder of what man has done to despoil his environment, and a cryptic 
warning to future generations who would continue the tradition.641 
An important word in the latter quote is ‘cryptic’, understanding Haag’s aim not to be the 
creation of a didactic display. However, some objected to what they saw as his 
‘memorialising’ of environmental pollution. One Seattle Times reporter suggested that in 
approving the Master Plan the City Council had ignored the: 
... unfavourable public reaction to the notion that some of the blackened 
generating towers, cracking ovens and similar artifacts be retained as symbols 
of man’s past environmental abuses. Having long regarded the abandoned gas 
works’s appearance as an “environmental abuse,” many citizens have told The 
Times that such eyesores should be eliminated, not preserved.642 
At a public park hearing in March 1972 one community member similarly argued that ‘The 
towers memorialize a tragic pollution of the environment’, and another said the towers ‘were 
an “unacceptable environmental intrusion.” “If the towers remain, they will dominate the 
site,” she said. “It will forever be known as the gas works.”’643 A letter writer to the Seattle 
Post-Intelligencer wrote: ‘It is a filthy, rusting, useless, eroding piece of junk. It is left over 
from an era long gone and best forgotten.'644 It is noteworthy that many people focussed their 
comments on the proposed retention of the huge generator towers, not the proposed single-
story Playbarn, suggesting that visual perception plays a significant role in the meanings 
people attach to industrial forms. This distinction is discussed further in Chapter 6. 
 
In 1969 Chairman of the Department of Anthropology at the University of Washington, 
Kenneth Read, urged Seattleites to view the gas works as belonging to the Western tradition 
of the ruin. Ruins, he argued, ‘stand in silent, empty contemplation of the past. For this is the 
essential function of ruins – a function that seems peculiarly attuned to the romantic mind of 
Western man, whose obsession with his origins reflects not only his linear notions of time 
but also his tragic sense of the brevity of life and of cultures.’ He believed Westerners visit 
ruins as ‘pilgrims of the spirit’, whether or not they are conscious of this intention. He 
strongly favoured both a distant view of the gas works across the lake from the south-east, as 
well as breaking in to walk amongst the ruins to experience their ‘silence and desertion.’ He 
emphasised it as a silent centre amidst the surrounding noise of the city, but maintained this 
perceived silence was not part of the Master Plan for a dynamic park, and interaction with 
the ‘ruins’. What Read shared with Haag was an understanding of the importance of 
interacting with the landscape itself to truly perceive its genius loci, and that industrial 
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remains can speak of the past and present, indeed of the human condition, in subtle ways not 
requiring didactic interpretation. Historically, the gas works suggested to Read, as to Haag, 
‘not only the parochial history of a given city but also a fragment in the chronicle of world 
culture. It is certainly as valuable a document as anything preserved in the Museum of 
History and Industry.’ 645 
 
The intent of the Master Plan was clearly based on an understanding that the industrial past 
was important for its own sake and should not be forgotten, but is also part of a continuing 
narrative. The conservation of industrial remains at GWP was not intended as the 
‘museumisation’ that the towers are still subject to. If Haag’s vision were enacted, they, like 
the Playbarn, might be lively and more loved as the result of interaction, rather than the inert 
– if still loved or hated – sculptural monoliths that they are. When interviewed, key research 
informants Way and Graves both identified GWP as providing a reminder of and connection 
to our industrial past, the reality of the industrialised nature of our present lives, and of the 
attendant environmental effects.646 As a landscape architecture historian, Way viewed GWP 
as the culmination of a century of thinking about how to deal with sites having histories we 
may not want acknowledged. She emphasised the need for GWP to inspire the repurposing 
of other US industrial sites, explaining how:    
It’s a little bit of an isolated piece of our industrial past – the rest of our 
industrial past is still industrial, or sites out of sight that you’re not allowed 
on. So I think what would be more interesting is in fifty years could we sit 
here and talk about the industrial linkages, could we talk about a series of 
post-industrial sites that have been interpreted in different ways, and Gas 
Works is one, so does it generate other kinds of work, or does it remain an 
anomaly in the landscape? And at this point, for all of the potential sites, it’s 
still an anomaly. It’s still on its own. To me real success would be in fifty 
years being able to talk about it not being an anomaly, but being a generator of 
other kinds of sites like that.647 
As a senior planner, Graves was much more reserved about the historical significance of 
GWP for locals, explaining how outside the design and heritage communities it is regarded 
simply as a fun park with a view, and most users have no sense of the towers purpose.648 
Way did acknowledge that while it is a well-used ‘people’s park’, most users are probably 
not aware, for example, that the hill was created from toxic fill. Even Haag acknowledged 
this, recalling visiting GWP with an international colleague who ‘asked some bikers what 
they thought of the park. They responded “we always come here and what we can’t figure is 
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why you would bring those old rusty things and put them here in the park?”’649 Indeed, an 
aforementioned Seattle Times article critical of the retention of industrial remains was 
accompanied by a cartoon (Figure 28) depicting a mess of pipes and scaffolding festooned 
with signs stating ‘danger’, ‘gas’, ‘future Park site keep off’, whilst a figure clutching a roll 
of paper and wearing a novelty hat (presumably the designer) proclaims ‘… A great kiddies 
playground, and a place to relax in an atmosphere of romantic grandeur amid the sculptural 
heritage of our industrial past!’ He is addressing a suited man, presumably a council official 
who has just hit his head on a bit of scaffolding, and is standing amongst debris and 
wreckage. The cartoon clearly indicates that the idea of retaining industrial infrastructure in a 
Park is obviously ridiculous to anyone who is not part of the design world. 
 
Figure 28. ‘Future Park’ Cartoon, 1971650 
 
It seems that one gas-production information sign does not convey the park’s industrial 
heritage messages: but as discussed, Haag never intended these to be overt. This was a 
visionary first approach to such a design wherein industrial heritage was not ‘museumised’ 
and explained, but intended to convey a sense of the continuation of a complex narrative 
through ongoing inhabitation of the remains. The cartoonist may well have ended up eating 
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his/her own hat, as according to Graves, the ‘great kiddies playground’ has been the ongoing 
success of Haag’s vision for interaction with the site’s industrial remains.651 It is not clear 
from the data whether this interaction generates any appreciation of the landscape’s 
industrial heritage, and we can only speculate whether people would appreciate the heritage 
values of the generator towers more if Haag’s interactive vision had been realised. This was 
intended to be an active landscape, not just a record of past human activity, and indeed the 
park is lively despite the inaccessibility of the towers. Haag’s design approach and method 
and ‘selling’ of his concept to local residents was in itself an interactive process, in part 
undertaken right in amongst the towers and sheds and pipes and tar as the cartoonist 
suggested. In 1973 the Seattle Post-Intelligencer described how ‘For Haag, who has been 
called a crackpot and worse for his insistence on preserving the towers, the increasing 
acceptance of his plan for the park is a major victory.’652 
 
Theme 3. Changing Cognitive Landscape Images through 
Interactions: An Evolving Park 
This theme concerns how Haag approached designing a park which would function for 
everyone, but which – as described – also challenged many people’s cognitive images of 
how a park landscape should function. The first sub-theme describes his intention that it 
‘evolve’ through user interaction, a further motivation for bringing the public into the park as 
early in the design and implementation processes as possible. The second sub-theme 
discusses the way contested priorities at the interface between park management and a 
designer’s values, and between park management and official recognition of the park’s 
design and heritage significance have affected park form and function. 
 
Using Interaction to Create an Evolving Park 
It is not feasible to generalise theoretically from two anecdotal examples, but they can 
provide food for speculation regarding the influence landscape interaction can have in 
modifying our perceptions of a landscape, and thus what it comes to mean to us. Two very 
different reactions to Haag’s plan to retain gas works structures were expressed by local 
citizens, coloured by their childhood interactions – or lack thereof – with the plant when it 
was in operation. The daughter-in-law of Myrtle Edwards grew up in the neighborhood of 
the gas works, and told a community meeting that she ‘was never allowed to go near the gas 
works. “Those towers terrified me when I was young,” she added.’ After touring the site 
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with Haag, she came to appreciate much of the Master Plan, but remained set against the 
retention of the towers.653 In contrast, a Mr. Stan Stapp wrote to the Outlook: 
… the Gas works has been a familiar scene in my life since I was two years 
old, having lived or worked within a few blocks of the area. As a lad, I found 
it an exciting place to walk or bicycle by. In bed at night, when the city had 
quieted down, the noises that accompanied the making of gas would be the 
last thing I heard before falling to sleep. … I was given a two-hour tour of the 
operation, one of the most exciting manufacturing operations I have ever 
witnessed.  The highlight of this tour was being on top of the huge gas 
generators, and witnessing the movement of machinery opening and closing 
the valves, hearing the roar of the flames, as the generators were alternately 
heated and purged.654 
Mr. Stapp, as previously quoted, was an enthusiastic supporter of the Master Plan, including 
retention of the generator towers. Anecdotally, these examples suggest that memories of 
previous perceptions of and interactions with this landscape influenced the meanings Ms. 
Edwards and Mr. Stapp attached to it: on the one hand as a scary place to be avoided, and on 
the other an exciting one to be interacted with. These meanings may well have contributed to 
their respective appraisals of the Master Plan. These examples support Haag’s sense that 
getting people to interact with the actual landscape itself was important to helping them 
understand its unique park potential. His intention, as described, was to create a true 
‘people’s park’655 embracing everyone, and this was further motive for bringing people to 
the on-site Design Center and for opening a portion of the park as early as possible. As 
described, one purpose of the park was to be a place for small scale, informal social ‘play’, 
in which people could create their own meanings through interaction, through inhabitation. 
The Master Plan was intended as: 
... a suggestion of architecture and landscape which will be modified by 
patron input. In short, the plan is purposely under-designed; it represents a 
strong skeleton which can evolve in rhythm and rhyme with the new 
directions in life and play-styles ... The dynamic of the Master Plan is held 
together by the sacred core of iron structures and strong landform. If the 
concept of an evolving site is to succeed in terms of physical form, program 
and maintenance there is the need for continued guidance and review through 
the years. This guidance should come from the landscape architect as the 
design overseer in conjunction with a decision-making body to review and 
judge patron program requests and the physical construction these may 
require. This guidance will insure a people’s park.656 
As Way explains, ‘designers design and the community helps figure out how to do it, and 
helps learn how to steward it ... Part of being a good designer is in fact listening to people 
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and learning how to put their ideas into form. And Rich did that.’657 In January 1971 when 
the public ‘Design Center’ opened, the Seattle Post-Intelligencer interviewed Haag on the 
site. He had brought with him a ‘van full of children’, and the article is accompanied by 
photographs of Haag and these children exploring and playing on the site, including these: 
 
Figures 29 & 30. Haag and Children Exploring and Playing in the Gas works, 1971658 
 
The photographs and captions accompanying the article suggest the potential for adventure 
and fun Haag perceived in this landscape, and which he felt others could perceive also if 
given the opportunity to experience it first-hand, as Mr. Stapp had done. At a March 1972 
public hearing about the park, Haag explained he had worked on the design for 22 months, 
and ‘lived on that site in order to find out what natural resources’ it had, ‘how it relates to the 
Wallingford hill’ and ‘to people, to sounds, and to the floating homes.’659 His ideas had 
evolved from close interaction with the landscape, and he wanted them to evolve further 
through the interactions of others. It is not clear that this was able to influence park form, as 
in 1978 it was – and still is – very close to the forms proposed in the Master Plan, minus the 
repurposing of the towers. What did occur is that people visited the evolving park, beginning 
to informally inhabit and inscribe it with their own uses, memories and meanings. 
 
One contribution from park users that is now integral to GWP is the sundial created by local 
artists with Haag’s support, and set in the earth atop The Great Mound and dedicated by the 
Mayor in 1978.660 Artists continue to interact with the park in various ways, including the 
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delightfully mysterious 2009 overnight appearance of a series of life-size sculpted figures, 
including a golden man, ‘gifted to the citizens of Seattle’ by an anonymous artist (later 
unmasked). People ‘stole’ the papier-mâché figures during the two nights prior to the Park 
Department’s announced removal of them due to the artist’s lack of a permit. Key research 
informant the Planner recalled visiting the park to see the figures, which he described as 
‘really cool.’661 The park is a well-used venue for various large events such as the annual 4th 
of July festivities (Figures 31 & 32), including a fireworks display on Lake Union. As the 
researcher experienced first-hand, GWP comes into its own at such an event as an active, 
crowded, vibrant landscape affording spectacular views of the lake and the city skyline. It’s a 
‘people’s park’. 
 
Figures 31 &32. Gas Works Park on 4th of July, 2010662 
 
Contested Priorities at the Interface between Park Management and a Significant 
Park Landscape 
As stated, GWP today is still well-used and fulfils many of its intended active functions. 
However, there are contested priorities at the interface of day-to-day park management and 
the design vision. Three examples are used here to outline these types of contests. The first is 
a small example of Haag’s social values not aligning with the obligations and priorities of 
park management, and the second outlines the contest between a design vision for public 
interaction with industrial remains and these obligations and priorities. The third example 
briefly outlines how recognition of the park’s design and heritage significance has conserved 
its form, and created particular challenges for park management. 
 
GWP may not have undergone much formal change over the years, but the way people 
choose to use the park remains relatively open to interpretation. Some uses have not always 
met with City approval, such as occupation of the picnic shelter by homeless citizens. Haag 
                                                     
661 {Gilmore, 2009`, http://seattletimes.com/html/localnews/2009735524_webparkart25m.html #687}. Graves and Satherley, 
Interview . 
662 Satherley, GWP Photos . 
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has always believed that a ‘people’s park’ is for all the people all the time (with the 
exception noted in Chapter 4 of barrier-free access up The Great Mound): 
 ... I’ve fought against stiffer regulations against panhandling and sitting on 
the streets and all of these things ... in the Vietnam War [GWP] was quite a 
place of organised protest down there ...  And then in the Iraq war there started 
to be a movement down there. ... Mayor Allman said that “This would be the 
first park ever designed for hippies.” I remember he said that. 
Asked how he felt about that description, Haag replied: ‘“That’s great, that’s wonderful, I’m 
glad you recognised it!” Well, you know those same old arguments about that, and the lack 
of proper social services, and: where in the hell are you supposed to go?’663 While no 
archival record came to light recording the protests at GWP late in the Vietnam War, a scan 
of the available online newspaper archives from 1990 reveal the park has been well-used for 
protests, including against both recent Gulf Wars.664 In the interests of public safety the 
Parks Department today declares the park closed from 6pm, however this is almost 
impossible to police. They have also bricked over the original designed firepits, leaving just 
a couple of small barbeque grills in the picnic shed to dissuade the homeless from settling in 
(Figures 33 & 34).665 This highlights one of the challenges at the interface of realising a 
design vision and the day-to-day realities of park management: whose needs is a public park 
intended to serve? As will be discussed, this clash between the designer’s social values and 
management obligations and priorities is responsible for the continuing inaccessibility of the 
generator towers. 
 
Figures 33 & 34. L. GWP Picnic Shed used for Shelter by the Homeless; R. GWP Picnic Shed 
Firepit Sealed to Prevent use by the Homeless, 2010666 
 
                                                     
663 Haag and Satherley, Interview . 
664 Chuck Taylor, Tomas Guillen and Robert T Nelson, 'Gas Works Park Peace Camp May be About to Fold its Tents', Seattle 
Times, 30 January 1991, http://community.seattletimes.nwsource.com/archive/?date=19910130&slug=1263430, . Jennifer 
Sullivan and Nancy Bartley, 'Inspired by One Mom's Vigil, Hundreds Turn out Against War', Seattle Times, 18 August 2005, 
http://community.seattletimes.nwsource.com/archive/?date=20050818&slug=peacevigil18m, . 
665 Graves and Satherley, Interview . 
666 Satherley, GWP Photos . 
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Concerns for public safety were expressed regarding the idea of people interacting with 
industrial remains, particularly the generator towers (Figure 35), based on their rusty 
material condition and height (9.15m). 
 
Figure 35. Generator Towers Remain Behind Fences, 2009667 
 
Haag assured a public meeting in 1972 that it was a ‘myth’ that ‘the park will be unsafe, that 
the towers will just stand there ... all safety and health codes will be exceeded ... the towers 
will be used’. 668 Unfortunately, in July 1975 a ten year old boy illegally entered the 
construction area of the site, climbed up a generator tower and fell off, suffering multiple 
traumas including head injury. A second boy repeated the exercise, and was critically injured 
in August of the same year. The Seattle Department of Parks and Recreation immediately 
improved fencing and signage, particularly around the towers,669 and the Seattle Times ran a 
story titled “Innovative” But Risky Park Attractions, suggesting the idea to keep industrial 
remains in the park, including the proposed Play Barn, should now be questioned on grounds 
of safety.670 In another article they reported of the towers: 
... the structures are dangerous now since countless persons enter the park 
with little restraint and children have been seen climbing all over the struc-
tures. … City Councilman George Benson has become concerned about the 
                                                     
667 Satherley, GWP Photos . 
668 West, 'Park Hearing'. 
669 'Child Injured In Fall At Gasworks Park', Seattle Post-Intelligencer, 12 July 1975, p. unknown. 'Gas Works Park To Get 
New Safety Signs', Seattle Post-Intelligencer, 26 July 1975, p. unknown. 'Second Boy Hurt in Fall from Tower in Gas Works 
Park', Seattle Times, August 9 1975, p. unknown. 'Boy, 9, Hurt in Fall at Gas Works', Seattle Post-Intelligencer, August 9 1975, 
p. unknown.'Access to Gasworks to be Eliminated', Seattle Times, August 13 1975, p. unknown. 
670 ''Innovative' But Risky Park Attractions', Seattle Times, 14 August 1975, p. unknown. 
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situation … “The park is a beautiful place,” Benson says, “but I’m definitely 
concerned about the safety of children. However, the parks superintendent 
says it’s a new concept and an innovative idea.”671 
These newspapers echoed some quite vocal public sentiment, as in the example of a letter to 
the Seattle Times: ‘If the city leaves the old gas works on that lovely piece of waterfront, 
kids will get hurt there and the plant will disappear bolt by bolt, and become just another 
piece of junk in another form’.672 The willingness to balance risk with innovation is often a 
contested aspect of the relationship between design and regulatory and management 
imperatives. The fences have remained around the generator towers to this day as described 
in Chapter 4, and as a result, many of the particular activities and energy their use was 
intended to generate remain unrealised, and have not exerted further influence over the 
park’s forms and functions. However, regarding the Playbarn, the 1975 Park Superintendent 
David Towne stated that while the City was working to improve safety, it ‘would have to 
gamble that the Play Barn machinery is no more dangerous than the usual kinds of 
playground equipment.’673 The Playbarn today remains accessible and well-used. 
 
The 1999 Seattle City designation of GWP as an historic ‘Landmark’674 (not to mention 
other awards of recognition listed in Chapter 4) also influenced the lack of further 
‘evolution’ in park form, and accounts for related challenges to park managers, who need to 
work at the interface of design ‘icon’ and the needs of  day-to-day park use and maintenance. 
Graves outlined some of the practical challenges arising, such as the need to make 
application to the Seattle Landmarks Preservation Board for any proposed changes to the 
park. From a planning and management perspective he perceives an underlying issue: 
... the whole park is Landmarked, so we can’t really change anything. You 
know the hard thing about this – in Seattle in general there’s the Olmsted 
parks, and they receive almost cult-like status. There’s this looking back to 
“This was how the park was designed and we need to preserve that.” But 
things change, society changes, and are we too stuck to the past? We can say, 
“Okay, that was a snapshot in time,” and do you take away the fact that we 
actually preserved this space as a park and now it’s 2010, can we serve the 
public better by doing something different with what’s out there? That’s a 
question.675 
One of the main differences between the challenges of managing another ‘Landmarked’ park 
designed by the Olmsted family firm, and managing GWP is that Haag is alive and living in 
Seattle, with FoGWP also actively advocating for his vision for the park. The Planner agrees: 
                                                     
671 David Suffia, 'Gas Works: Place to Play or Peril to Children?', Seattle Times, 22 Jul 1975, p. unknown. 
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Rich is a good guy, and super well respected, and really creative, so that’s part 
of it. He’s very vocal, and there’s the Friends of Gas Works Park, and so Gas 
Works much more so than other parks ... there is a very vocal watchdog group 
for the park. When you get beyond the Friends of Gas Works Park and talk to 
the neighbourhood, I don’t know if you’d get the same response from them as 
you would from Friends of Gas Works Park. But be that as it may, Rich is 
here and he’s still around and still very vibrant and still got his finger on the 
pulse of what’s going on. 
He gives an example to illustrate the delicate tension of the situation: 
 Rich doesn’t have the same view of the whole contamination issue that we as 
the city have a certain responsibility for. He thinks everything is fine, and it is, 
there’s nothing wrong with the park, but there are areas of the park that we put 
12-15 inches of clean soil on top of contaminated soil. So that contaminated 
soil is still there, and along the eastern shoreline the dirt sloughs off as people 
walk down the shoreline. ... we’re pretty sensitive as to what you do out there: 
part of that is to call Rich and say “Look, this is what’s going on.” It’s easier 
to have Rich on our side than have him calling up the Mayor and saying 
“What’s going on out there?”676 
Overall, the questions these examples highlight for landscape designers, managers and 
conservationists concern how to balance competing needs (practical social needs, 
management obligations) and values (social and design values, regulatory priorities). There 
seems to be an inherent conflict between the notion of an ‘evolving’ park, and a 
‘landmarked’ park. Landscapes change through time, yet in attempting to ‘landmark’ them 
and maintain something akin to their original designed form we may be trying to halt the 
evolution of place-meaning. What is the balance to be struck between a design icon and 
changing needs, or between heritage concerns and such changes? GWP is unquestionably 
important as a watershed in landscape architectural design and as such it should continue its 
designed life, but its life is more than a preserved moment in time: its life is as a well-used 
and well-loved, active public landscape. 
 
Conclusion 
Toward the answer to research question 1, this chapter further unpacks the emergent research 
themes of how the GWP Master Plan challenged many people’s cognitive images of how a 
‘park’ landscape should function, and of the effects of landscape interactions on these 
cognitive images. It illustrates some particular challenges: to cognitive images of a park as 
peaceful and non-commercial; and to cognitive images regarding the place of industrial 
remains in public landscapes: as heritage, and as structures to be physically interacted with. 
It outlines Haag’s dynamic vision for park function, some resulting controversies, and how 
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he sought to address them through a radical strategy of bringing the public in to interact 
within the landscape during the design and implementation processes.  Haag’s idea that the 
park should ‘evolve’ through user interactions has not been clearly realised in terms of park 
form, but certainly park functions have evolved,  through GWP’s inhabitation by an 
enthusiastic public. Haag’s priorities for GWP’s future are clear. Asked in 2010 how he feels 
about the park today he replied that: 
... in many ways it’s really exceeded my vision, but there’s still a lot to be 
done there. We always thought of people being in and around the towers, 
developing adaptive uses inside towers for vertical museums, sound 
chambers, soundless chambers, camera obscura. ... Well, we have to get that 
fence down.677 
How the Master Plan challenged Seattle resident’s cognitive images of what a park 
landscape should look like is the focus of Chapter 6, the final chapter in the case study 
report. 
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Chapter 6. The Challenging Visual ‘Image’ of Gas Works 
Park 
 
Introduction 
This chapter further explores the two emergent research themes of ‘cognitive landscape 
images’ and the related role of ‘landscape interactions’. It unpacks what the GWP case study 
data reveals about a specific aspect of the meanings a selected sample of Seattle residents, 
including Haag, expressed about the evolving park landscape in 1962-1978. It highlights 
how their cognitive landscape images, their perceptions of, and the meanings they attached 
to this landscape aligned with or were challenged by the visual ‘image’ of a park as proposed 
in Haag’s Master Plan. These results draw on the same set of data as Chapter 5: the opinions 
of local citizens from 1962-1978 as expressed in the newspapers including accounts of 
public meetings, articles and letters, as well as the 1971 Master Plan and three key research 
informant interviews. As described in Chapters 4 and 5, in 1971 Seattle’s Victorian era 
‘greensward’ parks represented the cognitive image most residents held of a ‘park’ landscape 
as a garden-like or ‘pastoral’ retreat from city life.678 Yet the existing gas works landscape 
conditions prompted Haag to propose a park differing markedly from this image. In 
recognition of this, the 2013 citation for GWP’s listing on the US National Register of 
Historic Places states: ‘The Park is historically significant for its ... radical reformation of 
what was considered a park [emphasis added].’679 
 
The thematic data analysis suggests people had a strong bias toward visual over other types 
of landscape perception. This is expressed as attachment to the park site’s spatio-visual place 
within the Lake Union and city context, as well as negative or positive opinions regarding 
the appearance of its industrial forms. In response to this apparent bias, this chapter focuses 
on three emergent themes regarding what people consider a park landscape should (or should 
not) look like. It further illustrates how the GWP landscape itself played an active role in 
determining the forms of the future park, channelled through the Haag’s sensitivity to the 
visual landscape opportunities and material constraints. Three of these conditions are 
discussed in the three themes comprising this chapter, having also been touched on in 
Chapter 4. First, the site’s visual connectivity with the wider landscape was a central driver 
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in its selection as the site for a park, and foundational to the park design. Second, the gas-
generation legacy of contaminating soil residues precluded much planting, thus preventing 
the site’s redesign as a public ‘garden’ or greensward-style park. Instead it lent itself to a 
new kind of ‘industrial’ park which challenged many conventional cognitive images of 
appropriate park landscape ‘beauty’. Third, the industrial remains offered ready-made 
sculptures which also served the visual functions of framing views to, from and within the 
landscape. This was a time when artists and photographers were beginning to see beauty in 
industrial remains, while to others they were simply ‘an eyesore’. Their retention – 
particularly that of the gas works’ generator towers – was hotly contested on visual grounds 
as will be described. 
 
Theme 1. Changing Cognitive Landscape Images: Park Views 
Without and Within 
This theme concerns what was possibly the least contested aspect of the proposed park: its 
visual relationship with its immediate Lake Union landscape context, and wider city 
landscape context. This relationship was central to Haag’s cognitive image of the new park, 
as was that between the site’s landforms and industrial structures. In combination, Haag saw 
these as offering opportunities for both prospect and refuge, and the use of serial vision680 to 
visually link the park with its landscape context.  
 
In 1962 the City Planning Commission expressed the desire to ‘transform Lake Union from 
an eyesore to an eye-catcher.’681 It identified what is still today one of the most striking 
aspects of GWP: the symbiotic visual relationship between its location, the lake basin and 
the city skyline. As the Master Plan described: 
The site’s most commanding asset is the reflected panorama of Seattle’s 
skyline as seen across the length of Lake Union. Imbued with a sense of flight 
and catalysed by intense marine activity, this overview presents a day/night 
metamorphosis of space and light unequalled anywhere in Seattle; a full scale, 
natural “light show”.682 
Prior to the creation of the park, this landscape was much discussed by locals as a place from 
which to view Lake Union and the city skyline, but few described it as did the Master Plan, 
as desirable to look at. In 1963 the Park Board accepted the Technical Advisory Committee 
on Lake Union Park’s recommendation that it ‘should be of special character ... this park 
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should be considered as a Special Park Area (a waterfront viewpoint, etc.)’ and become ‘a 
view park uncluttered with too much activity.’683 Haag recalled this aim as central to guiding 
his initial park vision: ‘climbing up on the mound is a prospect, but going down in among 
the towers could be refuge, or going inside of the towers. So, there’s a lot of that yin-yang 
going on there: up and down, and structure and softness’.684 The park would offer a refuge 
from which to observe the prospect of the city sights (and sounds), rather than being a 
retreat-like buffer from the sensations of urban life. Illustrating this potential, upon learning 
that the site was to become a park, one local resident told a journalist in 1962 that it: 
… has everything. In peaceful surroundings you can see the traffic on Aurora 
Bridge, the progress of the Freeway Bridge. You can watch the pleasure boats, 
the work boats, the ones leaving for Alaska, and you can see the Harbor Patrol 
boat at work. There’s something doing all the time.685 
S/he considered the value of the site lay in its enabling of the gaze onto urban socio-cultural 
and economic activities, although it is possible that not everyone would have agreed with the 
description of the surroundings as ‘peaceful’. GWP is very popular today for boat-watching, 
as boat enthusiast and architect Richard Wagner writes; it has become ‘the premier place to 
be yacht race spectators. The public can see the Tuesday night Dark Dodge sailboat race 
from early May to early September.’686 In a sign of how important the generator towers were 
to this ‘view’ aspect of the park vision, Haag told the University Herald in 1972 that ‘we 
would want to build something for a view if we did not have the towers ... The first two 
towers near the lake on the south end offer a splendid view platform.’687 With the towers 
inaccessible, the Great Mound and the lawns sloping down to the lakeshore fulfil this 
function. 
 
In a 1969 love-letter to the decommissioned gas works, University of Washington 
anthropologist Kenneth E. Read described it in principally visual terms – although his 
perception of its silence and sense of isolation were also important to him, as described in 
Chapter 5. He was particularly enamoured of the view of the works at sunset from ‘a 
window-table in the bar of The Hungry Turtle’ on the south-eastern lakeshore. He described 
it as a great industrial ‘ruin’, using the most painterly and sculptural terms: 
Go there [to The Hungry Turtle] when the sun is low, for you will have to 
look toward the source of light ... there, on the northern shore, is the ruin you 
have come to see. It will be a silhouette—massive, black against a red and 
emerald sky, a construction of planes that angle into one another, their 
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different levels as sharply incised as the battlements of ancient Norman 
towers. A single, tall cylinder (is it a minaret or an admonitory finger pointing 
a dark warning?) lifts above the planes, its solid form offset by a curiously 
inspired and delicate fancy: a great elipse supported by open, latticed 
columns, its volume suggested only by the sky that fleshes its thin skeleton of 
lines.688 
A 1976 Seattle Post-Intelligencer photograph looks to the park from the south-western lake 
shore, across the sails of numerous boats, accompanied by a caption stating that they are 
sailing past ‘Gasworks Park’ (Figure 36). 
 
Figure 36. View of Gas Works Park across Lake Union, 1976689 
 
This image and caption could signal the park becoming more widely accepted as not only a 
landscape from which it was desirable to view, but also a landscape itself desirable to view, 
as Haag intended: 
From any location in the visual basin the site represents an important 
landmark on Lake Union ... Its structures are of a scale and form easily 
perceived across the lake and symbolize a microcosm of Seattle itself. The 
contrasts of superimposing these monolith forms upon the city view is a 
unique and exciting visual experience. It is enhanced by changes in 
perspective gained by movement around and through and under these 
sculptured objects. The combination of internal and external views, vistas, and 
panoramas will enrich the opportunity to see and be seen by Seattle at Myrtle 
Edwards Park.690 
Despite this sense of ‘without’ and ‘within’, the Master Plan did not propose the park as a 
discrete, bounded entity, as the fenced off gas works had been. Rather it sought to visually 
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relate land and water, and reknit the park landscape into the physical and social fabric of the 
city. Haag described his use of serial vision to visually draw the lake into the park: 
I learned many tricks in Japan, and one of them is this view to the water, that 
if you have a ridge and you can barely see the water over it, and it’s quite 
distant: and it used to be when you stood there at the entrance you couldn’t 
see the lake because of the bluff, the land went right out and dropped right off. 
So you would see the mast of a sailing ship go by, or a float plane land, but 
you’d say “what?” ... visually bringing the lake into the site rather than 
pushing it out there.691 
Today, if you approach GWP from any of its (northern) land access points, you find it 
separated from its immediate residential and industrial context with low walls, a carpark and 
a berm planted with trees screening off the park. However, as soon as you pass through the 
treeline from two of the three designated entries you are immediately confronted with the 
Great Mound, and just glimpses of the city skyline and generator towers beyond. A little 
further along each path the lake begins to appear. If you take the third entry you are suddenly 
popped out through the trees to an immediate view of the Playbarn, the cluster of distillation 
and cooling towers, and the six generator towers interspersed with lake and skyline glimpses 
(Figures 37-40). Further visits allow the lake to reach your visual senses earlier, as you 
become more familiar with the sudden massiveness of the park structures and begin to notice 
more contextual nuances. The sense upon arrival that the lake and extensive views lie just 
beyond your visual field is part of what leads you further into the park, although the 
structures themselves are a major visual inducement. Once you are in the park-proper, the 
visual landscape is so panoramic as to allow no real sense of park boundary.  It immerses all 
your senses. The berm and trees to the north provide a sense of refuge, but the lake seems 
visually an extension of the ground plane. The rest is prospect.692 
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Figure 37-40. Serial Vision Entering Gas Works Park, 2009693 
 
The Master Plan sought to reknit the gas works landscape into its context also by treating the 
lake as a whole precinct. It set the park within a proposed ‘dynamic lake experience’ 
comprising pathways around the lake to ‘allow the complex bustle of commercial and 
industrial activity to become more visible to the general public ... [and] act as a catalyst for 
adjacent commerce and industry to enhance their physical appearance and community 
interaction.’694 Twenty publicly owned sites such as street-ends were identified around the 
lake, requiring minimal investment to link and adapt them for this purpose. Thus, Haag 
proposed, ‘city-recreation can be offered while local needs can be satisfied at locally 
programmed individual sites, developed at a personal scale.’695 The vision for more than just 
visual connectivity of the lakeshore landscape has now been realised (not explicitly driven 
by the GWP Master Plan) with the 2013 opening of the Cheshiahud Lake Union Loop, 
linking over thirty-five pocket parks, street ends and waterways in a continuous network of 
open space surrounding the lake.696 
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Theme 2. Challenging Cognitive Landscape Images: Should a Park 
look like a Garden? 
This theme outlines how the contaminated earth of this landscape, combined with the City’s 
inability to afford to cap it, meant GWP simply could not be a garden-like park. As 
described, this formed the main cognitive image of such a landscape in the minds of many 
who agreed with Mr. Edwards that a park ‘should be restful, pleasingly landscaped’ in the 
Olmsted manner, and the gas works entirely demolished to avoid ‘disfigurement of park 
beauty’.697 However, GWP’s minimal vegetation perfectly reflects the underlying soil 
ecology, which was just as much an industrial remain as the more visually obvious built 
structures. As the Master Plan explained: 
The grasses, blackberries, Willows, Scotch Broom and numerous weeds are 
all distress situation plants. Even the weeds are discouraged by the lack of 
organic soils, severe compaction and chemical pollution resulting from the 
former industrial processes. Also contributing to the poor horticultural 
environment are poor drainage, air pollution, and the strong winds. These 
factors combined with the exorbitant cost of rebuilding a typical soil horizon 
site, exclude massive forest-like plantings.698 
The Seattle Times indeed reported in 1971 that the cost of buying in enough soil to support 
vegetation on the gas works land was prohibitive: ‘There isn’t enough money in the entire 
Parks Department budget to get anything to grow on about 70 percent of the Lake Union gas 
works site’.699 The Outlook also helped to publicise this fact, and the implications for some 
people’s expectations of a park: 
Studies made on the 20 acre park site concluded that most of the land is 
unsuited for typical park landscaping. ... Plantings will also be restricted by 
the city’s air pollution which is already retarding the growth of some plants in 
the University of Washington Arboretum ... the land is exposed to wind and 
water conditions on three sides with nothing but the existing cracking 
[generator] towers to act as a windbreak. And industrial noise from the 
surrounding enterprise and the roar of urban man’s freeway travel permeates 
the future park. For these reasons, and others, Haag is not attempting to create 
a Woodland Park, a Volunteer Park, a Golden Gardens. It cannot be a 
conventional park ...700 
Other articles, notably in the Seattle Post-Intelligencer also pointed out this restriction, that 
the land was ‘saturated with oils and chemicals. This is one reason Haag decided not to 
depend on massive tree plantings. To plant trees, tons of earth would have to be removed and 
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new, suitable soil brought in. Park costs would have soared.’701 In a 1971 letter to the Seattle 
Times, one local resident expressed frustration at the general public’s seeming lack of 
awareness, despite publicity, that ‘conventional landscaping of this area may be virtually 
impossible due to the many years accumulation of petroleum wastes in the soil. This alone 
may make a new approach necessary’.702 
 
The City had, unfortunately, raised particular visual park expectations. In 1962 the 
Wallingford local newspaper ran the front-page headline ‘City to Buy Gas Plant; Park 
Planned on Site’. An aerial perspective photograph showed a heavily industrialised 
waterfront and gas works site (Figure 41), beneath which was the caption (emphasis added) 
‘10 years from now this will be a beautiful park’. 
 
Figure 41. Future Park Landscape, 1962703 
 
The accompanying article includes statements such as: ‘The “ugly old gas works”, which 
nevertheless served the city well for almost 50 years, will eventually become a beautiful 
park’.704 Naturally, many people assumed a shared understanding of what the terms ‘ugly’, 
‘beautiful’ and ‘park’ suggested: the first referred to the gas works and other industrial 
landscapes, and the second and third were exemplified in the city’s fine collection of garden-
like Victorian-era parks. The Master Plan, having been endorsed by the City in February 
1971 does depict more trees in the park – around the towers and Playbarn – than were to 
prove feasible, even suggesting a ‘wild garden’ to the immediate west of the towers (see 
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Figure 20 in Chapter 4).705 It is curious that in December of that year a drawing by the 
landscape architect Laurie Olin was published twice in the newspapers, depicting the 
generator towers set amidst substantial foliage, as well as a stairway and lakeshore Plaza 
heavily occupied by picnickers and walkers, and people in rowboats on the lake (Figure 42). 
 
Figure 42. Olin Sketch of Potential Park706 
 
The Outlook version was accompanied by an article stating that the ‘sketch depicts one facet 
of Richard Haag and Associates master plan ... the artist has also shown how landscaping 
might complement, yet contrast with, preserved towers from the old gas works.’707 The 
implication was that there would be substantial vegetation to ‘soften’ the appearance of the 
towers. Yet as recounted here, it had by then been made clear in the press – and by Haag – 
that such substantial plantings would not be viable. The Seattle Post-Intelligencer also 
recounted Haag’s assurance at a public meeting in March 1972 that it was a ‘myth’ that ‘the 
park will not be a green park ... 66 percent of the area will be green … the overall effect will 
“be green, not black.” Natural groundcover will be included in the park along with brick 
pathways and other ground covers.’708 The effect is visually ‘green’ in colour. The park 
vegetation today comprises extensive grass cover, the aforementioned band of northern 
buffer trees, grass and weeds flourishing inside the fence around the generator towers, and 
groundcovers and low shrubs helping to retain sections of the lake edge. 
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A 1973 letter to the Seattle Post-Intelligencer exemplifies the common cognitive image of a 
garden-like park, and the image-defying nature of the Master Plan for GWP: 
A park is what we need. A point of land beautified by grass, trees and floral 
plantings that can bloom in the spring and be enjoyed throughout the year by 
all. I hope we do not have to look at the “Gas Works” for another hundred 
years. It is a disgrace and an eyesore.709 
Seattle Times columnist Ruth Welch’s editorial in January 1972 also illustrates the Master 
Plan’s challenge to visual images of a park landscape as garden-like and peaceful: 
If Mrs Edwards could choose, it is quite certain that she would rather have her 
name on a verdant and wooded point jutting into and beautifying our central 
lake that has lost all its beauty to the industry choking its shores. There isn’t 
one single green area on all the shoreline and now it is proposed to leave a 
monument to industry in its only planned park!710 
One reaction drawn from the 1971 Wallingford Community Council meeting about the park 
provides the only positive comment found through data analysis to specifically refer to 
vegetation: ‘Nancy Horman said the plan was “very creative” and included more green area 
“than I ever thought possible.” She told the Edwards family that if Myrtle Edwards wouldn’t 
approve “take her name off.”’711 
 
In general, financial economy was behind the conventional practice of removing, filling 
and/or capping contaminated soils to create public places, rather than a conscious desire to 
‘hide’ the industrial past. As described however, these were not feasible options for this 
landscape. A small quantity of soil was removed, but the bulk of the contaminated on-site fill 
was regraded in situ. As described in Chapter 4, bioremediation was used to begin the slow 
process of cleansing the land: the first large-scale use of this method in a public landscape. In 
1973 the Superintendent of Parks advertised to the populace this idea of using a ‘cleaner and 
greener’ method of decontamination, with the park ‘as an experimental site in reconditioning 
a heavily polluted industrial site into a city park’.712 Just as the choice to retain industrial 
structures made the industrial past visible, so too the minimalist vegetation palette attested to 
the industrial history of the soil itself. One local resident wrote to the Seattle Times in July 
1971, stating that Seattle was being: 
… brainwashed to leave the existing mess as it is by … A defeatist statement 
that the soil has been ruined for plant life … Spread the dirt pile over the 
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“contaminated” soil. There must be suitable types of vegetation that would 
live and in time thrive there. Nature has a way of correcting man’s 
desecrations … Lake Union is amply supplied with industrial and commercial 
mess. A green spot would be an oasis ...713 
Haag understood the site to have been strongly influenced by humans: the woods long gone, 
and its primary purpose as a human place. The clear separation of humans from ‘nature’ 
expressed in the above quote is not shared in the Master Plan – indeed, although Haag 
originally intended a ‘back to nature’ park,714 GWP could not be a park intended for natural 
conservation of the ‘return to wilderness’ variety. Instead, in a more nuanced – we may say 
realistic – response, a complementary interaction between ecological processes and social 
systems was proposed in the park design, prioritising it as a setting for the human activities 
which create or facilitate these social systems. The underlying ecological processes of this 
landscape had undergone several alterations through forest clearing and industrial gas 
production, but the ‘desecrated’ soil was nonetheless actually still part of ‘nature’. By 
working within these ecological constraints, the park would express these new natural 
conditions and improve soil health through bioremediation. However, ongoing erosion had to 
be minimised, and toxic substances contained, so much of this underlying ecosystem could 
not be visible other than in the park’s lack of varied or extensive vegetation.715 Thus the 
underlying soil was just as much an industrial remain as the more visually obvious built 
structures, as will be discussed further in the third theme. 
 
The Seattle Post-Intelligencer editorial and an article covering the GWP ‘opening day’ on 
30th August 1973 did not celebrate the views of the city or the lake from the mound, rather its 
words and images focused on the blackness and rust of the industrial remains (Figure 43). 
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Figure 43. Gas Works Park ‘Opening Day’, 1973716 
 
However, in October of the same year, the P-I ran an article titled Down at the Old Gas 
Plant. Beautiful New Park to Bloom in Spring. It began by describing the park as ‘in the 
shadow of the cookie factory at the north end of Lake Union’, making the industrial context 
sound almost cosy. The reporter explained how you could ‘get up close, atop the viewing 
mound that has been built on the west edge of the site, and the healing power of Haag’s 
master plan is obvious.’ He described the work being undertaken on the site as ‘miraculous’. 
Unfortunately the article was illustrated with a not very evocative line-drawn perspective 
(Figure 44). As discussed, the Seattle public were able to visit and watch this work occurring 
for themselves, and the ‘messiness’ of the industrial landscape was not hidden from them. 
 
Figure 44. ‘Down at the Old Gas Plant’717 
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Theme 3. Challenging Cognitive Landscape Images: Beastly or 
Beautiful? 
This theme explores the contested issue of whether a park landscape should or should not 
contain the visual forms of industrial remains. As described in Chapter 5, in the 1960s and 
70s industrial infrastructure offered to some people positive evidence of human 
technological advances, but to others it evidenced only our negative disregard for nature. Yet 
to others such as Haag, it simultaneously manifested both these aspects of the technological 
narrative. Many people, however, simply responded to their own visual perception of 
industrial structures across a spectrum ranging from ‘ugliness’ to ‘beauty’. As well as 
tapping into growing interest in industrial heritage conservation, by appreciating the visual 
qualities of the gas works Haag also shared the awakening interest in industrial forms 
amongst artists, photographers, writers and others in the wider population. This theme 
speculates that people’s responses to the proposed retention of industrial remains in the 
future park may have been strongly linked to their visual perceptions of them. The first sub-
theme considers negative visual perceptions of the site’s ‘Industrial Beasts’, while the second 
captures the perceptions of those who found them visually interesting, or even saw them as 
‘Industrial Beauties’. 
 
Challenging Cognitive Landscape Images: Industrial Beasts 
As discussed, not all locals were happy about the Seattle Park Board’s 1971 endorsement of 
the retention of industrial remains in the future park. Negative visual perceptions, 
particularly of the generator towers, seem to have played a substantial role in this. Indeed, in 
January 1971 a Seattle Post-Intelligencer article claimed the most common word used by 
Seattleites to describe the gas works was ‘eyesore’.718 Later that month the newspaper 
published an editorial entitled An Historic Eyesore, accompanied by an aerial photograph of 
the site from the north-west with the silhouetted gas works appearing black and forbidding 
(Figure 45). 
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Figure 45: Decommissioned Gas Works in Context, 1971719 
 
The photograph was captioned: ‘A P-I View: the existing structures on the city park site at 
the north end of Lake union have virtually no historic or aesthetic values.’ The article briefly 
outlined Haag’s intent regarding retention of some of the industrial remains, concluding: 
We certainly approve of the architect’s careful concern for conservation of 
items of historical values. However, until more convincing evidence is 
presented to justify the retention of the rusting and corroding tanks, furnaces 
and pipes at the site, we believe the area should be totally cleared. If nostalgia 
over the historical value of the site is of such great importance, perhaps an 
inscribed plaque made from the metal of one of the old tanks or furnaces 
would be a fitting memorial. But, in our opinion, the park site as it now stands 
possesses the nostalgia of a well-rusted junk heap.720 
The writer equated ‘historical values’ with ‘nostalgia’, suggesting that such values are only 
those manifested by remains invoking a positive, or ‘sentimental longing’ for a past time.721 
Yet as discussed in Chapter 5, there was a growing appreciation of other non-sentimental 
reasons to value industrial heritage. The use of the term ‘junk heap’ suggests the valuing of 
only those remains having a conventionally pleasing appearance. Terms used in cultural 
heritage conservation such as ‘significance’ and ‘distinctiveness’, as referred to in Chapter 2, 
usefully avoid this category-error. The word ‘junk’ appears in negative comments about the 
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gas works and the Master Plan almost as often as ‘eyesore’, expressing this idea that the gas 
works had no heritage value. For example, at the 1971 Wallingford Community Council 
meeting about the future park, a Washington Natural Gas Company employee, engaged in 
the site demolition, stated that Haag’s plan itself was a ‘pile of junk.’722 The sentiment was 
extended in a 1973 letter to the Seattle Post-Intelligencer: 
Now, this hulk is being offered as an artistic remembrance of days gone by. It 
is suggested that we can reclaim the simple beauty of the original structure by 
simply cleaning the whole mess up and turning it over to the city as a park. It 
is not lovely to look at. It is not artistic. It is not romantic as a remembrance, 
nor as a representative piece of construction from the last century. It is a 
filthy, rusting, useless, eroding piece of junk. It is left over from an era long 
gone and best forgotten. It assaults one’s eye and mind by its vulgar display of 
dirt and aged residue ... It is a disgrace and an eyesore.723 
This quote also links heritage value (‘romantic ... remembrance ... representative’) and visual 
value (‘lovely ... artistic ... vulgar display ... eyesore’). This seems to suggest that heritage 
value can be ascertained according to a perception of visual value. 
 
Some saw a visual preference for or against retention of industrial remains in the future park 
as a socio-culturally polarising issue, echoing Haag’s sense that positive reactions tended to 
come from ‘university people ... sort of the intelligentsia’,724 while negative reactions were 
considered more obviously ‘common sense’. One Seattle Times opinion writer, for example, 
stated that the idea ‘might strike the fancy of those with “far-out” esthetic tastes; but it is a 
fair guess that allowing any vestige of the former gas-manufacturing operation to remain in 
the future park setting would strike most citizens as an outrageous disfigurement.’725 This 
idea that it was only the ‘far out’ who would approve of the retention of industrial remains in 
a park was notably echoed by Seattle Times columnist Ruth Welch. Her column from 
January 1972 illustrates how the Master Plan challenged people’s visual images of a park, 
and of industrial remains as incorrect or inappropriate in such a landscape. The title of the 
column attests to these challenges: Since When Has Junk Been Pretty? In context, this title 
implies a cognitive image of a park as visually ‘pretty’, an unsurprising sentiment in a time 
and place in which parks generally were, indeed, ‘pretty’. It also suggests that ‘junk’ (i.e. 
industrial remains) has no place in a ‘pretty’ landscape such as a park. Ms. Welch wrote: 
Briefly stated my opinion of the plan is, “It stinks!” A not very elegant 
conclusion but quite in keeping with the former failed emissions of those 
disputed towers in their working days ... I hope you appreciate how brave I am 
in coming right out and saying that I think the towers are ugly pieces of junk. I 
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face losing many of my artistic friends and being refused admission to the Art 
Museum and cultural affairs. Many architects and designers are rallying 
behind the move to save the gas plant, contending it would be a “fun” thing, 
so I must concede that I am square and uncouth.726 
This was an unsurprising (if exaggerated) view. While it is inconceivable that Ms. Welch 
would be refused entry to a museum for disagreeing with the Master Plan, the sense that new 
ideas are only fashionable amongst a particular elitist group has never been uncommon, 
especially when the idea is so challenging to cognitive images of the world as to seem 
incomprehensible to some. Frustration at the Master Plan’s perceived departure from 
common sense was also expressed by a local resident in a 1971 letter to the Seattle Times: 
It appears that the public is being brainwashed to leave the existing mess as it 
is by ... [p]roclaiming the existing gas-plant structures to be “art” or “history.” 
… Let that confused minority who profess to see art in the structures go gaze 
raptly at an oil refinery. For those who mistake the gas plant for history, let 
them offer it to a historical museum.727 
This statement once again equated heritage value with visual pleasantness, suggesting the 
gas works was not ‘history’ because it was a ‘mess’. It also further stated that even if the gas 
works were of historic value, heritage belonged in a museum rather than a park. Haag 
partially concurred, desiring to retain the site’s industrial remains in part to convey messages 
about heritage, but also valuing them for what he perceived as their pleasing sculptural 
qualities. However, in desiring to re-imagine and remake them into living, interactive 
elements in a new kind of park, he was not considering the proposed park to be like a 
museum, but rather something completely new, outside the experience of the letter-writer 
who understood certain cognitive images of ‘park’ and ‘museum’. 
 
Based on the frequency of references to the visual aspects of the gas works landscape and 
Master Plan, this may have been the aspect that most exercised the public imagination. This 
is supported by the lack of negative comments about the Great Mound. This large, visible 
structure was created from contaminated industrial fill, yet there are no objections 
identifiable in the data. We can speculate that this may be because its contaminated industrial 
condition is rendered ‘invisible’ by a layer of grass, thus making it visually acceptable in a 
park landscape, whereas the similarly large generator towers were and remain visibly post-
industrial. This supports the notion expressed in Chapters 2 and 3 that visual landscape 
perception is quite dominant in many people’s formation of landscape values. 
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This sub-theme has also raised some perennial questions regarding the role of designers (and 
of heritage conservationists) in relation to public opinion: whether design should meet 
identified needs whilst challenging perceived wants in order to test new ideas; whose 
opinions for or against such ideas should be considered; and whose values and which 
histories should be conserved. The answer to these questions is perhaps that, as with all 
landscape architectural design projects, the designer must consider them on a case-by-case-
basis. 
 
Changing Cognitive Landscape Images: Industrial Beauties 
In 1971 the Outlook described how the decommissioned gas works had attracted artists, 
photographers and writers ‘lured there by the towering industrial artefacts, the earthly 
colours, the ghostliness. Richard Haag is hoping to preserve part of that which fascinates by 
selective demolition ... the idea has stirred controversy.’728 Haag described his own growing 
appreciation of the industrial ‘aesthetic’, remembering: 
... photographs that I’d taken of Tinguely and later of Pompidou Centre, sort 
of that kind of a thing, of these sculptures working in heavy metal, and the 
assemblages. And actually, a wealthy woman brought two sculptors from 
Russia here and demanded that I open up the site, and I was glad to do it ... 
these Russian sculptors, they looked at this and they gave up and said “This is 
wonderful. Why would you want to do anything here? It’s already here.”729 
The Master Plan also referred to the way the decommissioned gas works had drawn ‘artists, 
photographers, and adventurers who dared to discover the “forgotten works”’ and how they, 
and later Haag, discovered ‘complex sculptures of enormous scale and an opportunity to 
view a modern metropolis framed by iron gothic forms of another era.’ Haag envisaged the 
future park as a kind of living sculpture, ‘held together by the sacred core of iron structures 
and strong landform.’730 This ‘sacred core’ created a distinctive formal park framework for 
encouraging interaction, in which people could generate new landscape meanings. Yet 
however users determine their own interactions with a designed landscape, as illustrated in 
Chapters 4 and 5, they must do so within the constraints of the physical manifestation of a 
designer’s vision and the regulatory and financial conditions influencing design 
implementation. 
 
Some Seattleites expressed positive, or at least open-minded, opinions about the visual 
merits of industrial remains and their place in the future park landscape. Haag recollected  
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they tended to be ‘the intelligentsia’,731 but it can be speculated that those willing to publicly 
articulate their opinions – positive or negative – are likely to have completed at least 
secondary education, i.e. to be reasonably educated and confident in self-expression. 
However, it is notable that many positive opinions expressed in the data sample are from 
those engaged in the university, cultural and design spheres. An Outlook report of the 1972 
community park hearing (also cited in Chapter 5) records ‘[u]nanimous and enthusiastic 
endorsements’ from several organisations including the American Institute of Planners and 
the American Institute of Architects, i.e. representatives of educated design professionals. 
The report notes that ‘“brilliant” and “exciting” were repeated several times by the endorsing 
organisations.’732 
 
Interest in the retention of gas works structures had been expressed prior to the Park Board’s 
endorsement of the Master Plan. As mentioned in Chapter 4, the City Council received 
proposals for the future park design before RHA was selected to complete the Master Plan. 
In early 1970 an Environmental Design West columnist commented that: 
... fortunately, none of the proposals have succeeded in changing the face of 
the plant. The massive sculptural elements are still there. If the park can be 
developed to take advantage of its urban nature, it will serve as a piece of the 
city’s history, a reminder of what Lake Union meant to the city as the 
character of its waterfront changes to recreational-commercial and residential 
and a piece of sculpture that only the industrial revolution could have 
produced. Just as use of the city takes on a different perspective framed by the 
jumble of man’s primitive technology, the city’s view of the gas plant could 
take on a new significance for its enrichment.733 
One such proposal came from three University of Washington design graduates, who 
proposed a park design incorporating the retention of gas works structures including the 
generator towers. These they envisioned as ‘70 foot sculpture – symbolising socialised 
attitudes as to what is ugly, what is beautiful. Beauty, they feel, is a habit with us, something 
learned and something that must change with the years.’734 These fledgling designers 
expressed an understanding that one of the roles of a designer can be to challenge people’s 
pre-conceived values – or cognitive images – regarding landscapes, including their visual 
qualities. 
 
The local anthropologist K. E. Read was certain of the gas works’ visual merit, not as ‘an 
eyesore but a thing of beauty’. He likened it to many artefacts of Western art and history, 
including two references later echoed by Haag: as ‘Tinguely machines … Or are these 
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pleated pipes and ducts, these silhouetted wheels and monumental faucets cast from the 
blueprints of Rube Goldberg?’ Read’s ultimate declaration, which resonated with Haag’s 
proposal for park users interacting with gas works remains, was that the gas works was 
‘anything you wish to make of it. This is its virtue.’735 Sharing the opinion of the 
aforementioned Russian sculptors, the Seattle architect Victor Steinbrueck described the gas 
works structures as ‘along the lines of sculpture using found objects.’736 Another local 
resident seconded this view in a 1971 letter to the Seattle Times, articulating changing tastes 
in public art as well as echoing Zeigler’s financial argument for retaining industrial remains: 
‘The gas-plant structures, which have been labeled hideous eyesores by some, have a 
remarkable beauty compared to much park sculpture for which great sums are spent. They 
are ours; why not just leave them there?’737 This idea was contested, but held the day, as 
recounted in a Seattle Times report of the 1971 Park Board meeting which endorsed the 
Master Plan. One board member stated that the proposed park would be ‘a view park and we 
are leaving these monstrosities.’ To this person, a ‘view’ should equate with ‘beauty’, or at 
least not with visual ‘monstrosity’. Another board member argued that ‘the towers are not 
historic and are a blight on the landscape’, again coupling heritage value with perceived 
visual value. The chairman of the Park Board, however, reportedly stated that the generator 
towers ‘may not be old but are heavy, metal sculptures that reflect an era. Once the park is 
complete people will see something in the towers’.738 The Board majority held the day, and 
as stated in Chapter 4, the Master Plan was endorsed at this meeting. 
 
One of the anthropologist Read’s descriptions of the gas works could easily accompany a 
photograph published in the Seattle Times in December 1970 (Figure 46): 
... like all ruins, it suggests the necessary qualities of isolation and 
imperviousness to time, commanding its little wilderness, its grass-grown 
promontory, like any watch-tower on the moors ... a primer in the vision of 
nature that led to cubism. The essential forms are all there: planes and 
cylinders, cones and spheres balanced against one another.739 
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Figure 46. ‘A Farewell Look at an Old Friend’740 
 
The Seattle Times photographs were published prior to the release of the Master Plan, and 
the accompanying captions did not indicate any awareness of what would be proposed 
regarding the retention of the site’s industrial remains. The images suggest the photographer, 
Lynne Harrison, perceived some kind of beauty and sculptural qualities in the gas works. 
The title of the spread: A Farewell Look at an Old Friend, also suggests a fondness rarely 
expressed in the newspapers of the time.741 
 
Some saw the gas works as ugly, but with a latent beauty or visual interest that the Master 
Plan could draw forth. For example, at the March 1972 public park hearing, the widow of an 
executive from the Washington Natural Gas Company said she thought the Master Plan 
would ‘bring beauty out of blight which was my husband’s concern’. She thought the design 
was ‘in excellent hands.’742 A reporter from Today magazine described in 1974 how ‘[s]teel 
towers wrapped in railing after railing of staircases wrench themselves high over Lake Union 
in a landscaping contrast so ugly, it’s beautiful.’743 As well as changes to what people 
regarded as ‘beautiful’, visually interesting, or ‘ugly’, the notion that ‘beauty’ was necessary 
in a park landscape, and that ‘ugliness’ was problematic were being challenged. 
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An important distinction between landscape values created or influenced by visual 
perceptions, and those created or influenced through interaction is raised by the following 
exchange at the March 1972 public park hearing: 
A professional advertising photographer, who is preparing a book for 
publication illustrated with his work said, “I’ve been on top of every one of 
those towers.” He said that since discovering the gas plant he had spent two 
years there photographing every time of the day and season. He showed some 
of his work and gave a strong statement in support of Haag. Mrs. Pendleton 
Miller, a member of the American Horticultural Society, received mild 
applause for her statement against the towers. “The population is not going to 
view these towers thru a camera lens and they will remain just as unsightly,” 
she said.744 
Mrs. Miller clearly identified a limitation of perceptions of all kinds, but specifically of the 
visual: we perceive from our own, single point of view, and can choose the visual ‘frame’ 
through which we see a landscape. While interactions are also experienced only from our 
own point of view, they involve all the senses and some kind of action or decision, and 
sometimes incorporate experiences beyond our control. Thus they have the potential to be 
less exclusively subjective than visual perceptions alone. Her objection also underlines the 
fact that while one may find industrial remains visually interesting or even beautiful, this 
does not necessarily mean one wants to interact with them in a park. However, in 1971 Haag 
expressed in the Seattle Times that most site visitors were ‘wooed by the magic of the huge, 
obsolete structures and have shared the feeling that at least some of them should be 
retained’,745 attesting to the effect of interaction with a challenging landscape. As recounted 
in Chapters 4 and 5, he was keen for this opportunity to continue, as it clearly helped change 
some people’s cognitive images of a park landscape, or open up their sense of what was 
possible. In a letter to the editor in March 1972 he wrote: 
Thank you for your interest and excellent articles regarding our Myrtle 
Edwards Park plan for conserving some of the more interesting structures on 
the site. I appreciate your open-mindedness and hope you will continue to 
“speak-up” against the forces that would raze the entire site before taking a 
second look at the possible alternatives.746 
The genius of the landscape could not be fully perceived from afar: for many people it 
required immersive interaction to discover the ‘beauty’ of the industrial remains. 
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Conclusion 
This chapter concludes the report into the case study of the meanings individual Seattle 
residents including Richard Haag expressed during the period 1962-1978, about the 
landscape that became GWP. It further unpacks the emergent research themes of how the 
GWP Master Plan challenged many people’s cognitive images of how a ‘park’ landscape 
should look, and the related influence of landscape interactions. Three chapter themes are 
discussed. First, while there was consensus amongst GWP stakeholders that opportunities for 
its visual integration within its landscape context should be maximised, this chapter also 
illustrates some contests that arose: regarding cognitive images of a park landscape as a 
‘pretty’ garden (the second chapter theme), and of the visual place of industrial remains in a 
public park (the third chapter theme). Building on Chapters 4 and 5, it outlines further 
implications of Haag’s approach to the post-industrial reality of the gas works’ contaminated 
soils, and the sculptural opportunities afforded by its structural remains. The resulting 
controversies indicate the likelihood that people’s cognitive landscape images are strongly 
influenced by their visual perceptions, and vary in their openness to having these images 
challenged. 
 
In 1977 a reporter from the Seattle Post-Intelligencer captured the essential visual and 
dynamic tensions Haag and others identified in this landscape. She wrote of the generator 
towers that from the ‘freeway bridge over Lake Union, they look like pre-historic metallic 
monsters grazing peacefully in a green field.’747 Beautiful and beastly in equal parts. Alive, 
not static. The generator towers probably continue to appear beautiful and/or beastly, 
potentially alive or static to different people. However, in their present state they are not 
‘grazing peacefully’ in their ‘green field’, they are stuck in a cage and rendered immobile. 
Through this ‘museumisation’, the visual appearance of the towers increasingly resembles 
that seen through the eyes of those who expressed negative opinions about them. They are 
collared by weeds, appear to be decaying with rust, and the graffiti which sometimes appears 
on them may strike some as attractive (and does demonstrate some interaction), but will 
strike others as visual vandalism. Whether one loves the tower forms, feels indifferent, or 
despises them, they currently appear as an unloved species of caged animal, suffering from 
neglect. It would overstretch the metaphor to say that they crave interaction, but certainly 
some people such as Haag and the members of FoGWP crave that opportunity for the 
towers, and for park users. If this aspect of the original Master Plan were realised the towers 
would certainly project a radically different visual image to their current one, and perhaps 
GWP would be able to continue to formally evolve. What changes interaction would 
                                                     
747 Carol Perkins, 'Take the Lake Tour', Seattle Post-Intelligencer, April 24 1977, p. D 1-2. 
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encourage in people’s cognitive images of the towers and of GWP remains matter only for 
speculation. 
 
Despite such challenges and contests, as Graves expressed when asked if he considered 
GWP a park worthy of ongoing maintenance and management effort: ‘... it’s everything that 
you want a park to be: it’s in the right location, the landforms are great, it’s got a great view, 
it’s got a great character to it. So at the end of the day, yeah it’s worth it.’748 Thirty three 
years on, he is echoing a 1977 Seattle Times article describing the then new park, and the 
interactions of park users particularly with the Great Mound and the Playbarn: 
On any given day from different parts of the city, the shapes of the Gasworks 
Park occupy the north end of Lake Union. Old machinery and landscape come 
to life with the voices of young and old running and climbing on the acres of 
grass and metals. A hill offers on unrestricted view of the city, as visitors 
swing and climb on machinery that once produced the energy for a growing 
city.749 
 
This case study report, comprising Chapters 4, 5 and 6, reveals many aspects of the 
meanings a sample of Seattle residents, including Haag, expressed about the evolving GWP 
landscape between 1962-1978. Of particular significance to the answering of the 
research questions, they expressed what they perceived and experienced to be the 
landscape’s positive or negative purposes, messages, content, significance, 
distinctiveness or lack thereof. Specifically, this case study reveals how their cognitive 
landscape images aligned with, or were challenged by the functional and visual ‘image’ 
of a park proposed in Haag’s Master Plan. 
 
This report is one of this thesis’ four main contributions to theory and research, professional 
practice and education in landscape architecture: a significant addition to the growing body 
of literature on the design and development of GWP, offering an entirely new perspective on 
this iconic landscape architectural project. It reveals many clues to how the various people 
whose views are outlined understood ‘landscape’ and the resultant specific meanings they 
gathered from and attached to the landscape that became GWP. Chapter 7 will draw together 
the themes discussed in this report, as well as the themes and conceptual definitions 
presented in Chapters 2 and 3, to answer the research questions regarding how a landscape 
comes to have specific meanings for individuals, and how a landscape architect such as 
Haag, could identify those meanings. 
                                                     
748 Graves and Satherley, Interview . 
749 'Gasworks Park', Seattle Times, September 14 1977, A p. 3. 
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Chapter 7. The Emergent Theory: Towards the 
Identification of Landscape Meanings through Images and 
Interactions 
 
Introduction 
Two research questions have guided this research: 
1. How do landscapes come to have specific meanings for individual people? 
2. How could landscape architects identify the meanings a landscape has for 
other individuals? 
 
This chapter presents the third and fourth stages of the hermeneutic research process, 
addressing each of these questions by presenting three of the four main contributions of the 
research. It addresses the first research question by proposing a synthesised set of definitions, 
and a new process model of how particular landscapes come to have specific meanings for 
people (including landscape architects). The second research question is addressed with a set 
of suggested procedures for landscape architects to identify those meanings. 
 
The first section of this chapter (‘Defining Landscape Meanings as a Process’) draws 
together the conceptual definitions of landscape meanings developed in Chapters 2 and 3, 
and the understanding of the process of a landscape coming to have a specific meaning for 
an individual emergent in the case study report (Chapters 4-6). It proposes a process by 
which landscapes come to have meanings for people, including how these meanings can 
change. It identifies the what and how of landscape meanings. The second section of this 
chapter (‘Toward Procedures to Identify Landscape Meanings: The Influence of Images and 
Interactions’) further unpacks the two most essential components of what and how: people’s 
cognitive images of a landscape, and the motivations, modes, and conditions of their 
interactions with that landscape. Again, this has emerged in the case study report, and these 
final stages of thematic analysis of the literature and case study data result in a set of 
suggested procedures for a landscape architect to identify the meanings a landscape has for 
other individuals. 
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Defining and Modelling Landscape Meanings as a Process 
Existing conceptions of ‘landscape meanings’ were synthesised and extended in Chapters 2 
and 3 through thematic analysis of the literature, to propose new definitions of them as both 
discrete ‘entities’, and as intrinsic parts of a process. This embodies the relationalist 
understanding that such ideas cannot be understood outside the context of their network of 
relationships. Most significantly, this research makes some original additons to these 
definitions, as presented in full in Table 3 (with original additions proposed by this research 
identified in bold). When read in sequence, these definitions form a narrative which is then 
distilled to develop the cyclical process model of how particular landscapes come to have 
specific meanings for people (Figure 47). 
 
Table 3. Conceptual Definitions of Landscape Meanings, Presented as a Narrative 
Term Definition 
Landscape ‘Landscape’ is a dynamic nexus of ecological, social and cultural systems 
and processes (including the generation of meanings), as well as organisms 
and inert forms. As a dynamic entity, it is perpetually being re/created by 
these systems, processes and organisms. It may be identified as a specific 
area of land, and can also be comprised of textual and graphic 
representations.750 
As such, ‘landscape’ is a dynamic medium of exchange which is itself an 
actor in the creation of meanings, and through which meanings consciously 
intended by humans can be conveyed or imposed. 
Landscape 
meanings 
These ‘landscape meanings’ are the positive or negative purposes, 
messages, content, significance, distinctiveness or lack thereof which 
people can gather from and attach to a specific landscape. These meanings 
can be individual or shared, can evolve within, or be imposed upon a 
particular landscape.751 
This research contributes the addition of lack of qualities as a form of 
meaning to this definition. 
Landscape 
meaning-narrative 
This research proposes that expressions of landscape meanings be 
described as ‘meaning-narratives’, adapting Edensor, Tuan and 
Duncan’s discussions of meanings as ‘landscape narratives’.752 
Landscape values What a landscape means to an individual is significantly influenced by 
their values. ‘Landscape values’ are the principles, standards and 
judgements of individuals and groups regarding what is and is not valuable 
or important about a specific landscape, a landscape typology, or the idea 
of ‘landscape’ in the abstract. These values are types of beliefs which both 
influence landscape meanings, and are components of them. They are 
represented in people’s ‘cognitive landscape images’. 753 
                                                     
750 Olwig, 'Recovering'. Olwig, 'Performing'. Tilley, Materiality . Mitchell, 'Dead Labor'. Edensor, Tourists . Ingold, 
'Temporality'. Wylie, Landscape  71. Cosgrove and Jackson, 'New Directions'. Matless, 'An Occasion'. 
751 “meaning” in 'OED Online'. Sim, 'Designed Landscapes'.Dixon Hunt, Gardens . Treib, 'Must Landscapes Mean?'. Olin, 
'What Did I Mean?'. Australia ICOMOS, 'Burra Charter'. Clifford and King, England . Low, 'Symbolic Ties'. Cosgrove, Social 
Formation . Edensor, Tourists . Relph, Place and Placelessness . Jackson, Vernacular Landscape .  
752 Edensor, Tourists  69-71, 136, 202. Tuan, Space and Place Kindle Locations 2250-2253. Duncan and Duncan, '(Re)reading' 
at 118-119. 
753 "values" in 'OED Online'. Anderson, Domosh, Pile and Thrift (eds.), Handbook  3-5. Sim, 'Designed Landscapes' 80.  
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Cognitive landscape 
images 
This research proposes the term ‘cognitive landscape images’ as a 
synthesis of the wide variety of terms used in the literature to describe 
people’s mental constructs of what constitutes ‘landscape’, specific 
landscape typologies, and particular landscapes. Carried in the mind, 
they represent people’s landscape values and the meanings they attach to 
particular landscapes, typologies, and the idea of ‘landscape’. 
These cognitive images evolve, or are constructed, through people’s 
perceptions of and interactions (including remembering) with landscapes, 
as well as the socio-political and cultural contexts (including a person’s 
education). These ‘images’ are not comprised merely of visual ‘pictures’ – 
although these are often a component of them – but are constructs of 
people’s knowledge, beliefs, opinions and memories (both sensory and 
narrative), and pre-existing landscape meaning-narratives.754 
Landscape 
perception 
People’s ‘landscape perceptions’ comprise their individual sensory 
awareness of a particular landscape, filtered through their cognitive 
landscape images by an unconscious process of comparison and 
contrast.755 
Landscape 
interaction 
This research proposes the term ‘ landscape interaction’ as a synthesis 
of the wide variety of terms used in the literature to describe the many 
forms of human activity, use of, engagement with, and inhabitation 
within landscapes. 
Specifically, this research proposes that ‘landscape interaction’ occurs 
when these landscape perceptions are accompanied by responsive 
cognitive and/or physical action/s. The ways in which individuals or 
groups of people interact with a specific landscape enables their 
gathering and reinforcing of existing meanings, and their attachment 
of new meanings to that landscape, as well as to the idea of 
‘landscape’.756 
Landscape memory This research argues that remembering is an act of landscape 
interaction, as landscape memories arise through a cognitive action 
triggered by our perception of the medium of landscape. 
Thus ‘landscape memory’ is a sensory and cognitive mechanism through 
which people gather meanings from and attach them to particular 
landscapes, typologies, and the idea of ‘landscape’.757 
The gathering of 
landscape meanings 
This research synthesises the literature in a new way to define the 
process of landscapes coming to have meaning as both the ‘gathering 
from’ and ‘attachment of’ meanings to landscapes. Existing meanings 
intentionally conveyed through the medium of landscape, and/or the raw 
materials of new meanings are ‘gathered’ from a landscape when a person 
identifies or infers them during, or upon reflection after their perception of 
and interaction with that landscape.758 
 
 
 
                                                     
754 Tuan, 'Thought and Landscape' at 100. Tuan, Topophilia  1-13. Meinig (ed.), Ordinary Landscapes  34. Cosgrove, Social 
Formation  8-9. Corner, 'Eiditic Operations' at 153. Schama, Landscape  10. 
755 “perception” in 'OED Online'. Tuan, Topophilia . Meinig (ed.), Ordinary Landscapes . Corner, 'Eiditic Operations'. Schama, 
Landscape . Treib, 'Meaning'. Herrington, 'Meaning'. Olin, 'What Did I Mean?'. Edensor, Tourists . 
756 Olin, 'What Did I Mean?' at 76. “experience” and “interaction” in 'OED Online'.Australia ICOMOS, 'Burra Charter'. Otero-
Pailos, 'Mnemonic Value'. Olwig, 'Performing'.  
757 Taylor, 'Making Spaces' at 108. Bull, 'Purposeful Aesthetic?'. Treib, Spatial Recall . Treib, 'Remembering'. Otero-Pailos, 
'Mnemonic Value'.  
758 Ingold, 'Temporality' at 155. 
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The attachment of 
meanings to 
landscape 
People’s ‘attachment’ of meanings to landscape incorporates their 
attributing meanings to, or associating meanings with a particular 
landscape, typology, or the idea of ‘landscape’. 
‘Attribution’ entails the conscious assigning of landscape meanings, and 
‘association’ entails the conscious or unconscious connection of a meaning 
with a particular landscape, typology, or the idea of ‘landscape’.759 
Expressions of 
landscape meanings 
People express the meanings they gather from or attach to landscapes. 
When in the form of landscape representations (graphic or textual), these 
expressions become constituent parts of a landscape.760 
This research argues that these expressions are a form of landscape 
interaction. 
 
Critical components and relationships within this definition-narrative are extracted and 
identified in a simple five-step cyclical process model illustrated in Figure 47 and 
accompanying text. At its most simple, landscape meaning is created through the 
combination of: people’s relevant cognitive landscape images (representing their pre-existing 
landscape values and attached meanings) coupled with their interactions with a particular 
landscape (including the sensual and cognitive interactions of remembering). 
  
Figure 47. Landscape Meanings: A Cyclical Process Model761 
 
                                                     
759 “attach” “attribute”, “associate” in 'OED Online'. Johnston, Social Value  iii. Treib, 'Must Landscapes Mean?'. Edensor, 
Tourists . Australia ICOMOS, 'Burra Charter'. Sim, 'Designed Landscapes' 80-93. 
760 Wylie, Landscape  71. Cosgrove and Jackson, 'New Directions'. Matless, 'An Occasion'. 
761 Terms newly proposed or defined in this research are identified in bold. 
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As illustrated, a five-step process occurs within the nexus of systems, processes, organisms 
and forms that is ‘landscape’. In this process model, landscape meanings are created from a 
person’s: (1) pre-existing cognitive landscape images, (2) initial landscape perceptions, (3) 
landscape interactions (including remembering), (4) their gathering from and attachment of 
meanings to the landscape, and (5) the adding of new, or reinforcing or altering of existing 
cognitive landscape images. The process thus cycles back to step 1. These steps are 
explained below in simpler terms than the densely rich definitions in Table 3. 
 
1. Cognitive landscape images represent a person’s conscious or unconscious pre-
existing values regarding what is and is not valuable or important about a specific 
landscape, landscape typology, or the idea of ‘landscape’, plus any pre-existing 
meaning-narratives they attach to them. 
2. The person’s initial perceptions of a specific landscape (including representations 
thereof) are filtered through the relevant cognitive landscape image. An unconscious 
process of comparison and contrast occurs between the perceived landscape and the 
cognitive landscape image.762 
3. The person cognitively and/or physically interacts with the landscape, including the 
act of remembering, as landscape forms (including representations) act as 
‘mnemonic devices’ ‘triggering’ sensory or narrative landscape memories.763 A 
conscious or unconscious process of comparison and contrast occurs between the 
landscape experienced through interaction and the cognitive landscape image. 
4. The similarities and/or differences identified through comparison and contrast 
engender the gathering of existing meanings or the raw ingredients of ‘new’ 
meanings, and the attachment of the new meanings to the landscape, to the relevant 
landscape typology, and perhaps to the idea of ‘landscape’. Meanings already 
comprehended by the person may be reinforced or altered. 
5. These meanings reinforce or alter the person’s pre-existing cognitive landscape 
image, or generate a new image. This in turn will influence and filter future 
perceptions of and interactions with the medium of landscape, returning to step 1. 
 
Although this model represents a sequence of steps, this process can occur virtually 
simultaneously. For example, step 1 could entail a person going to a park, carrying a 
particular image of the ‘park’ landscape typology in their mind, representing their values 
regarding what a ‘park’ landscape should be, and any meanings they attach to this particular 
park. In step 2 they perceive the park as they arrive there, filtering their perceptions by 
                                                     
762 If this process becomes conscious it becomes part of step 3, a cognitive landscape interaction. 
763 Treib, Spatial Recall  xi-xii. Tilley, Materiality  26. 
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unconsciously comparing and contrasting the landscape with their cognitive image. Step 3 
occurs when they simultaneously interact with the landscape by walking into the park and 
looking around them, consciously or unconsciously comparing and contrasting it with their 
cognitive image. Its degree of sameness with or difference from their cognitive image 
immediately engenders step 4; the reinforcing of the meanings they already comprehended 
or additions to them, and in step 5 occurs the reinforcing or adding to their existing cognitive 
image of the ‘park’ landscape typology. 
 
The thematic analysis of the GWP case study data theoretically supports this model, as 
demonstrated in Figures 48 and 49 and accompanying text. They illustrate the application of 
the process model in two representative examples scenarios derived from the GWP case 
study. The ideas and attitudes attributed to the ‘Seattle resident’ in each are drawn from 
those expressed in the case study data. In Scenario A, Haag’s Master Plan and the ‘actual’ 
pre-design gas works landscape challenge a Seattle resident’s cognitive image of the ‘park’ 
landscape typology. 
 
 
Figure 48. Cyclical Process Model: Scenario A (challenging and altering images)764 
 
 
                                                     
764 Terms newly proposed or defined in this research are identified in bold. 
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Scenario A. Five Step Process Challenging and Altering a Cognitive Landscape Image: 
1. A Seattle resident carries a cognitive image in their mind of the ‘park’ landscape 
typology as garden-like, valued as a retreat from city life. This image was 
constructed in part from their interactions with Seattle’s Victorian era ‘greensward’ 
parks such as Volunteer Park. They also carry a cognitive image of a 
decommissioned industrial landscape as ugly, polluted, ‘waste’ land. 
2. The person initially perceives Haag’s Master Plan for a park containing industrial 
forms and little vegetation, and the existing gas works landscape. They 
unconsciously compare and contrast them with their cognitive landscape images, 
and become aware of substantial differences and few similarities. 
3. They interact with Haag’s Master Plan (his drawn, written and spoken expressions), 
and the existing gas works landscape, comparing and contrasting them with their 
cognitive landscape images. They learn, for example, that the gas works landscape’s 
soils cannot support the kind of vegetation that Volunteer Park boasts. They 
perceive the sculptural possibilities of the towers, different to the tall trees in 
Volunteer Park, but similarly able to offer shade and visual structure to the 
landscape, as well as a link to the city’s industrial story. 
4. These interactions engender the gathering and attachment of new meanings to the 
gas works landscape such as: 
• the purpose of a park can be to provide active public recreation, not only 
passive, retreat-like public recreation; 
• a park can convey messages about aspects of history not previously 
associated with parks, such as the unexpected formal beauty and the 
environmental degradation of industrial energy production; 
• this landscape could be a distinctive park, offering unprecedented 
opportunities for recreational interactions with industrial forms. 
5. These new landscape meanings alter the person’s cognitive image of the ‘park’ 
landscape typology. This new image may be: ‘a park can be a garden-like retreat 
from city life, or a post-industrial playground immersed in the city’s life and 
history’. 
 
Despite the development of this model from the theory and the GWP case study, it is 
unlikely to only be applicable to the post-industrial urban park landscape typology, or to a 
landscape undergoing the degree of substantial change that GWP did in 1962-1978. Figure 
49 and accompanying text illustrates the application of the process model in scenario B in 
which Seattle’s Victorian era ‘greensward’ Volunteer Park reinforces a Seattle resident’s 
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cognitive image of the ‘park’ landscape typology. This same reinforcing of the cognitive 
image of a particular landscape occurs through interactions within that specific landscape. 
 
 
Figure 49. Cyclical Process Model: Scenario B (reinforcing images)765 
 
Scenario B. Five Step Process Reinforcing a Cognitive Landscape Image: 
1. A Seattle resident carries a cognitive image in their mind of the ‘park’ landscape 
typology as garden-like, valued as a retreat from city life. This image was 
constructed in part from their interactions with another of Seattle’s Olmsted-
designed, Victorian era ‘greensward’ parks: Green Lake Park. 
2. The person initially perceives Volunteer Park with its large lawns and trees, 
glasshouse, lake and flowerbeds and its seclusion from city sounds and sights. They 
unconsciously compare and contrast it with their cognitive landscape image, and 
become aware of substantial similarities and few differences. 
3. They interact with the park landscape, comparing and contrasting it with their 
cognitive landscape image. It supports the same types of vegetation that Green Lake 
Park boasts, and similar opportunities for peace and seclusion. 
                                                     
765 Terms newly proposed or defined in this research are identified in bold. 
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4. This interaction engenders the reinforcing of the meanings already comprehended in 
this landscape: these Victorian era ‘greensward’ parks are garden-like, quiet places 
of retreat. 
5. These new landscape meanings reinforce the person’s existing cognitive image of 
the ‘park’ landscape typology. 
 
From the case study analysis, the concepts of cognitive landscape images representing 
landscape values and meanings (step 1), and landscape interactions engendering the creation 
or alteration of these (steps 2-4), emerge strongly. In particular, the analysis demonstrates 
how the process of landscape interaction can challenge existing conceptions of landscapes 
and introduce new cognitive landscape images (step 5). This research argues that it is a 
person’s landscape interactions coupled with these cognitive landscape images which 
are essential to engender the gathering from and attachment of specific meanings to 
particular landscapes. The process model represents this, but also provides a framework 
for how a landscape architect might identify these meanings.  This chapter now focuses 
in greater depth on these two aspects of the process of landscape meaning formation and 
change, toward suggesting procedures for such identification. 
 
Toward Procedures to Identify Landscape Meanings: The Influence 
of Images and Interactions 
This section of this chapter discusses these two essential components of landscape meanings 
in greater depth – people’s cognitive landscape images and landscape interactions – and the 
relationship between them in the formation of landscape meanings. This final stage of in-
depth thematic analysis of the literature and case study data identifies clues which are 
harnessed to formulate ‘suggested procedures’ by which a landscape architect can identify 
the specific meanings a particular landscape has for an individual. The intent, as stated in 
Chapter 1, is to propose a way to identify meanings, but not to interpret or arbitrate amongst 
them, which would be the subject of further work. These suggested procedures are here 
situated where they emerge within the text of the analysis, synthesised and revised into the 
set of procedures presented in Table 4 at the end of this section of this chapter. 
 
In this second section of this chapter, this research proposes that a person’s expression of 
their relevant cognitive landscape ‘image’, coupled with their expression of the 
motivations, modes and conditions of their interaction within a particular landscape, 
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could provide a landscape architect with the person’s specific landscape meaning-
narrative.  
 
Identifying Cognitive Landscape Images and Meanings 
The term ‘cognitive landscape images’ is coined in this research to refer to people’s mental 
constructs of what constitutes ‘landscape’, specific landscape typologies, and particular 
landscapes. Carried in the mind, they represent people’s landscape values and the meanings 
they attach to particular landscapes, typologies, and the idea of ‘landscape’. The term does 
not refer to visual images, but they do incorporate visual ‘pictures’ or fragments, such as 
remembered qualities of light in a landscape, without a necessarily complete pictorial 
composition. Recognising the dominant influence of visual landscape perception in the West 
as discussed in Chapter 3, to understand cognitive landscape images as indicators of people’s 
landscape meanings, there is a need to clarify the relationship between them, and visual 
perception and landscape representations. The analysis of the literature and case study data 
identifies four major influences on people’s cognitive landscape images: visual perception 
(or not); how they perceive and value (or not) their ‘home’ landscape; their idealisation (or 
not) of ‘orderly’ or past landscapes; and the influence (or not) of social power relations. 
These four influences are here discussed in turn. 
 
The Influence of Visual Perception 
Our cognitive landscape images are strongly influenced by visual perceptions and pictorial 
representations, especially in the West where visual representations of landscapes (such as 
paintings and photographs) are a pervasive cultural influence from early in life. They 
represent people’s individual and collective landscape values and meaning-narratives, and 
both influence and represent our cognitive landscape images766. The GWP case study 
examples below illustrate how what a person says about what a landscape looks like provides 
clues to their cognitive landscape images, and to the meanings they attach to that landscape. 
Suggested Procedure: a landscape architect could collect the person’s description of a 
material landscape to identify their sensory landscape meaning-narrative (including 
their sensory emphases or biases). 
 
Based on the high frequency of references by Seattle residents in the case study data to the 
visual landscape proposed in Haag’s Master Plan, this may be what most exercised the 
                                                     
766 Cosgrove, 'Perspective' at 47-48. Cosgrove, Social Formation  21-22. Wylie, Landscape  52. Evernden, Social Creation  78. 
Evernden, Natural Alien  56, 80-86. Duncan, 'Sites' at 41. 
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public mind. An example is an early statement of the City’s intent to turn the gas works from 
‘eyesore to eyecatcher’.767 The strong influence of visual perception in the formation of 
landscape meanings is also supported by the lack of negative comments about the Great 
Mound. Despite it being a large, highly visible structure created from contaminated 
industrial spoil, no objections are identifiable in the data, while the equally large and highly 
visible generator towers were the focus of the majority of objections. This is most likely due 
to their proposed visual materiality. The Great Mound’s contaminated industrial condition 
was to be rendered ‘invisible’ by a layer of grass – a ‘natural’ material occurring in the 
majority of people’s cognitive images of a ‘park’ landscape. However, the generator towers 
were to remain visibly post-industrial in their rusty iron materiality. The Playbarn, full of 
equipment of similar material qualities to the generator towers received few objections other 
than those concerning safety. It is half the height of the generator towers, and set much 
further back from the shore of the lake, suggesting visual prominence is a strong influence 
on cognitive landscape images, and thus on the meanings people gather from and attach to 
material landscape forms. 
 
Many publicly expressed judgements about the gas works landscape and Haag’s Master Plan 
were situated along a spectrum between the dichotomy of beauty and ugliness. Haag’s 
Master Plan challenged what many people regarded as ‘beautiful’, visually interesting, or 
‘ugly’, and the notion that ‘beauty’ was essential and ‘ugliness’ problematic in a park 
landscape. As proposed by Mitchell, Wylie and Rose, the observing Western ‘gaze’ 
perceives domestic and related landscape typologies such as parks as feminine, their role 
being to be quiet, to soothe, to be visually attractive. Landscapes of public work and industry 
are perceived as masculine, their role being production, provision, and they can be loud and 
visually unengaging.768 These are clearly cognitive landscape images. 
 
Regarding their home city as one of picturesque Olmsted parks, many objecting to Haag’s 
vision simply did not want ‘ugly’ industry as part of Seattle’s visual identity. It arguably 
offended sensibilities regarding what was ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ in a landscape. Nor did they 
wish to interact within an ‘ugly’ park landscape. Others saw the gas works as ugly, but with 
a visual interest, or latent beauty that the Master Plan could draw forth, i.e. they were willing 
to have their sense of what may be ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ in a landscape challenged. As 
described in Chapter 6, there were also those who found the gas works ‘beautiful’, such as 
the woman who wrote to a local paper to express that the industrial remains ‘have a 
                                                     
767 Coughlin, 'Rezonings'. 'City Affairs'. City of Seattle Planning Commission, Lake Union Study  7, 13-27. 
768 Mitchell, Cultural Geography  125. Wylie, Landscape  82-83. Rose, Feminism  93. 
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remarkable beauty compared to much park sculpture’.769 Haag wanted people to perceive the 
visual grandeur he saw in the landscape; the landscape proposed in the Master Plan is replete 
with orchestrated visual stimuli. But he also wanted them to expand their landscape 
perceptions through interactions as the only way to truly know the landscape, and transcend 
the dominance of visual perception.770 
Suggested Procedure: from the person’s descriptions of the material landscape, a 
landscape architect could identify judgements along the ‘beautiful – ugly’ spectrum as 
a clue to meaning. 
 
The relative importance of landscape’s visual appearance is much contested in cultural 
geography. The definition of landscape adopted in this research (see Table 3) is derived from 
a synthesis of the concepts of Olwig, Tilley, Mitchell, Edensor, Ingold, Wylie, Cosgrove and 
Matless, and does not specifically refer to how a landscape looks.771 It is understood as one 
of the many sensory manifestations of landscape. However, in Traditional Cultural 
Geography, the visual aspect of the term landschaft is a crucial influence. To Sauer, Hoskins, 
and Wagner the visual appearance of a landscape is illustrative of the local human culture, 
and visual observation remains a central tool of landscape research for Price and Lewis.772 
The New Cultural Geographers such as Cosgrove and Daniels, Duncan and Duncan, focus 
their theories on landscape representations, but as constructs concealing or manipulating the 
conditions of human life. They argue that although we may take account of a landscape’s 
appearance, we must deconstruct and interrogate it.773 
 
The following discussions of three further influences on cognitive landscape images 
contribute clues to the deconstruction of such images and toward identifying landscape 
meanings. Landscape Phenomenologists such as Ingold and Creswell reduce vision to an 
equal footing with the other senses, but this research argues they may mistakenly deny 
the sheer dominance of vision in Western landscape perceptions and thus cognitive 
images and meanings.774 Edensor is the Landscape Phenomenologist who does 
acknowledge the importance of vision, with his theory of ‘matter out of place’, bridging 
Landscape Phenomenology’s understanding of landscape inhabitation and New Cultural 
Geography’s interpretive iconographic understanding. In this he is somewhat akin to the 
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Humanist Tuan, and landscape architects Herrington and Treib.775 Overall, we perceive 
‘landscape’ through all our senses simultaneously, but the historical dominance of visual 
perception in the formation of cognitive landscape images in the West is an important 
influence on the formation of landscape meanings. 
 
The Influence of ‘Home’ Landscapes 
Understanding how the specific landscape, in this context GWP, fits into an individual’s 
worldview and sense of home and self-identity, is an essential yet complex undertaking for 
any landscape architect. In a simple statement of the importance of landscape meanings, 
Cosgrove describes the way people ‘see their world’ (here ‘see’ refers to ‘understand’) as 
providing ‘a vital clue to the way they understand that world and their relationships with 
it.’776 J.B. Jackson and Tuan propose that how people perceive and value the landscape most 
closely linked to their self-identity – their ‘home’ landscape – influences how they perceive 
and value other landscapes.777 Unusually for theorists, all the cultural geographers reviewed 
(except the non-Humanist Traditional Cultural Geographers) agree – to paraphrase Tilley 
and Olwig – that people’s sense of identity is profoundly intertwined with their sense of 
landscape meanings, as we live and evolve within landscapes, i.e. our identities do not just 
develop in our individual minds.778 Traditional Cultural Geographers such as Sauer do not so 
much discuss landscape meanings, as refer to landscape as ‘man’s record upon the 
landscape’. This may imply that meanings are implicit in landscape, but Sauer stated clearly 
that cultural geography was ‘not concerned ... with the energy, customs or beliefs of man’.779  
 
Through repeated interactions, an insider may identify a local landscape as an extension of 
their home landscape, widening the geographically located landscape areas and typologies 
that influence their landscape values and perceptions – and by extension their individual and 
group identities. An urban park can be a kind of extended collective ‘home’ landscape, 
which insiders feel invested in having reflect their values and cognitive ‘home’ landscape 
images. We simultaneously inhabit our extended everyday ‘home’ landscapes as both 
‘ordinary’ and ‘symbolic’.780 Rather than being two different ‘scales’ of landscape as 
proposed by Anderson, Domosh, Pile and Thrift, this research argues the ordinary and 
symbolic are parallel landscape meaning-narratives. For example, to a Seattle resident living 
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near GWP, it may have an ‘ordinary’ meaning-narrative as their immediate ‘home’ 
landscape of daily dog-walking, relaxation and social acquaintance. At the same time they 
comprehend the park’s more symbolic meaning-narrative as a focal site for the city’s annual 
4th of July celebrations, and at a more abstract level as a monument to a past industrial era in 
Seattle, and in human civilisation. The ordinary, everyday meaning-narrative is individual, 
and/or may be shared with a small number of people known to the insider through the same 
type of daily interaction with the landscape. The latter symbolic meaning-narratives are 
shared with a wider local population in the city and region, as well as with outside visitors. 
Suggested Procedure: a landscape architect could ascertain what the person considers 
their ‘home’ landscape and to describe it, seeking clues to how they perceive and value 
it from their descriptive expressions of it. 
 
Therefore, rather than the symbolic landscape being ‘imbued with special meaning beyond 
the everyday’ as Anderson et al propose,781 from a relativist perspective, this research 
argues these are all simply different meaning-narratives, regardless of whether they 
have evolved or been imposed. To paraphrase Cosgrove, landscapes may only ever be 
perceived and experienced, and meanings gathered individually.782 The meaning-narrative of 
GWP as a place of daily dog-walking etc., may be as important to a particular Seattle 
resident as the aforementioned symbolic meaning-narratives, while to others the symbolic 
meaning-narratives may form their only cognitive images of GWP. It is not clear that these 
are any more nor less important for being widely shared. If there is a ‘scale’ to these 
meaning-narratives, it is in the number of people sharing each narrative, rather than in 
their respective ‘significance’. Taylor concurs, describing the ‘ordinarily sacred’ landscape 
which has ‘a cherished position alongside the famous symbols’.783 In this case the ‘ordinary’ 
meaning narrative is equal – or greater – in importance to the insider than collectively 
symbolic landscape meanings. They reflect the self-identity of the person, as they define 
themselves in relation to these meanings. 
Suggested Procedure: a landscape architect could ask the person whether the focus 
landscape forms a component of their ‘home’ landscape, to what degree, and why they 
feel that, in order to identify whether this landscape forms part of their idea of ‘home’, 
and thus of their own self-identity. 
 
Thus historic and contemporary, imposed and evolving meaning-narratives are alive through 
our inhabitation within landscapes at all times. In Olwig’s terms, landscape is an ‘unfolding’ 
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‘nexus’ of meaning-narratives, not just a quantifiable material entity, readable as an ‘end 
point’ descriptor of human change in the landscape as described by Sauer, Hoskins, Wagner, 
Mikesell, Price and Lewis.784 In reflecting on the process of the GWP analysis, it is clear that 
understanding what people identify as their ‘home’ landscape, how they describe it, and the 
‘ordinary’, ‘sacred’, and ‘symbolic’ meaning-narratives they attach to it can provide clues to 
some of their cognitive landscape images. In the context of GWP for example, the Seattle 
Parks Department planner affirmed that while it is a well-used, functionally successful park 
outside the design and heritage communities it is regarded simply as a fun park with a view, 
and most users have no sense of the towers’ purpose or its status as a design ‘icon’.785 
Conversely, landscape architects, architects and design historians value it as a paradigm-
shifting watershed in contemporary landscape design. 786 
Suggested Procedure: a landscape architect could ask a series of questions about 
landscape meanings at multiple levels: to them as an individual, to their social 
networks, to their community, to the the town or city, region, nation, and possibly 
internationally. An aim would be to identify whether any collective symbolic meanings 
are known, and also personal to the individual. 
 
The Influence of Idealised ‘Orderly’ and Past Landscapes 
This thesis has illustrated how GWP challenged idealised cognitive landscape images, 
highlighting the importance of understanding and identifying what people consciously or 
unconsciously regard as the ideal’ landscape (and how a specific image affects their 
evaluation of a particular landscape under investigation). Cultural geographers such as J.B. 
Jackson and Tuan argue that a dominant type of cognitive landscape image is that of an 
idealised landscape, often based on a past landscape or condition, or on an imagined 
‘heaven’.787 These idealised cognitive landscape images commonly include a sense of 
material ‘order’, often as a reaction to a sense that contemporary humans are damaging 
landscapes, while in a past time and/or condition things were ‘better’. Contemporary 
landscapes can seem ‘placeless’ as described by Relph, or what Edensor refers to as 
‘disorderly’,788 and perceiving a landscape as ‘placeless’, ‘disorderly’ or insignificant can 
cause people to wish to realign it with other landscape manifestations remembered or 
imagined as ideally ‘orderly’ and ‘significant’. 
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Suggested Procedure: a landscape architect could ascertain whether the person’s 
description of the material landscape implies or states a sense of its dis/orderliness or 
in/significance. 
They could also ascertain if the person thinks the landscape should be different to the 
way it is, and if so, in what ways. This would offer clues to whether the person imagines 
an ideal version of the landscape. 
 
Critically, the GWP case study analysis revealed that Seattle’s Victorian era ‘greensward’ 
parks represented a more ideal and ‘orderly’ public park landscape to many people than that 
proposed in Haag’s Master Plan, where industrial forms seemed to create a negative form of 
significance and ‘disorder’ by keeping ‘matter out of place.’789 However, Edensor describes 
how for some people such ‘materially uncontrolled’ landscapes, including all kinds of 
marginalised urban terrains vague can be ‘exciting, full of potential to create new ‘meaning, 
stories and practices’.790 Indeed, some Seattleites expressed positive or open-minded 
opinions of the merits of industrial remains and their place in a park, echoing the design and 
art world’s enthusiasm about new kinds of positive significance and material ‘order’ to be 
found in the remnant forms of industry. One local journalist enthused that transforming a 
shed and industrial equipment into a children’s Playbarn would be ‘fantastic’.791 
 
A form of ‘ideal’ landscape is one in which the ‘correct’ form of social ‘order’ is expressed 
and controlled. Tilley describes a ‘paradox of landscape’: that although it is largely 
‘culturally produced’, it is often experienced as ‘natural.’792 For example, Seattle’s 
‘greensward’ parks are as much cultural products as was the gas works, and as is GWP, yet 
many people clearly regarded – and may still regard – the ‘greensward’ parks as somehow 
more ‘natural’ and therefore ‘better’. Haag did not deny the role of picturesque parks, but 
demonstrated that not all valuable landscapes are picturesque, and set a new challenge that 
perhaps all ‘park’ landscapes don’t have to be. This raises questions worthy of investigation 
in further research: as the ground-breaking design paving the way for the transformation of 
urban deindustrialised landscapes into public parks, has GWP altered people’s ideas of what 
is ‘natural’? Has it helped them to regard parks as ‘cultural’ constructions? 
 
Lowenthal argues that in idealising an aspect of the past, people sometimes seek to represent 
it as ‘congenial’.793 At the extreme end of this desire is what Relph calls ‘museumisation’: 
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the attempt to ‘prescribe’ and ‘fix’ a particular memory or meaning-narrative in the 
collective mind.794 This is arguably the heritage conservation equivalent to the predominance 
of visual perception in people’s values-building and cognitive landscape images, as it 
prioritises what a landscape looks like and contains materially. Paralleling Edensor’s concept 
of landscapes as ‘stabilizing networks’, museumisation arguably helps ‘stabilise’ the past, 
creating a ‘veil’ of order, control and the security of historical meanings, and thus a sense of 
order, control and security of present collective and individual identities. What we were 
reflects on what we are now: so let what we were have been ‘congenial’.795 Although the 
Traditional Cultural Geographers such as Sauer and Hoskins may have evidenced a greater 
attachment to past landscapes than to the contemporary, their identification of the importance 
of heritage in landscape, and in the narrative of human life in the landscape should not be 
forgotten.796 
Suggested Procedure: a landscape architect could ascertain the historical narratives the 
person is aware of in relation to the focal landscape, including any they believe to be 
false, to have been omitted (rightly or wrongly) or to be desirable or undesirable to 
have manifest in the landscape. Identification of shared historical meaning-narratives 
may provide clues to the degree to which they ‘stabilise’ or ‘destabalise’ the narrative 
of human life in the focal landscape. 
 
In the GWP Master Plan, Haag proposed a landscape image of a past in which dirty gas 
production was as integral to Seattle’s social/cultural heritage as its beautiful parks. Many 
people lived next to the gas works, and many worked there throughout their lives. Yet there 
is little sense in the Master Plan or in the park today of the people who laboured at the gas 
works to power the developing city. However, in 1971 it was radical enough to say: let’s not 
erase all evidence of these un-picturesque meaning-narratives; let’s keep them alive and 
weave them into the continuing meaning-narrative of this landscape. 
 
GWP’s visual prominence on the shore of Lake Union made it a focal landscape in Seattle in 
1962-1978, and its perceived ‘ugliness’ and historical role as a polluter, meant that when the 
Master Plan was released in 1971 its historical significance was entirely negative to many 
locals. These insiders did not want a new park that was ‘distinctive’ in form, but one which 
conformed to their existing image of a park, and to a preferred version of Seattle’s history.797 
The ‘original’ power-generating purpose of this landscape had ended, and in changing it to a 
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new, ‘better’ purpose no visible sign of the previous ‘disorderly’ purpose should be present. 
It was proposed that retaining any sign of the industrial form would ‘memorialise’ pollution 
and ugliness.798 There seems to have been no related discussion of the fact that Seattle’s 
power supply was still being produced – albeit in an environmentally cleaner industrial 
process – in a landscape somewhere else, and thus the gas works formed part of the city’s 
ongoing meaning-narrative. However, that particular meaning-narrative, some argued, 
should be materially erased and replaced with the ‘ideal’ landscape of a greensward park.799 
 
As described, other Seattle insiders were keen or open to embracing Haag’s radical new form 
of park including industrial landscape remembering. To them, it would convey a message 
‘memorialising’ the technological ingenuity of industrialised power generation, while at the 
same time reminding people of the pollution and ugliness such technologies had caused. 
Many insiders of this persuasion found the old gas works aesthetically attractive, or at least 
interesting.800 They were excited by, or at least willing to suspend judgement about, a park 
that would be radically new and distinctive in function and form, and did not conform even 
to their own existing cognitive images of a ‘park’ landscape. 
 
The notion of a landscape conforming to an idealised cognitive image casts it as a somewhat 
Sauerian passive object, transformed by humans, having no agency.801 J.B. Jackson does 
grant landscape a degree of agency, proposing that ‘ruinous’ landscape conditions prompt us 
to create improvements.802 Yet this also suggests some landscape images or conditions are 
morally ‘better’ than others. Haag drove a wedge directly into this idea with the proposal for 
GWP, not removing the ‘ruin’ as many expected, but incorporating parts of it into a new 
ecological, social and cultural landscape nexus, creating a new cognitive landscape image 
and meaning-narrative. This is perhaps a characteristic of ‘significant’ landscape 
architecture: regardless of a designed landscape’s material or practical ‘success’ (e.g.: the 
continuing inaccessibility of the GWP generator towers means it falls short of its full 
potential), it creates a new collective cognitive image of a specific landscape, landscape 
typology, and/or concept of ‘landscape’. GWP has achieved this, and this research describes 
this as why it deserves the attribution of ground-breaking ‘significance’.803 Indeed, the three 
1960s University of Washington design graduates who proposed a park incorporating the gas 
works structures expressed an understanding that one role of landscape architecture is to 
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challenge people’s pre-conceived values, particularly their idealised cognitive landscape 
images.804 Clearly, landscape architecture researchers need to identify the congruence (or 
distance) between ideal and actual landscapes, including their own.  
 
The Influence of Social Power Relations 
In identifying the meanings of a landscape one must ask: what is, and what is not being 
revealed; who has written the text; whose perspective is being veiled or written from?805 
According to Edensor, the ideologically-driven prescription and ‘fixing’ of particular 
landscape meaning-narratives can be a manifestation of the imposition, representation and 
legitimisation of particular social power relations.806 The textual landscape metaphor 
proposed by Duncan, Duncan and Peet suggests one should ask who ‘authored’ the 
landscape, and accordingly deconstruct the ‘written’ structure and ‘words’ themselves.807 As 
discussed, it is those with the power to change or construct landscapes who mostly attempt to 
exert control or influence over people’s cognitive landscape images, the material expression 
of selected cognitive landscape images, and thus the meaning-narratives people gather from 
and attach to specific landscapes.808 Although not explicitly discussed, Sauer’s conception of 
landscape as a ‘record’ of human culture can be argued to implicitly support this idea of 
landscape as representing social power relations.809 If people’s cognitive landscape images 
are influenced by how they value and perceive their ‘home’ landscapes, and by their 
‘idealised’ cognitive landscape images, they are also influenced by the externally imposed 
landscape values and meaning-narratives which manifest the dominant social order. 
 
If our landscape images and meanings are created and revised through perceptions of and 
interactions within landscapes, then the intentional structuring of those landscapes as 
symbolic representations or material manifestations of the social order is an important 
influence to understand. This research therefore proposes that the person’s cognitive 
images of a specific local landscape are likely to represent the person’s relationship to 
the dominant social order. A homeless person, for example, may have a different cognitive 
image of a public mall from which they are repeatedly evicted than of one they are free to 
inhabit like any other citizen. Their image of the former may be of a landscape of exclusion, 
social unfairness and lack of common humanity. Their image of the latter may be as part of a 
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‘home’ landscape of relative security and belonging. Being at home in this particular mall 
would contribute to that person’s self-identity: I am of this place. 
Suggested Procedure: a landscape architect could ascertain the person’s sense of the 
‘dominant’ social order, and of their own relationship to it. 
 
A shared public landscape represents the landscape values of whomever has the power to 
change, construct, represent, govern or manage that landscape. And as Tilley’s landscape 
paradox suggests, through it ‘networks of power may be legitimised, appear natural, and be 
beyond challenge.’810 To rephrase Mitchell, therefore the meaning of a landscape is a 
function of this power relationship.811 Overt forms of ideological imposition in landscape 
include what Edensor calls the organisation of ‘memoryscapes’ such as monuments and 
memorials, designed to trigger shared memories and convey specific messages.812 Choices 
are made by those with the relevant social power regarding which aspects of the past should 
be conveyed through these landscapes, how they will be conveyed, and sometimes when and 
how they will be interacted with, and by whom. To paraphrase Lowenthal, these choices tell 
us as much – if not more – about those making the choices as they do about people and 
events in the landscape of the past.813 The difficulty this suggests with Sauer and Hoskin’s 
idea of landscape as a ‘record’ is that it evades the temporal condition of landscape.814 When 
is it a record of? Now? ... Or now? As discussed, the GWP case study analysis overall 
suggests that Haag understood the role of landscape heritage as manifesting and participating 
in Lowenthal’s understanding of the past as a ‘continuing narrative’.815 
 
The case study of GWP presents two clear examples of this: the designer’s ‘power’ to 
propose a new landscape, selecting which meaning-narratives to convey and how; and the 
ultimate social power of the City to adopt a radical, challenging new park design, and also, 
notably, to not remove the fences from around the generator towers, creating a ‘static’ image 
of them as relics with no active life. However, it is important to note that the imposition of 
social power in the change, construction, representation, governing or management of a 
landscape is not automatically assumed to be of malign intent: many public landscape 
permissions have to do with the maintenance of human safety and access to shared resources. 
Those with power may value the representation and facilitation of the widest range of 
landscape values possible, including those in opposition to their own. 
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Some Seattle insiders saw the City’s acceptance of Haag’s Master Plan as imposing City 
power by adopting a design for a public ‘home’ landscape that they disliked, or found 
offensive.816 However, this was only an explicitly positive or negative imposition if we 
accept the legitimacy, or ‘rightness’ of one cognitive landscape image over another. It is hard 
to argue that the retention of industrial remains in a park is a more negative imposition than 
the retention of a tree in a former forest landscape, if we accept that there are no ‘right’ or 
‘wrong’ cognitive landscape images: only ‘different’ ones. It is likely that if insiders are 
asked what they want in a particular landscape, they will describe something already existing 
in their cognitive image of that landscape typology. Before GWP the common answer 
regarding a park landscape in Seattle might have been “grass and beautiful roses”, but post-
GWP the answer might have become “grass and some of those sculptural industrial things.” 
However users interact with a designed landscape, they do so within the material constraints 
of a designer’s vision and the fiscal and regulatory conditions influencing implementation. 
To live in a regulated society necessitates the existence of social power structures. However 
the users of GWP choose their modes of park interaction, they do so within the constraints of 
the deindustrialised structures, including strong landforms, of Haag’s vision. 
Suggested Procedure: a landscape architect could inquire who the person thinks is ‘in 
charge’ of the landscape, or has the power to decide what it is like, and how they feel it 
affects the landscape and themselves. 
 
This discussion highlights an important question raised in the case study analysis: to what 
extent should landscape architects challenge cognitive landscape images? The overarching 
answer, as proposed in Chapter 6, is that this can only be considered on a landscape-by-
landscape-basis. Accepting that while landscapes are collectively and individually 
constructed, they can only be perceived and experienced individually, the imposition of 
power through landscape can never be entirely controlled. Landscape is therefore not just 
what we perceive and experience, but the way we perceive and experience – interact within – 
it. Therefore, although Bull explains that landscape architects can ‘manipulate’ landscapes 
materially in order to ‘reinforce or undermine values, or to present new ones’, as Treib and 
Olin suggest, they cannot make people feel or understand any particular thing.817 Haag 
understood this, wanting people to perceive certain meaning-narratives in GWP, but also to 
generate their own, particularly through interaction with the industrial remains. The GWP 
landscape’s ‘significance’ was already there, he just needed to interact with the material 
landscape to gather it, and then invite others to do the same. 
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Identifying Landscape Interactions and Meanings 
Now that a better understanding of how people form and reform cognitive landscape images 
has been presented, this section of this chapter focuses on the second vital component of 
landscape meaning: people’s landscape interactions. The analysis of the literature and GWP 
case study data identifies three major aspects of the motivations, modes and conditions of 
people’s landscape interactions, discussed here in turn. First, the essential role of landscape 
interactions in relation to landscape meanings is further unpacked, highlighting the particular 
importance of physical interactions within the material landscape, as well as with 
representations. Second, the role of remembering as a critical form of landscape interaction 
is explored in greater depth. Third, the influence of social power relations on the relationship 
between landscape interactions and meanings. 
 
The Role of Landscape Interactions in Landscape Meaning 
This research argues that the human, inhabited landscape exists at a nexus of 
materiality and our cognitive landscape images, perceptions and interactions: a 
dynamic set of relationships created by the constant movement of situated living. Our 
landscape interactions are not with an external entity, but of us as part of, or within, 
landscape. Landscape is therefore understood to have agency, in the sense that just as our 
interactions – or our inhabitation – create landscape, so landscape creates our interactions, 
according to the Humanist J.B. Jackson, New Cultural Geographer D. Mitchell, and 
Landscape Phenomenologists Ingold, Olwig, Creswell and Tilley.818 It is our perceptions and 
experiences in landscapes, rather than of landscapes that are filtered through our cognitive 
landscape images; as Tuan, Meinig, Corner, Schama and Gillette state, we cannot undertake 
these transactions alone in our own minds.819 
 
What we believe a landscape means influences its material forms and organisation, and 
how it lives and evolves. At the same time, landscape’s material forms and organisation 
influences what we believe it means and how we live and evolve. From the GWP case 
study, it seems likely that Haag would concur with Ingold’s statement that we and our 
actions ‘do not transform the world, they are part and parcel of the world’s transforming 
itself.’820 Instead of a traditional ‘end landscape’ Master Plan, in 1971 he proposed what 
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could be described as a ‘landscape framework’ within which landscape meaning-narratives 
could interactively re/generate within a transforming landscape.821 
 
As ‘landscape’ is defined as a nexus of ecological, social and cultural systems, processes, 
organisms and forms, it would seem self-evident that our interactions within the material 
landscape are perceptually richer than those just with landscape representations, what Olwin 
refers to as essential ‘bodily knowing’ through interaction with forms.822 As Tilley 
demonstrates in his description of visiting a landscape containing significant rock carvings, 
there is a direct correlation between what a landscape is materially and what it does and/or 
means.823 The cognitive image created is arguably more abstract in the latter interaction, 
although the mnemonic trigger effect can still be powerful. If landscapes are not so much 
created as continuously evolving with what Ingold calls the ‘incorporation’824 of our 
interactions, then our interactions are essential to our gathering and reinforcing of existing 
meanings and/or the attachment of new meanings to landscapes. 
 
In the early 1960s, the gas works landscape had negative meanings, even to Haag. He saw it 
as an ‘ecologic disaster’, manifest in eroding post-industrial waste and pollution.825 He, like 
many, compared and contrasted his visual perceptions of this inaccessible landscape with his 
pre-existing cognitive image of a waterfront ‘park’ landscape typology, assuming the gas 
works only worthy of erasure. It was only his full physical interaction with the gas works 
landscape’s materiality that opened his mind to the possibility of a new ‘park’ typology, and 
what Edensor calls a new ‘hybrid’ meaning-narrative.826 Haag’s initial physical landscape 
interaction, followed by that of others including City officials and the public, enabled the 
creation of this new, shared cognitive image of a ‘park’ landscape as a recognisably post-
industrial landscape.827 
 
Representations may well be part of a landscape as Wylie, Cosgrove and P. Jackson, and 
Matless argue,828 but they can only ever represent fixed moments in time. The changes they 
undergo themselves through time are limited to aging and to human interpretations. Haag 
and the Landscape Phenomenologists cited above argue that interaction with landscape’s 
materiality is essential for the generation of new meaning-narratives. This was borne out in 
                                                     
821 Richard Haag Associates Inc., Master Plan . 
822 Olin, 'What Did I Mean?' at 76. 
823 Tilley, Body and Image  17. 
824 Ingold, 'Temporality' at 162. 
825 Haag and Satherley, Interview . 
826 Lane, 'Gas-plant Towers'. Goldberger, 'Gas Works Is '. Haag and Satherley, Interview . Edensor, Tourists  202. 
827 Haag and Satherley, Interview . West, 'Park Hearing'. Young, 'Lake Union’s Past, Future'. Sweeney, 'Down at the Old Gas 
Plant'. 
828 Wylie, Landscape  71. Cosgrove and Jackson, 'New Directions' at 96. Matless, 'An Occasion' at 44-45. 
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the case study for Haag when he found he needed to go into the actual gas works landscape 
itself to comprehend the possibility of a new park landscape typology. In response, this 
research recasts the perspective of the Landscape Phenomenologists to state that our 
interactions within landscapes are crucial to the existence of landscape meanings. 
 
For the researcher, understanding the modes of landscape interaction, the conditions of 
landscape interaction829, and how people express the (often unconscious) cognitive 
comparison and contrast of their interactive landscape experience with their related pre-
existing cognitive landscape image is important to the identification of a landscape’s 
meanings. This research therefore argues that to identify the specific meanings a 
landscape has for people, asking the person to express these meanings in response only 
to a landscape representation is inadequate. If they have previously physically 
interacted with the material landscape represented such that it triggers the interaction 
of remembering, any meaning-narrative expressed must be understood as one of 
memory only. 
Suggested procedure: ideally the researcher will collect people’s expressions of 
landscape meanings during or immediately after physical interaction with the material 
landscape. Research into landscape meanings without interaction with the material 
landscape will yield the identification of a limited type of landscape meanings. 
 
The Role of Remembering as a Landscape Interaction 
Landscape memory is defined in this research (Chapter 1) as a conscious and unconscious 
sensory and cognitive mechanism through which individual and collective landscape 
meanings are iteratively gathered from and attached to landscapes through time.830 As 
memories connected to a landscape arise through a cognitive action triggered by our 
perception of a landscape, this research argues that remembering is an act of cognitive 
landscape interaction. The case study example of the influence Mrs. Edwards’ and Mr. 
Stapp’s divergent childhood memories of the working gas works landscape (respectively: 
terrifying; exciting) had on their perceptions of Haag’s Master Plan (respectively: against it; 
in favour of it) illustrates this argument.831 
Suggested Procedure: a landscape architect could investigate what individual memories 
are triggered in a landscape, thus expanding their understanding of people’s cognitive 
images and meaning-narratives. 
                                                     
829 Remembering Tilley’s argument that a single ‘true’ image of a landscape is problematic when we consider landscape’s 
temporal and material dynamism. Tilley, Materiality  11. Cosgrove, Social Formation  8-9. 
830 Definition synthesised from:Taylor, 'Making Spaces' at 108. Bull, 'Purposeful Aesthetic?'. Treib, Spatial Recall . Treib, 
'Remembering'. Otero-Pailos, 'Mnemonic Value'.  
831 West, 'Park Hearing'. Stapp, 'Gas Plant Towers'. 
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As Lowenthal and Edensor suggest, which historical meaning-narratives people remember – 
or choose to remember – and how they wish those memories to be materially manifest is 
indicative of their related cognitive landscape images.832 What we might call ‘erasure’ and 
its opposite, Relph’s ‘museumisation’ of a landscape’s materiality, both impose control on 
landscape memories and meaning-narratives.833 If landscape forms are ‘erased’, there remain 
few mnemonic devices to trigger memories to reinforce pre-erasure landscape meanings. Of 
course, the landscape’s material context and representations can fulfil this function, but only 
to a limited extent as the mode and conditions of interaction are thus limited. Onto the 
landscape’s erased, ‘blank canvas’, entirely new meanings can be imposed. If the landscape 
is museumised; i.e. its material forms retained unchanged and unused other than as a static 
heritage spectacle, then only selected, imposed memories will be triggered in the majority of 
people’s minds. Landscape erasure and museumisation equal, respectively, nullity and stasis, 
and can both facilitate the exertion of control over landscape meanings. Olin, Treib, Tuan 
and Cosgrove all argue that a place can only become a symbol when people ascribe meaning 
to it, which only occurs through the perceptions of landscape users.834 The Landscape 
Phenomenologists such as Ingold argue that meanings are incorporated rather than inscribed, 
which influences this thesis’ position that it is landscape interactions that are crucial to the 
formation of meanings.835 The Traditional Cultural Geographers also seem to understand 
landscape as a symbol, in the more quotidian sense that it ‘represents’ a ‘record’ of human 
changes to natural forms.836 
 
One Seattle resident asked whether the gas works’ structures remaining in the park would 
serve as an environmental warning, a collection objects of technological nostalgia, or the 
means of public education regarding the pragmatics of historic industrial power-
generation.837 Haag’s way of addressing which of these meaning-narratives to convey in the 
landscape was to address them all. His answer to the question of how to convey them 
materially was the deployment of strong formal contrasts of structure and landform, hardness 
and softness, land and water, high elevations and valleys, prompting sensory meaning-
connections that are more embodied than intellectual. He invited people to perceive and 
interactively experience the landscape, and to largely infer meanings from these contrasts of 
form and function, past and present for themselves.838 There has always been a single 
                                                     
832 Lowenthal, Heritage Crusade  x, 148. Edensor, Tourists  138. 
833 Relph, Place and Placelessness  101. 
834 Olin, 'Form' at 159. Olin, 'What Did I Mean?' at 76. Tuan, Topophilia  12. Cosgrove, 'Radical Cultural Geography' at 1. 
Treib, 'Must Landscapes Mean?' at 48. 
835 Edensor, Tourists  7, 58, 119. Olwig, 'Recovering' at 630-631. Olwig, 'Performing' at 85-88. Ingold, 'Temporality' at 155-
164. Seamon, 'Body-Subject' at 163. Tilley, Materiality  9, 24-25, 41. Tilley, Interpreting  34. 
836 Sauer, 'Morphology' at 341-343. Hoskins, English Landscape . Wagner and Mikesell (eds.), Readings  2, 9-10. Price and 
Lewis, 'Reinvention' at 11-12. 
837 Westerberg, 'Model'. 
838 Richard Haag Associates Inc., Master Plan . 
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didactic sign at GWP, describing the process of coal gasification, but little of the story of the 
gas works – let alone of the prior landscape.839 The abstract formal contrasts combined with 
the generator towers ‘displayed’ behind a fence make the park seem to this researcher more 
an abstract symbol of the industrial era in general than a monument to the specific history of 
industrial power generation in Seattle.840 As such, it is unclear to what extent it could trigger 
specific memories of the actual era of gas works operations. Haag intended a landscape 
manifesting the complexities and tensions inherent in the presence of multiple historic and 
contemporary meaning-narratives rather than arbitrating amongst them. What meanings are 
gathered from and attached to GWP effectively lies with each individual who interacts with 
the landscape. 
 
The textual landscape metaphor suggests we ask who ‘authored’ the landscape, and 
accordingly deconstruct the ‘written’ structure and ‘words’ themselves.841 However, Edensor 
describes how the iconographic conventions of one era are easily lost in material translation 
in another, meaning the messages intended to be conveyed may be changed or lost to 
memory.842 As Haag observed, not everyone makes or infers a connection between the 
industrial structures, this specific site and its history. In the case of the generator towers at 
GWP, without background knowledge of what these forms – as ‘words’ – refer to, their 
presence may seem opaque to some, or many people. In the case of GWP, those with no 
awareness of the site’s history, such as the bikers Haag recounted meeting, may be 
puzzled.843 The single gas-production information sign does not adequately convey the 
park’s industrial history or environmental messages. However, as discussed, Haag never 
intended the landscape’s heritage ‘messages’ to be overt. The task of the researcher seeking 
to identify any purpose- or message-meanings in a landscape could be described as the 
deconstruction and interpretation of the landscape’s ‘words’. In the case of GWP, the 
meanings for people differ based on their knowledge of it’s ‘words’ and their lineage. 
 
Haag’s vision was of a landscape encompassing many meaning-narratives, and embracing 
temporal change. Yet the park is formally static, with the massive generator towers 
manifesting what Ingold calls ‘dematerialized history’.844 The intention behind fencing these 
towers was not the resulting ‘museumisation’; it was to provide for public safety.845 If 
Haag’s original Master Plan vision were enacted, the towers, like the Playbarn, might be 
                                                     
839 Haag and Satherley, Interview . Satherley, GWP Notes . 
840 Satherley, GWP Notes . 
841 Duncan and Duncan, '(Re)reading'. Duncan, City as Text . Peet, 'A Sign'. Wylie, Landscape  70-71. 
842 Edensor, Tourists  138. Treib, 'Revisited' at 132. 
843 Haag and Satherley, Interview . 
844 Ingold, 'Temporality' at 172. 
845 'Child Injured'. 'GWP To Get'. 'Second Boy Hurt'. 'Boy 9 Hurt'.'Access to Gasworks'. 
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lively and more widely loved as the result of interactions, rather than the inert, static 
(nonetheless loved by plenty of Seattleites) sculptural monoliths that they are. However, the 
park as a whole is constantly well inhabited, and as a once-new park typology, it has 
profoundly altered collective Western cognitive landscape images of this typology. But as a 
public park its meaning-narrative is not only that of a conserved moment in design time to be 
remembered: it also has many meaning-narratives as a well-used and well-loved, active 
public landscape. The balance needed is to understand the complex ongoing meaning-
narratives attached to, and evolving within this landscape, and retain and extend those 
threads that continue to speak of who Seattle insiders were and are in the continually 
evolving present. 
 
The Influence of Social Power Relations 
As discussed, pre-conceived cognitive images of a designed landscape can be embedded 
within that landscape by those with the social power to change it through design and 
implementation. So too, can the modes and conditions of people’s interactions with that 
landscape. The 1999 heritage ‘Landmarking’ (and arguably the 2013 listing of GWP on the 
US National Register of Historic Places)846 presents a challenge of competing values, 
characteristic of landscapes of heritage significance, as Lowenthal describes in the case of 
Niagara Falls.847 There is an inherent conflict between an ‘evolving’ landscape meaning-
narrative, and a ‘Landmarked’ park. Landscapes change through time, yet attempting to 
maintain their original designed form may restrict their interactive evolution. As key 
research informant the Seattle Parks Department planner stated, ‘things change, society 
changes ... can we serve the public better by doing something different with what’s out 
there?’848 On the one hand, the material manifestation of Haag’s groundbreaking 
contribution to landscape architecture will be protected into the future, but on the other hand 
this could lead to ‘museumisation’. The Master Plan and the actual park landscape differ in 
one very substantial way: the non-interactive state of the generator towers. As stated, Haag 
and Friends of GWP are still lobbying for the fences to be removed, the towers made safe 
and opened for interactive use. How the new national heritage listing effect this issue, and 
the meaning-narratives of GWP in the longer term has yet to be seen. What this highlights is 
that a material landscape does not necessarily convey all the purposes, messages, 
significance or distinctiveness a designer may have perceived in the landscape or intended 
through their design. 
                                                     
846 Friends of Gas Works Park, Gas Works Park . Brooks, Letter to Richard Haag .  
847 Lowenthal, 'Age and Artifact' at 112-113. 
848 Graves and Satherley, Interview . 
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Suggested Procedure: a landscape architect could consider not just the material 
landscape, but also the design intent, and the social power relations informing the 
implementation of that intent. Much of the covert meaning-narrative of a landscape 
may lie in these dynamics. 
 
Another manifestation of the imposition of social power relations is the control of landscape 
interactions as described by Edensor: i.e. who has and who does not have permission to 
access which landscapes, and what may and may not be done in specific landscapes.849 
Control can be achieved through overt regulatory governance or ‘covert’ social permissions. 
The implicit prioritisation of a particular social perspective arguably manifests the desire for 
an idealised landscape which is ‘significant’ and ‘orderly’. To paraphrase and extend 
Edensor’s concept: when the gazing eye detects people, behaviours or material elements 
situated outside their expected (covert) or permitted (overt) normative ‘ordering’, there is 
often a strong social impulse (covert) or requirement (overt) to re-situate them ‘properly’.850 
Safe, shared inhabitation within public landscapes understandably involves a degree of 
management, as previously discussed. It can, however, serve to ‘stabilise’ specific 
landscapes according to particular agendas of power, ideologies or norms, as described by 
Edensor.851 This is another way of achieving what Duncan and Duncan, Peet, Rose, Tilley 
and Edensor call landscape’s ability to ‘naturalise’ social power relations.852 At GWP, the 
generator towers have been ‘naturalised’ as dangerous, secured behind fences, despite 
Haag’s design to meet required safety standards.853 This stabilised the landscape as safe and 
orderly, but as discussed in Chapter 5, this was and is an ongoing source of tension between 
Haag’s vision for landscape interaction and the obligations and priorities of park 
management, including meeting public expectations. 
Suggested Procedure: a landscape architect could ask questions regarding what 
restrictions or controls the person thinks the dominant social power has placed on a 
landscape, and how they feel it affects the landscape and their own interactions with it. 
Much of the overt meaning-narrative of a landscape may lie in these dynamics. 
 
Having extended the definition of ‘landscape meanings’ synthesised from the literature, this 
research argues that to those for whom the GWP Master Plan represented a ‘disorderly’ 
landscape, the existing gas works and proposed park landscape were not meaningless. 
Rather, the meanings were of negative messages and distinctiveness. However, such 
                                                     
849 Edensor, Tourists  202. 
850 Edensor, Industrial Ruins  127. Edensor, 'Waste Matter' at 311-313. 
851 Edensor, 'Waste Matter' at 311-313. 
852 Duncan and Duncan, '(Re)reading' at 123. Peet, 'A Sign' at 23. Rose, Feminism  88. Tilley, Interpreting  40. Edensor, 'Waste 
Matter' at 312. 
853 Haag and Satherley, Interview . 
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landscapes can be positively meaningful to others. In relatively unregulated, or unwanted, 
marginalised landscapes, meanings can be fluid or ‘unstable’, as Duncan and Duncan 
suggest,854 and Edensor describes how a lack of conformity to material norms invites 
different modes of landscape interaction and equally rich landscape meaning-narratives. 
These can align with cognitive landscape images less influenced by the norms of social 
power relations, and can inspire a meaningful lack of conformity to behavioural norms, to 
overt and covert social permissions. People may transgress the controls exerted in a 
landscape, as Read, Haag and others did by breaking into the decommissioned gas works.855 
Their descriptions of the ‘disorderly’ landscape they experienced are eloquent with the 
richness of their landscape interactions, as in Haag’s account of first entering the gas works 
landscape, assuming erasure to be the best response to what he saw as an ‘ecologic disaster’: 
I had some really romantic ideas about it. I thought it was a place of great 
beauty and mystery, after I got over my initial shock of wandering around 
through all the soot and the smells and everything.856 
Suggested Procedure: a landscape architect could ascertain the motivations, modes and 
conditions of the person’s landscape interactions in order to situate their meaning-
narrative in a specific time and place. 
 
Suggested Procedures to Identify a Person’s Landscape Meaning-Narrative 
This research proposes that a person’s expression of the relevant cognitive landscape 
image and their landscape interactions constitute their specific landscape meaning-
narrative. This finding informs the shaping of the ‘suggested procedures’ into a preliminary 
guide for a landscape architect’s inquiry. The procedures and their aims are extracted from 
the analysis and refined in Table 4 below, divided into two sections: ‘Identifying Cognitive 
Landscape Images’ and ‘Identifying Landscape Interactions’. It must be noted at this 
juncture that this third main research contribution is a preliminary ‘suggested’ guide only, as 
to test it adequately is well beyond the scope of the research informing this thesis. It has 
emerged and been developed in this preliminary form through the hermeneutic process of 
iterative theory-building. As such, it is not presented here as a tested method, but the 
implications for future research are clear, including inquiry into the possibilities of scaling 
these procedures up to from individual to populations are discussed in Chapter 8. 
 
                                                     
854 Duncan and Duncan, '(Re)reading' at 118. 
855 Read, 'Ghostly'. Haag and Satherley, Interview . West, ''Unique First''. 
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The first section of the ‘suggested procedures’ is ordered according to the four identified 
major influences on people’s cognitive landscape images: the influence of visual perception 
(or not); how they perceive and value (or not) their ‘home’ landscape; their idealisation (or 
not) of ‘orderly’ or past landscapes; and the influence (or not) of social power relations. The 
second is ordered according to the three identified major aspects of people’s landscape 
interactions: the motivations, modes and conditions of the interaction, the interaction of 
remembering, and the influence of social power relations on landscape interaction. Within 
each section, a suggested approach to drawing out a person’s expressions of their specific 
landscape-meaning narrative is proposed, and the aims identified.  
 
Table 4. Suggested Procedures Towards Identifying a Landscape Meaning-Narrative 
Identifying Cognitive Landscape Images 
Data to Collect from Subject Person Aims of Collecting Data 
The Influence of Visual Perception Overall aim: to ascertain the degree of 
influence of visual perception on the person’s 
relevant cognitive lansdscape image, and on 
the way they perceive the focal landscape. 
 
 
Ask the person to describe what the material 
landscape is like in as much detail as they can. 
Identification of the person’s sensory landscape 
meaning-narrative, including their sensory 
emphases or biases. 
Identification of the person’s judgements about 
this landscape along the ‘beautiful – ugly’ 
spectrum. 
The Influence of the ‘Home’ Landscape Overall aim: to ascertain the degree of 
influence of the ‘home’ landscape on the 
person’s cognitive landscape image, and the 
way the person perceives, values, and feels 
part of the focal landscape. 
Ask questions to ascertain what the person 
considers their ‘home’ landscape, and to 
describe what it is like. 
Identification of clues to how the person 
perceives and values the landscape most linked to 
their self-identity. 
Ask questions to ascertain whether the focal 
landscape is part of their ‘home’ landscape, to 
what degree, and why they feel this. 
Identification of the degree to which the focal 
landscape forms part of the person’s idea of 
‘home’, and thus of their own self-identity.  
Ask questions about the landscape’s meanings 
at multiple levels: to them as an individual, to 
their local social networks, to their community, 
to the the town or city, region, nation, and 
possibly internationally. 
 
 
 
Identification of whether any collective symbolic 
meanings of the focal landscape are also known, 
and/or personal to the individual. 
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Data to Collect from Subject Person Aims of Collecting Data 
The Influence of Idealised ‘Orderly’ and 
Past Landscapes 
Overall aim: to ascertain the degree to which 
idealisation of ‘orderly’ or ‘past’ landscapes 
influences the person’s cognitive landscape 
image, and the corresponding way the person 
perceives and values the focal landscape. 
Ask the person to describe what the material 
landscape is like in as much detail as they can. 
Identification of whether the person’s description 
of the focal landscape’s materiality implies or 
states a sense of its orderliness or disorderliness, 
significance or insignificance. 
Ask questions to ascertain if the person thinks 
the focal landscape should be different to the 
way it is, and if so, to describe in what ways. 
Identification of clues to whether the person 
imagines an ideal version of the focal landscape. 
Ask the person what, if any, historical narratives 
they aware of in relation to the focal landscape, 
including any they believe to be false, to have 
been omitted (and whether rightly or wrongly) 
or to be desirable or undesirable to have 
manifest in the landscape (and why). 
Identification of shared historical meaning-
narratives, and clues to the degree to which the 
person considers they stabilise or destabalise the 
narrative of human life in the focal landscape. 
The Influence of Social Power Relations Overall aim: to ascertain the degree of 
influence of social power relations on the 
person’s cognitive landscape image. 
Ask questions to ascertain the person’s sense of 
the ‘dominant’ social order (local, town, city, 
state, nation), and of their own relationship to 
that social order. 
Identification of clues to how the person’s 
relationship to the dominant social order may 
influence their self-identity, and thus cognitive 
landscape images. 
Ask questions regarding who the person thinks 
is ‘in charge’ of the focal landscape, or has the 
power to decide what it is like. Ask how the 
person feels it affects the focal landscape. 
Identification of what the person considers the 
dominant social order’s influence to be over the 
focal landscape may influence their cognitive 
image of that landscape. 
Identifying Landscape Interactions 
Data to Collect from Subject Person   Aims of Collecting Data 
The Motivations, Modes and Conditions of 
Landscape Interaction 
Overall aim: to ascertain the parameters of the 
person’s interactions within the focal 
landscape. 
Collect the person’s answers to all questions 
during or immediately after physical interaction 
with the focal landscape’s materiality. 
Identification of the the person’s relevant 
cognitive landscape images and motivations, 
modes and conditions of focal landscape 
interaction, richer than those in response to 
interaction only with a representation. 
Ask questions about the motivations (reasons 
for), modes (method of, and activities during) 
and conditions (temporal, climatic) of the 
person’s interactions with the focal landscape. 
The person’s expression of these qualities of their 
focal landscape interaction enables the data 
collected to be situated in a particular place and 
time. 
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Data to Collect from Subject Person Aims of Collecting Data 
The Role of Remembering as Landscape 
Interaction 
Overall aim: to ascertain the person’s 
interactions of remembering within the focal 
landscape. 
Ask questions to ascertain any personal 
memories the focal landscape triggers in the 
person. 
Identification of the substance of the person’s 
remembering as an act of landscape interaction, 
as well as collecting the memories they associate 
with the focal landscape. 
The Influence of Social Power Relations on 
Landscape Interactions 
Overall aim: to ascertain the degree of 
influence of social power relations on the 
person’s interactions with the focal landscape. 
Ask questions regarding what restrictions or 
controls the person thinks the dominant social 
power has placed on the focal landscape, and 
how they feel it affects the landscape and their 
own interactions with it. 
Identification of the influence of the dominant 
social power over the person’s interactions with 
the focal landscape, and the degree to which this 
power is imposed overtly or covertly. 
 
This research proposes that the data collected using these procedures could offer the 
landscape architect insight into the specific meaning-narrative an individual has 
gathered from and attached to a particular landscape. 
Conclusion 
Overall, this chapter has answered the two research questions, and detailed three of the four 
main theoretical contributions of the thesis: first, a synthesised set of conceptual definitions, 
and second, a new process model of how particular landscapes come to have specific 
meanings for individual people. Together these provide an anwer to question 1: how do 
landscapes come to have specific meanings for individual people? Third, it answers research 
question 2: how could landscape architects identify the meanings a landscape has for other 
individuals?, by offering theoretical insights into what constitutes landscape meanings, and a 
table of suggested new procedures for a landscape architect to identify the specific meanings 
a particular landscape has for a person. 
 
Chapter 8 concludes this thesis with an overview of these three main contributions to 
landscape architectural theory and research, professional practice, and education, as well as 
the fourth: the narrative of landscape meanings in the iconic landscape of GWP during the 
period 1962-1978. It undertakes comparison and contrast of these contributions with the 
main arguments in the literature analysed to inform Chapters 2 and 3. Chapter 8 then further 
discusses the implications of these findings for landscape architecture as well as their 
limitations, and makes recommendations for future research toward continued development, 
refinement and application.  
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Chapter 8. Conclusion 
 
Introduction 
 
This research has achieved its primary aim: to develop a ‘clearer theoretical understanding’ 
of ‘landscape meanings’ to inform landscape architectural theory and research, professional 
practice and education. In addressing this aim it answers the two research questions, and 
makes four new theoretical contributions to theory and research, professional practice and 
education in landscape architecture. This thesis is also one of the first in-depth investigations 
in the academic literature of the discipline into what constitutes the specific meanings of a 
particular landscape to individuals, and how a landscape architect could identify these 
meanings. The first and second theoretical contributions (represented in Table 3 and Figure 
47, Chapter 7) propose a set of new conceptual definitions of landscape meanings as 
‘entities’ and as parts of a process, and a new cyclical model of this process. These address 
the first research objective by answering the corresponding question of how landscapes come 
to have specific meanings for individual people. Addressing the second objective, they 
answer the research question of how landscape architects could identify the meanings a 
landscape has for other people, with a table of suggested procedures for such identification 
forming the third contribution (Table 4, Chapter 7). 
 
As discussed in Chapter 1, Treib and Dixon Hunt identify that the understanding of 
landscape meanings is underdeveloped in landscape architecture.857 In response, this 
research has built grounded theory from within the discipline as far as possible, the 
researcher being a registered landscape architect and academic, and the case study drawn 
from within the discipline. Utilising a grounded theory case study methodology to guide a 
hermeneutic process of inquiry, a substantial body of literature and a rich vein of situated 
data have been intensively thematically analysed in an iterative process of theory building. 
Further, as Francis identifies, landscape architecture needs more ‘case studies on ... 
landscape meaning’.858 The fourth contribution of this research is squarely aimed at this: an 
original addition to the body of literature on the design and development of GWP, offering 
an entirely new perspective on this iconic landscape architectural project (Chapters 4-6). 
                                                     
857 Treib, Meraning . Treib, Spatial Recall . Treib, 'Must Landscapes Mean?'. Dixon Hunt, 'Stourhead Revisited'. Dixon Hunt, 
Greater Perfections . Dixon Hunt, Gardens .  
858 Francis, 'Case Study Method' 43. Francis, 'Case Study Method' at 21-27. 
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Chapter 1 of this thesis has defined key concepts, defined and contextualised the research 
problem within landscape architecture, and set out the research design and methods. The 
findings of the iterative thematic analyses of theoretical literature and case study data have 
been presented such that theory appears to be logically ‘built’ for the reader.859 Chapter 2 
draws on the literature of landscape architecture and allied disciplines (cultural landscape 
conservation, cultural geography, landscape history and environmental psychology) to set 
the broad theoretical context of the research, addressing the first research question by 
discussing and proposing conceptual definitions of ‘landscape meanings’ as both ‘entities’ 
and parts of a process. These shape the more in-depth thematic analysis of the major 
literature of cultural geography concerned with ‘landscape’ and its ‘meanings’ comprising 
Chapter 3. Further new conceptions of the ‘landscape meanings’ process are synthesised and 
extended with original additions, as presented in Table 3 (Chapter 7). When read in 
sequence, this table of definitions forms a narrative, which is distilled into the cyclical 
process model of how particular landscapes come to have specific meanings for people, 
presented in Figure 47 (Chapter 7).  
 
An important argument emerging from this research is that people’s expressions of their 
relevant cognitive landscape images and their landscape interactions constitute the 
specific meaning-narrative they attach to a particular landscape. This unlocked the way 
to developing the third research contribution, a set of ‘suggested procedures’ to guide a 
landscape architect’s inquiry into the specific meanings a landscape has for another person, 
presented in Table 4 (Chapter 7). The reporting of the case study – the meanings individual 
Seattle residents, including Richard Haag, expressed in the period 1962-1978 about the 
landscape that became GWP – contributes the fourth research contribution (Chapters 4-6). 
This is a new, dynamic, process-oriented reading of an iconic place in the recent history of 
landscape architecture: its changing meanings for the landscape architect and other Seattle 
residents. 
 
This concluding chapter discusses the significance of these research contributions in relation 
to existing theory, and their implications for landscape architectural theory and research, 
professional practice and education. The set of definitions, process model and set of 
suggested procedures are each discussed in turn, with the significant contributions of the 
case study report woven throughout. This chapter concludes the thesis by discussing the 
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limitations placed on the research, and points toward further research to build on these 
contributions. 
 
Theoretical Significance of Research Findings to Landscape 
Architecture 
The overarching theoretical insight proposed by this research, illustrated in simplified form 
in Figure 50, is that a person’s expressions of their cognitive landscape images relevant 
to a particular landscape, coupled with their expressions of their interactions with that 
landscape, constitute the specific meaning-narrative the person attaches to it. 
 
Figure 50. Landscape Images and Interactions Constitute Meaning-Narratives 
 
This contribution is discussed here, and compared and contrasted with the main arguments in 
the literature analysed in Chapters 2 and 3. As discussed throughout Chapters 3 and 7, this 
emergent theory has a greater affinity with the ideas of the Humanist Traditional Cultural 
Geographers, New Cultural Geographers and Landscape Phenomenologists than with those 
of the Traditional Cultural Geographers. Three major strands of this body of theory and the 
situated GWP case study analysis support the key arguments of this thesis, underpinning the 
claim for their theoretical rigour and merit. The main research insight is discussed in this 
section of this chapter: first, according to its component parts (definitions), second as a 
process (model) which is a framework for the third part, the identification of landscape 
meanings (suggested procedures). The ways in which the case study narrative manifests 
these insights are integrated into the discussion, but some broad contributions are highlighted 
first. 
 
Chapters 4-6 of this thesis together contribute a new facet to the existing scholarly accounts 
of the process and legacy of GWP. They deeply investigate what this landscape has 
specifically meant to people, and how its design challenged those meanings and generated 
new meanings. Importantly, these arguments emerged as the result of exhaustive analysis of 
a case study from within landscape architecture, not only from a designer’s perspective, but 
also from that of other actors involved in landscape regulation and management, as well as 
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the wider public experiencing designed landscape change. These chapters identify Haag’s 
discoveries concerning how to help communities appreciate and accept challenging new 
design ideas and of particular value in this research, they speak vividly of the ideas defined 
here as cognitive landscape images and landscape interactions. As discussed in Chapter 1, 
Way identifies that GWP’s ‘rich history of morphologies, natural and human’ requires a 
‘dynamic approach cycling back and forth’ in order to be read.860 This research has enacted 
just such a dynamic, process-oriented approach to the reading of a new aspect of this ‘rich 
history’: the narrative of its changing landscape meanings to Seattle residents in 1962-1978. 
 
Despite the prominent influence of GWP and Haag in the recent history of landscape 
architecture, there has been no in depth investigation of how his design and implementation 
processes challenged and changed the meanings he himself, as well as other Seattle residents 
attached to the landscape. As stated in Chapter 1, this research discovered a vast reservoir of 
untouched archival material about this important landscape and designer. The work of Meyer 
and Way does of course address ‘meaning’ – not overtly – with Meyer describing Haag’s 
design as an ‘interplay’ of human, technological and natural systems and processes to 
generate landscapes such as GWP which people find ‘unsettling’.861 This thesis proposes part 
of what was unsettling about GWP in 1962–1978 was that it challenged people’s existing 
landscape meanings. Heyman and Way discuss how confronting GWP was for Seattleites, 
used to Olmsted-designed parks providing quiet ‘retreat’ from city bustle.862 The most salient 
finding from the case study, informing the overarching theoretical insight of this research, is 
that the design of GWP arguably altered a collective Western cognitive landscape image 
of what a deindustrialised landscape can become, and what a park landscape may be 
like. 
 
Contribution 1: Conceptual Definitions of Landscape Meanings as a Process 
As discussed in Chapter 1, there is little developed discussion in landscape architecture of 
what landscapes mean to individuals. Not only that, there is a lack of clear definitions of 
what landscape meanings actually are; with those available in this and allied disciplines 
varied and often vague in both content and specificity. This research proposes a new set of 
conceptual definitions of landscape meanings as entities, and as an intrinsic part of a process, 
in a relationalist understanding that such ideas cannot be understood outside the context of 
their network relationships. It not only synthesises existing conceptions of landscape 
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meanings into a narrative of definitions, but brings some conceptions together for the first 
time, as well as offering original additions to some definitions. These original contributions 
are discussed here. 
 
The initial analysis of the literature aimed to ‘sensitise’ the researcher to the relevant theory 
by seeking clarity of concepts. It was soon evident that this would itself actually need to be 
the first stage of theory-building. What emerged was that the coupling of the abstract and 
complex terms ‘landscape’ and ‘meanings’ could not represent a single, discretely definable 
entity. It clearly needed to be understood as part of a dynamic process, with no definitive 
point of arrival. From this evolved the stages of the research as set out in Chapter 1, 
culminating in the apparently simple formulation represented in Figure 50, above. A set of 
interlinked conceptual definitions of ‘landscape meanings’ has not previously been brought 
together as comprehensively as in this research. Some original additions are made to the 
definitions of ‘landscape meanings’, and to landscape ‘memory’ and ‘expressions’ of 
landscape meanings through their location within the scope of what  is defined as ‘landscape 
interactions’. 
 
A lack of purpose, message, content, significance or distinctiveness is added to the 
synthesised definition of ‘landscape meanings’. This addition arose from an emergent 
‘slippage’ between the literature and the reality of the initial stages of case study data 
analysis, and does not disagree with, or run counter to any of the literature reviewed with one 
exception, discussed below. Rather, it adds further richness to existing concepts. The terms 
‘meaning’ and ‘significance’ are often used interchangeably in the literature, with cultural 
landscape conservationists understandably focussed on the ‘significant’ and ‘distinctive’.863 
However, a lack of significance is not discussed in the literature. Yet this sense was clearly 
borne out with the landscape of GWP, and in the literature concurred with Olin’s statement 
that some landscapes are ‘not called on to do or mean anything more than this’ – i.e. perform 
their utilitarian function.864 Stanford, however, describes places as being experienced as 
either ‘meaningful’ (‘enlivening, enriching and positive’) or ‘meaningless’ (‘depressing, 
dispiriting and negative’).865 Yet the literature discusses landscapes such as war memorials 
and cemeteries as meaningful, indicating that ‘depressing, dispiriting and negative’ places 
are also meaningful, rather than meaningless. 
                                                     
863 Treib, 'Must Landscapes Mean?'. Australia ICOMOS, 'Burra Charter'. International Council on Monuments and Sites, 'Joint 
ICOMOS - TICCIH Principles for the Conservation of Industrial Heritage Sites, Structures, Areas and Landscapes'2011 
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and King, England . 
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This has some affinity with the work of the Humanist cultural geographers J.B. Jackson, 
Meinig and Lewis who emphasise appreciation of the ‘ordinary’ landscape,866 and what 
cultural landscape activists Clifford and King refer to as ‘local distinctiveness’, in which a 
place need not be externally ‘significant’ for us to feel attached to it. We ‘just need to know 
something of it; it has to mean something to us.’867  As discussed in Chapter 2, this research 
quibbles somewhat with the possible implication in this that to be meaningful the ‘ordinary’ 
must be elevated to ‘specialness’. Instead, from a relativist perspective, it argues that rather 
than symbolic landscapes being ‘imbued with special meaning beyond the everyday’ as 
proposed by Anderson et al,868 there are only different meaning-narratives, not greater or 
lesser ones. To paraphrase Cosgrove, landscapes may only ever be perceived, experienced, 
and their meanings gathered individually.869 So for example, the meaning-narrative of GWP 
as a place of daily dog-walking may be as important to a particular Seattle resident as its 
shared symbolic meaning-narratives, while to others the symbolic meaning-narratives may 
be the only ones they associate with GWP. It is not clear that these are any more or less 
important for being widely shared: if there is a ‘scale’ to these meaning-narratives, it seems 
to be in the number of people sharing each narrative, rather than in their respective 
‘significance’. Taylor concurs, describing the ‘ordinarily sacred’ landscape which has ‘a 
cherished position alongside the famous symbols’.870 In this case the ‘ordinary’ meaning 
narrative is equal – or greater – in importance to the insider than collectively symbolic 
landscape meanings. These ‘ordinary’ landscapes reflect our self-identity, as we define 
ourselves in relation to their meanings for us individually. 
 
If our cognitive landscape images are created and altered through our interactions within 
landscapes, then the intentional structuring of landscapes as symbolic representations of the 
social order is an important influence to understand, especially as landscapes are tied to 
people’s self-identities. This research thus proposes, as stated in Chapter 7, that a person’s 
cognitive image of a particular local landscape is likely to represent their relationship 
to the dominant social order. A homeless person, for example, may have a quite different 
cognitive image of a public mall from which they are repeatedly evicted, than they have of 
one they are free to inhabit like any other citizen. The meanings manifest in their image of 
the former may be of a landscape of exclusion, social unfairness and lack of common 
humanity. The meanings manifest in their image of the latter may be as part of their ‘home’ 
landscape of relative security and belonging. 
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Another original addition of this research is bringing together the existing conceptions of 
meanings as both ‘gathered from’ and ‘attached to’ landscapes. Again, this is not at odds 
with any of the literature reviewed; rather it offers a response to the debate over whether 
meanings reside within landscapes, or exist only in people’s minds (see Treib, Olin, Gillette, 
Herrington and Bull). This research proposes that it is both gathered from and attached to.871 
Bringing together Ingold’s ‘gathering’ of meanings, and the more traditional approach of 
landscape conservation theory’s ‘attachment’ conveys the idea that both occur. As defined in 
this research, the two are not incompatible, merely different phases of the same process. 
 
‘Landscape meanings’ as a term came to seem too broad early in this research with respect to 
what meanings a landscape may have to an individual person, irrespective of, for example, 
design intent. A new term seemed needed, and a synthesis of Edensor, Tuan and Duncan’s 
discussions of meanings as ‘landscape narratives’ led to the simple addition to existing 
definitions of the formulation that people’s expressions of these meanings be described as 
‘meaning-narratives’. 
 
This research proposes the term ‘cognitive landscape images’ as a synthesis of the wide 
variety of terms used in the literature to describe people’s mental constructs of what 
constitutes ‘landscape’, specific landscape typologies, and particular landscapes. This is 
consistent with the work of the Humanist Cultural Geographers, notably J.B. Jackson, Tuan 
and Meinig. They and some New Cultural Geographers, notably Cosgrove, identify the 
implicit role of the subjective in the perception of landscapes, including the importance of 
acknowledging people’s preconceived values as filters to these perceptions.872 The urban 
planner, Lynch, in fact used the term ‘mental images’ to refer to these constructs.873 This 
research parts with the Traditional Cultural Geographers Sauer, Hoskins, Wagner, Price and 
Lewis, who believe ‘objective’ visual observation to be the most effective method of 
landscape interpretation, with the landscape able to be ‘read’ as a ‘finished’ representation of 
human culture.874 This assumes an unrealistic lack of preconceptions on the part of the 
observer, suggesting no filtering mechanism is brought to the experience.  
 
This thesis argues that Landscape Phenomenologists Ingold and Creswell mistakenly 
overlook the dominance of vision in Western landscape perceptions (and thus cognitive 
landscape images and meanings) when they reduce vision to an equal footing with the other 
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senses.875 As such, visual perception is specifically addressed in the proposed definition as a 
‘component’. This is consistent with the ideas of Landscape Phenomenologist Edensor, who 
does acknowledge the importance of vision in his theory of ‘matter out of place’.876 Thus he 
bridges Landscape Phenomenology’s understanding of landscape inhabitation and New 
Cultural Geography’s interpretive iconographic understanding, and is somewhat akin to the 
Humanist Tuan, and landscape architects Herrington and Treib.877 Overall, this research 
concurs with these theorists that we perceive ‘landscape’ through all our senses 
simultaneously, but the historical dominance of visual perception in the formation of 
Western cognitive landscape images is an important influence on the formation of meanings. 
 
That the privileging of visual perception casts landscape as something of a static ‘backdrop’ 
to human life leads to the second key component of the central research finding (Figure 50): 
that it is people’s landscape interactions coupled with their cognitive landscape images that 
engender their gathering from and attachment of meanings to specific landscapes. Although 
proposing a slightly more dynamic relationship with landscape than that proposed by the 
Traditional Cultural Geographers cited above, the majority of New Cultural Geographers, 
including Cosgrove, Daniels, P. Jackson, Duncan and Duncan, Matless, Rose and Domosh 
still cast themselves in the position of observers, interrogating what they observe through 
deconstruction and socio-cultural interpretation.878 It is arguable, however, that these are 
precisely the filtering ‘mental constructs’ described in the proposed definition. The findings 
of this research are more congruent with ideas of the Humanist J.B. Jackson, the New 
Cultural Geographer Mitchell, and in particular the Landscape Phenomenologists Ingold, 
Olwig, Creswell and Tilley.879 To paraphrase, the human, inhabited landscape resides at 
the nexus of landscape’s materiality and our cognitive landscape images. This was borne 
out in the case study for Haag when he found he needed to go into the actual gas works 
landscape itself to comprehend the possibility of a new park landscape typology. Thus the 
argument made by this research that our interactions, particularly with the material 
landscape, are essential to the gathering of and attachment of meanings to landscapes is 
logical. This research further adds that the acts of remembering and expressing things 
about landscapes as forms of landscape interaction. This is not at odds with any of the 
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reviewed literature; it is another addition to clarify the way these form part of the ‘process’ 
of landscapes coming to have meanings for individuals. 
 
Contribution 2: A Cyclical Process Model 
After weaving together these new definitions into a kind of ‘narrative’, the next step was to 
acknowledge the evident emergence of the ‘process’ of landscape meanings, and develop the 
cyclical process model. Critically, having emerged from rigorous thematic analysis of 
situated data as well as theory, it illustrates how landscape meanings can be affected when 
people’s pre-existing cognitive landscape images are challenged, altered or reinforced 
through their landscape interactions. While well supported in the situated data of 
landscape architecture, and through the lens of the discipline, it aligns principally with the 
literature of the Landscape Phenomenologists, being modelled with ‘landscape’ at the centre. 
The person is represented within it as ‘part’ of the landscape, rather than outside it, observing 
and ‘making’ meanings independently. It is our perceptions and experiences in landscapes, 
rather than of landscapes that are filtered through our cognitive landscape images; as Tuan, 
Meinig, Corner, Schama and Gillette state, we cannot undertake these transactions alone in 
our own minds.880 ‘Landscape’ as both concept and domain is the framework, with the 
human an internal actor who is created by landscape (through the close tie between cognitive 
landscape images and self-identity) as much as creative of it. This is consistent with the 
phenomenological understanding of the dynamic relationship of constant re-creation that is 
the role of the human as a constituent of landscape as described by Merleau-Ponty, Ingold, 
Olwig, Creswell and Tilley.881 However, it is also congruent with the ideas of the Humanist 
J.B. Jackson, and the New Cultural Geographer D. Mitchell, that just as our interactions – or 
our inhabitation – create landscape, so landscape creates our interactions.882 
 
From the GWP case study, it seems likely that Haag would concur with Ingold that people 
and their actions ‘do not transform the world, they are part and parcel of the world’s 
transforming itself.’883 Instead of a traditional ‘end landscape’ Master Plan, Haag proposed a 
‘landscape framework’ within which meaning-narratives could interactively re/generate 
within a transforming landscape.884 Landscape’s material forms and organisation 
influence what we believe it means and how we live and evolve within it, while at the 
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same time, what we believe landscape means influences its material forms and 
organisation, and how it lives and evolves. 
 
Contribution 3: Suggested Procedures to Identify a Person’s Specific Landscape 
Meaning-Narrative 
In the final stage of analysis – an in-depth examination of the literature and data pertaining 
each to ‘cognitive landscape images’ and ‘landscape interactions’ – the table of ‘suggested 
procedures’ was formulated toward a method of data collection and analysis, without merely 
asking a person “what does this landscape mean?” Based on the understanding of the 
interactive relationship of humans as constituent parts of landscapes, to put the person 
outside the landscape by asking them this question would be to return ‘landscape’ to the 
Sauerian position of static ‘backdrop’ to be ‘read’ by an observer. The suggested procedures 
collect the person’s answers to all questions during or immediately after physical interaction 
with the focal landscape’s materiality. 
 
As discussed in Chapter 1, the Landscape Architecture Foundation (LAF) and landscape 
architects Francis and Abbott offer few ideas regarding how a landscape architect may 
actually ascertain what a particular landscape means to people, only that they should do so. 
Francis’ excellent case study of the ‘Meaning and Design of Farmer’s Markets as Public 
Space’ is focussed on the generalised meanings of a particular landscape typology to their 
users as groups. While it offers a valuable guide for landscape architects regarding this 
particular typology, this research seeks a finer grained identification of the meanings of a 
particular landscape, at the level of the individual person. Francis approaches the method by 
gradually moving inward from the general to the typology and the group; while this research 
begins from the particular landscape and the individual. As referred to in ‘further research’, 
there seems ample scope for meeting in the middle. 
 
Potential for Application of the Research in Landscape Architecture 
As demonstrated in the previous section of this chapter, the implications of the research 
findings are significant for three inextricably linked areas of landscape architecture: theory 
and research, professional practice and education. Its four main contributions have an overall 
significance for having emerged in large part from within the discipline itself, through 
selected literature, the GWP case study, and the researcher being a registered landscape 
architect and academic. It has reinforced the symbolic-interactionist assumption that people 
behave toward landscapes based on what these landscapes mean to them, and thus that 
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understanding the meanings landscapes have for people is important to critical and ethical 
landscape architecture. 
Potential for Application in Theory and Research 
Clarifying the Phenomenon of Landscape Meanings as a Process 
It is not easy for a researcher to understand or identify a phenomenon if they do not clearly 
understand what that phenomenon actually is, nor how it comes to be. As discussed, meaning 
remains an aspect of landscape that we understandably find difficult to define and identify. 
As such, there is much scope for further research and discussion of this phenomenon within 
the discipline. This thesis therefore makes a significant contribution to landscape 
architectural theory and research by proposing what this phenomenon is, how it comes to be, 
and how we might identify it. The interlinked set of conceptual definitions of landscape 
meanings do not reduce the subtlety and complexity of the ideas, yet provide enough clarity 
to be workable as a language for investigation and discussion.  Significantly, by defining 
‘landscape meanings’ as both ‘entities’ and as parts of a process, the definitions and the 
corresponding conceptual process model offer the landscape researcher an explanation of the 
how of landscape meanings. 
 
This model represents landscapes as systems to be interacted within, not just as external 
arrangements of forms. Landscape researchers may find this relationalist, process-oriented 
approach unlocks new ways to think about and research the challenging phenomenon of 
landscape meanings. Further, the addition of a lack of purpose, message, content, 
significance or distinctiveness to the definition of ‘landscape meanings’ offers a new way for 
research to explore and discuss meaning in relation to a wider, more common everyday 
sphere of landscape, moving away from the privileging of the special. ‘Meaning’ need not 
only be the domain of distinctive designed landscapes or the concern of conservationists with 
the significant. Nor is the attitude that the ‘ordinary can be significant too’ a necessary 
inhibitor to the investigation of landscape meanings. The rejection of a dichotomy of 
‘meaningful’ and ‘meaningless’ for a position of ‘many differing meaning-narratives’ opens 
the way to more nuanced understandings. It also offers a vocabulary, a structure, and tools 
which can be used to investigate and apply these understandings. 
 
Suggested Procedures for Compiling Landscape ‘Meaning-Narratives’ 
As discussed, Francis and the LAF demonstrate the value of case study research to all areas 
of landscape architecture, with the aim that case studies be conducted to ‘advance theory’ 
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and to ‘occupy a central role in landscape architecture practice, education and research’.885  
Francis’ guide includes: ‘Perception and meaning – How place is perceived and valued?’ but 
offers little further guidance regarding what this means, or how it may be investigated.886 
Having identified this gap, the ‘suggested procedures’ make a significant contribution to the 
development of this landscape architecture of case study research method, with potential to 
augment Francis’ guide. The proposal that expressions of landscape meanings may be called 
‘meaning-narratives’ offers the landscape architect both a ‘name’ for such expressions. 
Even more usefully, it suggests a methodological approach to identifying them: to think of 
them as ‘stories’ to be compiled through which the landscape architect can develop 
discipline-specific understandings of individual people’s meaning-narratives. The conceptual 
process model and these preliminary suggested procedures have much potential to be further 
tested and adapted through application in landscape architecture case study research, where 
such a method is demonstrably lacking. 
 
A Lesson from GWP 
A further important lesson to be gleaned from the GWP case study concerns the error of a 
researcher automatically interpreting a material landscape as though it were synonymous 
with its designer’s original intent. Francis’ method avoids this, but an example of the 
misunderstandings of landscape that can arise from identifying only the material landscape 
as representative of the landscape architects meaning-intentions is illustrated in Kirkwood’s 
discussion of Park Duisburg-Nord with reference to the legacy of GWP: 
... while Gasworks Park pioneered the incorporation of industrial structures in 
a public park site, Latz’s venture extends well beyond preservation. He 
reinterprets the historical structures for contemporary uses that engage the 
community beyond simply reading the past.887 
The latter could easily have been written to describe Haag’s real and enduring understanding 
of, and vision for the landscape that is GWP. The case study data analysis clearly highlights 
the importance of considering the actual design as well as the material landscape, in part to 
understand the ‘slippages’ between design vision and the resultant built and regulated 
material landscape. 
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Potential for Application in Professional Practice 
This research proposes an explanation of the important interrelationship between landscape, 
meaning and human identity: something landscape architects instinctively understand, but as 
the literature demonstrates, do not clearly articulate. Three areas of professional practice for 
which the research findings have significant implications are: understanding the meanings of 
a landscape to stakeholders, communicating challenging design ideas to stakeholders, and 
enriching post-occupancy evaluation. The case study of the GWP landscape from the 
decision to remake it as a park, through design and implementation (1962-1978), charted 
important aspects of Haag’s journey of landscape discovery, and the design and 
implementation processes, offering many lessons for professional practice. 
 
Identifying the Meanings of a Landscape to Stakeholders 
Landscape architects are of course not immune from the influence of their own cognitive 
landscape images, including the meanings they attach to a particular landscape or typology. 
However, ethical design practice entails prioritising the needs and wants of, and valued 
landscape meanings for, clients and other stakeholders. Identifying preconceived landscape 
images, including meanings, in the minds of stakeholders will assist a landscape architect to 
understanding these wants, needs, and attached landscape meanings. The aforementioned 
complex nature of landscape meanings makes identifying them particularly challenging, 
especially for the professional practitioner without the time to spend reading extensive 
literature on such an abstract subject. This research offers an interlinked set of conceptual 
definitions of landscape meanings which provide clarity and a usable vocabulary.  The 
suggested procedures have the potential to be used by a landscape architect to assist 
stakeholders to better articulate their landscape meaning-narratives, and perhaps therefore 
also their related wants and needs. 
 
Communicating Challenging Design Ideas to Stakeholders 
Conversely, as the GWP case study illustrates, it is sometimes appropriate for a landscape 
architect to de-emphasise stakeholder wants, needs and landscape meanings in order to 
advocate for design ideas which challenge people’s existing cognitive landscape images. 
This is particularly important when, as in the case of the decommissioned Seattle gas works, 
new and challenging landscape typologies emerge, with attendant environmental and social 
issues. The dominant existing cognitive landscape images of such a landscape typology may 
be inadequate, as Chapter 1 outlines has been the case with the increasing deindustrialisation 
of landscapes in the West. 
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The GWP case study report in particular demonstrates the powerful influence cognitive 
landscape images can have on people’s perceptions not only of landscapes, but of landscape 
design proposals. It highlights one notable means by which this can be managed to generate 
the widest possible acceptance of design experimentation and innovation: material landscape 
interaction. The initial discovery Haag made regarding the GWP landscape was about the 
value and power of material landscape interaction – his own, and that of other stakeholders. 
His process of in-situ community engagement, including during years of design 
implementation, demonstrated that some people’s pre-conceived landscape values can 
become open to change through exposure to the real-life possibilities of new ideas.  
 
Enriching Post-occupancy Evaluation 
Post-occupancy evaluation of designed landscapes is a rarely practiced thing, but the 
implications of the findings of this research for it are significant. Identifying people’s 
landscape meaning-narratives can inform the planning, design and implementation stages.  
Following up by identifying post-occupancy landscape meaning-narratives could enable 
comparative analysis of ‘before’, ‘during’ and ‘after’ landscape meaning-narratives, 
contributing to the landscape architect’s appraisal of the ‘success’ of the implemented 
designed landscape. 
 
Potential for Application in Undergraduate Education 
This thesis offers the educator of undergraduates in landscape architecture three useful tools 
to work with: definitions, a process, and a tool for inquiry. Overall, it offers educators a 
vocabulary and structure with which to educate about landscape meanings, which being an 
abstraction is ever a challenge.888 ‘Meaning’ is an aspect of landscape that many students 
find extremely difficult to grasp, and thus some either ignore, or make token gestures toward. 
The lack of clarity within the discipline in general regarding what actually constitutes 
landscape meanings assists neither student nor educator. The set of linked conceptual 
definitions and the process model presented in this research offer clarity regarding the 
content and place of meanings in the complex, dynamic sphere that is landscape. 
 
Not only do these tools offer teachable vocabulary and concepts, but they also have the 
potential to assist the educator to better interpret the ways individual students perceive 
‘landscape’. Part of our educative obligation is to open students’ minds to the rich and varied 
domain of what ‘landscape’ is, and the landscape architect’s role therein. Anecdotally, many 
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students enter university with a certain idea – a cognitive landscape image – of what a 
‘landscape’ is, and therefore what a landscape architect does. The process of how landscapes 
come to have meanings, and how cognitive landscape images may be created, challenged, or 
reinforced, clearly parallels aspects of the role of an educator: to invite students to create 
new knowledge and ideas in their minds, and to challenge or reinforce the ones they bring 
with them. The proposed set of definitions and the process model offer a strong potential 
framework for aspects of curriculum development (see ‘further research’). 
 
Further, the concept of a ‘meaning-narrative’, and guidelines for how to ‘write’ one, offers 
the educator a method for students to identify what landscapes mean to themselves. The 
addition to the definition of landscape meanings of a ‘lack’ of purpose, message, content, 
significance or distinctiveness may unlock the experiences of the portion of students who 
seem quite disengaged from the landscapes they inhabit. Their ‘lack’ of a sense of purpose in 
their daily landscapes as a form of meaning could help them see that all landscapes mean 
something to them. In teaching students how to appraise a landscape, we encourage analysis 
of ‘user and stakeholder needs and wants’ as well as research into the history and cultural 
‘meanings’ of a landscape. The set of suggested procedures offers students a method for 
identifying what a particular landscape means to others. 
 
Limitations on the Scope of the Research 
Whilst the findings of this research have emerged as ‘grounded theory’, there are limitations 
to its scope which need to be acknowledged. 
 
Limitations set by Research Aim, Objectives and Questions 
The overarching aim driving this research has been to develop a ‘clearer theoretical 
understanding’ of ‘landscape meanings’ to inform landscape architectural theory and 
research, professional practice, and education. This understood there to be existing 
theoretical understandings, and sought to achieve greater clarity to aid application. Two 
research objectives and corresponding questions focussed in on exactly what was to be 
clarified. Thus, although a grounded theory case study methodology ensured ‘grounding’ in 
situated data, the theory-building ambitions were more modest than the research findings 
would suggest. Hence, as these findings are largely theoretical and generalised with regards 
‘landscape meanings’ (Chapters 4-6 are of course also specific to GWP), they have not been 
‘tested’ in further case studies, which was impossible within the timeframe of this study. 
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Limitations on the Scope of Literature Analysed 
As discussed, a review of this vast body of scholarship concerning the concepts of meaning 
and landscape within the Western philosophical tradition was well beyond the scope of this 
research.889 The body of literature from landscape architecture and allied disciplines 
analysed in Chapter 2 discuss ‘meaning’ to varying degrees in relation to ‘environment’, and 
sometimes ‘landscape’. However, few articulate exactly what ‘meaning’ refers to. Within the 
focal discipline of landscape architecture there has been some discussion, but as Treib 
argues, the discipline’s main focus has been elsewhere.890 It became apparent early in the 
research process that the most pertinent, in-depth discussion of landscape and meanings was 
available in cultural geography. Although outside landscape architecture, the emphasis on 
the nature and role of landscape itself clearly demonstrated an understanding of landscape 
most akin to that within landscape architecture. The selected literature was also limited to 
that having its theoretical roots in Western philosophy, written in English in the twentieth 
and twenty-first centuries, and with the most direct influence in the USA, UK and Australia. 
 
Limitations on the Scope of GWP Case Study 
The scope of the case studied in this research was specifically limited to the meanings 
individual Seattle residents including Richard Haag expressed during the period 1962-
1978, about the landscape that became GWP. Five specific limitations are conveyed 
within this case description, and are outlined here in turn. 
 
First, as the focus of this research was always on the concept of landscape meanings, this 
was never intended to be a case study of every aspect of the GWP landscape; rather, it was 
what Francis calls a case study of an ‘issues typology’.891 The aim was to assist in the 
clarification of existing understandings of landscape meanings. Second, the scope was 
intentionally limited to identification of specific landscape meanings for individuals, rather 
than for groups of people. Francis has provided an exemplar case study on group meanings, 
and there are many historical research methods to identify – and interpret – the publicly 
shared memories encoded in a landscape, notably in the work of Lowenthal.892 
 
The third limitation placed on this case study was the logistical practicalities of time and 
space. Data collection in Seattle archives (most material was unavailable online), in the 
                                                     
889 Including, but not limited to: Heidegger, Poetry . Lefebvre, Space . Lefebvre, Cities . Foucault, 'Heterotopias'. Castells, 
Urban Question . Castells, 'Materials'. Williams, Problems . Barthes, Image . Williams, Culture . Bourdieu, Logic . Debord, 
Society . Soja, Postmodern Geographies . 
890 Treib, 'Meaning' at ix-xi. 
891 Francis, 'Case Study Method'. Francis, 'Case Study Method'. 
892 Francis and Griffith, 'Meaning' at 276. Lowenthal, Heritage Crusade . Lowenthal, The Past . Lowenthal, 'Age and Artifact'. 
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landscape itself, and by semi-structured interview was limited by the time and budgetary 
constraints of overseas travel: i.e. two visits to Seattle, consisting of 7 days in November 
2009, and 6 days in July 2010 (see Appendix 1). As a result, it was not possible to conduct 
interviews with a fully representative range of Seattle residents who were familiar with the 
case study landscape during 1962-1978. The documented expressions of landscape meanings 
by Seattle residents collected were primarily those published in newspapers including 
accounts of public meetings, articles (some based on journalist site-visits), and letters. These 
data cannot account for the full range of local opinions; however they do reflect the opinions 
of those actively engaged with the issues of this landscape, and willing and able to express 
their views publicly. Arguably, these public meetings, newspaper editorials and letters pages 
were akin to the current twitter and blogospheres. The necessarily selective nature of the data 
analysed in the case study is acknowledged. 
 
It was desirable to capture what Seattle residents expressed about the meanings of the GWP 
landscape at the time, rather than with the benefit of hindsight and the unreliability of 
memory. The contemporary interviews with Haag, Way and Graves were the only 
exceptions. Haag’s insights from the perspective of the landscape architect were able to be 
compared with published records of opinions he expressed in 1962-1978 (and found to be 
extremely consistent). As previously stated, the case study data contained insufficient 
accounts of people’s memories of the GWP landscape to evaluate the proposal that the act of 
remembering is a form of landscape interaction as rigorously as other concepts. 
 
Fourth, as described in Chapter 1, the first stage of analysis of the collected data led to the 
selection of the period 1962-1978 as ideal to inform this research. Yin describes a case study 
as the investigation of a ‘contemporary phenomenon’,893 however this is the only criteria of 
Yin’s the selected case does not explicitly meet. As discussed, this case is considered by 
many in landscape architecture to initiate the contemporary era of landscape architects 
embracing the deindustrialised qualities of landscapes. 
 
As stated, this case study was a vehicle to address explanatory theoretical research questions, 
and thus the fifth limitation was the use of only a single, but theoretically generalisable 
case.894 The investigation of the specific meanings of this particular landscape during a well-
documented period of dramatic change was an exemplary vehicle for investigating these 
questions, but not initially a research aim in itself. The case also focused only on one 
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representative time period rather than whole life-cycle of the landscape, which would have 
been well outside the scope of the research. 
 
Limitations to the Applicability of the ‘Suggested Procedures’ 
Further, it must be noted at this juncture that the set of ‘suggested procedures’ for identifying 
a person’s landscape meaning-narratives is proposed only as a preliminary guide. To test it 
further in the field was well beyond the scope of this research, as mentioned above. As such, 
it is not presented here as a fully developed and tested method: it does not offer sampling 
guidelines, interview protocols, or methods of data analysis. It has been developed through 
the hermeneutic process of theory-building, and addresses the second research question: how 
could landscape architects identify the meanings landscapes have for other individuals? 
 
Toward Further Research 
As described, several other fields of research in ‘environmental’ or ‘landscape’ meanings 
have potential to further enhance this research, as does its testing through replication in 
further case studies. Three main avenues for further research are apparent: in landscape 
architecture case study research to test and refine the research findings; through comparative 
theoretical investigation within the work of related disciplines; and through application in 
landscape architecture education. 
 
Further Landscape Architecture Case Study Research 
As outlined in this chapter, the findings of this research have significant potential for further 
testing, adaptation and refinement through application in further case study research, where 
such a method for identifying individual landscape meanings is demonstrably lacking.  
 
It is important to acknowledge that there are limits to the level of ‘analytic generalisation’ of 
theory built in conjunction with a single case study.895 A different landscape narrative, set 
within a different socio-cultural landscape context, may reveal different findings. However, 
as discussed earlier, a case study as rigorously selected as this is ‘generalizable to theoretical 
propositions’.896 Although a grounded theory case study methodology was adopted to ensure 
the research was ‘grounded’ in situated data from landscape architecture, its theory-building 
intentions were originally more modest than the research findings would suggest, as 
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previously discussed. Hence, as the findings are largely theoretical and generalised with 
regards ‘landscape meanings’ (Chapters 4-6 are of course also specific to GWP), they have 
not been ‘tested’ in further case studies within the available timeframe of this study. Herein 
lie more opportunities for further research, and replication would further test the theoretical 
propositions made in this thesis. 
 
As well as direct methodological replication in comparable landscapes, theoretical 
replication within different landscape typologies, geographic, social and cultural landscape 
contexts would provide the opportunity to expand and refine these procedures toward a 
method. Future applications which would be of value to landscape architecture include: 
 
• case study research to ascertain whether the research findings, in particular the 
‘selected procedures’ toward identifying landscape meanings can be ‘scaled up’ to 
identify the landscape meaning-narratives of groups of people; 
• application in other landscape typologies undergoing comparable degrees of 
substantial change that GWP did between 1962-1978; 
• investigation of the trajectory of people’s meaning-narratives of designed parks in 
deindustrialised landscapes through the period from GWP in 1971 to contemporary 
projects like that of the Internationale Bauausstellung Fürst-Pückler-Land.897 The 
focus of investigation would be to chart how collective cognitive landscape images 
regarding what a ‘park’ landscape should or can be, and regarding the role of post-
industrial infrastructure in the public landscape, have changed over time. 
 
Further research would be beneficial to landscape architecture identifying people’s expressed 
landscape meaning-narratives related to a particular landscape as follows: first, during or 
immediately after their interaction with textual and graphic representations of a landscape 
they have never visited. The second is identified during or immediately after the person’s 
first interaction within the material landscape, then repeated after they have engaged in 
several more interactions within it. A longitudinal study in which such narratives are 
gathered from the same individuals about a particular landscape periodically over many 
years could yield a rich understanding of the effects of change, and of landscape interaction 
on both people’s cognitive landscape images, and landscape meaning-narratives. 
 
Further Research within Related Disciplines 
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Development of these research findings would be benefited by further research into 
comparative theoretical constructs within allied fields. As discussed, as the pertinence to the 
research of the extensive literature of cultural geography became apparent, it was evidently 
beyond the realistic scope of this research to delve further into other disciplines. 
 
As the research findings have cohered, review has found parallel ideas to the concept of 
‘cognitive landscape images’ in several sub-disciplines within the cognitive sciences and 
psychology. The concept has a clear affinity with constructivist theories of ‘cognitive 
schema’ and ‘cognitive dissonance’, as in the still-influential early psychological work of 
Craik, Purcell and Cohen. These texts are understandably less powerful regarding landscape 
than those reviewed, and with a tendency to regard it, or rather, ‘environment’, as somewhat 
passively external to human physical and cognitive activity.898 It is important to this research 
that the concept of ‘cognitive landscape images’ emerged from the literature of landscape, 
and from a case study from the perspective of landscape architecture. These identified 
parallel concepts in related disciplines could be investigated in further research. 
 
The relative importance of visual perception of landscape is one of the key issues contested 
through the literature of cultural geography, as discussed. The literature of philosophical 
aesthetics, and specifically the area of landscape aesthetics, is concerned with full sensory 
perception of landscape form. Whilst this is an important aspect of landscape perception, 
experience and interaction, a focus primarily on form would have inappropriately narrowed 
the focus of this research. However, the potential for landscape aesthetics to augment this 
research is immense, as in the early work of Santayana in the 1950s, and that of his followers 
such as Bourassa and Porteous, who understand material surfaces to be expressive of 
embedded meanings.899 
 
Further Research in Undergraduate Education 
The researcher has already commenced application of some of the research findings in 
undergraduate landscape architecture education, and the scope for greater application is 
wide. In planning new design studio curricula for first year students, the task has been to 
                                                     
898 K. H. Craik, 'Environmental Psychology', Annual Review of Psychology, 24/February (1973), 403-422. Craik, 'Psychological 
Reflections'. Allan T. Purcell, 'Environmental Perception and Affect: A Schema Discrepancy Model', Environment and 
Behavior, 18/1 (1986), 3-30. Robert Cohen, The Development of Spatial Cognition (Electronic edn., Hoboken: Taylor and 
Francis, 2013).  
899 G. Santayana, The Sense of Beauty: Being the Outline of Aesthetic Theory (New York: Dover, 1955). Steven C. Bourassa, 
The Aesthetics of Landscape (London: Belhaven Press, 1991). Steven C. Bourassa, 'Landscape Aesthetics and Criticism', in 
Harriet Edquist and Vanessa Bird (eds.), The Culture of Landscape Architecture (Melbourne: Edge Publishing; and Department 
of Planning, Policy and Landscape, RMIT, 1994), 95-105. J. D. Porteous, Environmental Aesthetics: Ideas, Politics and 
Planning (London and New York: Routledge, 1996). 
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invite the students to discover what ‘landscape’ is, what ‘landscape architecture’ is, and who 
they themselves are, and want to be within these domains. 
 
The stepping-stones of landscape perception-experience-interaction are being applied in 
meeting this task, across both the semester’s curriculum, and within individual design studio 
classes and assignment structures. For example, in their first studio class, students are asked 
to perceive and experience the sensual qualities of different landscapes, then to interact with 
these qualities in different ways that allow them to explore a wide range of aesthetic and 
functional possibilities. In order to invite these fledgling students into the complexity of 
‘landscape’ without scaring them off, related landscape architectural concepts are gradually 
revealed to them after they have engaged in activities, so that they may learn through 
reflection. 
 
Further application involves the students simultaneously researching recent and existing 
publicly shared cultural meanings of particular landscapes, learning about related landscape 
typologies, and then (unknowingly to begin with) exploring their own cognitive landscape 
images of the landscape and its typology. Design assignments are crafted wherein the 
students represent their perceptions and experiences of the particular landscape, and then 
alter these representations based on their own ideal cognitive image of the relevant landscape 
typology, and the particular landscape. This is done both after interaction with 
representations, and then with the material landscape. Much of this is a fairly standard 
approach to design studio education; however it is possible that developing and framing the 
curriculum through these developed concepts, as well as using them to communicate ideas to 
students, will yield fresh pedagogical approaches. There is potential for experimentation with 
this method in different subject types and year levels, but sustained application is intended in 
the first semester of the first year over three years as an immediate action-research project. 
In Conclusion 
This thesis demonstrates that the research undertaken has successfully met its aim and 
objectives, addressing the research questions by explaining how particular landscapes come 
to have specific meanings for the people who interact with them, and how, as Ingold writes, 
these meanings ‘may be revealed or disclosed’, specifically to landscape architects.900 The 
findings have been rigorously developed through a hermeneutic process involving iterative 
thematic analysis of both existing theory and situated data derived from an exemplary 
representative landscape architecture case study. Clearly responding to the identified gaps in 
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existing knowledge as outlined in Chapter 1, the implications of this fourfold contribution to 
knowledge in landscape architecture are substantial as described in this chapter, and offer a 
rich agenda of further research. 
 
In answering the research questions: how do landscapes come to have specific meanings for 
individual people? and How could landscape architects identify the meanings a landscape 
has for other individuals? this research has achieved its overarching aim of developing a 
clearer theoretical understanding of ‘landscape meanings’ to inform landscape architectural 
theory and research, professional practice and education. To wit: 
 
A person gathers or attaches meanings to a particular landscape when they compare 
and contrast the relevant cognitive landscape image with their perception and 
experience of interacting within that material landscape.  
 
A landscape architect may identify these meanings by collecting the person’s 
expressions of the relevant cognitive image and of their landscape interaction, 
compiling the meaning-narrative of that landscape for that individual person. 
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Appendix 1. Case Study Protocol 
 
This case study protocol for Gas Works Park 1962-1978 was developed in accordance with 
Yin’s guidelines.901 
 
Three sets of data comprising five data types (documentary, archival, artefact, notes, 
interviews) are collected and analysed: the first set comprises documentary, archival and 
artefact data; the second set is case study site data comprising artefacts and notes; and the 
third set of data comprises key research informant interviews. 
 
Data Set 1: Documentary, Archival and Artefact Data 
Data 
• Documentary data collected for this case study includes official and personal 
correspondences between Haag and other actors involved in GWP from 1962-1978, 
and between key research informants and the researcher from 2009-2014; reports 
from private and public sector entities involved in the gas plant and GWP; published 
studies and reviews of GWP; and newspaper articles about GWP from 1890-1978. 
• Archival data includes maps of the case study site from 1905 to 2014; schematic and 
technical design drawings by Rich Haag of GWP dated from 1970-2013; and the 
published Master Plan for Myrtle Edwards Park (later GWP) in 1971. 
• Artefact data includes physical artefacts such as photographs of the GWP site from 
c.1880-2013; and drawings of the GWP site from 1854-2013. 
 
Principal Data Sources 
The ‘Seattle Room’, Seattle Public Library 
University of Washington Special Collections 
Seattle Municipal Archives 
Richard Haag 
Seattle Parks and Recreation 
                                                     
901 Yin, Case Study  78-91. 
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Data Collection Procedure 
Equipment in the field: Note/sketchbook, camera, laptop, external hard drive, wireless 
internet 
• Documents available digitally will be placed in the digital Case Study Database, 
synchronised on my laptop, external hard drive, and internet backup. 
• Where a document is not available digitally I will scan the document if scanning 
is available, or photograph it and place the image file in the digital database. 
• Where a document is archival and may not be copied I will make notes and 
sketches which I will also scan or photograph and place in the digital database. 
 
Data Set 2: Case Study Site Data: Artefacts and Notes 
Site Access 
Gas Works Park is located at 2101 Northlake Way, Seattle, Washington, 98103, USA. It is a 
free park open to the public from 6am – 10pm. No special permissions were required to 
access the park. 
I made three site visits to Gas Works Park: 
Tuesday 10th November 12-2pm 2009 (winter) 
Saturday 14th November 12-2pm 2009 (winter) 
Sunday 4th July 2010 11.30am-2pm (Independence Day, summer). 
 
Data and Collection Procedure 
• Artefact data: Photographic appraisal of landscape, systematically documenting 
arrival, views and individual elements, 360° context and departure. 
• Notes and artefact data: While on site and after each visit, write and sketch answers 
to ‘Level 1’ case study questions (questions to guide data collection, including those 
to be asked of specific interviewees and the researcher902) regarding my subjective 
experiences of visiting GWP. 
 
 
Level 1 questions asked of the researcher’s subjective experiences of GWP: 
1. What were my expectations of this landscape prior to my visit? What formed the basis 
of these expectations? 
                                                     
902 Ibid. 
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2. How did I travel to this landscape? What were the conditions – what time of 
year/week/day? What was the weather like? 
3. How did I perceive the relationship of this landscape with its physical context? To what 
degree was this perception influenced by pre-visit research or a previous visit, and to 
what extent is this a purely visceral response? 
4. Where did I enter this landscape? What made me choose this particular way to enter? 
Did I experience a sense of arrival at this landscape? 
5. What were my initial sensory perceptions of the landscape: sight, sound, smell, 
tactility?903 To what degree was this perception influenced by pre-visit research 
(specify) or a previous visit, and to what extent is this a purely visceral response? How 
did this perception change during my visit or between visits? 
6. What was my initial perception of the landscape as symbolic? 904 To what degree was 
this perception influenced by pre-visit research (specify) or a previous visit, and to what 
extent is this a purely visceral response? How did this perception change during my 
visit or between visits? 
7. Did I find the landscape legible? Describe. How did this perception change during my 
visit or between visits? 
8. Did I find the landscape stable, orderly and harmonious or uncertain and chaotic? In 
what ways? 905 To what degree was this perception influenced by pre-visit research 
(specify) or a previous visit, and to what extent is this a purely visceral response? How 
did this perception change during my visit or between visits? 
9. Did I experience the landscape as well maintained? 
10. How and where did I leave this landscape? What made me choose this particular way to 
leave? Did I experience a sense of departure when leaving this landscape? 
11. At the end of this visit, did I look forward to visiting this landscape again? Why? 
12. What seemed to me to be the focus of this landscape; did I perceive a particular ‘sense 
of place’?906 To what degree was this perception influenced by pre-visit research 
(specify) or a previous visit, and to what extent is this a purely visceral response? How 
did this perception change during my visit or between visits? 
13. How did my experience of this landscape differ from and how was it similar to my 
expectations?907 
 
                                                     
903 Ingold, 'Temporality' at 156, 171. Creswell, 'Landscape' at 275-276. 
904 Clifford and King, England  ix-x. Meinig (ed.), Ordinary Landscapes . Lewis, 'Axioms' at 12. Jackson, Vernacular 
Landscape  39-4; ibid. Cosgrove, Social Formation  13. 
905 Jackson, 'Human' at 334. Tuan, 'Thought and Landscape' at 101. Tuan, Topophilia  113-114. Tuan, Space and Place Kindle 
Locations 2856-2860. Relph, Place and Placelessness  6, 125-126, 137. Edensor, Industrial Ruins  127. 
906 Mitchell, Cultural Geography  120-121. 
907 Relph, Place and Placelessness  45, 49. 
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Data Set 3: Key Research Informant Interviews 
Interview Procedure 
Standard best-practice interview and ethical protocols are followed. After formal ethical 
clearance obtained from the Queensland University of Technology Human Research Ethics 
Committee, non-probability purposive sampling908 is utilised to identify and recruit three 
participants with close relationships to the case study site (details below): a local landscape 
architecture academic and historian with a special interest in the work of Richard Haag, a 
local senior planner responsible for the management of GWP, and Richard Haag, also local, 
and the original landscape architect. Each is invited to participate in a semi-structured 
interview909 (approximately 90 minutes in length), conducted by the researcher in a location 
of the interviewees choosing (in each case their workplace). A set of Level 1 case study 
interview questions are tailored to each key informant’s relationship with GWP. All 
interviews are audio-recorded and later transcribed verbatim into text for analysis. 
 
Each interviewee receives a copy of the transcript and the opportunity to revise any part of it. 
They also receive a copy of the sections of the draft thesis in which they are referred to or 
quoted, for their approval. See conditions of this in ‘Ethical Approvals’ below. 
 
Interview Guide: Level 1 questions asked of each interviewee 
Local landscape architecture academic and historian: 
1. How often do you visit Gas Works Park? 
2. How do you feel about it? 
3. What do you know of how locals feel about its success as a park – is it well used?  
4. By whom? Does anyone specifically not use it? 
5. Do locals regard Gas Works as their park, or as more of a tourist destination, or as 
government property? 
6. Do you think locals regard Gas Works Park as a ‘natural’ (green) place, a built 
place; or a combination? 
7. Do any kinds of unprogrammed – or unexpected – activities take place in the park? 
8. Do you know of any spiritual beliefs or practices, or local “stories” associated with 
the park? 
9. What do you know of how local designers regard the park? 
                                                     
908 Web Center for Social Research Methods, 'Nonprobability Sampling'20th October 2006 2006 
<http://www.socialresearchmethods.net/kb/sampnon.php> accessed 10th May 2014. 
909 Steinar Kvale and Svend Brinkmann, Interviews: Learning the Craft of Qualitative Research Interviewing (2nd edn., 
Thousand Oaks: Sage, 2009). 
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10. What are your feelings about the original design for the park? 
11. How would you say form and function – or medium and process – were prioritised 
in the design of the park? 
12. To what degree and in what ways do you think the life of a city is bound up with its 
urban landscape? 
13. What do you perceive to have been the designer’s intentions regarding the role of the 
park in the city? 
14. Gas Works Park is famous outside the city as a Seattle landmark: do you think it has 
come to represent the historic or contemporary identity of Seattle in any particular 
ways? 
15. What do you see as the role – real and/or symbolic – of this park in the life of the 
city? 
16. Since the park’s opening, has it had any noticeable effects in its immediate context, 
or indeed the wider city? 
17. What would you say is the relationship between human and nonhuman forms and 
processes in the design, and in the present-day park? 
18. What do you know of the popular perception of the role of the park as a 
manifestation of the industrial past? 
19. Do you think the park plays a role in creating popular awareness of industrialism and 
industrial labour, either past or present? 
20. Is there much local awareness of the pre-industrial history of the park area? 
21. How do you feel about the success of the park as a manifestation of the industrial 
past? 
22. Has the park changed very much over time? How? 
23. Is there anything about this park that only locals can know or feel? 
24. Is there anything further you would like to add? 
 
Local senior planner: 
1. How often do you visit Gas Works Park? How do you feel about it as a place? 
2. What do you know of how locals feel about its success as a park compared with 
other parks in the city – i.e. is it well used and well liked? Is it used much at night? 
3. What are your feelings about the original design for the park? 
4. To what degree and in what ways do you think the life of a city is bound up with its 
urban landscape? 
5. What do you think is the role (could be physical, social, cultural, environmental, 
economic, symbolic) of Gas Works Park in Seattle and/or the wider region? 
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6. Is there much of a popular perception of the park as a manifestation of the industrial 
past? 
7. Since the park’s opening, has it had any noticeable effects on its immediate context, 
or the wider city? 
8. Has the park changed very much over time? How? 
9. When I visited the park, I came across a group of vagrants in the play barn. What is 
the Parks Department view on it as a public place open to absolutely everyone: what 
are/ should be the limits to people’s use? 
10. Could you broadly describe the contemporary management/maintenance regime – is 
there any special management or maintenance required for this park compared with 
others? 
11. How often does the Parks Department need to have environmental testing 
undertaken? At what stage is the technical/physical process of post-industrial 
detoxification? 
12. Controversies regarding environmental contamination continue to arise: to what 
degree do these influence the identity of the park and its use by locals? 
13. The park is not listed as having a VMP – given there is little vegetation. Does it have 
any other ecological or cultural heritage conservation orders? 
14. Currently on the Parks Department website there is a major maintenance project to 
restore the park entry, as a portion of the “Gas Works Park Master Plan”: 
15. Which Master Plan does this refer to? 
16. Has this project been completed? 
17. The “Gas Works Park Improvements Pro Parks Project” was completed in 2005: 
18. Why was this project undertaken? 
19. Was it only the northwest section? 
20. How were the initial design priorities that were taken to community consultation 
decided upon?  
21. To what degree are community priorities able to be acted on in this type of project? 
22. Can I see the schematic plan? 
23. As a “Parks and Green Spaces Levy Project,” the GWP playground is earmarked for 
“renovation to improve and address safety issues”: 
24. What kind of issues?  
25. How important is the original design in such a process? 
26. Is anything else coming up for Gas Works Park under the Strategic Action Plan? 
27. How do you weigh up the importance of the original design intent, against 
community priorities for the park? 
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28. Is there anything further you would like to add? 
 
GWP landscape architect: 
1. How do you feel about Gas Works Park as a place these days? Have your feelings 
changed over the years? 
2. Did you live in Seattle when you made the first designs for the park? What was your 
intent regarding its role in the life of the city (could be physical, social, cultural, 
environmental, or economic)? 
3. Do you think this intent has been realised? 
4. Who else besides yourself had input into the original design for the park?  
5. Did you undertake community consultation as part of the design process? If so, how 
was the design responsive?  
6. Changes to the park have been made since it opened, such as the Pro Parks Project 
completed in 2005: are you consulted by the Parks Department when this arises? Do 
you believe the original designer should be? 
7. Controversies regarding environmental contamination continue to arise: to what 
degree do these influence the identity of the park and its use by locals? 
8. Did you intend the park to be an ‘easy’ place for visitors, or did you hope to 
challenge them a little? 
9. What would you say is the relationship between the human and the nonhuman in 
your design, and in the present-day park? For example, did you intend the 
hydrological cycle to be evident to visitors? 
10. I understand (from Thaisa Way) you originally wanted to make the park more 
amenable to the homeless than it currently is: what are your views on Gas Works 
Park as a public place open to absolutely everyone: should there be any limits to 
use? 
11. In your 1971 collage of the proposed park, you included activity words such as 
“theatre, eating, shopping, shows, or markets.” To what extent did you originally 
intend these to be programmed into the design of the park, or were you intending to 
create a place within which these uses might occur? 
12. When designing the park, how did you understand it spatially: for example, as a 
series of layers, as a mosaic of parts, or in some other way? 
13. Gas Works Park offers amazing views – during the design process, how did you 
understand the relationship between the immediate park and its context? Would it be 
a different park if it contained the same infrastructure, were set in a land-bound 
location, or in a different city? 
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14. In your original design drawings trees surround the car parking and arrival area: 
what kind of initial experience did you envisage people would have upon arriving at 
Gas Works Park? 
15. How were the relative importance of form and function prioritised in your original 
design for the park? 
16. On their website, UW states of your early ideas for GWP: “He decided the structures 
should be saved - not for historical purposes, but rather, for purely aesthetic reasons, 
to provide an interesting visual anchor for the park design.”  Did you have any 
intentions as well as the visually aesthetic, regarding the park as a manifestation of 
the industrial past? 
17. How do you think the park performs today as a manifestation of the industrial past – 
or even the industrial present? 
18. How did you decide which pieces of industrial infrastructure should be kept? 
19. In your design process, did you consider any other aspects of the site’s history, such 
as logging, or earlier – is any other symbolism manifest in the park? 
20. Do you think locals regard Gas Works Park as a ‘natural’ (green) place, a built 
place; or a combination? What was your intention in this regard? 
21. Gas Works Park is known outside the city as a Seattle landmark: did you intend it to 
represent Seattle in any particular ways? Do you think it has done? 
22. Did you originally intend the park as a place that would be open to change much 
over time? Do you perceive that it has changed? How? 
23. Is there anything further you would like to add? 
 
Interviewees 
Dr. Thaisa Way: Assistant Professor in Landscape Architecture, MLA Program 
Coordinator, and Adjunct Assistant Professor in Architecture at the College of Built 
Environments, University of Washington, Seattle, WA USA.  
Introduction made by Dr. Elizabeth K. Meyer, Associate Professor of Landscape 
Architecture, University of Virginia School of Architecture, Charlottesville VA, USA. 
Primary contact by email. Interviewed on 13th November 2009 in her office at the University 
of Washington, Seattle. 
 
David Graves: Senior Planner, Seattle Parks and Recreation Department, Seattle WA USA. 
Located online and primary contact by email. Interviewed on the 2nd July 2010 in a meeting 
room in the Seattle Parks and Recreation Department offices, Seattle. 
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Richard Haag, ASLA: Director of Rich Haag Associates Landscape Architects, and 
Professor Emeritus in Landscape Architecture at the College of Built Environments, 
University of Washington, Seattle, WA USA. 
Introduction made by email by Dr. Thaisa Way. 
Primary contact by email. Interviewed on the 5th of July 2010 in the offices of Rich Haag 
Associates, Seattle. 
 
Interview Failure Contingency Plan 
How I will respond if contact persons don’t follow through with promised data: My 
Database Matrix identifies a required core of document and archival data for each case 
which I can collect unassisted. These provide for adequate triangulation of evidence to 
support a case study. 
 
QUT Human Ethics Approval 
A Human Ethics Approval Certificate (#0900001104 see Figure 52) has been obtained from 
the Queensland University of Technology University Research Ethics Committee (NHMRC 
Registered Committee #EC00171). The original certificate was valid from 09/10/2009 to 
09/10/2012, whereafter it was renewed annually by email, but never formally reissued to the 
researcher. 
 
Consent was acquired from the three key research informants prior to the conducting of 
interviews using an approved Participant Information for QUT Research Project form and a 
Consent Form for QUT Research Project (see Figure 53). All data collection, storage, 
analysis and discussion have been conducted according to the terms of this Ethics Approval, 
and are outlined in this Case Study Protocol. 
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Figure 52. Human Ethics Approval Certificate #0900001104 
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Figure 53. Approved Participant Information for QUT Research Project form and Consent 
Form for QUT Research Project 
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Overall Case Study Data Management Plan 
Storage, initial coding and management of all case study data: 
• I have a coded digital database maintained on my personal computer, external 
hard drive, and backed up by a secure paid online service; 
• The structure of coding, folders and files will correspond to the GWP Case 
Study Database Matrix (sample snapshot of 6-page A3 matrix document in 
Figure 51 below); 
• Each day of data collection all evidence is saved to the digital database, coded 
and recorded in the Matrix; 
• Database parent folder coding: Case initials_data type. Data types: 
documentation (Doc); archival records (AR); physical artefacts (Pa), Pa 
photographs (PaP), Pa drawings (PaD); interviews (INT); notes (N); 
• Database sub-folder coding: Case initials_data type_location of collection data 
retrieved from_ date of collection_data title. Main locations: SPL = Seattle 
Public Library; UW = University of Washington Library; SM = Seattle 
Municipal Archives; SP = Seattle Parks Department; 
• Database file coding: Case initials_data type_date of collection or publication of 
published text_author_file sequence number. E.g. the first photo taken by the 
author (SS) at Gas Works Park on 31st October 2009 would be coded GWP 
_PaP_311009_SS01. 
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Figure 51. Snapshot of A3 GWP Case Study Database Matrix 
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Appendix 2. Case Study Data Collected 
 
 
A detailed summary of data collected including number of items, sources and collection 
procedures. Data types: document, archive, artefact, notes and interview correspond to 
categories proposed by Yin.910 Database matrix and file coding accords with this structure. 
 
Data collection equipment:  
Notebook, camera, laptop, digital recorder external hard drive, wireless internet. 
 
Overall collection procedure: 
• All items available digitally were placed in the digital Case Study Database, 
synchronised on my laptop, external hard drive, and internet backup. 
• Items not available digitally were photographed and the image file placed in the 
digital database; 
• All digital files were then coded and recorded in the Database Matrix (see Appendix 
1); 
• Conversion of text from photographs to editable digital type using optical character 
recognition software Nuance Omnipage 16; 
• Interviews transcribed using voice transcription software Nuance Dragon Naturally 
Speaking Premium. 
 
Coding: 
• Each day of data collection all evidence is saved to the digital database, coded and 
recorded in the Matrix; 
• The structure of coding, folders and files will corresponds to Yin’s data types 
• Database parent folder coding: Case initials_data type. Data types: documentation 
(Doc); archival records (AR); physical artefacts (Pa), Pa photographs (PaP), Pa 
drawings (PaD); interviews (INT); notes (N); 
                                                     
910 Yin, Case Study  101-114. 
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• Database sub-folder coding: Case initials_data type_location of collection data 
retrieved from_ date of collection_data title. Main locations: SPL = Seattle Public 
Library; UW = University of Washington Library; SM = Seattle Municipal 
Archives; SP = Seattle Parks Department; 
• Database file coding: Case initials_data type_date of collection or publication of 
published text_author_file sequence number. E.g. the first photo taken by the author 
(SS) at Gas Works Park on 10th November 2009 is coded GWP 
_PaP_101009_SS001. 
 
All data Analysis Stage 1: 
• Recorded interviews transcribed using Nuance Dragon Naturally Speaking Premium 
software, and all data coded and logged in the database matrix (see Appendix 1); 
• All collected data was prepared i.e. dates, titles and original sources identified, 
recorded in the following: 
o An Image Log was created identifying all images in chronological order; 
o A Newspaper Cuttings Log was created identifying all articles in 
chronological order; 
o A Document Summaries Log was created identifying and summarising all 
correspondence, reports, histories and other miscellaneous documents; 
• Next immersive reading and reviewing of all data was undertaken to identify 
emergent concepts and patterns. This led to the selection of the period 1962-1978 as 
ideal to inform this research. 
•  
All data Analysis Stage 2: 
The first stage entailed immersion in reading all data 1962-1978. Then re-reading and 
reviewing and making detailed notes regarding common and contrasting concepts. As there 
was such a large amount of data, even within the embedded units of analysis, purposive 
sampling was used to reduce it to a manageable representative dataset. The emerging themes 
became the categories for the next phase of case study data analysis. 
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Table 5. Document data collection 
Data # items Sources Procedures 
1 
Newspaper and magazine 
articles about the GWP 
landscape dated 1890-1985 
Newspapers: 
Seattle Post-Intelligencer 
The Seattle Times 
North Central Outlook 
The Outlook 
University District Herald 
University of Washington 
Daily 
Seattle Sunday Times 
The Seattle Sun 
The Queen Anne News 
Capitol Hill Times 
The Wallingford Times 
The Ballard Tribune 
Greenwood-Phinney Herald 
Green Lake Reporter 
The New York Times 
Gas Age (trade newspaper) 
Daily Journal of Commerce 
Seattle Business 
Unidentified 
Magazines: 
Landscape Architecture 
Environmental Design: West 
Northwest Magazine 
The Argus (Seattle) 
248 
 
 
 
 
Seattle Public Library, ‘The 
Seattle Room’ collection. Majority 
of catalogue was still in card index 
drawers. Online catalogue: 
http://cdm16118.contentdm. 
oclc.org/ cdm/ 
Seattle Municipal Archives: The 
Sherwood Parks History Collection, 
and the Seattle Parks 
Superintendent's Subject Files. 
Online catalogue: 
http://www.seattle.gov/cityarchives/
search-collections 
 
 
 
Hours total: 40 
Pre-visit online catalogue searching from Australia: 12 hours 
In libraries and archives: 28 hours (rows 1,3,4, 5 of this table combined and row 1 of table 
6). 
Visits to libraries and archives: 
2 visits were made to the SPL in 2009, and one in 2010. 
2 visits were made to the SMA in 2010 
SPL Procedure: newspaper cuttings identified by manual card index search. Found 2 
manila folders containing 197 cuttings specific to GWP. All cuttings scanned. At the end of 
each day images transferred to laptop, coded and logged in the database. Manual and online 
backups made. 
SM Archives Procedure: 
Pre-visit online catalogue searches in Australia to identify material for review, captured and 
printed for fast retrieval on-site. Some further manual catalogue searching needed in archive 
catalogues. 
Each individual document in 12 archive boxes of unsorted and unlabelled archival 
documents methodically examined, selections made for pertinence to research focus, 
photographed. At the end of each day images transferred to laptop, coded and logged in the 
database. Manual and online backups made. 
Coding and Analysis: 
All items coded and analysed as described on pp 1-2. 
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Data # items Sources Procedures 
2 
Newspaper articles about the 
GWP landscape dated 1985-
2009 
Seattle Post-Intelligencer 
The Seattle Times 
191 Seattle Post-Intelligencer online 
archives via login at: 
http://reg.seattlepi.com/login/ 
Seattle Times online archives at 
http://community.seattletimes.nwso
urce.com/archive/ 
Hours total: 18 
Search and retrieval of articles from online archives of the two main Seattle daily 
newspapers from Australia. 
Search terms: 
Gas and Works 
Gas and Park or Works 
Gasworks 
Haag 
An uncounted number of articles read, 191 identified as relevant to research focus. Selected 
articles saved to EverNote library, tagged GWP and ordered chronologically. EverNote has 
automatic online backup and synchronised to laptop hard drive. 
Analysis: All items analysed as described on pp 1-2. 
3 
Reports and correspondence 
between GWP landscape 
actors 1903-2009 
160 Seattle Parks and Recreation 
Online at: 
http://www.seattle.gov/parks/park_
detail.asp?ID=293 
Seattle Public Library, ‘The 
Seattle Room’ collection. Majority 
of catalogue was still in card index 
drawers. Online catalogue: 
http://cdm16118.contentdm. 
oclc.org/ cdm/ 
Seattle Municipal Archives: The 
Sherwood Parks History Collection, 
and the Seattle Parks 
Superintendent's Subject Files. 
Online catalogue: 
http://www.seattle.gov/cityarchives/
search-collections 
 
Hours total: 44 
Seattle Parks and Recreation: 4 hours online. 
Libraries and Archives online: Pre-visit online catalogue searching from Australia: 12 
hours 
In libraries and archives: 28 hours (rows 1,3,4, 5 of this table combined and row 1 of table 
6). 
Seattle Parks and Recreation: 6 hours online. Available documents reviewed and 
selections made. Selected documents saved to laptop, coded and logged in the database. 
Manual and online backups made. 
Visits to libraries and archives: 
2 visits were made to the SPL in 2009, and one in 2010. 
2 visits were made to the SMA in 2010 
SPL Procedure: Pre-visit online catalogue searches in Australia to identify material for 
review, captured and printed for fast retrieval on-site. Some further manual catalogue 
searching needed in card index catalogue. 
Reports and correspondence reviewed, selections made for pertinence to research focus. 
Photographed. At the end of each day images transferred to laptop, coded and logged in the 
database. Manual and online backups made. 
SM Archives Procedure: 
Pre-visit online catalogue searches in Australia to identify material for review, captured and 
printed for fast retrieval on-site. Some further manual catalogue searching needed in archive 
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Data # items Sources Procedures 
 catalogues. 
Each individual document in 12 archive boxes of unsorted and unlabelled archival 
documents methodically examined, selections made for pertinence to research focus, 
photographed. At the end of each day images transferred to laptop, coded and logged in the 
database. Manual and online backups made. 
Coding and Analysis: 
All items coded and analysed as described on pp 1-2. 
4 
Historical accounts of the 
GWP landscape 1890-1962 
9 Seattle Public Library, ‘The 
Seattle Room’ collection. Majority 
of catalogue was still in card index 
drawers. Online catalogue: 
http://cdm16118.contentdm. 
oclc.org/ cdm/ 
Seattle Municipal Archives: The 
Sherwood Parks History Collection, 
and the Seattle Parks 
Superintendent's Subject Files. 
Online catalogue: 
http://www.seattle.gov/cityarchives/
search-collections 
University of Washington Suzallo 
and Allen Libraries, General 
Collection. Online catalogue: 
http://www.lib.washington.edu/suzz
allo 
University of Missouri-Kansas 
City Library, general collection. 
Online catalogue: 
http://laurel.lso.missouri.edu/ 
search/Y 
Hours total: 47 
SPL, UW, SMA Pre-visit online catalogue searching from Australia: 15 hours 
In libraries and archives: 28 hours (rows 1,3,4, 5 of this table combined and row 1 of table 
6). 
UMKC: 4 hours in library 
Visits to libraries and archives: 
2 visits were made to the SPL in 2009, and one in 2010. 
2 visits were made to the SMA in 2010 
1 visit was made to the UW general collection in 2009 
1 visit was made to UMKC in 2009 
SPL Procedure: Pre-visit online catalogue searches in Australia to identify material for 
review, captured and printed for fast retrieval on-site. Some further manual catalogue 
searching needed in card index catalogue. 
Historical accounts reviewed, selections made for pertinence to research focus. 
Photographed. At the end of each day images transferred to laptop, coded and logged in the 
database. Manual and online backups made. 
SM Archives Procedure: 
Pre-visit online catalogue searches in Australia to identify material for review, captured and 
printed for fast retrieval on-site. Some further manual catalogue searching needed in archive 
catalogues. 
Each individual document in 12 archive boxes of unsorted and unlabelled archival 
documents methodically examined, selections made for pertinence to research focus, 
photographed. At the end of each day images transferred to laptop, coded and logged in the 
database. Manual and online backups made. 
UW Library Procedure: Pre-visit online catalogue searches in Australia to identify 
material for review, captured and printed for fast retrieval on-site. 
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Data # items Sources Procedures 
 
 
Historical accounts reviewed, selections made for pertinence to research focus. 
Photographed. At the end of each day images transferred to laptop, coded and logged in the 
database. Manual and online backups made. 
UMKC Library Procedure: 4 hours in UMKC library, 6 hours in accommodation. Online 
catalogue accessed leading to review of 5 books on Washington State and Seattle history. 
Two on Native American and European settlement history in Seattle selected. 
Books borrowed and read, selections pertinent to GWP landscape scanned. At the end of 
each day images transferred to laptop, coded and logged in the database. Manual and online 
backups made. 
Coding and Analysis: 
All items coded and analysed as described on pp 1-2. 
5 
Correspondence from 
interviewees to the researcher 
from 2009-2014 
76 
 
Thaisa Way 
David Graves 
Richard Haag 
Emails (all) 
Postal letters (Haag only) 
Emails forwarded to EverNote library, tagged GWP. 
Coding and Analysis: 
All items coded and analysed as described on pp 1-2. 
 
Table 6. Archive data collection 
Data # items Sources Procedures 
1 
The published Master Plan for 
Myrtle Edwards Park (later 
GWP) in 1971 
1 Richard Haag Haag offered digital file of Master Plan. Emailed as pdf, saved to laptop, coded and logged 
in the database. Manual and online backups made. 
Coding and Analysis: 
Coded and analysed as described on pp 1-2. 
2 
Schematic and technical 
design drawings by Rich Haag 
of GWP dated from 1970-
2013 
77 University of Washington 
Library, Special Collections. 
Online catalogue: 
http://www.lib.washington.edu/spe
cialcollections 
Hours total: 14 
1 visit was made to the UW Special Collections in 2009 where 680 drawings were reviewed, 
69 collected. 
1 visit was made the offices of Rich Haag Associates, 2010 
UW Library Procedure: Pre-visit online catalogue searches in Australia to identify 
material for review, captured and printed for fast retrieval on-site. 
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Data # items Sources Procedures 
Richard Haag Schematic and technical design drawings reviewed, selections made for pertinence to 
research focus. Photographed. At the end of each day images transferred to laptop, coded 
and logged in the database. Manual and online backups made. 
Haag Procedure: 
4 original drawings photographed with Haag’s permission during visit to Haag on 5th of 
July 2010 in the offices of Rich Haag Associates, Seattle. 
4 other images emailed to me by Rich Haag. 
Images saved to laptop, coded and logged in the database. Manual and online backups 
made. 
Coding and Analysis: 
All items coded and analysed as described on pp 1-2. 
3 
Maps of the case study 
landscape from 1905-1912 
8 Seattle Public Library, ‘The 
Seattle Room’ collection. Majority 
of catalogue was still in card index 
drawers. Online catalogue: 
http://cdm16118.contentdm. 
oclc.org/ cdm/ 
University of Missouri-Kansas 
City Library, general collection. 
Online catalogue: 
http://laurel.lso.missouri.edu/ 
search/Y 
Hours total: 11 
1 hour in SPL. 4 maps retrieved by manual search of card index leading to review of historic 
atlas collection. 
4 hours in UMKC library, 6 hours in accommodation. 
SPL Procedure: Pre-visit online catalogue searches in Australia to identify material for 
review, captured and printed for fast retrieval on-site. Some further manual catalogue 
searching needed in card index catalogue. 
Historical atlases reviewed, selections made for pertinence to research focus. Photographed. 
At the end of each day images transferred to laptop, coded and logged in the database. 
Manual and online backups made. 
UMKC Library Procedure: Online catalogue accessed leading to review of 5 books on 
Washington State and Seattle history. Two on Native American and European settlement 
history in Seattle selected. 
Books borrowed and read, selections pertinent to GWP landscape scanned. At the end of 
each day images transferred to laptop, coded and logged in the database. Manual and online 
backups made. 
Coding and Analysis: 
All items coded and analysed as described on pp 1-2. 
4 
Design and planning 
documentation for GWP and 
7 Seattle Parks and Recreation 
Online at: 
http://www.seattle.gov/parks/park 
Hours total: 
Seattle Parks and Recreation: 3 hours online. 
Available documents reviewed and selections made. Selected documents saved to laptop, 
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Data # items Sources Procedures 
connected landscapes _detail.asp?ID=293 
 
coded and logged in the database. Manual and online backups made. 
Coding and Analysis: 
All items coded and analysed as described on pp 1-2. 
 
Table 7. Artefact data collection 
Data # items Sources Procedures 
1 
Photographs of the GWP 
landscape from c.1880-2013 
369 Seattle Public Library, ‘The 
Seattle Room’ collection. Majority 
of catalogue was still in card index 
drawers. Online catalogue: 
http://cdm16118.contentdm. 
oclc.org/ cdm/ 
Seattle Municipal Archives: The 
Sherwood Parks History 
Collection, and the Seattle Parks 
Superintendent's Subject Files. 
Online catalogue: 
http://www.seattle.gov/cityarchives
/search-collections 
University of Washington Suzallo 
and Allen Libraries, General 
Collection. Online catalogue: 
http://www.lib.washington.edu/suz
zallo 
University of Missouri-Kansas 
City Library, general collection. 
Online catalogue: 
http://laurel.lso.missouri.edu/ 
Hours total: 
SPL, UW, SMA Pre-visit online catalogue searching from Australia: 15 hours 
In libraries and archives: 28 hours (rows 1,3,4, 5 of table 5 combined and this row of table 
6). 
UMKC: 4 hours in library 
Visits to libraries and archives: 
2 visits were made to the SPL in 2009, and one in 2010. 
2 visits were made to the SMA in 2010 
1 visit was made to the UW general collection in 2009 
1 visit was made to UMKC in 2009 
SPL Procedure: Pre-visit online catalogue searches in Australia to identify material for 
review, captured and printed for fast retrieval on-site. Some further manual catalogue 
searching needed in card index catalogue. 
Images reviewed, selections made for pertinence to research focus. Photographed. At the 
end of each day images transferred to laptop, coded and logged in the database. Manual and 
online backups made. 
SM Archives Procedure: 
Pre-visit online catalogue searches in Australia to identify material for review, captured and 
printed for fast retrieval on-site. Some further manual catalogue searching needed in archive 
catalogues. 
Each individual document in 12 archive boxes of unsorted and unlabelled archival 
documents methodically examined, selections made for pertinence to research focus, 
photographed. At the end of each day images transferred to laptop, coded and logged in the 
database. Manual and online backups made. 
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Data # items Sources Procedures 
search/Y UW Library Procedure: Pre-visit online catalogue searches in Australia to identify 
material for review, captured and printed for fast retrieval on-site. 
Images reviewed, selections made for pertinence to research focus. Photographed. At the 
end of each day images transferred to laptop, coded and logged in the database. Manual and 
online backups made. 
UMKC Library Procedure: 4 hours in UMKC library, 6 hours in accommodation. Online 
catalogue accessed leading to review of 5 books on Washington State and Seattle history. 
Two on Native American and European settlement history in Seattle selected. 
Books borrowed and read, image selections pertinent to GWP landscape scanned. At the 
end of each day images transferred to laptop, coded and logged in the database. Manual and 
online backups made. 
Coding and Analysis: 
All items coded and analysed as described on pp 1-2. 
2 
Drawings of the GWP 
landscape from 1854-2013 
5 University of Missouri-Kansas 
City Library, general collection. 
Online catalogue: 
http://laurel.lso.missouri.edu/ 
search/Y 
UMKC Library Procedure: 4 hours in UMKC library, 6 hours in accommodation. Online 
catalogue accessed leading to review of 5 books on Washington State and Seattle history. 
Two on Native American and European settlement history in Seattle selected. 
Books borrowed and read, image selections pertinent to GWP landscape scanned. At the 
end of each day images transferred to laptop, coded and logged in the database. Manual and 
online backups made. 
Coding and Analysis: 
All items coded and analysed as described on pp 1-2. 
3 
Photographic appraisal of 
landscape, systematically 
documenting arrival, views 
and individual elements, 360° 
context and departure winter 
2009 and summer 2010 
303 Researcher Hours total: 9.5 
Gas Works Park is located at 2101 Northlake Way, Seattle, Washington, 98103, USA. It is a 
free park open to the public from 6am – 10pm. No special permissions were required to 
access the park. 
I made three site visits to Gas Works Park: 
Tuesday 10th November 12-2pm 2009 (winter) + 1.5 hours travel of which half involved 
observation and documenting of journey and context. 
Saturday 14th November 12-2pm 2009 (winter) + extended exploration of local area 2-
3.30pm 
Sunday 4th July 2010 11.30am-2pm (Independence Day, summer). + 1.5 hours travel of 
which half involved observation and documenting of journey and context. 
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Data # items Sources Procedures 
I made one visit to the Seattle Space Needle to see and photograph GWP in its landscape 
context: 
Wednesday 11th November 4-5pm 2009 (winter). 
At the end of each day images transferred to laptop, coded and logged in the database. 
Manual and online backups made. 
Coding and Analysis: 
All items coded and analysed as described on pp 1-2. 
 
Table 8. Notes data collection 
Data # items Sources Procedures 
4 
Answers to ‘Level 1’ case 
study questions from three site 
visits by researcher 2009-
2010911. See Appendix 2. 
3 sets Researcher Hours total: 5 
While on site and after each visit, write and sketch answers to ‘Level 1’ case study questions 
(questions to guide data collection, including those to be asked of specific interviewees and 
the researcher912) regarding my subjective experiences of visiting GWP. 
Text written on-site in notebook, pages photographed. At the end of each day images 
transferred to laptop, coded and logged in the database. Manual and online backups made. 
Coding and Analysis: 
All items coded and analysed as described on pp 1-2. 
5 
Detailed diaries during Seattle 
visits: winter 2009, summer 
2010 
2 Researcher Text written in notebook, pages photographed and images transferred to laptop at the end of 
travel, coded and logged in the database. Manual and online backups made. 
Coding and Analysis: 
Set of diary entries for each year coded and analysed as described on pp 1-2. 
 
Table 9. Interview data collection 
                                                     
911 Ibid. 
912 Ibid. 
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Data # items Sources Procedures 
Procedure for all interviews: 
Standard best-practice interview and ethical protocols are followed. Formal ethical clearance obtained from the Queensland University of Technology Human Research Ethics 
Committee, non-probability purposive sampling  is utilised to identify and recruit three participants with close relationships to the case study site (details below): a local 
landscape architecture academic and historian with a special interest in the work of Richard Haag, a local senior planner responsible for the management of GWP, and Richard 
Haag, also local, and the original landscape architect. Each is invited to participate in a semi-structured interview,conducted by the researcher in a location of the interviewees 
choosing (in each case their workplace). A set of Level 1 case study interview questions are tailored to each key informant’s relationship with GWP. All interviews are audio-
recorded and later transcribed verbatim into text for analysis. Each interviewee receives a copy of the transcript and the opportunity to revise any part of it. They also receive a 
copy of the sections of the draft thesis in which they are referred to or quoted, for their approval. See conditions of this in ‘Ethical Approvals’ below. 
1 
Semi-structured interview with 
Dr. Thaisa Way: Assistant 
Professor in Landscape 
Architecture, College of Built 
Environments, University of 
Washington, Seattle, WA 
USA. 
1 
 
Thaisa Way & researcher Time: 50 minutes 
Introduction made by Dr. Elizabeth K. Meyer, Associate Professor of Landscape 
Architecture, University of Virginia School of Architecture, Charlottesville VA, USA. 
Primary contact by email. Interviewed on 13th November 2009 in her office at the 
University of Washington, Seattle. 2009 Audio recording of interview made. 
Coding and Analysis: 
Coded, transcribed and analysed as described on pp 1-2. 
2 
Semi-structured interview with 
David Graves, Senior Planner, 
Seattle Parks and Recreation 
Department, Seattle WA USA. 
1 
 
David Graves & researcher Time: 58 minutes 
Located online and primary contact by email. 
Interviewed on the 2nd July 2010 in a meeting room in the Seattle Parks and Recreation 
Department offices, Seattle. Audio recording of interview made. 
Coding and Analysis: 
Coded, transcribed and analysed as described on pp 1-2. 
3 
Semi-structured interview with 
Richard Haag, GWP landscape 
architect, and Director of Rich 
Haag Associates, Seattle. 
1 
 
Rich Haag & researcher Time: 2 hours, 15 minutes 
Director of Rich Haag Associates Landscape Architects, and Professor Emeritus in 
Landscape Architecture at the College of Built Environments, University of Washington, 
Seattle, WA USA. 
Primary contact by email. Interviewed on the 5th of July 2010 in the offices of Rich Haag 
Associates, Seattle. Audio recording of interview made. 
Coding and Analysis: 
Coded, transcribed and analysed as described on pp 1-2. 
  
 
 
